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ABSTRACT 

 

STRATEGIES FOR THE INTEGRATION AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF CLEANER 

PRODUCTION KNOWLEDGE IN MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSMEs) 

 

Paola Vasquez        Advisor:  
University of Guelph, 2016       Dr. Al Lauzon 
          
 

Cleaner Production (CP) was launched as a promising concept to solve the environmental 

pollution problems caused by industrial sectors; however CP transfer processes have mainly 

focused on technical aspects, which has limited its expected implementation and integration by 

firms, especially by MSMEs. Many authors highlight the exclusion or low inclusion of 

organizational learning aspects as the reason for limited outcomes of CP applications. The 

research is concerned with organizational learning (OL) around CP. Four case studies provided 

the empirical data to analyze the enablers and barriers to CP learning process in MSMEs during 

CP demonstration projects carried out in Colombia (South America).  Based on literature review 

I proposed a new framework that integrates OL and CP (called the 5i CP model), which was 

validated through its application in empirical cases, and finally modified according to the research 

findings. The four cases demonstrate that CP learning processes might be greatly influenced by 

organizational aspects such as the firm’s size, learning culture and the OM’s environmental 

leadership, and by the CP knowledge providers’ ability to communicate CP ideas and the 

effectiveness of their mechanisms to transfer new CP knowledge. The research demonstrated 

that CP transfer projects need to be seen as OL processes rather than purely technical processes.  

Findings suggest the need for wider CP transfer approaches that include OL elements in the CP 

transfer processes into MSMEs.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Research rationale 

 

Micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) have become a powerful industry with an 

increasing popularity (Zdravkovic, 2011). Understanding their current and future performance, 

challenges and trends is a common interest worldwide. MSMEs definition widely varies from 

country to country, which define them according to their own structural, cultural and political 

reasons (Kushnir, 2010). For China an MSME can be an enterprise with 1 to 3000 employees 

(Kushnir, 2010), for the USA it is an enterprise with up to 500 employees, for the EU and 

Mexico up to 250 employees (Vives, 2005), for Colombia and Brazil up to 200 employees, and 

for Salvador, Costa Rica and Venezuela up to 100 employees (Saavedra & Hernandez, 2008). 

Despite these marked differences, a point on which most economies coincide is that MSMEs are 

fundamental for economic and social development, since these tend to be more labour-intensive 

than large enterprises. Therefore, MSMEs can create more skilled and semi-skilled jobs (Vives, 

2005; Saavedra & Hernandez, 2008; Zdravkovic, 2011). For example, in Latin America, 95% of 

the firms are MSMEs, which approximately generate between 40% and 65% of jobs, depending 

on the country (Vives, 2005; Saavedra & Hernandez, 2008). This characteristic makes MSMEs 

especially important for developing countries social and economic development.  

 

However, MSMEs are also responsible for several environmental problems, since they are 

intensive users of natural resources, even more than large enterprises. Being not as visible as 

the latter, MSMEs can generate high levels of pollution at local levels without being detected 

(ECLAC, 2006). According to the Asian Development Bank (ADB), most of the pollution in Asian 

countries comes from the small-scale industries, and is mainly concentrated in mega-cities (ADB, 

2000 cited by IOW & UNIDO, 2009). Pollution results from inefficient (Frijns & Van Vliet, 1999) 

https://webmail1.ifc.org/mail/r/WB371574/Home/kozak%20tables/blog/,%20http:/www.eria.org/research/images/pdf/PDF%20No.5/No,5-2-China.pdf
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and unsustainable productive processes (Rodríguez & Van Hoof, 2004), which by using obsolete 

technologies increase waste generation and production costs, generate economic losses and 

frequently affect product quality.  

 

On this regard, an environmental diagnosis made by the Regional Cleaner Production 

Center (CRPML) in a typical MSME of the electroplating industry in Colombia, showed that 

approximately 27% of zinc, 88% of cyanide, and 41% of nickel were lost in the production process 

due to chemical overdose and obsolete procedures (i.e: procedures that impede the reuse of 

waste water in the same production process). This generated monthly losses of US$750 (in 

supplies) and an unnecessary pollution since the chemicals that were not consumed in the 

production process were discharged as industrial wastewater directly into the sewage system. 

MSMES, especially micro and small, commonly fail to control production parameters (i.e: time 

and temperature), and the consumption of resources (water and energy) and insumes. 

Temperatures higher or lower than the required affect the final characteristics of the products. 

And, unnecessary longer productive process increase energy consumption. It’s common that the 

micro and small-sized industries set the chemical formulation and duration of their processes 

based on the workers experience, rather than on technical updated knowledge. This condition 

might lead to over dosage and overconsumption of resources and insumes (CRPML, 2010; 

ILEON, 2010). Thus, MSMEs have a high propensity to consume natural resources in an 

uncontrolled manner. This practice generates negative environmental impacts, increases 

production costs and financial losses, which affects the enterprises and regional productivity and 

competitiveness. In other words, MSMEs poor performance impedes the sustainable 

development of the regions. 
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In general, economic growth based on unsustainable production and consumption 

patterns is resulting in resource depletion, the reduction of ecosystems renewal capacity and of 

their capacity to perform normal biological, social and mechanical functions. Unhealthy 

ecosystems are incapable of providing freshwater for drinking water purposes, food, spiritual relief 

and cultural connection. It also affects industrial activities and tourism, increase water treatment 

costs and reduce property values (UN, 2012). As a consequence, the economy and the well-being 

of people are destroyed (UNIDO, 2011). Historically, several countries and regions have suffered 

social misery, political instability, and cultural impoverishment due to declining ecosystems 

(Rapport, et al., 2002). Undoubtedly, unsustainable production and consumption patterns 

represent a threat for the development of countries (UN, 2012; Lehtoranta, Nissinen, Mattila & 

Melanen, 2011), especially for the poorest (Watson, Stenbæk, Szlezak & Zhao, 2009). 

 

 

To face industrial pollution problems, Cleaner Production (CP) was launched by UNEP as 

a strategy that encourages industries to implement preventive measures to minimize the use of 

resources, supplies and material at the source, reducing waste generation and operational costs. 

Given this strategy, CP promotes the three “Rs” approach (UN, 2004; UNEP, 2011): reduce (the 

consumption of water, energy and natural resources in general), and reuse and recycling of 

effluents or materials, inside or outside the firm. This way enterprises obtain economic and 

environmental benefits by producing more with less, showing a direct relationship between CP 

and entrerprise productivity and competitiveness (MAVDT, 2011; Fresner et al., 2010; Glavic & 

Lukman, 2007; Dodic et al., 2010). This relationship has been demonstrated in several countries 

(Miller et al., 2008; Tseng et al., 2009; Unnikrishnan & Hegde, 2007).   

 

Considering CP’s multiple benefits, diverse initiatives have been financed to promote its 

implementation (UNEP, 2002a), such as grants, subsidies, funds, credit lines (IOW & UNIDO, 

2009), and the creation of Cleaner Production Centers worldwide through which industries can 
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have access to pollution prevention equipment, infrastructure, technical training, and assistance 

(JBIC, 2006; World Bank, 2007). Demonstration projects developed in highly polluting industrial 

sectors have been one of the main tools to promote CP implementation and diffusion (Mitchell, 

2006).  According to UNEP, more than 1000 CP demonstration projects had been launched by 

2007 (Clark, 2007), with special emphasis on SMES in developing countries through programs 

subsidized by international cooperation and national governments (Van Hoof & Lyon, 2008).  Over 

8 billion US dollars have been invested from the 1990s to date on these programs (Vasquez, 

2013).   

 

Additionally, many developed and developing countries have launched CP policies. 

Colombia (MMA, 1997) and Chile (CNPL, 2010) since 1997; Argentina (SADS & MSAN, 2006) 

and Salvador in 2004, Jamaica and Nicaragua in 2006, and Panama in 2007 (UN & CEPAL, 

2009).  All Latin-American countries have developed some tool or mechanism to accelerate the 

shift towards CP, such as CP audits, prizes and distinctions for cleaner industries (UN & ECLAC, 

2010), tax exemptions, and voluntary agreements with sectors of concern (UN & CEPAL, 2009). 

Also, CP has been included as part of solid waste and water and air quality regulations. The 

Philippine Clean Water Act of 2004 (TCRP, 2004), the Decree 3930 of 2010 of Colombia, which 

regulate national water uses and quality (MAVDT, 2011), are two examples.  

 

 

Through all these efforts, CP dissemination was expected to occur rapidly, however, 

assessment studies in Europe, the United States of America, Australia and New Zealand 

demonstrate that the implementation rate has been very slow (Dieleman, 2007), and the adoption 

and diffusion in MSMEs in developing countries has been insignificant (Van Hoof & Lyon, 2008).  

Accordingly, Mitchel (2006) and Shi et al. (2008) stated that a wide adoption of CP in SMEs in 

Vietnam and China respectively, is far from being reached despite all the promotion made by 

multiple institutions. MSMEs response to CP adoption was described by Frijns & Van Vliet (1999) 
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as “CP seems not to be on the agenda of the small-scale entrepreneurs”. In Latin America, 

evaluations of Mexico, Chile, Colombia and Argentina CP national programs, show that less than 

5% of the total MSMEs implemented CP (ECLAC, 2006).  Latin American SMEs environmental 

tendencies can be observed in a study conducted by Vives (2005) in eight countries, which 

concluded that more than half of the firms (out of a 1300 SMEs sample) were not applying any 

environmental protection practice.  

 

At first sight, MSMEs could seem simply reluctant to adopt CP actions, however, studies 

show that many entrepreneurs initiate the CP process, but after completing the programs most of 

them return easily to their old mentality and routines (Bass, 2007; Van Hoof & Herrera, 2007). 

This behavior has been repeatedly observed in CP projects in Colombia (CRPML, 2010). 

Therefore, environmental problems, generated by MSMEs and their negative consequences for 

the enterprise and regional development, continue.  In general, it has been acknowledged that 

the long-term success of these CP programs has been limited (Van Hoof & Lyon, 2008; Bass, 

2007), and the implementation of CP actions in MSMEs remains a challenge particularly in Latin 

American countries (Ashton et al., 2002; Fernández-Viñé et al., 2010; CRPML, 2010). The 

difficulties for the effective transfer of CP alternatives have encouraged many researchers to study 

this phenomenon by trying to answer questions such as:  

 

 Why is it so difficult to make CP become a reality? (Bass, 2007); 

 If pollution prevention is such a great thing, why doesn't it just happen? (Cebon, 1993, pag 

1);  

 Why has CP not been more broadly adopted by industry (Mitchell, 2006), specially by 

MSMEs? (Medina & Medellín, 2006);  
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 Which are the factors that foster the improvement of environmental performance of 

participants in voluntary CP initiatives? (Blackman, 2008);  

 What are the company and project characteristics that influenced CP program outcomes? 

(Van Hoof & Lyon, 2013). 

 

Diverse studies to identify the principal constraints that hinder the implementation of CP 

technologies among MSMEs have been conducted, some of these based on organizational 

learning (OL) models. These argue that many CP demonstration projects have used 

methodologies that are basically focused on technical and economic factors (Bass, 2007; Van 

Hoof, 2014), limiting these projects to technological interventions (Bass, 2007). Thus, key 

organizational features required by a firm to implement and efficiently sustain a technology, such 

as its organizational culture and structure, human relations, personal behaviors and attitudes, and 

internal policies, have very often been ignored (Stone, 2006; Bass, 2007). More integrated models 

are proposed (Bass, 2007; Del Río González, 2009; Kemp & Volpi, 2008; Montalvo, 2003; 

Montalvo, 2008), emphasizing that the application of CP requires technological, organizational 

and institutional changes in the firms that are new to them, which implies innovation (Rodríguez 

& Van Hoof, 2004; World Bank, 2012). Innovations, defined as “an idea, practice, or object 

perceived as new by an individual or other unit” (Rogers & Scott, 1997), are expected to lightly 

alter or revolutionize the existing organizational routines and systems (World bank, 2012; Bass, 

2007).Thus, the adoption of CP strategies implies an organizational change process (Van Hoof, 

2014), in which learning processes that increase firms capacities to break through existing 

routines are highly needed (Bass, 2007).    

 

Additionally, it’s argued that in many demonstration projects’ CP transfer methodologies have 

basically focused on technical and economic factors (Bass, 2007), following the standard CP 
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methodology suggested by UNEP during its early stages (Fresner et al., 2010). The essence of 

that methodology is the identification of sources of wastes and emissions, and the implementation 

of solutions to diminish them throughout the manufacturing process (Dieleman, 2007) with the 

support of highly specialized technicians. Thus, many demonstration projects have been limited 

to technological interventions (Bass, 2007; Chavalparit & Ongwandee, 2009; Giannetti et al., 

2008; Kliopova & Kazimieras, 2006; Kupusovic et al., 2007), based on isolated and not systematic 

approaches (Bass, 2007). Therefore, factors required by a firm to implement, absorb and 

efficiently sustain a technology, such as its structure, human relations, external environment, 

internal policies, and organizational culture have very often been ignored (Stone, 2006; Bass, 

2007).  

 

In particular, it is argued that traditional CP approaches pay insufficient attention to 

organizational aspects that might easily impede the learning of new CP knowledge within the 

firms. The exclusion or low inclusion of organizational learning (OL) aspects has been highlighted 

by many authors as the reason for limited outcomes of CP implementations (Van Hoof, 2014) and 

for CP programs failures (Stone, 2006). Authors have stressed the importance of including OL 

principles for an effective transfer and application of new CP knowledge. In particular, researchers 

have emphasized the importance of addressing cultural barriers (of a social and business nature) 

(ECLAC, 2006), arguing that CP programs that ignore them are destined to fail (Hauschnik, 2001).  

Many organizational aspects such as a non-learning supportive culture, OM’s lack of 

environmental leadership and commitment, and low cooperation of workers for the 

implementation of cleaner technologies, might act as barriers for the development of effective CP 

transfer and learning processes within the firms (Stone, 2006). However, CP policies and 

guidelines barely include suggestions that help CP knowledge providers (such as donors and CP 

consultants) to cope with these organizational cultural complexities.  
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In general, it has been argued that broader research approaches are required (Bass, 2007; 

Del Río González, 2009; Kemp & Montalvo, 2008; Montalvo, 2003 and 2008). As a result, a series 

of models and frameworks that integrate CP and OL have been developed (Stone, 2006; Bass, 

2007; Van Hoof, 2014; Dieleman, 2007; Vickers, Cordey-Hayes, 1999; Evans & Hamner, 2003). 

However, taking into account the still existing difficulties in the transfer of CP especially to MSMEs 

in developing countries, it becomes evident that there is still much more work to do in the topic. 

In particular, researchers have paid little attention to the relation between enterprise size and the 

CP learning process. MSMEs are usually considered to have similar interests, behaviors and 

reactions during CP transfer processes; however, it is well known that there are significant 

differences between them, especially between the micro and the medium-size ones. To date, little 

progress has been made in the identification of specific barriers to CP learning processes by 

enterprise size and their influence on CP transfer processes at the firm level.   

 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

 

CP demonstration projects carried out for the transfer of CP technologies into MSMEs 

often fail. Although many firms implement some CP actions, very few are able to sustain these 

over time. In other words, the integration and institutionalization of CP knowledge transferred to 

MSMEs through CP projects is usually not achieved, especially in the micro and small-sized 

enterprises.  It’s been argued that CP knowledge transfer technologies are not effective since 

they are mainly focused on financial and environmental dimensions. Additionally, CP projects 

tend to ignore the differences between micro, small and medium-sized enterprises, approaching 

them with the same knowledge transfer strategies or tools. Thus, MSMEs are wrongly assumed 

to have similar responses or behaviors, which might affect the CP transfer process. A broader 

analysis of the factors and relations that influence the integration and institutionalization of CP 
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knowledge in MSMEs, according to the size of the enterprise, is required in order to better 

understand how to successfully integrate and institutionalize CP.  

 

1.3 Research goal / objectives 

 

Research Goal: To improve our understanding of the processes of integration and 

institutionalization of new CP knowledge transferred into MSMEs through CP demonstration 

projects.  

 Objective 1. To identify the factors by firms, CP brokers, CP project and donors that 

fostered the integration and institutionalization of CP knowledge in the firms. 

 Objective 2. To identify the factors by firms, CP brokers, CP project and donors that 

hindered the firms from the integration and institutionalization of CP knowledge. 

 Objective 3. To analyze systematically the relationships and interactions between the 

different actors that facilitated or hindered the integration and institutionalization of CP 

knowledge during the development of CP demonstration projects. 

 

1.4 Geographical research area 

 

The research studied four CP case studies developed in MSMEs located in the department 

of Valle del Cauca, southwest area of Colombia (South America). 

 

1.5 Thesis organization 

 

This thesis encompasses eight chapters. Chapter 2, Literature Review, provides a general 

overview of research on organizational learning (OL) in MSMEs, and OL in CP transfer programs 

and guidelines. Chapter 3, The 5i CP Model, presents an integrative CP framework based on OL 

principles developed by the researcher for the transfer of CP knowledge into MSMEs. Chapter 4, 
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CP background, provides a general overview of the history of CP in the research geographical 

area. Chapter 5, Methodology, describes the research method (case studies), the characteristics 

of the firms to be analyzed in each case, the methods to collect data from the different case 

studies, the selection of key factors to be analyzed in the CP learning processes in each case, 

the elaboration of gathering tools (interviews) based on the defined key factors, and the type and 

number of participants (respondents) to be interviewed. Chapter 6, Results, presents the findings 

of analyzing the influence of key factors on CP learning processes in the four case studies. It 

describes the factors that acted as barriers or enablers of CP learning processes in each case. 

Chapter 7, Discussion, presents reflections on each barrier or enabler based on a cross analysis 

between successful and unsuccessful cases, and considers theoretical and practical implications 

of the findings from the research. Finally, Chapter 8, provides recommendations for future CP 

transfer programs oriented to MSMEs. Figure 1.1 describes the thesis development process.  
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Figure 1.1: Thesis development process.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Many authors highlight the exclusion or low inclusion of organizational learning (OL) 

aspects as the reason for limited outcomes of CP applications. The literature review was 

concerned with organizational learning (OL) around CP. This chapter presents an analysis of the 

contributions and limitations of different CP frameworks and methodologies proposed for the 

inclusion of OL aspects in the CP transfer processes in MSMEs. Besides, OL frameworks 

proposed to study the learning processes in MSMEs, when new knowledge is acquired from 

external sources, were analyzed. The analysis concluded that the current CP transfer 

methodologies tend to ignore relevant organizational aspects for the development of CP OL 

capacities in MSMEs, such as the importance of social capital, the role of internal and external 

relationships, and the influence of the firms’ size on the CP learning processes. In particular, it 

was observed that the differences between the Micro, Small and Medium enterprises are often 

ignored, which suggests that MSMEs are wrongly approached as a group with the same CP OL 

capabilities.  Wider CP transfer approaches that include OL elements in the CP transfer processes 

into MSMEs are required.  

 

2.1 Organizational learning and cleaner production  

 

Organizational learning (OL) has been a topic of interest for several years. The question 

of how organizations learn has been approached by researchers from multiple disciplines, such 

as organization theory, industrial economics, economic history, business, and management and 

innovation studies. Their contributions have mainly been focused on three areas: the goals of OL, 

the learning process in organizations, and barriers to and enablers for OL. Each discipline tends 

to analyze OL from their particular interests (Dodgson, 1993). Thus, while the economic 

management and business disciplines are concerned with the outcomes of learning in terms of 
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competitive efficiency, organization theory and psychology are concerned with how these 

outcomes were achieved by examining the process of learning itself (Dodgson, 1993; Pérez et 

al., 2005). An organization that invests in developing structures, strategies and systems to 

enhance and facilitate learning, is much more prepared to respond, adjust and survive to the 

continuous and rapid changes of the competitive world (Dogson, 1993). Thus, developing OL 

capacities becomes a competitive advantage (Alavi et al., 2010; Vasenska, 2013).   

 

On the other side, according to the management and the innovation literature, learning is 

fundamental to retain and improve innovativeness in products and processes in order to respond 

to the rapid technological changes required by the external environment (Dodgson, 1993). In 

particular, the introduction of CP innovations implies a process of technical change, which 

requires an intensive knowledge transfer process (Bass, 2007; Vickers & Cordey- Hayes, 1999). 

CP innovations, as any other innovation, require an extensive search of new knowledge and an 

intensive learning process to assimilate and apply CP. Therefore, learning processes play a 

crucial role in the transfer of cleaner technologies (Vickers & Cordey- Hayes, 1999). Some 

attempts made by CP researchers for understanding the firms’ learning processes around CP are 

presented in this section.  

 

Absorptive Capacity/OL capacities for the assimilation of new CP knowledge: 

 

Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) tried to understand the dynamics of CP learning, based 

on the concept of absorptive capacity (AC) developed by the innovation and technology transfer 

studies. AC was first defined by Cohen & Levinthal (1990) as:  “the collective abilities of a firm to 

recognize the value of new external information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends”.  

Later, Zahra and George (2002), pointed out that the AC of a firm was composed of four 

dimensions or capabilities:  
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i) Acquisition: The abilities to  identify, assess and obtain external knowledge; 

ii) Assimilation: the capacity to absorb external knowledge through internal processes that 

allow organizations to analyze and understand the external information;  

iii) Transformation: the ability to reconfigure and adapt new knowledge to the existing 

processes and to the necessities of the organization; 

iv) Exploitation: the capacity to integrate acquired and transformed knowledge into the 

organization operations, expand it and create new one.  

 

Thus, dimensions are dynamic capabilities that build upon each other through different but 

integral roles (Zahra and George, 2002). These follow a sequential learning process: An 

exploratory learning process for the recognition of new external knowledge, a transformative 

learning process for the assimilation of this knowledge, and an exploitative learning process for 

the application and creation of new knowledge (Lane, Koka & Pathak, 2006).   

 

Thus, the term AC shares a conceptual affinity with OL, whose definitions also highlight 

the importance of acquiring and applying new knowledge for the overall performance 

improvement of the organization. Due to this affinity, the terms tend to be used interchangeably. 

The close link between AC and OL has been widely recognized. Some authors suggest AC is an 

example of OL. Others see it as an antecedent (prior ability) that facilitates the acquisition of 

external knowledge and the learning processes within the organization (Sun & Anderson, 2010). 

 

Based on the AC concept, Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) developed a conceptual 

model, which argues that for a successful CP technologies transfer the firm must work on the 

continuous improvement of its capacity to acquire, apply and assimilate the new external 

knowledge, providing competitive advantage. In other words, the firm must develop its AC. The 

model suggests this must be done at three levels -individual, group and organizational level- 
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through which the new knowledge flows.  The individual learning is the basis for group learning, 

and group learning is the basis for the OL. Thus, the model is especially concerned in how the 

individual and group learning might be translated into organizational learning such that the 

organization becomes fully aware and receptive to CP innovations. Additionally, the model 

illustrates how all three levels influence and are influenced by social learning, which represents 

the learning dynamics commonly found in CP transfer processes. Social learning theory posits 

that learning is a cognitive process that takes place in a social context where individuals learn 

through observation of or interaction with other individuals (Heyes, 1994; Bandura, 1963). Studies 

of CP transfer initiatives have determined that “learning by interacting” is the mechanism of 

learning of most relevance in the context of CP. CP technologies are mainly transferred to 

industries through the interaction with external sources of expertise and knowledge, such as 

consultants, CP trainers (Mitchell, 2006), regulators, and vendors (Bass, 2007; Vickers & Cordey- 

Hayes, 1999).  

 

Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) in their model highlighted the importance of good linkages 

with external sources to improve firms’ OL capacities around CP, in order to effectively respond 

to external pressures, such as the conditions imposed by the emergent green markets and the 

more demanding environmental legislations. According to them, the firms should work in the 

development of an organizational culture that encourages such interaction with external actors. 

In other words, an organizational attitude that continuously promotes a participative approach 

between external and internal key actors.  

 

Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) demonstrated how when the nature of the relationships 

and interactions between firms and regulators move beyond the typical command and control 

approach (through which regulators basically perform routine inspections to the firms for the 

verification of compliance with the environmental law), the regulators can become a source of 
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guidance and advice, instead of simply acting as inspectors. The role that regulators play in 

providing specialized knowledge and educating industries in environmental issues has long been 

argued. Equally important is the role of internal actors, such as firms’ managers and technical 

professionals, who act as “Green champions” concerned with and in charge of environmental 

aspects. Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) presented a case in which specialized outsiders 

(regulators) working in combination with internal technical staff, supported the CP transfer process 

into an electroplating firm and the development of specific OL capacities required for the 

implementation of CP technologies. Regulators, besides helping in the identification of CP 

alternatives, also stimulated the use and application of the firm’s existing knowledge base to solve 

its health, safety and environmental problems. Thus, by using both the outsider CP knowledge 

and the in-house technical knowledge and expertise, various plating lines were checked and 

upgraded according to the environmental legislation requirements. Through this regulation-led 

learning approach, the firm acquired greater awareness, knowledge and confidence to apply its 

own expertise for solving environmental problems. 

 

External knowledge has been considered by many as complementary knowledge that the 

firm can use in combination with its internal knowledge assets to develop its AC (Cantner & Joel, 

2006; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Bell & Albu, 1999). It’s argued that prior knowledge or memories 

may facilitate new learning and creativity through associations with pre-existing concepts, 

increasing the ability to recognize the value of new information, and to assimilate it, apply it and 

exploit it (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Volverda, et al., 2010; Schmidt, 2010). Consequently, the AC 

of a firm and the related learning processes are directly influenced by the level of related prior 

knowledge (basic or scientific knowledge), at the individual and the firm level (Mohammed, et al., 

2011).  In this sense, the existing technological capabilities of a firm (which include knowledge 

embedded in people, learning behavior, knowledge sharing capacity and education of individuals 

(Volverda, et al., 2010), manuals, organizational structures and procedural routines, and 
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production experience) (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), are needed in the process of creation, 

adoption and diffusion of new technological knowledge (Bell & Albu, 1999).  

 

In conclusion, the Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) model was one of the first attempts to 

create awareness of the importance of visualizing the transfer of CP technologies as an 

organizational learning process, which in addition to the development of technical capacities also 

required the development of OL capacities. A very valuable contribution was the importance given 

by the authors to the interaction with external CP knowledge sources, as a key determinant for 

the development of OL capacities for the adoption of CP technologies within the firms. Although 

the model makes a good approach to the context of CP, it is not oriented to developing countries, 

which is the interest of this paper.  

 

In developing countries, CP transfer efforts have strongly been oriented to MSMEs, since 

these represent a large proportion of industrial enterprises and also generate significant levels of 

pollution.  Besides, CP is an emergent topic in many countries. It is simply unknown by many 

industries, especially by MSMEs that commonly have limitations to access new knowledge (Van 

Hoof & Lyon, 2008). Therefore, one of the main alternatives selected for the transfer of CP 

technologies into MSMEs has been the development of CP demonstration projects (Bass, 2007). 

These projects have allowed the identification of MSMEs particular characteristics that commonly 

act as barriers for the CP transfer and for the OL related processes, among these are the 

following: 

 

i) Lack of or limited technical capabilities (Mitchell, 2006; Siaminwe, et al.,  2005; De Bruijn 

& Hofman, 2000), which implies lower levels of prior related knowledge to recognize and 

adopt CP options; 
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ii) Over-emphasis on production (Cooray, 1999), which might suggest a low interest in social 

capital aspects necessary for CP diffusion;  

iii) Low-involvement of workers in environmental initiatives (Cooray, 1999), which might 

impede the creation of work teams and internal networking processes for the flow and 

collective understanding of the new CP knowledge and;  

iv) Low financial capacity for investing in CP (Cooray, 1999; Bass, 2007; UNIDO & IOW, 

2009), which limits the interest in adopting CP technologies.  

 

All the above mentioned barriers were not taken into account in the conception of the 

Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) model, since their interest was not oriented to MSMEs. This 

limitation can be observed in the example given for the application of their model. They proved 

the benefits for the development of CP OL capacities through the strong interaction between 

regulators and firm’s staff, who had a high CP knowledge level or high general technical 

knowledge level, respectively. This is not commonly the case in developing countries and in 

MSMEs, where regulators might present low knowledge regarding CP and industrial productive 

processes. This lack of knowledge might arise from the strong emphasis of the environmental 

legislation on end of pipe technologies (Bass, 2005; Mol & Liu,2005), which lead regulators to 

control industrial pollution basically outside the firm (i.e. taking samples of the industrial 

wastewater when it is discharged into the municipal sewerage system). This way, regulators loose 

interest in the knowledge of the firms’ internal productive processes.   

 

Types of learning and the effectiveness of CP implementations: 

 

Bass (2007) cites a CP program in which Dutch governmental organizations subsidized 

hundreds of CP individual demonstration projects to promote the implementation of CP actions in 

MSMEs (less than 250 employees). Specifically, MSMEs were provided with information and 
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advice about environmental and energy savings alternatives, CP training courses and quick CP 

scans (CP diagnosis).  An evaluation of 1000 of these projects showed the firms tend to follow 

four sequential phases in the shift to CP as follows: 

 

i) Non-interest phase: MSMEs are simply not interested or hardly interested in the 

environment; 

ii) Interest phase: Although MSMEs are interested in CP, they do not come forward to 

implement any environmental measure; 

iii) Implementation phase: MSMEs are implementing environmental measures; 

iv) Routinizing phase: MSMEs have integrated the implemented environmental measures in 

their management systems. This means that the organization has modified its 

organizational structure since its attitudes and behaviors towards the natural environment 

changed. 

 

Besides, the evaluation stated that 20 percent of the MSMEs remained in the non-interest 

phase, and although approximately 50 percent of the MSMEs reached the routinizing phase, most 

of these were not taking more CP measures than the ones introduced in the demonstration 

projects. That stop in the shift to CP suggests that CP knowledge was not internalized, which 

prevented the firms from visualizing new CP alternatives and follow a continuous environmental 

improvement process. Similar outcomes have been found in CP national dissemination programs 

developed in Asia in which the expected CP continuous improvement in most of the cases didn’t 

occur (Bass, 2007). 

 

In this context, Bass (2007) conducted studies to contribute to solve the question ‘‘why is 

it so difficult to make CP technologies become a Reality?’’, or in other words “Why the 

dissemination of CP technologies among industrial sectors is so difficult?”, by analyzing CP 
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demonstration projects through organizational learning theory. Specifically, Bass (2007) based 

his analysis on the concepts of single-loop and double-loop learning proposed by Argyris & Schon 

(1978) and on the characteristics of these learning types stated by Lam (2000). According to 

them, the learning process of an organization is linked to the organization’s reactions to errors 

(Bass, 2007). Single-loop learning (SLL) is the repeated attempt to solve a problem using the 

same methods and without questioning the existing final goal. Each attempt allows learning from 

errors and then modify actions (not methods) to achieve the expected results or the existing final 

goal. It’s is simply an error-detection and correction process, which is the most common learning 

type of individuals, groups and organizations. On the other hand, Double-loop learning (DLL) 

occurs when individuals, groups or organizations are able to question and modify the existing 

values, norms, policies, objectives or goals to correct a persistent error (to solve a problem). When 

the correction of errors involves that modification DLL occurs.  

 

Additionally, Lam (2000) pointed out that SLL occurs when individuals make single 

adaptive responses to correct errors, which lead to minor OL improvements. And, DLL occurs 

when individuals start seeing things in totally new ways when trying to solve a situation, which 

leads to the creation of new organizational structures and policies.  

 

Based on Argyris & Schon (1978) and on Lam (2000), Bass (2007) established a 

correlation between the type of CP learning process and the extent of organizational change 

achieved through it. He argued that the more in-depth the learning processes of CP new concepts 

are, the more radical the CP innovation process within the existing organizational context will be.  

Specifically, he determined that while SLL processes basically allow CP assessments (stated as 

an incremental change) that produce specific and limited CP innovations, DLL processes allow 

CP assessment, implementation and continuous improvement that might lead to CP re-designing 

(a much more radical change). An example of CP re-designing is when the firms change 
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(redesign) their environmental management systems adopting new pollution prevention and CP 

continuous improvement approaches (Stone, 2006). In conclusion, CP DLL processes produce 

deeper organizational changes.  

 

However, findings in CP projects show that most of the firms tend to make basically 

technical incremental changes, such as: water saving measures, reduction and control of 

chemicals consumption, improvement of the efficiency of industrial equipment, and in general the 

CP actions are limited to the adaptation or improvement of specific production processes to solve 

an environmental problem. Thus, the environmental changes are reduced to technical 

adjustments of productive processes that do not necessarily lead to radical organizational 

changes (Bass, 2007; Stone, 2006). Thus, CP actions mainly correspond to a SLL approach. An 

example of this would be the case of a firm that in order to reduce the amount of plastic waste 

produced in the manufacturing of pens decides to adjust its cutting equipment, and this way the 

specific problem is partially solved (plastic waste is reduced but not eliminated) without structural 

organizational changes.   

 

On the other hand, following a DLL approach, the same firm would solve the problem of 

plastic generation by seeing and doing things in a total new way. For example, the firm could re-

design the product by doing an eco-design to convert it into an eco-product. The firm could 

produce pens made with recycled paper instead of plastic, which implies a radical change of 

product. Thus, the firm changes its final goal and objectives, from producing regular pens to 

produce an eco-product. This new approach might be formalized in the creation of a new pollution 

prevention policy to replace an old “end of pipe” policy. Thus, the modification of goals and policies 

reflects major organizational changes. 
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Levels of learning, networking and the effectiveness of CP implementations: 

 

Bass (2007) related the levels of learning within the firm with the effectiveness of CP 

implementations. He argued that new concepts, like CP, need a multi-level recognition for further 

dissemination. The fact that knowledge creation takes place at all levels of the organization 

(individual, group and organizational level) has been widely argued by organizational learning 

researchers (Nonaka, 1991; Kim, 1993; Crossan et al., 1999). Great interest has been drawn on 

how to convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and vice versa. Tacit knowledge is 

personal, subjective knowledge that people gain through personal experiences. It’s silent 

knowledge that corresponds to personal skills, not conscious. It’s knowledge that people simply 

know they know, which is not written down or codified, which makes it difficult to transfer to other 

people (Bush, 2008; Nonaka, 1991). On the other hand, explicit knowledge is formal, systematic 

and codified, in the form of manuals, rules and procedures that are available for all the members 

of the organization. Therefore, explicit knowledge is much easier to communicate (Nonaka, 1991).  

 

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) represented the interaction of these types of knowledge in 

their theory of organizational learning creation. In this, they argued that new knowledge always 

begins with individual persons, such as managers and workers, and then the main challenge is 

to make that personal knowledge available to others in the organization, in order to incorporate it 

into new products and processes. That process of turning tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge 

was named by them as “externalization of knowledge” and also as “socialization of knowledge”. 

Besides, they stressed that the reverse process (turning explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge) 

also occurs. That is when workers internalize and apply the organizational knowledge contained 

in manuals, rules and formal procedures, enabling the dissemination of codified knowledge. This 

process was called "internalization of knowledge". Finally, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) stated 

that the knowledge creation and OL processes in the firms follow an infinite sequence of 
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“externalization” and “internalization”, through which knowledge flows and is shared between all 

levels (individual, group and organizational level).   

 

Bass (2007) in his analysis of different CP projects stated that the CP knowledge creation 

processes also occur through the interaction of tacit and explicit knowledge, which implies a multi-

level learning process. In this sense, he emphasized that the flow of knowledge faces obstacles 

between levels that might impede the CP learning expected results, and that those obstacles are 

usually ignored. For example, CP projects usually show a lack of attention on the potential barriers 

and resistance to CP innovations from those in positions of power and authority (i.e. managers 

who are expected to act as green champions). Therefore, although managers are recognized as 

crucial actors that can either favour or impede a faster spread of knowledge to the group and the 

organizational level, the efforts to foster their active participation in the projects are usually low 

and insufficient. This is because assumptions such as the top level manager will commit to 

applying CP once its benefits are known, are frequently made in the design and development of 

CP demonstration projects (Stone, 2006). However, achieving this commitment is not commonly 

the case in the context of CP, and especially in MSMEs. Therefore, the expected effectiveness in 

the transfer of CP within the firms through the managers is simply not achieved.  

 

Additionally, Bass (2007) emphasized the importance of including the analysis of the 

surrounding environment when trying to transfer CP technologies into MSMEs. He found that the 

majority of CP demonstration projects showed a lack of attention to the firms’ external 

environment. Therefore, the potential threats or opportunities for the implementation of CP, such 

as market trends, policy changes, and strategic stakeholders for creating learning alliances were 

not visualized. In particular, the benefits of creating learning networks between the members of 

selected supply chains to support CP learning processes in MSMEs were presented by Van Hoof 

(2014). A supply chain is defined as: The network that encompasses all the firms manufacturing 
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parts of a specific product, assembling it, handling it, delivering it and selling it (BD, 2014; CSCSC, 

2014). In other words, the network is composed by all companies/organizations that interact from 

the point of origin to the point of consumption of a product (Lambert, et al., 1998). As all the 

members (firms) involved in the supply chain are related to the same product, the interaction 

between them through supply networks represents an opportunity for sharing and acquiring 

information, and in general to update the knowledge base regarding market trends, regulation, 

and technical equipment and production processes. Thus, supply networks can facilitate and 

support OL in the firms. 

 

Specifically, Van Hoof (2014) applied the “supply learning network” methodology in a CP 

project financed by the Mexican government. The project was designed to promote OL in CP 

among 177 suppliers (MSMEs) of 14 anchor companies (large manufacturing companies part of 

global production chains). Large manufacturing companies along with CP experts supported the 

learning processes for the transfer of CP knowledge into their small-sized suppliers. The final goal 

was to improve the environmental performance of the MSMEs suppliers by adopting pollution 

prevention technologies. The central mechanism for the transfer of CP was the development of 

“CP workshops”, which were designed on the basis of OL, as follows: 

 

i) The workshops employed a combination of “learning by interaction” and “learning by 

doing”, which are two of the main learning types for the development of OL (Vickers & 

Cordey-Hayes, 1999). In the first case, attendees learned through the interaction with CP 

experts and colleagues (other entrepreneurs, supervisors or managers). In the second 

case, the workshops required the attendees to immediately apply the acquired knowledge 

in their firms. For example, once the instructions about making an eco-map (CP tool to 

visually identify the critical environmental points on a drawing of the production plant) were 
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given, the attendees were expected to draw an eco-map of their firms which would be 

shared in the following sections of the workshop.  

 

ii) The “collaborative learning” approach used in the workshops encouraged knowledge 

sharing through group discussions and continuous feedback among MSMEs. Network 

relationships have been recognized as facilitators of OL in CP (Vickers & Cordey-Hayes, 

1999; Bass, 2007). 

 

iii) The workshops combined tacit and explicit knowledge, as it is stated to be required for a 

more efficient or successful CP knowledge transfer (Stone, 2006). Explicit knowledge in 

the form of CP manuals, rules and techniques was brought by CP experts, and tacit 

knowledge (as the individual knowledge and experiences of MSMEs managers) was 

shared through group discussions. Thus, the existing knowledge was utilized as the basis 

for acquiring and assimilating new CP knowledge. Prior related knowledge is argued to 

influence the firms’ capacities to explore and exploit new knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 

1990; Volverda, Foss & Lyles, 2010; Schmidt, 2010), which in turn affects the OL 

processes.  

 

An evaluation after the completion of the training program (10 workshops in total), 

demonstrated that the supply learning network methodology was an alternative that could 

facilitate and support OL in CP in MSMEs. CP outcomes confirmed the achievement of SLL and 

DLL processes. SLL in CP were represented by MSMEs managers (attendees) who after the 

trainings were able to develop CP projects by their own, but failed to implement these in their 

organizations. 23% of the firms reached the SLL level. On the other hand, DLL in CP was 

represented by MSMEs that designed and implemented their own CP projects, and that made 

core organizational changes for this purpose. 53% of the firms reached the DLL level. A final 
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category called “DLL plus” was included to represent the firms that started the design of new CP 

projects on their own. 23% of the MSMEs attained the DLL plus level. The total percentage of 

MSMEs that achieved the DLL and DLL Plus levels (approximately 76%)  was considered 

significant, since other authors have reported approximately 40% as the CP implementation rate 

in MSMEs in demonstration projects (Dieleman, 2007) or even less especially in developing 

countries (ECLAC, 2006).   

 

Important organizational changes were observed in MSMEs in the transition from the SLL 

level to the DLL level. For example, MSMEs experienced a progress from being net recipients of 

CP knowledge from CP external experts (SLL), to create their own organizational knowledge base 

in CP for the continuous learning and improvement (DLL). Also, CP groups formed by staff from 

different departments were created to stop CP responsibilities relying solely on individual persons 

(managers). Thus, the organizational structure was modified to solve environmental problems, 

reflecting a DLL outcome (Van Hoof, 2014).   

 

In conclusion, the “learning network methodology” proved to be an effective way to support 

CP learning processes in MSMEs. It allowed the practical introduction of OL elements for 

facilitating the transfer of CP knowledge, as it had been suggested by many authors that had 

carried out CP demonstration project evaluations (Bass, 2007; Dieleman, 2007; Vickers & 

Cordey-Hayes, 1999; Stone, 2006). In particular, the fact that large companies could help in 

‘greening the supply chain’ by assisting their small-sized suppliers in the adoption of CP 

technologies had been previously suggested by studies of different international development 

organizations (Ashton, et al., 2002), and specifically for Latin America and the Caribbean (USAID, 

2000). Undoubtedly, the “learning network methodology”, by including OL elements, challenged 

the traditional CP transfer approaches that were based mainly on economic and technical 

approaches (Van Hoof, 2014).  
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One of the main contributions made by Van Hoof for the OL processes in CP is considered 

to be the combination of the “learning by doing” and “learning by interacting” mechanisms. 

“Learning by interacting” had been commonly argued to be the most relevant mechanism for CP 

processes (Bass, 2007; Vickers & Cordey-Hayes, 1999), but certainly Van Hoof went a step 

further when he applied the “learning by doing methodology”, and demonstrated that equally 

important was to encourage the firms to put into practice what was learned. The combination of 

these two learning methodologies was undoubtedly an innovation and a step forward in the CP 

transfer research studies.   

 

Furthermore, since the “learning network methodology”, as it is proposed by Van Hoof 

(2014) is necessarily oriented to MSMEs that are suppliers of large manufacturing industries 

(mainly multinational), its application in developing countries might present some limitations. 

Many MSMEs of specific industrial sectors, prioritized for the introduction of CP actions in 

developing countries, do not belong to global value chains. In particular, the micro and small-

sized enterprises of these sectors tend to sell their final products directly to the final consumer in 

the local market or to a small intermediary in charge of its distribution and sale. The latter is not 

necessarily a manufacturing industry, which means that might not have the technical capacity to 

assist its small-sized suppliers. Therefore, the possibility of micro and small enterprises of being 

assisted in the transfer of CP by a large company of the same industrial sector decreases or 

simply doesn’t exist. CP demonstration projects in Colombia developed in prioritized sectors such 

as: tanneries, traditional gelatin production from cattle hooves, artisanal panela production 

(unrefined whole cane sugar), and brick manufacturing, clearly showed how micro and small-

sized firms were not integrated in well-developed value chains (CRPML, 2010). 

 

Additionally, as presented by Van Hoof (2014), the CP workshops required the assistance 

of the MSMEs managers or supervisors, as representatives of their firms. Also, the workshops 
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utilized an online internet platform to provide CP information, technical support, and virtual 

interaction among participants. The technical support was complemented by visits of the 

instructors to the firms. In the first case, it can be concluded that the transfer of CP knowledge 

from the CP trainers into the firms relies mainly on the MSMEs managers, in other words on their 

existing capacities, abilities and prior related knowledge. This could be a limitation for the micro 

and small-sized firms, whose staff tend to have lower technical skills compared to the medium-

sized enterprises. Then, the abilities of the smaller firms to recognize valuable new information, 

share it and support its implementation are low and might hinder them from starting an effective 

CP adoption process. On the other hand, the fact that technical support is provided by internet 

tools could be also a limitation for the micro and small-sized enterprises in developing countries, 

since these might be unfamiliar with or have limited access to these virtual tools. This condition 

was observed in CP projects in Colombia (CRPML, 2010), especially in low-tech industries, such 

as tanneries and food production enterprises. Finally, since the micro and small-sized enterprises 

have usually very low skilled staff, the technical visits provided by CP trainers might not be a 

highly effective method, since these firms might have difficulties to understand CP instructors’ 

technical language and recommendations (CRPML, 2010). Medium-sized firms might obtain 

greater benefits from the technical visits, since their technical capacities are often greater.  

 

In conclusion, the reactions before CP transfer processes are expected to be different 

among MSMEs, since the OL capacities differ greatly among them. Accordingly, Van Hoof (2014) 

after the evaluation of the Mexican learning network experience concluded that organizational 

characteristics (such as the firm size and the industrial sector) appeared to influence the feasibility 

of organizational CP learning. Specifically, he concluded that micro and small-sized firms revealed 

a greater propensity to zero-loop learning, compared to the medium-sized ones. Zero-loop 

learning occurs when firms show no interest in developing any CP action. However, Van Hoof 

(2014) in the development and application of his conceptual framework for OL in CP does not 
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include or recommend that size differentiation. Therefore, the same pedagogic tools were used 

to approach all different sizes of organizations, which might have limited the OL results in CP in 

the smaller industries.   

 

Missing OL aspects in the traditional CP approaches: 

 

CP global dissemination has been led by international development organizations such as 

the United Nations (through its environmental program – UNEP, and its industrial development 

organization - UNIDO), the World Bank, and different international development agencies (UNEP, 

2002a; UNIDO & UNEP, 2008; World bank, 1999). These have not only defined the CP concept, 

but also the specific methodologies for developing CP projects and programs, which are known 

as “traditional methodologies or approaches” for the implementation of CP actions (Dieleman 

2007; Stone, 2006). Particularly, in developing countries these organizations have supported the 

creation of National Cleaner Production Centres/Programmes (NCPCs/NCPPs) in collaboration 

with the national governments (UNIDO & UNEP, 2008). The latter, through strategic alliances with 

business associations, environmental NGOs and academia, set up regional CP centres (CPCs) 

and programs to build CP capacities and awareness in various countries. In 2008, more than 100 

CPCs were reported to be operating in about 40 countries. Thus, different networks of national 

and international CP facilitators have been created, which have supported the development of 

CP demonstration programs/projects, policies, guidelines and manuals, as the main tools for the 

promotion of CP actions (UNIDO & UNEP, 2008).In developing countries, these tools tend to 

follow the “CP traditional methodologies or approaches”.  

 

However, it’s been widely argued that these traditional CP approaches might have limited 

the CP adoption processes among industries, since these are based on technical and economic 

factors and commonly ignore OL relevant elements for a successful transfer of new technologies 
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into the firms (Stone, 2006; Bass, 2007; Dieleman, 2007). According to Stone (2006), leadership 

and communication are some of the organizational aspects that CP guidelines and demonstration 

programs barely include or that are given very little attention. In particular, leadership is 

considered a core value that allows a faster mobilization of technical and social resources within 

the firms for the definition and implementation of consistent CP actions. However, leadership is 

commonly reduced to the necessity of a green champion, who is usually the manager that is 

assumed to have all the necessary leadership skills (i.e. commitment, visibility, communication 

ability and credibility) to spread CP among the firm’s staff. Also, the staff is assumed to be 

enthusiastically committed to follow the green champion. In other words, a top-down 

communication channel (i.e. from managers to the staff) is assumed to be enough to 

communicate CP initiatives and encourage the staff to follow them. Little insights are given to CP 

field facilitators (such as local environmental authorities and CPCs) on how to proceed if this is 

not the case and they find indifference or resistance from individuals to follow and apply CP 

initiatives (Stone, 2006), which normally occurs when introducing environmental innovations 

(Bass, 2007). 

 

It seems that traditional CP approaches focus on gaining support from an idealized staff 

and management capacity within the firms, rather than providing them with support to develop 

leadership, communication and commitment skills (Stone, 2006). This is a matter of particular 

concern in developing countries where most industries are MSMEs characterized by low 

management and organizational capacities, and low-skilled personnel. The expected ideal 

conditions might not be found in MSMEs, especially in the micro and small-sized ones.  

 

Nevertheless, CP guidelines generated in developing countries to provide insights on how 

to develop CP projects, seem to keep recommending the use of CP traditional approaches. 

Specifically, these tend to recommend CP projects to be developed following a series of 
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subsequent phases and their specific activities, as suggested by UNEP’s traditional CP 

methodology and by the US EPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency) pollution 

prevention manual (Dieleman, 2007), both of them elaborated in the 1990s. The revision of three 

national CP general guidelines and five national CP guidelines for electroplating and tanneries 

industrial sectors of Colombia, Bolivia, Chile and Central America clearly showed this tendency. 

Tanneries and electroplating were selected as the sectors of study, since these have been 

considered as priority polluting industries in developing countries (UNEP, 2002a; World Bank, 

2007; CRPML, 2010; CONAMA, 2000), and then a significant progress has been made in the 

elaboration of CP guidelines for these sectors. The limitations of the mentioned guidelines as 

tools to facilitate OL in CP in MSMEs are presented according to the subsequent phases, as 

proceeds: 

 

i) Planning and organization phase. The guidelines tend to rely on the management for the 

elaboration of an environmental policy, the creation of a project team (UNEP, 1995; 

(CNPMLTA, 2000; MMA & CNPMLTA, 2002; CNPMLTA, 2004), and the implementation 

of an EMS (Environmental Management System, such as the ISO 14000) in the firms to 

start working on CP (CONAMA, 2000; MAVDT, 2006). Through these actions, a CP 

program with clear objectives, goals, activities, staff roles and responsibilities, and a 

timetable is expected to be obtained and followed by the firm’s personnel. Thus, as stated 

by Stone (2006), it seems that the beginning of CP projects is expected to occur within an 

organizational utopia where both the management and the workers instantly cooperate 

and are able to effectively lead an environmental process. This implies that the firms must 

be committed in providing the necessary organizational, technical and financial resources 

for the elaboration, implementation and maintenance of an environmental policy and 

management system (MAVDT, 2006). However, these resources might not be available 
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in the MSMEs, especially in the micro and small-sized ones that have immature 

organizational structures, and face technical and financial constraints.  

 

In addition, it has been argued that in small industries new knowledge can be effectively 

transferred through informal mechanisms (such as collaborative social internal 

relationships) (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013), rather than through formal knowledge 

communication structures (such as the formal documentation and channels required by 

the ISO 14000 for the transfer and institutionalization of information). Thus, the creation 

of a policy and of an EMS (Environmental Management System) might be unnecessary, 

expensive and time consuming steps to start an organizational learning process in CP in 

MSMEs. Moreover, it must also consider the potential of the MSME to economically and 

technically sustain the system. This is not to say that these are not likely and useful steps 

that could be taken at any phase of the CP process. For example, as a result of a CP DLL 

process, the decision of elaborating and adopting a new CP policy could be taken by the 

firm, after the firm has experienced the benefits of applying CP actions (as stated by Bass, 

2007 and Van Hoof, 2014). This means that the CP policy might be developed throughout 

the CP process, and not necessarily at the initial stage of the process as a mandatory step 

to start with it. 

 

It can be concluded that the CP guidelines seem to be oriented to large industries and 

mature MSMEs, which have more well developed and formal organizational structures, 

and then are more likely to implement environmental policies and management systems 

to support CP processes from their planning stage. Thus, micro and small industries might 

face limitations or simply being unable to start an organizational learning process in CP 

based on those requirements.  
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ii) Pre-assessment and assessment phase: This is the essence of the traditional CP 

approach which consists of two steps: 1) the identification of the sources and amounts of 

wastes and emissions inside the production process, and 2) the generation of options to 

eliminate or minimize those sources (Dieleman, 2007; UNIDO & UNEP, 1995). The first 

step is known as the environmental diagnosis and the second as the cleaner production 

action plan. CP guidelines recommend the use of mainly technical tools for the elaboration 

of the environmental diagnosis, such as material flows that identify and quantify the 

materials entering and leaving the firm and the associated costs, and checklists to 

determine the consumption of resources. These are known as quickscan methods, which 

provide a broad picture of the firm’s environmental behavior and CP opportunities by 

quickly scanning the material flows (De_Bruijn & Hofman, 2000). Thus, mainly technical, 

environmental, and financial parameters are recommended to be measured in the 

diagnosis stage. Parameters identified as critical due to their negative environmental 

impact (i.e. the excessive consumption of water in a particular phase of the production 

process), receive greater attention to find solutions to minimize its impact (CPTS, 2005; 

Vasquez, 2004).  

 

Guidelines don’t provide specific tools to identify organizational aspects that might be 

influencing or causing the generation of environmental pollution such as the lack of 

leadership to innovate, low technical skills and knowledge, internal communication and  

structure deficiencies, staff indifference and personal attitudes (CNPMLTA, 2000; 

CONAMA, 2000; CIATEC, 2006; MAVDT, 2006; CNPMLTA, 2004; CPTS, 2005), which 

might act as organizational barriers for a CP learning process (UNIDO & UNEP, 1995).  

Thus, the guidelines clearly begin orienting the CP process towards technical, 

environmental and economic goals, without providing significant advice on how to deal 

with organizational barriers. This leaves CP guidelines users completely unprepared to 
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handle potential organizational constraints, especially when transferring CP knowledge 

into MSMES in which organizational barriers are expected to be greater than in large 

industries.  

 

iii) Feasibility analysis phase: Once the CP alternatives are identified in the previous phase, 

the performance of studies to evaluate their technical, economic and environmental 

feasibility is recommended by the guidelines (UNIDO & UNEP, 1995; CNPMLTA, 2000; 

CNPMLTA, 2004; MMA & CNPMLTA, 2002; CPTS, 2005). The organizational feasibility 

of the CP alternatives is not suggested to be evaluated. Therefore, the organizational 

aspects that might impede the implementation of the CP potential alternatives are neither 

identified nor evaluated, and might easily become unexpected barriers to the CP process. 

This is a matter of great concern since evaluations of CP demonstration projects have 

found that most obstacles to CP processes are organizational (Bass, 2007; Van Hoof, 

2014) (such as the lack of involvement of staff and resistance to change), and that the CP 

facilitators are often unprepared to deal with these barriers (Stone, 2006). Accordingly, 

some have stated that over 65% of the barriers to the implementation of CP alternatives 

relate to personal motivation and attitudes and that 50% of the waste generated by a firm 

can be prevented by simple organizational changes (UNEP, 1999 cited by ECLAC, 2006, 

page 201 and by O’ Castillo, 2005, pag 4).  

Although many have stated the lack of an organizational approach as one of the major 

limitations to obtain better and sustainable CP results in the industries (Bass, 2007; Van 

Hoof, 2014; Vickers & Cordey-Hayes, 1999; Stone, 2006), it seems that CP guidelines 

keep giving very little attention or even ignoring this fact.  
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iv) Implementation phase: In this phase, the feasible CP actions are implemented and 

measures to promote CP ongoing application must be taken. The reviewed guidelines 

coincide on the differentiation of two types of implementations:  

 

 Simple measures (like good housekeeping), which are easy to apply and require low 

technical and economic resources (UNIDO & UNEP, 1995).  Examples of these are: 

inventory control, planning production processes, preventive maintenance of 

equipment and pipelines to avoid leaks and spillages (CONAMA, 2000; MAVDT, 2006; 

CPTS, 2005);  

 Complex measures, which require significantly higher knowledge and technical skills, 

economic investment and preparation. For example, insights describing new chemical 

processes and production techniques and the operation of new equipment are 

provided.  

Most of the guidelines recognize the existence of many simple measures that could be 

applied, which come from the common sense and human experiences (CIATEC, 2006). These 

even recommend the implementation of these measures before moving to the complex ones, 

as a first step to motivate the firm’s personnel in the adoption of CP. However, the guidelines 

show an emphasis on the complex measures (CIATEC, 2006; MAVDT, 2006; CONAMA, 2000) 

since these mainly provide detailed technical descriptions of these. The description of the 

simple measures is excluded or is given in a very simplistic way (MAVDT, 2006; CONAMA, 

2000; CPTS, 2005; CNPMLTA, 2004; MMA & CNPMLTA, 2002). This exclusion suggests that 

the guidelines are not oriented to MSMEs, since simple measures such as good housekeeping 

and onsite recycling and reuse have been found as the predominant CP actions selected by 

MSMES (over 60% of the CP implementations), because these require low investments 

(Siaminwe et al., 2005; CRPML, 2010). These actions imply the modification of cultural 
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organizational aspects, like a change of attitude, habits and behaviors of the workers 

(Siaminwe et al., 2005), rather than technical changes. However, as previously mentioned, the 

CP guidelines do not provide significant advice on how to support these cultural and social 

organizational changes. This suggests that the guidelines are focused on large industries, 

which have the necessary organizational, technical and financial resources to adopt more 

complex measures. 

v) Monitoring and evaluation phase: In this final phase, it’s recommended to keep 

management informed about the progress of the CP implementations (by the use of simple 

environmental, economic and technical indicators) (UNIDO & UNEP, 1995; CIATEC, 

2006; CONAMA, 2000; MAVDT, 2006; CPTS, 2005), in order to encourage the continuing 

improvement of the CP program (UNIDO & UNEP, 1995). According to CP researchers, 

that CP ongoing application process only occurs when the firm has made radical 

organizational changes (such as structural, policies and beliefs changes) to integrate the 

CP concept in the core organizational values (Bass, 2007; Van Hoof, 2014); in other 

words, when the concept is integrated in the heart of the firm. That means that the 

sustainability of a CP program throughout the time is only achieved by making radical 

organizational changes. However, CP guidelines do not give insights on how to measure 

those changes, which hinders CP facilitators from evaluating whether a CP continuing 

improvement process is unfolding or not. In other words, whether the CP program is likely 

to be sustainable or not. Thus, measures to improve sustainability are not taken, since the 

sustainability constraints are simply not perceived or properly evaluated. 

As an overall conclusion, it can be said that the CP guidelines are missing organizational 

elements that might influence the OL processes in CP in MSMEs. These are summarized as 

follows:  
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i) The CP guidelines appear to ignore the relation between OL in CP and the size of 

the industries. Although the guidelines are oriented to diverse actors (such as the 

academy, industries and consultants) (MAVDT, 2006; CNPMLTA, 2000; CIATEC, 2006, 

CPTS, 2005), these seem to be mainly oriented to actors with high technical knowledge, 

rather than to low-skilled actors. Within an industrial context, these appear to be oriented 

to large industries, rather than to MSMEs. Ironically, all the reviewed guidelines are from 

developing countries or emerging economies in Latin America, where approximately 95% 

of the firms are MSMEs (Vives, 2005; Saavedra & Hernandez, 2008). In fact, the tanneries 

and electroplating sector in Colombia, Chile and Bolivia (whose CP guidelines were 

reviewed) are mainly composed of micro and small enterprises (from one to 20 workers). 

In Colombia, 638 out of 677 are classified as micro and small-sized industries (CNPMLTA, 

2004), and a significant percentage of electroplating industries in Chile and Colombia 

correspond to small artisanal production plants (for example for jewelry production) 

(CONAMA, 2000; CNPMLTA, 2000). The highly technical language and tools used and 

recommended by the CP guidelines are unlikely to be understood by the smaller 

industries. Specific tools or actions to approach MSMEs to transfer CP knowledge are not 

included in the guidelines. Nevertheless, OL researchers have argued that MSMEs should 

be approached by using specific organizational learning tools and strategies when trying 

to transfer new knowledge (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013; Jones & Macpherson, 2006). Thus, 

the CP guidelines might simply be unable to promote and facilitate OL processes in CP in 

MSMEs, which are supposed to be the main target to transfer pollution prevention 

alternatives in developing countries. 
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ii) CP guidelines, by providing little insights on how to deal with organizational 

cultural aspects, seem to underestimate the significant influence that these aspects 

have on the firm’s CP learning processes (as stated by Stone, 2006).  Studies have 

shown how organizational aspects such as social relations (Jones & Macpherson, 2006; 

Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013), internal policies and environment (Bass, 2007), culture and 

personal attitudes strongly contribute to the way a firm responds to acquire new 

knowledge, learn and change (Stone, 2006). In particular, the importance of addressing 

cultural barriers in SMEs has been highly stressed (ECLAC, 2006), arguing that CP 

programs that ignore them are destined to fail (Hauschnik, 2001).  On the contrary, the 

greatest CP success have been achieved when the CP programs have been designed to 

be compatible with the existing cultures, projects and needs of the organization (Stone, 

2006).  

 

In this regard, Koefoed & Buckley (2008) presents a CP framework based on a CP 

communication strategy that was designed after analyzing the cultural differences 

between the donor (Danish financial source) and the recipient community (African metal-

finishing SMEs). This cross cultural analysis allowed the identification of cultural barriers 

and particular needs for the CP transfer process to be successful. Based on these findings, 

the CP demonstration projects adapted to the specific cultural organizational features by 

developing different communication tools to transfer CP knowledge to the various types 

of personnel, as follows:  

 

 Industrial theater, dynamic games and cartoon posters for the staff. Specifically, the 

theater performances in the native language (isiZulu) with a love story and songs 

recreated the CP ideas that wanted to be communicated to the staff; 
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 Environmental screening exercises (walk-through the production plants to perform 

environmental audits) for the managers and technical supervisors;  

 Presentation of CP feasibility studies for the management and owner. 

 

Recognizing the limitations of the CP traditional approaches, some modifications of them 

have been proposed, specifically by introducing particular OL elements. For example, Stone 

(2006) after concluding that CP traditional programs might fail because they didn’t include the 

reflective learning processes required for continuous improvement in transformational change, 

proposed including critical reflection processes in the development of the CP programs to improve 

their effectiveness. Stone’s proposal was based on Argyris and Schon’s model of reflexive 

learning (Argyris & Schon, 1974), which argues that it is necessary to reflect on the existing 

organizational culture (especially on the behaviors and core values), in order to modify it for the 

integration and sustainability of new knowledge. In this case, new CP principles and actions. Only 

when the reflective learning process modifies the organizational culture, the on-going 

improvement that leads towards the sustainability of CP actions is achieved. From this approach, 

the organizational learning process is focused on core values and behavioral changes, rather 

than on predetermined actions to achieve specific technical and environmental goals as 

suggested by the traditional CP approaches.  

 

Thus, Stone (2006) recommended the development of critical reflection sessions 

throughout the CP programs stages for specific purposes. For example, in the diagnosis stage, 

for gathering knowledge and developing a profound understanding about the firm, which allows 

having accurate information to design the CP program according to the particular characteristics 

of the firm (customize the program to the needs and features of the firm). In the initiation stage, 

critical reflection processes are recommended for the development of a common vision that leads 
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the organization staff and activities towards sustainability. Critical reflection sessions seek the 

participation of the firm’s staff and the dialogue among its members, to encourage its involvement 

in the CP programs and ensure obtaining and creating collective knowledge (Stone, 2006). In a 

similar way, the regional cleaner production center of the south west area of Colombia (CRPML) 

included participatory sessions in between the traditional subsequent phases of the CP projects. 

These sessions, based on a team learning approach, aimed to create spaces for dialogue, 

reflection and negotiation around CP alternatives (Vasquez, 2004).  Thus, once the environmental 

diagnosis was made, a series of sessions with the participation of environmental regulators, 

academy, entrepreneurs and CP consultants were held to jointly define the CP action plans for 

specific manufacturing sectors. As a result of this approach, the first Colombian CP law for a 

manufacturing sector was developed (for the tannery sector) (CVC & CRPML, 2009a).   

 

Finally, the main OL propositions introduced in CP transfer frameworks and traditional 

approaches are summarized in Table 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.  In both of them, it can be 

observed that most of the OL attempts in CP are not concentrated on the learning sub-processes 

that a firm necessarily goes through when acquiring new knowledge from external sources. The 

fact that a firm learns gradually through subsequent sub-processes has been stated and validated 

by many (Crossan et al., 1999; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Zahra & George, 2002). Greater 

attention was expected on this issue, particularly in the CP guidelines, which on the contrary seem 

to ignore it. Thus, CP traditional approaches mainly focus on financial and technical pre-

determined CP goals, rather than on the development of the organizational learning capacities 

that are necessary to enable the firms to visualize, define, reach and sustain those goals. MSMEs 

need special support to develop these CP learning capacities. However, although some CP 

authors intrinsically recognize the existence of the learning sub-processes, they do not provide a 

deep analysis on this regard or on how to support them.  
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In addition, Table 2.1 summarizes the OL approaches and elements that have been 

proposed by CP researchers for the transfer of CP knowledge specifically into MSMEs. CP 

guidelines don’t suggest the use of specific OL elements for MSMEs (Table 2.2). A differentiation 

of the OL propositions according to the enterprise size was not made by the CP authors nor by 

the CP guidelines and manuals (as shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2). This might wrongly suggest 

that both the smaller (micro and small-sized firms) and the large and medium-sized firms could 

be approached using the same OL elements and tools while transferring CP technologies.  

 

In summary, section 2.1 presented an analysis of the limitations and contributions in the 

introduction of OL elements in CP traditional approaches and conceptual frameworks. In 

particular, the frameworks developed by researchers concerned about OL around CP in MSMES 

were selected for the analysis. CP guidelines from Latin America, which are based on the 

traditional CP approaches, were reviewed. The analysis identified potential limitations of applying 

the reviewed frameworks and guidelines in the context of MSMEs in developing countries.
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Table 2.1: OL propositions applied to CP transfer frameworks. 

 

Author OL 
Foundations  

Main approach/ 
concerns 

Multilevel 
framework 
(individual, 
group, and 
organizational 
level) 

Learning 
Sub-
processes 
linking 
levels 

Social capital 
influences CP 
OL  

Particular OL 
insights for the 
context of CP in 
MSMEs 

CP OL 
processes/ 
capabilities 
differ between 
MSMEs 

Vickers 
& 
Cordey- 
Hayes, 
1999 

Absorptive 
Capacity-AC 
(Cohen & 
Levinthal, 
1990)  and 
Technology 
transfer 
Studies 
(Seaton & 
Cordey-
Hayes,1993) 
 

OL 
capacities/abilities 
to assimilate new 
CP knowledge and 
the role of CP 
external knowledge 
providers to support 
the CP learning 
processes.  

yes yes Yes, emphasis 
on external 
knowledge 
providers (Intra-
organizational 
learning). 
However, these 
do not fully 
represent the CP 
context in 
developing 
countries. 

Not considered Do not apply 

Bass, 
2007 

Types of 
learning (SLL, 
DLL) 
 
Argyris & 
Schon (1978) 

 
Lam (2000) 
 
 

 The correlation 
between the type 
of CP learning 
process and the 
extent of 
organizational 
change achieved 
through it. 

 

 The relation 
between the 
levels of learning 
and effectiveness 
of CP 
implementations. 

 
 
 

 

yes Not 
specified as 
OL sub-
processes 

Yes, but his 
analysis does 
not fully 
represent the CP 
context in 
developing 
countries. 

Yes, but 
emphasis is on 
MSMEs in 
developed 
countries. 

Not considered 
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Van 
Hoof, 
2014 

OL and 
“Learning 
networks” 
 
Types and 
levels of 
learning  
 
Argyris & 
Schon (1978), 
Lam (2000), 
Bass (2007) 

 The role of 
“learning 
networks” in 
developing OL in 
CP. 
 

 Firms features 
that influence OL 
learning. 

yes Not 
specified as 
OL learning 
sub-
processes. 

Yes, in the form 
of learning 
networks. 

Yes, emphasis is 
on MSMEs that 
belong to global 
value chains.  

Not considered 

Stone 
(2006) 

Theories of 
change 
management 
 
Reflexive 
learning 
(Argyris & 
Schon, 1974) , 
organizational 
culture, and 
team learning 
(Senge, 1990) 
 

The missing OL 
elements in CP 
traditional 
approaches, such 
as CP traditional 
methodologies 
(used in CP 
demonstration 
projects and 
recommended in 
CP guidelines). 
 
 

Yes  No, OL sub-
processes 
are not 
considered. 

Yes, in the form 
of human 
interaction 
through team 
learning. 

Not considered Not considered 

Koefed 
& 
Buckley 
(2008) 

 Cross cultural 
cleaner 
technologies 
barriers and drivers. 

Do not apply Do not 
apply 

Yes, emphasis 
on the CP 
external 
facilitator role 
and 
communication 
strategies. 

Yes, emphasis 
on the 
importance of 
customizing CP 
communication 
strategies 
according to the 
firm’s cultural 
organizational 
features. 

Not considered 
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Table 2.2: OL propositions included in CP guidelines and manuals.   

Type of 
document / 
Country 

Main OL suggestions Insights (or tools) to 
apply the OL 
suggestions 

CP projects’ 
phases based on 
OL sub-processes  

Particular 
propositions for 
the development 
of OL in CP in 
MSMEs 

OL Propositions 
acknowledge the 
size differentiation 
between MSMEs 

Technical 
CP 
guidelines / 
Bolivia  
 
(CPTS, 
2005) 

The firm’s willingness (especially 
the management commitment) to 
change is required for the CP 
transfer and learning processes.  
 
Inter-firm networking to facilitate 
collaboration and sharing of CP 
experiences among industries. 
 
The creation of work teams and 
environmental management 
systems to support CP learning 
programs.  

Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered 

National 
guidelines 
for water 
saving and 
efficient use 
/ Colombia 
 
(MMA & 
CNPMLTA, 
2002) 

Team work, management 
commitment, continuous training 
and creation of CP policies for 
supporting and enabling the CP 
learning processes.  

Very few insights (i.e. a 
general description of 
the roles and 
responsibilities the CP 
team is ideally expected 
to assume).  

Not considered Not considered Not considered 
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Manual of best 
environmental 
practices for 
tanneries in 
Central 
America  
 
(CIATEC, 
2006) 

Team work and learning is 
necessary for the CP learning 
process. 
 
CP learning process should 
lead to a continuous 
improvement process towards 
sustainability. 

Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered 

Environmental 
manual for 
tanneries / 
Colombia 
 
(CNPMTA, 
2004) 

CP requires a change of 
attitudes and perceptions about 
the relation between the 
production process and the 
environment. 
 
CP transfer requires the new 
acquired knowledge to be 
applied (knowledge 
implementation). 

Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered 

National 
environmental 
guidance for 
tanneries / 
Colombia  
 
(MAVDT, 
2006) 

Elaboration of environmental 
policies and management 
systems to facilitate OL 
processes in CP. 
 
Inter-institutional networking 
strengthening for promoting 
cooperation and participation 
during CP transfer processes.  
 
Continuing CP training 
programs for enhancing CP 
knowledge at all levels of the 
organization. 
 
The creation of communication 
strategies to share the CP 
policy goals, activities, 
adjustments, and 
achievements. 
 

Little insights (i.e. a top-
down communication 
approach is advised, 
from the management to 
the staff. However, 
examples of suitable 
pedagogic 
methodologies are not 
provided).  

Not considered Not considered Not considered 
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National CP 
technical 
guidance for 
tanneries / 
Bolivia  
 
(CPTS, 2005) 

Team learning (through the 
creation of a CP committee with 
the firm’s staff). 
 
The importance of the 
management commitment and 
support for the CP learning and 
implementation process.   
 
The importance of a close 
relationship between the firm’s 
staff and the external CP 
facilitator for the CP learning 
process to run smoother. 
 
The importance of identifying 
barriers for the CP transfer 
program. However, the OL 
barriers are not mentioned.  

Few insights are 
provided (i.e. The 
activities and objectives 
of the CP committee and 
teams are described in 
very general terms. 
Tools for encouraging 
the dialogue and 
collective work within the 
teams are not provided).   

Not considered Not considered Not considered 

National 
guidelines for 
the control and 
prevention of 
industrial 
pollution in the 
electroplating 
sector / Chile 
 
(CONAMA, 
2000) 

Technical trainings for 
enhancing CP knowledge, 
environmental awareness, and 
for communicating the CP 
goals of the firm’s 
management.     
 
Firms’ related prior knowledge 
facilitates CP learning 
processes.  

Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered 

CP guidelines 
for the 
electroplating 
sector in 
Colombia  
 
(CNPMLTA, 
2000) 
 

Not included Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered 
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2.2 OL sub-processes and the institutionalization of knowledge in MSMEs 

 

Different models have been developed by several authors, in particular to understand the 

organizational learning (OL) processes at firms, when new knowledge is obtained from internal 

and external sources (Pérez et al., 2005). Phenomena analyzed through these models differ 

significantly among authors. For example, Huber (1991) studied OL from an information-

processing perspective, Nonaka (1991) analyzed the contribution of OL to product innovation, and 

Crossan et al. (1999) were interested in OL as the means for overall firm strategic renewal. 

However, two common statements shared by these studies are the fact that the learning process 

is a multi-level process (it occurs at individual, group and organization level), and that it follows 

the course of sequential learning sub-processes through which knowledge can be integrated and 

applied (Pérez et al., 2005).  

 

Several authors have worked in the identification and definition of the learning sub-

processes (Huber, 1991; Crossan et al., 1999; Gilbert & Cordey-Hayes, 1996).  Although the 

defined sub-processes are similar, the terminology used for their definition (Pérez et al., 2005) 

and the number of sub-processes themselves might differ from one author to another. Pérez et 

al., (2005) and Flores et al., (2012) after an exhaustive review of the available literature identified 

four and six sub-processes, respectively, as the most common phases defined by researchers  to 

describe the sequence of the entire learning cycle. These are considered as fundamental or basic 

sub-processes, which according to Pérez et al., (2005) can be summarized as:  

 

I. Knowledge acquisition, from external or internal sources; 

II. Distribution, through which acquired knowledge is spread across the organization; 

III. Interpretation, in which individuals share knowledge with other organization 

members to achieve a common understanding; 
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IV. Organizational memory, which seeks to develop abilities, tools, mechanisms or 

actions to store knowledge and make it available for future use.  

 

Flores et al., (2012) agreed with Pérez et al., (2005) in the identification of these four sub-

processes, however, Flores et al., (2012) found two more sub-processes defined as fundamental 

for researchers: i) Integration, which occurs after the interpretation phase, and ii) 

Institutionalization, which follows the organizational memory phase. Besides, Flores et al., (2012) 

utilize the term information instead of knowledge to name the first four sub-processes (i.e. 

information acquisition instead of knowledge acquisition). They argue that the new information 

acquired during the acquisition phase only becomes knowledge when it reaches the whole 

organization. In other words, in the beginning there is only a flow of information that becomes 

institutionalized knowledge when it’s processed by the whole organization through the 

institutionalization phase.  

  

In this regard, Crossan, et al. (1999) argued that the knowledge can be integrated and 

institutionalized in the organization over the course of four related sub-processes: intuiting, 

interpreting, integrating and institutionalizing, which they considered to be the principal mean to 

achieve strategic renewal of the overall organization. Based on these arguments, they developed 

the Crossan’s 4i model, which is considered as one of the most widely quoted attempts to 

conceptualize the organizational learning process for strategic renewal in large organizations 

(Jones & Macpherson, 2006). Thus, Crossan et al. (1999) were some of the earliest researchers 

concerned about the importance of OL processes for strategic renewal. Accordingly, other 

researchers have recently acknowledged OL as an organization’s capability that is crucial for 

continuous change and renewal (Flores et al., 2012). Strategic renewal is frequently used to 

describe processes of strategic change in organizations. According to Agarwal & Helfat (2009), 

strategic renewal includes the process and outcome of refreshment or replacement of attributes 
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of an organization that might negatively affect its long-term prospects. Then, it is a change that 

aims to provide the basis for the future growth or development of the organization.  

 

On the other hand, the term Cleaner Production was defined by UNEP in 1990 as: “The 

continuous application of an integrated environmental strategy to processes, products and 

services to increase efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment”. Therefore, the 

application of CP is expected to be a continuous improvement process in the firms. Robert 

Burgelman (1991) calls “continuous improvement” a process of “strategic renewal”, through which 

an organization can indefinitely maintain adaptiveness for future environment changes. From this, 

it can be suggested that an effective transfer of CP knowledge aims to strategic renewal. 

Therefore, the Crossan’s 4i model is considered to be a proper tool to analyze the factors that 

influence the OL sub-processes in CP, which might inhibit or facilitate the institutionalization of CP 

knowledge and the CP strategic renewal capability of the organization. The analysis of those 

factors is the interest of this research, since CP programs’ evaluations show that less than 50% 

of the MSMEs reach the institutionalization phase (Bass, 2007), and then many CP programs tend 

to fail. Effective applications of the Crossan’s 4i model to explore those factors have been reported 

in the literature (Schilling & Kluge, 2009).  

 

Understanding the 4i model:  

 

The Crossan’s et al 4i model itself is concerned with the sub-processes that lead to the 

institutionalization of knowledge, which are presented as follows: 

 

 Intuiting is the pre-conscious recognition of possibilities based mainly on past personal 

experiences. Individuals, by establishing a largely subconscious correlation between the 
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existing situation and similar past experiences, are able to predict future patterns and 

possibilities. Thus, Crossan et al. (1999), follows Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) assumption that 

the innovative ideas occur to individuals not organizations. Intuition is then a personal ability 

rooted in tacit knowledge and experiences that other simply don’t have, which make it hard to 

transfer knowledge from one person to another and to the organization (Crossan et al., 1999). 

This sub-process is defined as the knowledge acquisition phase by others (Huber, 1991; 

Gilbert & Cordey-Hayes, 1996). 

 

 Interpreting is when an idea is explained to oneself or others through language alternatives. 

Contrary to intuiting, interpreting is a conscious process in which an idea is communicated to 

a group to create a shared understanding of the possibilities of its implementation. This 

requires high interaction and dialogue between individuals. Language plays a fundamental 

role for facilitating the transfer of the ideas and their understanding and collective 

interpretation within the group. A complete understanding might lead to a change of behaviors 

of the organization’s members (i.e., increasing or decreasing their cooperation for integrating 

new initiatives) (Huber, 1991). Communication is the principal means to distribute knowledge 

among the members of the organization to achieve its collective interpretation (Pérez et al., 

2005; Gilbert & Cordey-Hayes, 1996). 

 

 Integrating is when mutual adjustment is achieved through a shared understanding of new 

ideas and of how to put them into action. That application of the new acquired and 

communicated ideas (knowledge) is what enables organizations to learn, rather than the 

knowledge itself. Once the knowledge is applied, this can be retained through the 

institutionalization phase (Gilbert &  Cordey-Hayes, 1996). 
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 Institutionalizing is when new knowledge (lessons from the application of new ideas) is 

embedded into the organization’s routines, which allows new actions to become routinized. 

The term “routines” refers to the systems (Jones & Macpherson, 2006), rules, procedures, 

strategies, technologies, beliefs, paradigms, cultures and behavioral codes developed by 

organizations for and during their operation (Levit & March, 1988). Thus, this sub-process is 

also known as routinization (Mills & Friesen, 1992) or the assimilation phase. According to 

Gilbert & Cordey-Hayes (1996), a knowledge transfer process is effective only when new 

knowledge and learning are maintained and accumulated within routines overtime and 

despite the frequent rotation of staff. These facts presuppose that the new knowledge has 

reached the organizational level and gone beyond the sum of individual knowledge. Prior 

knowledge is then stored in the organizational memory and is available to guide the actions 

and learning of current and future organizational members (Crossan et al., 1999). This 

diminishes the possibility of making mistakes or reinventing the wheel in future projects 

(Clarke, 1998).  

 

The sub-processes must operate at three learning levels (individual, group and 

organization level), recognizing organizations as open systems. Intuiting and interpreting are 

considered to occur at the individual level, integrating at the group level and institutionalizing at 

the organization level. All sub-processes are linked by two dynamic knowledge flows, which 

represent the tension between assimilating new learning (feed-forward learning) and using what 

has already been learned (feedback learning flow).    

 

Crossan’s et al 4i model brought important insights for the understanding of OL processes. 

However, since its orientation was on large organizations, this was not reflective of the context of 

MSMEs, which are the interest of this research. Some researchers have developed extensions of 
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the Crossan’s 4i model to understand the learning processes in MSMEs, which are presented in 

the following section.  

 

APPLYING THE 4I MODEL IN THE CONTEXT OF MSMES:  

 

Most efforts to model the process of OL have been based on large organizations. There is 

still little research with emphasis on MSMEs environments (Zhang et al., 2006; Kelliher & 

Henderson, 2006; (Abebe & Angriawan, 2014). MSMEs have particular conditions that hinder 

them from accessing new knowledge and that in general affect their learning processes, such as: 

low financial and technical capacities, lack of training, lack of organizational structures, short term 

goals, and high levels of informality. As a result, most MSMEs are highly dependent on external 

sources for accessing and generating new knowledge (Jones & Macpherson, 2006). Working on 

external networking, for establishing strong ties and relations with external knowledge sources, 

becomes crucial for MSMEs to have access to technological opportunities and innovations 

(Tomlinson & Fai, 2013). Equally important is the development of strong and supportive internal 

relations for the transfer of new external knowledge to the organizational level. However, few 

studies have attempted to explore the micro level relationships or links between individual learning 

and OL in the small firms (Kelliher & Henderson, 2006). Jones & Macpherson (2006) and Lionzo 

& Rossignoli (2013) are two of the authors reported in the literature who have dealt with these 

aspects. 

 

Jones & Macpherson (2006) stressed the importance of external agents for the transfer of 

new knowledge into SMEs. They developed an extension of the Crossan’s 4i model to explore 

and demonstrate how external agents (i.e., customers, regulators, and knowledge providers) can 

help SMEs to access and institutionalize new external knowledge to facilitate SMEs strategic 

renewal. The extension consisted of the addition of a sub-process called “intertwining”, in which 
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inter-organizational relations occur, promoting a dynamic learning flow between the external agent 

and the firm. This, contrary to Crossan’s 4i model, suggests that learning occurs also between 

organizations and not only within a firm’s boundaries. The extended framework was called the “5i 

learning framework” (See Figure 2.1). Its application in three study cases (three SMEs) 

demonstrated how the interaction with external knowledge providers supported the process of 

learning and change in the SMEs. For example, in order to renew their activities, the SMEs learned 

from the customers’ requirements and suppliers’ suggestions through a joint effort throughout the 

different learning process stages. 

 

All three cases showed a similar learning process in which the support of the external 

organizations can be observed, as follows:  

 

 First, a ‘critical incident’ fostered owner-manager’s actions to solve the situation. 

 Second, the owner-manager (OM), by recognizing the need to acquire external knowledge, 

began to actively seek to establish external links or make a better use of the existing ones. 

Here, the importance of a proactive role from the owner-manager to open up the firm to inter-

organizational relations with external knowledge sources is clearly shown. It’s well recognized 

that OMs are primarily responsible for identifying external opportunities (Jones et al., 2010), 

which makes them the main channel to access new external knowledge. In this position, OMs 

can act as a barrier or a facilitator to obtain and distribute this knowledge within the firm. 

Therefore, the knowledge provider must be aware of the OM influence in the learning process 

to find the most appropriate way to support the firm over it.  

 Third, external organizations assisted SMEs in the creation and development of the internal 

processes, systems and routines. These are considered as crucial communication structures 

that are required to distribute and institutionalize learning throughout the organization. 
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 Fourth, with the support of the external providers the developed processes, systems and 

routines were institutionalized, which means that new external knowledge was finally 

institutionalized and available for all the organization’s members. Then, the strategic renewal 

of the SMEs was achieved.   

 

Figure 2.1: The 5i model (Jones & Macpherson, 2006). 

 

 

On the other hand, Lionzo & Rossignoli (2013) developed an extension of the Crossan’s 

4i model to explore the process of learning and change for strategic renewal in a specific type of 

industry (the small and medium-sized family firms). They conserved the 4i model sub-processes 

but added the type of relations and interactions considered as fundamental for the integration and 

institutionalization of new knowledge in these firms. This was based on the fact that family firms 

are often characterized by informal intense relationships between family members, and also by 

informal networking with non-family members. This informality, the family members’ roles and 
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attitudes (i.e., the commitment to change), and the levels of the internal social capital may facilitate 

or impede the process of learning and change (Chirico & Salvato, 2008) (See Figure 2.2).  

 

Through the application of the model in three case studies, Lionzo & Rossignoli (2013) 

demonstrated that in family SMEs, institutionalizing is not achieved through formal rules and 

procedures but through informal networks, finding these as the most effective tool for sharing 

knowledge.  The three family SMEs, in which the model was applied, lacked formal systems and 

procedures for sharing knowledge. However, an informal system was developed for this purpose, 

as follows: 

 

i) First, the family leaders (entrepreneurs) were responsible for bringing the ideas of change; 

ii) Second, informal groups were created in the form of “communities of practice”, which were 

composed by family (from different functional and hierarchical levels) and non-family 

members. These communities of practice allowed the communication of new knowledge and 

ideas from individuals to groups, facilitated interaction, dialogue and participatory decision 

making processes, and finally led to renewed collective actions spread to the organizational 

level. From their findings, Lionzo & Rossignoli (2013) concluded that efforts for strategic 

renewal process in family SMEs should focus on the creation of a participative organizational 

platform to encourage collective change, rather than on the creation of formal and rigid 

knowledge-sharing mechanisms. 
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Figure 2.2: The Crossan et al.’s model in family SMEs (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013). 

 

Jones & Macpherson (2006) and Lionzo & Rossignoli (2013) show clear contributions for 

the understanding of the learning processes that lead to the integration and institutionalization of 

new knowledge in MSMEs. They explored, stressed and demonstrated through the application of 

their frameworks, the importance of two relevant aspects for the processes of learning and change 

in MSMEs, which are: i) The influence of the external knowledge providers (Jones & Macpherson, 

2006), and ii) The impact of internal social relations in the institutionalization of learning (Lionzo & 

Rossignoli, 2013). However, the frameworks of both set of authors don’t show a differentiation 

between the micro, small and medium-sized enterprises. This presupposes that these frameworks 

were developed and applied considering MSMEs as a group of enterprises with similar 
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characteristics. This in turn, could lead to assuming that MSMEs will have similar behaviors and 

capacities during the learning processes.  

 

Most studies regarding innovation processes in MSMEs tend to make this assumption, 

when in reality the significant difference in size between MSMEs might generate very diverse 

behaviors (Ollivier & Thompson, 2009). Reports on a study of 258 MSMEs located in Italy, the UK 

and other northern European countries showed the differences in the process of adoption of 

organizational management practices between MSMEs. The most significant differences, as 

expected, were found between the small and medium sized firms. However, important differences 

were also identified between the micro and small companies. For example, the study showed how 

smaller SMEs tend to focus on more operational aspects, while bigger SMEs turn their attention 

to strategic planning and control, human resource management, and equipment layout and 

maintenance aspects. These last three were the more influenced by size difference. Besides, the 

study suggested a link between the firm size and external networking, which becomes stronger in 

terms of knowledge alliances. In this regard, it was shown how the medium-sized enterprises, 

compared to the small-sized enterprises, were more proactive to establish alliances with local 

universities, private sector and professional organizations in order to access new knowledge 

(Cagliano et al., 2001). It can be concluded that the MSMEs, according to the enterprise size, are 

expected to act, react and behave in very different ways when new knowledge is trying to be 

transferred into them. Therefore, this differentiation should be taken into account when new 

knowledge is aimed to be integrated and institutionalized in MSMEs.  

 

Finally, in order to help overcome the OL deficiencies of traditional CP approaches I 

developed a CP transfer integrative conceptual framework, based on two extensions of the 

Crossan’s 4i model, which promotes the transfer of new CP knowledge to be done following OL 

principles. I called it the “5i CP model”, and it is presented below in Chapter three.   
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CHAPTER THREE: 

THE CROSSAN ET AL.’S 4i MODEL FOR THE TRANSFER OF CP INTO MSMES 

 

Multiple authors have highlighted the importance of including OL principles for an effective 

application of CP (Stone, 2006; Bass, 2007; Van Hoof, 2014; Dieleman, 2007; Vickers, Cordey-

Hayes, 1999; Evans & Hamner, 2003). It’s argued that CP practitioners won’t be able to come to 

any effective and sustainable solution to industrial pollution until they have a clear understanding 

of the organizational dynamics behind the decision-making process for the adoption of CP 

technologies (Mitchell, 2006). However, taking into account the still existing difficulties in the 

transfer of CP especially to MSMEs in developing countries, it becomes evident that there is still 

much work to do on the topic. The question: “Why, even when external organizations promote the 

embedding of new CP knowledge, certain MSMEs fail to integrate and institutionalize it?”, remains 

unanswered. In developing countries, external CP knowledge providers are practically the only 

means MSMEs have to access CP knowledge. In this context, I developed a conceptual 

framework to explore and understand the process of integration and institutionalization of CP 

knowledge in MSMEs, when this knowledge is acquired from external sources. The framework 

followed the proposal that those processes of integration and institutionalization follow a series of 

sequential phases (sub-processes) of learning within the firms (as stated by Crossan et al., 1999), 

and then a model for technology change should be based on phases of learning (Gilbert & Cordey-

Hayes, 1996).  

 

 

In particular, the framework was built on two extensions of the Crossan’s 4i model, which 

were developed by Jones & Macpherson (2006) and Lionzo & Rossignoli (2013) in their attempts 

to interpret the specificities of the processes of learning and strategic change in MSMEs.  Thus, 

the framework kept the foundations of the Crossan’s 4i model, providing an extension of it, as it is 
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shown in Figure 3.1.  No attempts of applying the Crossan’s 4i model for understanding the CP 

learning process in manufacturing MSMEs are known.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: The 5i CP model for the transfer of CP knowledge into MSMEs: a learning framework.  

Source: Adapted from Crossan et al. (1999), Jones & Macpherson (2006), and Lionzo & 

Rossignoli (2013). 

 

Based on the findings of Chapter 2, the OL elements found as relevant for the transfer of 

new knowledge into MSMEs, and specifically for the transfer of CP innovations in developing 

countries, were combined in the framework, as follows: 
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i) OL process follow a sequential phases (sub-processes) of learning within the firms 

(Crossan et al., 1999); 

 

ii) OL is a multi-level process that relies on the interaction between all levels (individual, group 

and organizational level) (Crossan et al., 1999; Jones & Macpherson, 2006; Lionzo & 

Rossignoli, 2013). OL in CP requires a multi-level approach (Bass, 2007, Van Hoof, 2014, 

Vickers & Cordey-Hayes, 1999); 

 

iii) External sources of knowledge support the OL processes within MSMEs (Jones & 

Macpherson, 2006). Within the CP context, external knowledge providers are considered 

fundamental for the development of OL in CP in MSMES (Bass, 2007, Van Hoof, 2014, 

Vickers & Cordey-Hayes, 1999).  

 

In developing countries, CP knowledge is transferred mainly by demonstration projects. 

These projects are commonly financed by governmental national organizations or 

international agencies (that act as donors), which hire CP consultants such as Cleaner 

Production Centers or universities (that act as CP knowledge providers in charge of the 

implementation of the projects) (Ortolano et al., 2014; UNIDO & IOW, 2009; Vickers & 

Cordey- Hayes, 1999). Therefore, CP donors and CP experts were the actors considered 

as relevant to include in the framework; 

 

iv) OL processes in MSMEs highly depend on the internal relations between individuals and 

groups for the communication and assimilation of new knowledge. Internal relationships 

highly influence OL processes in MSMEs (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013). Stone (2006) 

recommends having critical reflection sessions that seek the participation of the firm’s staff 
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and the dialogue among its members, to encourage its involvement in the CP programs 

and ensure obtaining and creating CP collective knowledge;   

 

v) OL frameworks for the transfer of new knowledge into MSMEs (including CP technologies 

transfer frameworks) encourage MSMEs to be approached as a group with the same 

characteristics. MSMEs organizational features greatly differ between them, which might 

influence the OL processes, and in particular the CP learning processes (Van Hoof, 2014). 

The framework highlights the size differentiation, in order to encourage CP practitioners to 

approach micro, small and medium enterprises separately. In other words, to encourage 

them to use different organizational learning methodologies and tools according to the 

enterprise size. 

 

The 5i CP model can be used to initiate a CP transfer process or to evaluate a previous 

one as a learning process instead of a technical one. Specifically, after the integration of all the 

above mentioned elements, the developed framework allows to explore and understand:  

 

 The changes that occur inside the firms along the CP learning process: Based on OL 

principles, the model guides external CP knowledge providers to keep the learner (the firm) 

in the centre of the CP transfer process, instead of placing technology as the main focus. 

Thus, the model encourages CP outsiders to work during CP projects on the development 

of the firm’s capacities to explore, integrate and internalize new CP knowledge. This means 

that the model aims to increase the firm’s skills and knowledge around CP, and also seeks 

a positive change of the internal attitudes and beliefs that enable the internalization of CP.   

  

Change is a key word here; the model is focused on changes to the CP learner (the firm). 

It is concerned about the impacts and effects the CP program had on the firm’s workers 
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and organizational aspects; for example, if the program acted on the firm’s value system, 

if a new behaviour arose as a result of it, or if it really helped the firm to ‘make the jump’ 

towards the institutionalization and sustainability of CP. In short, if the program achieved 

radical changes that reveal the program had a significant impact in the organization. 

Besides, if the framework is used to develop a new CP project, it helps CP outsiders to 

evaluate what is actually happening on the ground regarding the CP learning process. It 

helps them to analyze whether the program is being effective or not to increase CP OL 

capacities within the firm; 

 

 The relations within the firm that influence the OL process;  

 

 The factors that facilitate or inhibit the flow of knowledge in the MSMEs throughout the 

learning sub-processes. The framework allow the identification of those factors according 

to the enterprise size and the type of actor. Thus, barriers coming from the donors and the 

CP knowledge providers, which can easily be ignored in the CP evaluation processes, can 

also be identified. Their roles and their influence in the OL processes in MSMEs can be 

understood. 

 

Both the firm’s and the CP outsiders’ ability for intra-organizational knowledge transfer are 

important to diffuse and make new CP knowledge available for all workers. Therefore, it is 

becoming increasingly important to evaluate the ability and performance of Knowledge 

Transfer Organizations (KTOs) during the different phases of an innovation transfer 

process (Comacchio & Bonesso, 2012). In the case of CP projects, is crucial to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the KTO’s CP transfer mechanisms in achieving the integration and 

institutionalization of CP in the firms. This means, the effectiveness of CP trainings, 

consultancy activities, and pedagogic tools, among others.  
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 Relevant OL elements that influence the transition from one sub-process to the following 

one, which might impede the flow of knowledge between sub-processes.  

 

Within the research framework, the 5i CP model was used to understand the learning 

processes that occurred inside four micro and small firms during CP demonstration projects 

completed over 5 years ago. It helped to determine the level of CP learning achieved by each firm. 

Finally, the application of the model allowed deriving recommendations and propositions for 

improving future CP demonstration projects development and evaluations.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: CP BACKGROUND 

 

4.1 What is Cleaner Production? 

 

CP is not a new solution – the approach has been implemented over time under equivalent, 

complementary or overlapping concepts, such as pollution prevention (USEPA, 1992), ecodesign 

(Glavic, 2007), eco-innovations (Carrillo-Hermosilla et al., 2010), waste minimization, waste 

prevention, toxics use reduction, and clean technology (UNIDO & UNEP, 2015). It was 

recommended by UNEP since 1973 and further developed during the 1991 in preparation for the 

1992 Earth Summit Conference in Rio. Here, in a document called Agenda 21, developed 

countries committed to assist developing and transition countries to access preventive 

environmental alternatives, such as CP. In 1991, CP was formally launched by UNEP (UNIDO et 

al., 2010), with the following definition: “CP is the continuous application of an integrated 

preventative environmental strategy to processes, products and services to increase efficiency 

and reduce risks to humans and the environment”.    

 

CP, is about preventing the creation of waste at the source rather than cleaning it up after 

it has been produced. According to Environment Canada, Pollution Prevention (CP) “is the use of 

processes, practices, materials, products or energy that avoid or minimize the creation of 

pollutants and waste, and that reduce the overall risk to human health or the environment” (EC, 

2010). In short, CP is a strategy to reduce pollution and environmental impacts at the source of 

generation. The idea is simple: a gram of prevention is worth a kilo of cure. Minimizing or avoiding 

the creation of pollutants and wastes makes more sense, and can be easier, more effective and 

less costly for industries than cleaning them up after they have been created (UNIDO & UNEP, 

2015). 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiv9OGjpoPQAhVP2mMKHftFCnUQFgg_MAY&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwhatatemymum.com%2F2013%2F11%2Fa-gram-of-prevention-is-worth-a-kilo-of-cure%2F&usg=AFQjCNFspPUuxA6_AmB72Bet3uczHweo3g&sig2=0UMZf6um_L7HyieTcM5B7g&bvm=bv.136811127,d.eWE
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In this context, the main goals of CP are:  

- To eliminate or reduce waste generation, 

- To conserve natural resources and ecosystems, 

- To prevent accidental releases into the natural environment or sewerage networks, 

- To reduce exposure of community and workers to hazardous materials and substances, 

- To prevent product losses (USEPA, 1992; MAVDT, 2011). 

 

In manufacturing industries CP is achieved through increased efficiency in the use of raw 

materials, water and energy resources. Some of the preventative options utilized for introducing 

CP in industries may include the following (USEPA, 1992; UNEP, 2002b; UNIDO et al., 2010): 

 

- Good housekeeping’ or good operating practices: it includes simple practices such as 

improvements equipment and pipes maintenance, training workers on preventive 

maintenance, and applying inventory control techniques;  

- Raw material changes: replacement of toxic materials by less hazardous inputs, or by 

materials with a longer service life-time; 

- Better process control: increase the efficiency of working procedures through the 

standardization of production processes, or the implementation of process control devices 

that permit more effective monitoring and process management; 

- Technological and/or equipment modifications: replacement or improvement of the 

production equipment and/or process that allow to run the process at higher efficiency, 

which means lower demand of resources and generation of waste;  

- Product modifications (reformulation or redesign of products): the production of cleaner 

products, which are those with longer life, easily recycled, and manufactured with non-

hazardous raw materials. In short, the modification of product characteristics in order to 
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reduce negative impacts along the life cycle of the product, from raw material extraction to 

its ultimate disposal; 

- On-site reuse and recycling.  

 

Figure 4.1 presents the different preventive options industries may apply to minimize 

pollution generation in their production processes. 

 

Figure 4.1: Preventive options industries can apply. 

 

By mid-1990’s, for a further diffusion of CP, UNIDO and UNEP jointly launched a 

programme to establish National Cleaner Production Centres (NCPCs). With the support of 

different governments and donors, including Italy, Denmark, Switzerland, Netherlands and 

Norway, 47 CP centers were created in developing and transition countries in partnership with 

local governments, business associations and NGOs (UNIDO, 2016) (See Figure 4.2). CP centers 

have promoted the development of CP policies and the implementation of cleaner technologies in 

their respective home countries. CP centers offer different services and activities, including CP 
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trainings, support for raising financial funds for CP initiatives and equipment, CP demonstrations 

and in-plant assessments, technical assistance and transfer of CP knowledge and technologies 

(UNIDO et al., 2010).  

Figure 4.2: CP centers – the global CP network (UNIDO, 2016). 

 

In September 2015, 193 world leaders agreed to 17 Global Goals for Sustainable 

Development (SDGs). Goal 12 aims at achieving responsible production and consumption 

patterns; this means cleaner production. Therefore, National Cleaner Production Centers are 

expected to contribute towards achievement of the SDGs. The need to clean up polluting 

industries in developing and transition countries has remained pertinent. CP is a global 

commitment to fight climate change and its consequences (UNIDO & UNEP, 2015).  
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4.2 CP & MSMEs in Colombia 

 

Institutional framework for MSMEs in Colombia derives from Law 590 launched in 2000, 

also known as the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise Law (MSME Law or Ley MIPYME). 

Overtime, this law was modified and replaced by the Law 905 of 2004, which determines the 

classification of MSMEs according to the number of employees and total assets, as shown in 

Table 4.1 (ILO, 2014). 

 
Table 4.1: Classification of micro, small and medium enterprises in Colombia (Law 905, 2004) 

Classification No. of employees Total assests  
(in Legal Monthly 
Minimum Wage - LMMW) 

Microenterprise Up to 10 Up to 501  

Small enterprise 11 to  50 501 to 5,001  

Medium enterprise 51 to 200 5,001 to 15,000  

Source: Law 905, 2004 of Colombia.  
 

 

MSMEs account for 99% of all Colombian firms, 80% of private sector employment and 

35% of GDP (OBG, 2013).  In 2014, 58,489 MSMEs were registered in Valle del Cauca (the 

research area), which belong to different industry sectors including construction, water supply and 

sanitation services, mining, metallurgy, food and beverages production, chemical and rubber 

industries, paper and pulp, lithographic industries, and diverse manufacturing activities. 

Registered MSMEs are 96% micro and small enterprises, and 20% belong to the construction and 

manufacturing industry (CCC, 2014).   

 

According to the regional environmental authority (CVC), MSMEs in Valle del Cauca are 

responsible of several environmental problems. Many of them discharge directly into water bodies 

or soil, effluents and solid waste with high contents of heavy metals and/or chemical products, 

organic matter, grease, and bio-infectious waste. MSMEs also promote deforestation, generate 

polluting emissions, and affect groundwater (CVC, 2004 and 2007; CVC & CRPML, 2007, 2008, 
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2009a, 2009b; DAGMA & CRPML, 2010; MAVDT, CVC & CRPML, 2008). Water pollution caused 

by MSMEs is one of the most critical situations. According to local researchers, Cali (the capital 

of Valle del Cauca) is already facing water scarcity due to poor freshwater quality (Restrepo, 

2013). 

 

In 1997, the Ministry of Environment of Colombia launched the first CP national policy, as 

an official strategic effort to fight industrial pollution by encouraging the development and growth 

of green industries, including MSMEs. In 1996, an interinstitutional CP committee formed by 

different government institutions and business associations was created for a joint formulation of 

the policy.  Formal and voluntary agreements between the Ministry of environment and strategic 

industrial sectors, such as sugar cane and pig farming, were signed to develop pilot CP pilot 

experiences (MMA, 1997).  

 

With the support of international organizations, different strategies were promoted by the 

Ministry for the diffusion of CP, like the creation of a national CP center and five regional CP 

centers located in core industrial areas of Colombia. Besides, the CP concept and goals were 

incorporated in other national policies and laws, such as the law for the proper management 

of hazardous solid waste of 2005, the national development plan 2006-2010, and the integrated 

water resource management policy of 2010 (Van Hoof & Herrera, 2007; DNP, 2010).  National CP 

training activities oriented to local environmental authorities were conducted, around 55 national 

CP guidelines for polluting key industries were elaborated, and tax incentives for pollution 

prevention were offered for the promotion of CP (Van Hoof & Herrera, 2007).  

 

Alongside, all regional environmental authorities launched programs to promote and 

support the implementation of cleaner technologies in their respective regions.  These programs 

aimed to determine the current generation of industrial hazardous and non-hazardous waste and 
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emissions, define environmental priorities in each region, disseminate CP knowledge in diverse 

industries and relevant organizations, finance and implement CP demonstration projects in priority 

industrial sectors. In particular, CVC in Valle del Cauca, from 2010 financed more than 10 CP pilot 

projects in priority industries, including tanneries, slaughterhouses, human hospitals, hotels, 

poultry farms, brick manufacturing and lime production industries (CVC, 2004 & 2007).  

 

In 2011, the Ministry of Environment replaced the old CP national policy with the new 

“sustainable production and consumption policy”, which was incorporated to other relevant 

policies such as the national productivity and competitiveness policy. The new CP policy defined 

six priority sectors to diffuse CP, including the public sector (in terms of infrastructure and social 

housing projects, public transportation and power generation), private construction sector, 

manufacturing industries (especially metallurgy, food production, and chemical products), agro-

industry (sugar, flowers, banana and biofuels production), biodiversity services and products, and 

manufacturing MSMEs (emphasis on MSMEs suppliers of big companies) (MAVDT, 2011). 

 

CP has proved to be an effective complementary strategy to environmental regulations, 

however, from a general perspective Colombia (in particular Valle del Cauca) has made little 

progress in the diffusion of CP to industries, in particular to MSMEs. Too few pilot projects have 

been promoted, compared to the number of existing manufacturing MSMEs. Many enterprises still 

do not know about the advantages of applying CP; it could be said that CP is still an emergent 

topic in the MSMEs context.   
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4.3 CP Vs End of Pipe (EOP) 

 

Within recent decades the environmental response of governments and industries, to deal 

with pollution problems, has moved from pollution control (called "End of Pipe" thinking) to 

pollution prevention strategies like CP. This means that their environmental responsive mode has 

changed from a reactive to a preventive approach. With an End of Pipe (EOP) approach, polluters 

try to find the solution to an environmental problem at the final stage of its cycle of causes and 

effects. In other words, polluters try to solve an environmental problem instead of eliminate or 

reduce it by minimizing its causes. For example, in the case of industrial waste, EOP means 

focussing on waste disposal rather than waste recycling or minimization along the production 

process. Thus, while EOP focuses on reducing emissions ex post (i.e., after hazardous emissions 

have been generated) without modifying the production process, CP focuses on reducing 

emissions ex ante by modifying the polluters’ production processes. Solid waste incineration 

plants, waste water treatment plants (WWTPs), industrial waste landfills, and exhaust-gas 

cleaning equipment, are some examples of EOP technologies (Frondel et al., 2004). 

 

In summary, in manufacturing industries EOP techniques are those used to remove 

already formed contaminants generated throughout the production processes, and therefore, they 

are normally implemented as a last stage of the process before the contaminants are disposed or 

delivered.  It is argued that EOP technologies are complex and expensive alternatives that do not 

bring efficiency benefits to enterprises, therefore, preventing the generation of waste through the 

adoption of CP alternatives makes more sense than trying to recover and treat wastes and 

pollutants once created (UNIDO & UNEP, 2015).  

 

CP technologies are frequently more advantageous than EOP technologies for 

environmental and economic reasons; however, both are fundamental for fighting pollution. 
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Although, the total replacement of EOP technologies by CP actions measures is certainly not 

possible, it is important to ensure all potential CP alternatives have been applied in the firm before 

introducing EOP technologies. The latter should be seen as complementary alternatives to CP 

main actions. Figure 4.3 shows the recommended order of priority of actions to be taken 

to reduce the amount of waste generated, and to improve overall waste management (known as 

waste hierarchy). Table 4.2 illustrates the difference between EOP and CP technologies for 

addressing pollution issues. 

 

            

Figure 4.3: The waste hierarchy. Adapted from UNEP (2011).  
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Table 4.2: Differences between EOP and CP approaches. 

 
EOP approach 

 

 
CP approach 

Environmental protection comes in after 

products and processes have been 

developed. 

How can we treat already created pollutants? 

Environmental protection comes in as an 

integral part of products and processes 

design. 

 Where do pollutants come from? 
 

Stands for re-action: 

Waste is removed at the last stage of the 
process through treatment units like WWTPs. 

Stands for action: 

Waste generation is prevented at source 
throughout the production process. 
 

Commonly leads to additional costs, without 
increasing the efficiency of the production 
process. 
 

Commonly helps to reduce production costs 
and increase process efficiency. 

Allows the use of hazardous raw materials Avoids potentially toxic processes and 
materials. 
 

Pollution problems are solved from a 

technological approach, and are a matter of 

experts (commonly external to the firm). 

Pollution problems are tackled at all levels 

and in all production areas, encouraging the 

development of innovations within the firms. 

Environmental protection is frequently in 

charge of competent experts. 

Environmental protection is everybody´s 
business. 
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CHAPTER 5: METHODOLOGY 

 

5.1 Research method  

 

The primary objective was to analyze systematically the relationships and factors that 

facilitate or hinder the integration and institutionalization of CP knowledge in MSMEs. For this 

purpose, previous CP demonstration projects were analyzed (evaluated from an OL approach), 

acting as Case Studies for the research. Evaluations are being increasingly used by donors to 

measure the effectiveness of their programs, and especially as an important tool for assessing 

program management, funding, decision-making and organizational learning processes around 

them (Thomson & Hoffman, 2002). In accordance with other authors, the evaluation helped with 

the identification of enablers and constraints that positively or negatively influenced the CP 

learning processes within the firms (Thomson & Hoffman, 2002) during CP demonstration 

projects. In particular, it helped to analyze aspects such as: whether CP OL capacities were 

effectively developed or not within the firms, the donors’ and CP providers’ OL knowledge and 

skills for the transfer of CP, the correlation between firms’ natural learning processes and CP 

transfer strategies and, missing OL elements in the CP transfer processes.   

 

The selected research method, Case Study, is a method that is completely concentrated 

on the analysis of a selected case, seeking to learn from that single case and to optimize the 

understanding of it (Stake, 2005). The case is defined as “a phenomenon of some sort occurring 

in a bounded context” (Miles et al., 2014). It’s a bounded system, determined by internal and 

external features, whose boundaries are not always clear (Stake, 2005). “The case is, in effect, 

the unit of analysis” (p. 28) (Miles et al., 2014). Individual life cycles, small group’s behaviors, the 

growth of companies, managerial processes (Yin, 2009), and the impact of health programs 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008), are examples of cases that can be studied through this method.  
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In general, Case Study method allows researchers to explore and analyze a complex real-

life phenomenon (the case) in depth (Yin, 2009), using a variety of data sources within their 

context, which allow the phenomenon to be revealed and understood (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Data 

sources can be qualitative or quantitative, or a combination of both, which can be collected and 

analyzed by different research methods, such as mixed methods (Stake, 2005; Yin, 2009).  This 

ability to deal with multiple sources of evidence is considered one of the strengths of the Case 

Study method (Yin, 2009).  

 

For research purposes, “the CP transfer process at individual firms”, was the unit of 

analysis (the Case). CP transfer processes are a complex phenomenon influenced by firm-level 

social, economic and technical characteristics and its surrounding environment. CP transfer 

processes in Colombia have been mainly conducted through CP projects at MSMEs. Thus, the 

research was focused on CP projects carried out in individual MSMEs of selected industrial 

sectors. We adopted the 5i CP model, presented in Fig 3.1 Chapter 3, to explore how the 

integration and institutionalization of new CP knowledge could have been fostered or impeded 

during CP transfer processes in four individual MSMEs.  

 

The firms were selected from a database of projects carried out by the Regional Cleaner 

Production Center in charge of transferring cleaner technologies in the south west area of 

Colombia (CRPML). Four firms fit the selection criteria defined for research purposes, as follows:  

 

i. Having participated in a CP pilot project oriented to manufacturing MSMEs, from the 

beginning to the end of it.   

ii. Having finished their participation in the CP pilot project for at least two years before getting 

involved in the PhD research. Institutionalization of knowledge is a long-term result; then, 

it should be measured and analyzed long time after CP pilot experiences are completed to 
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effectively evidence whether the firms have sustained the CP principles and actions 

overtime or not.  

iii. Having less than 50 employees. The research was oriented to the smallest firms, which 

according to the Colombian legislation are the micro and small-sized businesses whose 

personnel numbers fall below 50 workers (MINCIT, 2016).  

iv. The OM of the firm agrees he/she and his/her workers to be interviewed for research 

purposes. Besides, the OM agrees to attend a field visit to the production plant of the firm 

for data triangulation processes.  

 

In addition, the four firms were independent (ownermanaged), well-established and had 

participated in long-term CP pilot initiatives of the regional cleaner production center (CRPML). All 

firms were micro and small-sized enterprises operating in priority manufacturing sectors for the 

environmental authorities (highly polluting industries): tanneries, electroplating and trapiches 

paneleros (unrefined sugar production).  

 

Successful and unsuccessful cases were selected for a further cross comparative analysis. 

A “successful case” means a case in which the firm effectively institutionalized new CP knowledge 

and sustained it long after the CP projects were completed, through the continuous improvement 

of cleaner technologies. An “unsuccessful case” is a case in which the firm integrated new CP 

knowledge, but was unable to institutionalize and sustain it overtime. 

 

5.2 Data collection 

 

As the CP individual projects were finished at least two years before starting the research, 

different methods were used to collect data and raise knowledge about the cases. Entrepreneurs 

(owners), firm’s workers, CP knowledge providers (CRPML’s staff and consultants), donors, 
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environmental authorities, and in general those informants through whom information about the 

case could be obtained, were interviewed. Semi-structured interviews were used to collect 

qualitative and quantitative data about CP transfer processes such as workers attitudes, working 

environment changes, financial savings, firm-level relationships and interactions, and networking 

initiatives. Other data were acquired from observations during site visits to the production plants 

of the selected firms. On-site observations were used as triangulation tools to validate and 

corroborate data given by the informants (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). Technical reports of the 

CP cases in selected individual firms, provided by the CRPML, were reviewed as well. This way, 

multiple sources of evidence were triangulated to increase the credibility and validity of results, 

and reduce bias that comes from single methods (Matthews, 2015). Table 5.1 presents a 

description of data gathering industries.  

 

Table 5.1: Description of the instruments applied in the process of data gathering in selected 
MSMEs.  

Instrument Research objective Information 
source 

Application of the 
instrument 

Interviewer/ 
Observer 

Place & 
Duration 

Interviews Attitude toward CP 
initiatives. 
 
Perception of CP 
learning experience in 
pilot cases (emphasis 
on enablers and 
constraints during CP 
learning processes). 
 
Perception of the 
development of OL 
capacities around CP. 
 
Natural innovation 
transfer (learning) 
processes Vs CP 
transfer (learning) 
processes. 
 

Individual semi-
structured 
interviews with 
OMs and workers, 
CP consultants/ 
knowledge 
providers, and 
donors. 
 
 
 
 

PhD student Interviewees’ 
working place, 
in private.  
 
From 1.5 hrs to 
2 hrs 
(duration).    
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Technical 
reports of CP 
individual 
cases.  

CP transfer/learning 
approaches and 
methodologies used by 
the CP outsiders (CP 
donor and projects’ 
executors). 
 
CP outputs and 
outcomes achieved by 
the MSEs in the short-
term. 
 
 

CRPML technical 
reports of 
individual firms’ 
cases.  

PhD student Electronic 
copies of the 
technical 
reports were 
provided to the 
PhD student.  

Field visits  On-site observations 
(environmental 
attitudes and behaviors 
of the OM and workers; 
CP implementations’ 
sustainability and 
environmental 
innovations). 
 

On-site 
observations and 
informal 
interviews with 
OMs or workers 
attending the visit.  

PhD student Firms’ 
production 
plants.  
 
From 1 to 1.5 
hrs (duration).    

Source: Adapted from Van Hoof, 2014.  
 

 
Semi-structured interviews were the main source of data for this research. Thus, interviews 

followed a set of open-ended questions that led the interviewer and the respondent to engage in 

a formal conversation. Open-ended questions are exploratory in nature, allowing respondents to 

provide more information and express their feelings, reflections and understanding of the CP 

learning processes they were involved in. Three types of participants were identified as potential 

respondents, as follows: i) Participants A, which corresponds to owner/managers (OM) of MSMEs 

who participated in pollution prevention demonstration projects in their enterprises; ii) Participants 

B, which corresponds to MSMEs shop floor workers (SFWs) who participated in pollution 

prevention demonstration projects in their workplace; iii) Participants C, which corresponds to 

consultants and professionals who participated in pollution prevention demonstration projects 

oriented to MSMEs, such as CP knowledge providers and donors. The OMs and two SFWs 

(maximum) were interviewed in each firm. One to two CP consultants or donors who participated 

in the CP individual cases were interviewed. Although hand notes were taken to capture 
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respondent’s answers, all interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for later analysis. When 

necessary, respondents were approached no more than once for clarifications.  

 

Data collecting tools, especially the “interviews questionnaires’” were prepared based on 

the CP transfer model developed by the researcher for the transfer of CP knowledge into MSMEs, 

the 5i CP model (Figure 3.1, Chapter 3), and then applied in empirical cases, following the next 

steps:  

 

First, define the primary path of information transfer which leads to double-loop learning 

and the institutionalization of new knowledge within organizations. The researcher in the 5I CP 

learning framework and other authors state that new knowledge (information) transfer mainly takes 

place between the subsequent levels of learning. Therefore, the primary path of information 

transfer is from the individual to the team (and vice versa), from the team to the organization (and 

vice versa), and from organization to inter-organization (and vice versa) (Vasquez, 2014; Yih-Tong 

& Scott, 2005). These are represented in Fig 5.1 as cells 1.2, 2.1, 2.3, 3.2, 3.4, and 4.3. Although 

there are other potential paths of transfer (e.g. from the individual to the organization), those were 

not considered as primary in this research since they do not reflect the most common ways that 

lead to double loop learning and knowledge institutionalization in an organization (as stated by 

Yih-Tong & Scott, 2005).  
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Figure 5.1: Paths of information transfer in an organization (Yih-Tong & Scott, 2005). 

 

Second, identify factors that might affect the diffusion of information (new knowledge) from 

one level of learning to the other one, which can potentially arise from each level acting as barriers 

to knowledge transfer between levels. Barriers often arise in the intersections between 

subsequent levels. Therefore, in the defined primary path of information transfer, barriers can arise 

from individual to team (cell 1, 2), from team to the individual (cell 2, 1), from team to the overall 

organization (cell 2, 3), from organization to the team (cell 3, 2), from organization to inter-

organization (cell 3,4) (as stated by Yih-Tong & Scott, 2005), and from inter-organization to 

organization (Cell 4,3).  

 

As a multitude of factors might raise, it was necessary to identify those key factors that 

could affect the transfer of new CP knowledge into MSMEs to a greater extent. By using the 

structural analysis method, the key factors (variables) that could potentially influence the problem 

under study were identified with the help of a cross-impact matrix. Structural analysis seeks to 

determine the most relevant variables (key variables) of a system, among a group of variables 

determined by an expert committee, using a matrix that establishes the relation among them (EC, 

2015; CINARA et al., 1998; Villacorta et,al., 2011). Once identified, key variables became the factors 
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of interest in this research. Interviews were elaborated based on these factors, in order to get a 

better understanding of their influence in CP learning processes in MSMEs. The identification of 

key factors, using the structural analysis method, followed the next steps: 

 

Step 1:  Listing variables (factors). The first step consisted of identifying all kind of variables 

that might influence the phenomena under study (EC, 2015; Villacorta et,al., 2011).  In this case, 

an interdisciplinary team of 4 people, helped with the identification of all variables that might 

influence CP organizational learning processes when new CP knowledge is being transferred into 

MSMEs.  A university professor, the PhD student, one professional from a large private firm, and 

an MSME entrepreneur formed the working team. The first two had great experience and 

knowledge in developing CP applied research projects with small industries. The other two had 

experience leading CP processes in their own firms and in their small-sized providers in the 

construction sector. Thus, a list of internal and external variables was elaborated through the 

consensus of a multidisciplinary working team whose members had different perceptions and 

positions regarding each variable, as recommended by EC (2015), CINARA et al. (1998a) and 

Villacorta et al. (2011). A first list was drafted by the PhD student and the university professor, 

which was later validated by the two representatives of the private industrial sector. Specific 

variables were identified for each intersection between subsequent learning levels (Intersection 1: 

from individual to the team and viceversa, Intersection 2: From the team to the organization and 

viceversa, Intersection 3: From organization to inter-organization and viceversa). This allowed 

examining them separately at the influence of each set of variables on the transfer of information 

in each intersection. Thus, sets of variables were not combined. A list of 58 variables clearly 

arranged by intersections was compiled, not exceeding 80 variables as recommended by other 

researchers (Villacorta et al., 2011).  
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Step 2:  Analysing the relationships between variables (factors). An interdisciplinary team 

of about 10 people (four of which had previously helped with the elaboration of the list of all kind 

of variables), was formed to analyse the relationships between variables. Team members’ 

positions and relation to CP initiatives in industries is presented in Table 5.2. The Structural 

analysis is only valid if the analysis is carried out by an interdisciplinary team that is familiar with 

the situation (phenomena) being analysed CINARA et al. (1998a). 

 

Table 5.2: Features of the interdisciplinary team created for performing the structural analysis.  

Interdisciplinary 
team members 

Type and size of the 
organization where 

the member 
belongs to 

Position of the member 
in his/her organization 

Member’s relation to 
CP initiatives in 

industries 

Member # 1 Construction sector – 
Large firm 

Construction Director Leading and 
supervising 
environmental 
(emphasis CP) 
initiatives in the large 
firm and in its medium 
and small-sized 
suppliers.  

Member # 2 Project’s director 

Member # 3 Project’s director 

Member # 4 Industrial Safety and 
Occupational Health 
coordinator 

Member # 5 Small firm – supplier 
of large construction 
firms. 

 

Industrial Safety and 
Occupational Health 
coordinator. 

Leading, applying and 
supervising 
environmental 
(emphasis CP) 
initiatives in their own 
small-sized firms. 

Member # 6 

Member # 7 

Member # 8 Construction sector – 
Medium-sized firm 
supplier of large 
construction firms. 

Owner - Manager Promoting the 
implementation of CP 
initiatives in his own 
medium-sized firm. 

Member # 9 Local University Associated professor and 
researcher of a local 
university in the 
environmental and 
sanitation area.  

Expert in the 
development of CP 
applied research 
projects and training 
initiatives in polluting 
industries.  Member # 10 PhD student – Local 

university research 
group. 

Adjunct researcher of a 
local university in the CP 
topic. 
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A double entrance matrix in which all the variables (factors) are placed in rows (X) and 

columns (Y), was prepared by the team to assess whether there was an influence relationship 

between them or not. This matrix is known as the cross-impact matrix (EC, 2015) or the Matrix of 

Direct Influence (MDI) (Villacorta et al., 2011). It was used to analyse the influence of each variable 

on the others. To fill in this matrix, team members on the basis of consensus assessed the 

influence of each variable located in the rows (X) on the variables located in the columns (Y). For 

each pair of variables, the team answered the following questions: Is there a direct influence of Y 

variable on X variable?, in other words, is X variable affected by Y variable?. If “NOT” (if there was 

not influence), it scored 0. If “YES” (if there was a degree of direct influence, even a weak 

influence), it scored 1. Thus, every cell of the matrix denoted whether variable Y was influencing 

variable X or not (Villacorta et al., 2011). Thus, the matrix was filled based on the experience, 

expertise and knowledge of the team’s members.  

 

Step 3. Identify the key variables. This is the main step of the method by which the degree 

of importance of the variables is estimated. According to the structural analysis method, the 

importance of a variable is related to its influence on other variables (CINARA et al., 1998). The 

main outcome of this step was the identification of those variables most influential on others EC 

(2015), and hence, on the phenomena under study (in our case, CP organizational learning 

processes in MSMEs). These were considered the key variables for the research. The overall 

direct influence and direct dependence of a variable in the system under study was calculated 

directly from the matrix, by using the direct method. The direct influence was the sum of “YES”s 

in the columns and the direct dependence was the sum of “YES”s in the rows. Thus, two different 

measures associated with every variable, which serve as a first indicator of the importance of each 

variable in the system  (CINARA et al., 1998; Villacorta et al., 2011), were found: I. An influence 

index, which represents the intensity with which a variable acts upon the system; II. A dependency 
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index, which represents the intensity with which each variable is affected by the system (EC, 

2015). 

Later, an influence – dependency diagram was constructed by locating each variable 

according to its coordinates (X: dependence, Y: influence) (See Figure 5.2). The influence-

dependency diagrams are the basis for identifying and determining key variables (Yáñez et al., 

2014) that are crucial in the OL processes around CP in MSMEs. The diagram was zoned 

according to the strategic axis, which was calculated with the following formula: X = Y = [ 

(Maximum influence value + maximum dependence value)/2 ] / 3 (CINARA et al., 1998). It is a 

Cartesian plane, divided into four zones, defined as: 

 

 

i. Zone 1: Power zone - quadrant I: it is also known as the forcing variables zone. The forcing 

variables are those that have a great influence on the rest of the variables, but experience 

little or no influence from them; 

 

ii. Zone 2: Work zone – quadrant II: it is also known as the conflict zone. This zone identifies 

the variables that have great level of influence on other variables of the system under 

study, and receive a similar amount of influence from them; 

 

 

iii. Zone 3: Autonomous zone - quadrant III: it is also known as the autonomous or non-forcing 

variables zone. Autonomous issues are those that have low levels of influence and 

dependence, being relatively independent of the system analysed; 

 

iv. Zone 4. Results zone - quadrant IV: it is also known as the outcome or consequence 

variables zone.  Outcome variables are those receiving great influence from the system 
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under study while being unable to influence it. Factors or issues located in this zone are 

solved when other issues are solved. 

 

The key variables were those plotted in zone 1 (quadrant I) and zone 2 (quadrant II). In the 

quadrant II, those variables above the diagonal line were selected as key variables. The line y = 

x, is the diagonal line that cuts the Cartesian plane in half at a 45-degree angle, based on the 

strategic axis coordinates. In conclusion, the most influential and less dependent variables were 

the ones selected as key variables. Steps 2 to 3 were repeated twice to select the key variables. 

In a first stage, from 58 variables (from the list of all factors created in the Step 1), 22 variables 

were selected as key variables. However, this was still a big number of variables for the scope of 

the PhD research. Therefore, steps 2 to 3 were repeated one more time to select the final key 

variables. In this second stage, from 22 variables, only 12 were finally selected as key variables 

for OL processes around CP in MSMEs. The interdisciplinary team took over three days (4 hours 

per day) to complete these two stages. The results of stage 2 are shown in Figure 5.2 and Table 

5.3.  
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Figure 5.2: Stage 2 results: a) Cross-impacts matrix for 22 variables, b) Influence-Dependence 
diagram and selection of key variables.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I. Power zone  II. Work zone  

III. Autonomous 

zone  

IV. Results zone  
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Table 5.3: Key variables (factors) for OL processes around CP, selected for research purposes. 
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Third, validate the relevance of the selected key variables in the traditional context of CP 

transfer into MSMEs in developing countries (Colombia). The relevance of a key variable is 

proportional to the probability of being properly approached and handled during CP demonstration 

projects, in order to decrease or eliminate its potential to become a barrier for the transfer of CP 

knowledge to and within the firms. Therefore, the relevance is related to the level of direct influence 

(governability) of CP demonstration projects over key variables. Such level of governability was 

analysed and estimated by a team of three CP professionals with expertise in CP projects in 

MSMEs. A university professor and researcher, a worker of a private industry, and the PhD student 

formed the team. Based on their knowledge and experience in developing CP pilot initiatives in 

manufacturing industries, they estimated the level of influence of a demonstration project over 

each key variable, which was summarized in a matrix (See Table 5.4). The matrix indicates that 

CP projects might have significant levels of influence on 10 out of the twelve key variables.  This 

suggests that 10 variables might be effectively addressed during CP pilot projects to prevent them 

from becoming potential CP transfer variables. This condition makes them highly relevant 

variables, which validates them as key variables. Finally, the two variables over which pilot 

projects seem to have low influence (variables x1 and x3) were still considered key variables, as 

the team suggested they could be properly addressed by modifying the traditional CP transfer 

approaches and methodologies utilized in CP projects.  
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Table 5.4: Estimation of CP pilot projects influence on key variables. 
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Fourth, preparing the data collecting tools. All tools were designed keeping in mind the 

key factors defined and validated by the work teams and based on the 5i CP model presented in 

Figure 3.1, Chapter 3. The way the different tools followed the 5i CP model is described in Table 

5.5.  

 

Table 5.5: Application of the 5i CP model in the evaluation of CP pilot experiences developed in 

MSMEs.  

The 5i CP Model 
elements  

Application of the 5i CP model for analysing and evaluating CP 
transfer processes in pilot experiences  

Data  
collection  
tool / 
Method 

Description of the application 

I. OL process 

around CP 

follows a 

sequential 

phases (sub-

processes) of 

learning within 

the firms.  

 

C
o

n
d

u
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s
 

 

  

Questions about the natural learning processes within the 
firms (to adopt any technology innovation), and in particular 
around the CP learning sub-processes throughout the CP 
pilot projects, were included in the interviews. These 
questions aimed to analyze aspects such as:  
I. Whether the CP transfer methodologies utilized during CP 

pilot projects took into account the natural OL processes 
of the firms or not? 

II. Whether the activities, tools and mechanisms used by 
the CP providers for the transfer of CP were considered 
appropriate or not by the MSMEs personnel for the 
development of the firms’ CP OL capacities (capacities for 
acquiring, implementing, integrating and institutionalizing 
CP on their own)?  

III.  Whether the CP transfer process was assumed or not 
as a learning process, or as a purely technology transfer 
process? 

IV.  The main barriers and motivators for developing OL 
capacities around CP in each learning sub-process? 
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V. The openness, flexibility and willingness of all 
stakeholders for supporting the processes of integration 
and institutionalization of CP in the firms.  

VI. Whether the new CP knowledge was integrated and 
institutionalized or not in the firms. Questions to perceive 
the change of organizational culture (i.e., habits, 
behaviors, goals, values and beliefs), policies, routines 
and programs towards CP, were included. Thus, 
interviews took into consideration measuring long term 
results, which are the ones that let the researcher visualize 
if the institutionalization of CP principles and knowledge 
occurred or not. Specific questions were included to 
explore how the CP project influenced or changed the way 
the firms and their workers felt about CP and engaged in 
CP actions (i.e., their appreciation about CP, training and 
encouraging other members, promoting and supporting 
the modification of policies, processes and routines to 
incorporate CP)? 
    

In a similar way, firms’ future plans and initiatives to develop, 
implement, integrate and sustain new CP actions on their 
own were explored through specific questions. Those future 
plans reveal a continuing improvement approach from the 
firm, which suggests the firm is concerned about 
institutionalizing CP. 
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Reports of the selected CP cases of study, elaborated by the 
CP projects’ executors (knowledge providers) involved in 
each case, were reviewed to check whether the CP transfer 
methodologies used by them were based on learning 
processes rather than on purely technical transfer 
processes. A comparison between the 5i CP model and the 
CP providers’ knowledge transfer methodologies was the 
method to analyse if a learning approach was utilized or not. 
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Visits to the production plants of MSMEs were the method 
to verify if CP implementations were sustained and improved 
overtime after the CP demonstration projects were 
completed. If so, it suggested that CP became an 
organizational strategy, which means that CP was 
institutionalized in the firm. Checklists were used for this 
purpose.  
 
In addition, observation and informal interviewing during the 
visits helped the researcher to develop an understanding of 
the level of internalization of CP knowledge in shop floor 
workers (SFWs). The researcher engaged in a process of 
observation and conversation with the workers during the 
visits, in order to perceive and infer their attitudes and 
behaviors towards CP and the level of CP general 
knowledge and regarding particular manufacturing 
processes. The change of performance of the firm was the 
evidence that learning had occurred (Easterby-smith et al., 
2008); in our case, learning around CP. Thus, observing the 
workers effectively performing new CP actions, such as solid 
waste recycling and water reuse (as the case may be), 
provided the evidence of a transformational process toward 
CP within the firms.   

II. OL is a multi-

level process 

that relies on 

the interaction 

between all 

levels 

(individual, 

group and 

organizational 

level).  

 

This interaction 

occurs through 

two dynamic 

knowledge 

flows:  feed-

forward 

learning flow 

and feed-back 

learning flow.  
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Interviews were designed to analyse key variables in the 
interactions between subsequent learning levels through 
which new CP knowledge flows in two ways (feed-forward 
learning flow and feed-back learning flow). 
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Reports of individual CP cases, elaborated by the CP 
providers, were reviewed to check whether specific methods 
and activities were included to facilitate the flow of new CP 
knowledge between levels, such as: i) Activities to increase 
individual persuasion and communication skills for the 
transfer of CP to the team; ii) Activities to develop strong CP 
validation skills of the team to convince the OMs about the 
benefits of CP; iii) Trainings to develop organizational tools 
(i.e., CP manuals, programs and policies) to ease the 
transfer of CP from the organizational level to the team and 
individual level.  
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III. External 

sources of 

knowledge 

support the CP 

learning 

process in 

MSMEs.  

 
C
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Specific questions were included to analyse the CP donors 
and providers’ willingness and capacities to develop firms’ 
OL skills around CP during CP pilot experiences. Questions 
were oriented to both firms’ workers and CP external 
sources (CP providers and donors). Contrary to traditional 
CP evaluations, which are mainly focused on the firms, the 
role and capacities of external stakeholders in the transfer of 
CP were also analysed. 
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 CP transfer methodologies and activities used by CP 

providers were reviewed to verify if these were highly 
supporting OL processes around CP.  

IV. Internal 

relations 

between 

individuals and 

groups for the 

communication 

and 

assimilation of 

new CP 

knowledge.  
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Questions regarding internal relationships for sharing and 
understanding new knowledge were included. 
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CP transfer methodologies and activities used by CP 
knowledge providers were reviewed to verify if these were 
supporting information sharing and team work for facilitating 
the transfer of CP knowledge inside the firm.  

V. MSMEs size 

differentiation   
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Interviewees were asked about their perception of having 
trained all firms’ sizes together or separately during CP 
projects. 
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Individual reports were reviewed to check if the CP providers 
used different tools, activities, and methods to approach 
each size of firm. In a similar way, it was verified if the CP 
providers designed and developed specific 
institutionalization tools for each size of firm, which aimed to 
help each of them to sustain CP strategies over time 
according to their particular conditions. 
 
 

 
 
Fifth, selecting potential participants (respondents) and conducting interviews. In order to 

know the perceptions of different persons on CP learning processes during CP projects, all three 

different types of participants (type A, B and C) directly involved in each case study were 

interviewed. Thus, interviewees with different positions and roles in CP projects were asked about 
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their impressions on CP transfer processes (See Appendices A, B and C: Interviews’ 

questionnaires used for each type of participant). The CRPML’s staff helped with the identification 

of each potential respondent. As regards participants B (SFWs), those working in the most 

polluting production stages where the main CP technologies were implemented, were selected to 

be interviewed. These critical stages of each study case are described below. 

 

Case AAA & BBB (Micro and small-sized tanneries): 

The leather manufacturing industry involves the processing of raw animal hides to make 

them more resilient and strong for use in different products. The tanning process itself is made up 

of different phases that use a wide variety of chemicals, such as chromium, sulfuric acid, sodium 

chlorate and limestone. Chromium is the most commonly used tanning agent, which is applied to 

convert putrescible hides into imputrescible leather, making them more durable against moisture 

and aging. The tanning process creates large amounts of solid waste and wastewater polluted 

with many different chemicals, which can pose serious risks to the environment and human health 

when are not properly treated and disposed.  The Dehairing, Tanning, Re-tanning, Colouring and 

Fat Liquoring were considered as the most polluting stages in the selected case studies (See 

Figure 5.3). One hundred percent and fifty percent of the SFWs working in these stages in the 

AAA and BBB firms, respectively, were interviewed; This means, one SFW in AAA (the OM), and 

one SFW in BBB.   
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Figure 5.3: Most polluting stages of the leather production process - Cases AAA & BBB. 
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Case CCC (Small electroplating industry): 

 

Electroplating is the process by which a metal object is covered by electrolytic deposition 

with chromium, silver, copper, or another metal. Articles are primarily electroplated to modify 

their appearance for decoration, provide a protective coating and improve the mechanical 

properties of crude metal. The process involves several stages, which use heavy metals and other 

chemicals that might generate hazardous solid and liquid waste when managed improperly. Pre-

treatment, plating, rinsing, passivating, and drying, are the main phases of the production process. 

Of particular importance is the plating stage, as it includes processes that use highly toxic or 

carcinogenic ingredients, such as: Cyanide based plating (especially zinc, copper, bronze and 

silver plating), Chromium plating (based on Cr+6), and Cadmium plating. Waste water with high 

content of heavy metals is the main pollution problem (See Figure 5.4). Applying CP alternatives 

together with the implementation of waste water treatment plants (WWTP) is mandatory to 

minimize the negative environmental and health impacts caused by this industry. One hundred 

percent of the SFWs working in the plating stage (1 SFW) and in the operation of the WWTP (1 

SFW), were interviewed.  
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Figure 5.4: Most polluting stages of the electroplating production process - Case CCC. 
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Case DDD (Micro trapiche panelero): 

A trapiche panelero, also known as trapiche or sugar cane mill, is a factory that processes 

sugar cane to produce raw unrefined sugar called panela, a traditional sweetener largely 

consumed by Latin-American countries. Panela, which basically is pure dried sugar cane juice, is 

commonly sold in solid blocks. Its production process, in rural areas in Colombia, is still done 

almost entirely manually in very small mills. It is a really simple process made up of various stages, 

including the sugar cane juice extraction, juice cleaning and clarification, concentration and 

evaporation of juice, panela cooling and packaging. In artisanal trapiches, like the DDD, the 

concentration and evaporation of the juices is commonly made in obsolete ovens that use tires 

and wood as fuel. Thus, the main production stages of the panela production turn into highly 

polluting activities (See Figure 5.5). One SFW (the OM), who represents one hundred percent of 

the SFWs working in the main stages, was interviewed. 
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Figure 5.5: Most polluting stages of the trapiche panelero production process - Case DDD. 

In total, four participants type A, three participants type B, and seven participants type B 

were interviewed for the research, as it is summarized in Table 5.6.  
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Table 5.6: Participants interviewed in each case study.  

 

 
 

 

Sixth, review CRPML’s reports of CP projects of each case study. The CP transfer 

methodology and mechanisms used by the CP outsiders, the evaluation process and the type of 

indicators measured, and the results obtained by the firms, are some of the aspects that were 

reviewed in the different projects’ reports elaborated by the CRPML. The type of reports reviewed 

of each case are presented in Table 5.7.  

 

Table 5.7: Type of documents reviewed of each case study. 

Type of report CASE 
AAA 

CASE 
BBB 

CASE 
CCC 

CASE 
DDD 

Administrative report of the CP 
projects 

    

Technical reports of the CP projects:      
Environmental diagnosis     

CP Action Plan     

CP implementation report     

CP standardisation process report     
Evaluation of results report     
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Seventh, conduct field visits in each particular firm.  One visit was conducted to each firm’s 

facility in order to check the condition and sustainability of CP implementations performed during 

CP projects. Besides, visits allowed to observe the attitudes of OMs and workers towards CP, and 

know new environmental innovations the firms could have integrated in their production 

processes, which demonstrates the continuous improvement in environmental issues. 

 

5.3 Data analysis and findings on individual cases 

 

Using the data collected from different sources, the behavior of the defined key factors 

(Table 5.3) during CP knowledge transfer processes was examined carefully in each particular 

case study. The role and influence of each factor on CP learning processes was analyzed, in order 

to determine whether it acted as a barrier or enabler of the diffusion of new CP knowledge within 

the firms.  

 

5.4 Discussion of results and recommendations 

 

A reflection on key factors that led to successful or unsuccessful CP cases was made 

through a comparative analysis between case studies. This means that a “multiple case study” 

that lead to a “cross-case” analysis was conducted, attempting to draw general conclusions 

(Stake, 2005; Yin, 2009) that might be applied to future CP projects. This possibility of covering 

multiple cases simultaneously is one of the advantages of the case study method. 

 

Finally, recommendations were provided for future CP transfer projects in MSMEs. 

Recommendations were based on the findings and experience in CP learning processes of the 

researcher.  
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CHAPTER SIX:  INDIVIDUAL CP CASES FINDINGS 

 

As described in the methodology chapter, the empirical data are based on four MSMEs 

from different manufacturing sectors in which individual CP demonstration projects were carried 

out. Such demonstration projects acted as individual CP cases for the research. Attention was 

drawn to how new CP knowledge was brought into the firm and the activities involved in the CP 

transfer process, and the individual participant learning experience and perception throughout and 

after the CP projects. The analysis of qualitative interviews provided insights of the individual CP 

learning experience and perception. CP reports review and observations made during the field 

visits complemented the qualitative analysis. Details of industries, by the time the CP 

project/program started, are summarized in Table 6.1. 

 
 

Table 6.1: Industries details.  

BACKGROUND BUSINESS SECTOR / 
INDUSTRY 

Tanneries 
 

Electroplating 
industry  

Trapiche 
Panelero  

Industry 
AAA 

Industry 
BBB 

Industry 
CCC 

Industry 
DDD 

Ownership Private (Owner-
Managed) 

Private (Owner-
Managed) 

Private (Owner-
Managed) 

Private 
(Owner-
Managed) 

Size/bussines 
sector 

Micro  Small  Small  Micro  

Products Finished 
leather 

Finished 
leather 

Iron fittings and 
accesories 

Unrefined 
sugar blocks 
(panela) 
 

Location Urban area 
(small town) 

Urban area 
(small town) 

Urban area (medium-
sized town) 

Rural area 

Target Market  Regional National & 
international 
(Venezuela) 

National & 
international (South 
America) 

Local 
 

Industry Age 
by the time CP 
project started 
(years) 

24 
 

2 
 

25 
 
 

28 
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Number Of 
Employees 
(including the 
OM) 

3 
 

10 12 4 
 

Average 
Academic 
Level Of 
Workers 

High school High school High school-college Elementary 
school 
 

Innovative 
enterprise 
before the CP 
project 
started? 

NO NO YES NO 
 

 

 

The process of transferring CP in MSMEs: 

 

The following items describe the CP knowledge transfer processes that occurred in the 

selected case studies, the role of the different actors throughout the CP learning process within 

the firms, and the achievements of each enterprise in their transformation process towards CP. At 

the end of each case, an analysis of barriers and enablers that hindered or facilitated the CP 

learning processes, was included.  The level of OL around CP, achieved by the firms in each case 

study, was assessed according to five OL categories defined through a fit between theoretical and 

empirical data. The definition of such categories was based on the findings of two authors that 

investigated OL processes in MSMEs (Jones & Macpherson, 2006; Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013), 

and one author that studied OL processes around CP (Van Hoof, 2014). Besides, it used the 

findings of the four case studies analyzed along the doctorate research. Defined categories to 

assess the level of OL around CP, reached by each firm along the CP transfer processes, are 

presented as follows:  
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 Introduction to CP: The individual can recognize the term Cleaner Production, 

understand the environmental problems and the importance of changing the environmental 

behavior. The individual is able to visualize (intuiting) CP alternatives but is not capable of 

applying them (integration); 

 

 Integration of CP: The individual(s) are capable of visualizing and implementing both low 

(environmental best practices) and high complex (i.e., changing equipment, production 

processes, etc) CP alternatives, without necessarily changing habits, beliefs, attitudes and 

behaviors;   

 

 Integration PLUS of CP: The individuals are capable of visualizing and implementing low 

and high complex CP alternatives and clearly show a change of habits, beliefs, attitudes 

and behaviors. Those changes are at an individual level and are mainly related to the 

specific CP actions implemented. In this category, a group of individuals have experienced 

the change but new CP knowledge has not reached the overall organization and is not 

available to all members. CP innovations are implemented and start to be routinized; 

 

 Institutionalization of CP: Besides the individual changes, the organizational core values, 

beliefs and goals are modified to promote new CP knowledge and principles to be 

embedded in the overall organization. Informal mechanisms are used for spreading and 

making new CP knowledge available for all members of the organization. CP innovations 

are routinized, and continuing CP improvement is promoted by new organizational 

approaches. The firm is able and willing to share the generated knowledge with other firms 

to create new knowledge based on this interaction (Mainly explicit knowledge is shared); 

 

 Institutionalization PLUS of CP: Besides the individual changes, the organizational core 

values, beliefs and goals are modified to promote new CP knowledge and principles to be 

embedded in the overall organization. Formal mechanisms are used for spreading and 

making new CP knowledge available for all members of the organization. CP innovations 
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are routinized, and continuing CP improvement is promoted by new organizational 

approaches. The firm is able and willing to share the generated knowledge with other firms 

to create new knowledge based on this interaction (Mainly explicit knowledge is shared). 

 

6.1 Case 1 & 2: AAA & BBB (micro & small tanneries industries – unsuccessful cases) 

 

 

Following the directives of the Ministry of Environment of Colombia, the regional 

environmental authority (EA) included for the first time the diffusion of CP as one of the main 

objectives of its three-years action plan (2001-2003). Efforts focused on disseminating CP among 

the most highly polluting MSMEs. Twenty tanneries of El Cerrito, a little town of Valle del Cauca 

department, were the first target of the EA. All tanneries discharged their extremely polluted 

industrial wastewater directly in the sewage network. Their potential to affect with their polluting 

effluents the performance of the El Cerrito municipal biological wastewater treatment plant 

(BWWTP), was a subject of particular concern for the EA. Reducing the content of hazardous 

chemicals in the tanneries’ effluents was urgently needed to protect the performance of the plant 

that was expected to come to operation by 2005.  

 

In 2002, the EA launched and funded a CP pilot project oriented to tanneries, which aimed 

to help them to reduce their pollution levels by applying cleaner technologies. The EA hired the 

Regional Cleaner Production Center (CRPML), recently founded in 2001, as the project-executing 

organization. This was the first project of both the EA and the CRPML in the CP topic. The staff 

of these organizations assigned to the project, two senior sanitary engineers from the EA and one 

junior environmental engineer from the CRPML, had very little knowledge and no previous 

experience on CP. The EA’s engineers were assigned the role of technical director (EATD) and 

supervisor (EAS); both supported the project and closely supervised the work of the CRPML staff 
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and the fulfilment of expected results and goals. The CRPML’s engineer was assigned the role of 

field engineer (FE), being in charge of monitoring and supervising the firms’ performance 

throughout the project. 

I took a CP course in my bachelor, and that’s all I knew about it. However, I liked the topic 

very much and wanted to learn more to do better in my new FE position. 

I heard about CP in a conference held by the Ministry of Environment, mandatory for us to 

attend as workers of the EA. I found it so interesting and invited myself to be part of the 

new CP group in the EA. I moved from supervising EOP projects to become the director of 

pollution prevention initiatives. Being the EATD of CP projects was much more exciting for 

me. 

I knew a little bit about it since CP principles had been recently included in the hazardous 

waste legislation, my work field. I liked the idea of preventing pollution instead of controlling 

it. It was a new approach completely opposite to what I’ve learned in the university. In 

particular, being the EAS for the CP projects, was totally different to what I had been doing 

in my job. 

 

In November 2002, the CP pilot project started with the participation of all twenty tanneries 

of El Cerrito, which agreed to get involved on a voluntary basis. This first experience allowed the 

EA and the CRPML to approach them, get to know their production process characteristics and 

environmental failures. An environmental diagnosis of each tannery, an action plan with CP 

recommendations for improving each firm’s environmental efficiency, a new CP Act for tanneries 

issued by the EA, and the first environmental implementations in all firms, were the main 

achievements of this pilot experience. Convinced of the importance to continue supporting 

tanneries in their expected transformation towards CP, not later eight months after the pilot project 

was completed, the EA launched and funded a second CP project in 2006. Guiding and supporting 
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tanneries in the compliance of the CP Act, which was basically the same CP action plan, was the 

main goal of Project 2. Finally, more than six months after Project 2 was finished, a last CP project 

(Project 3) was launched and funded by the EA in 2008. Project 3 exclusively aimed to monitor 

and control the tanneries’ compliance with the CP Act. It finished by 2009. Eventually, the EA 

financed a seven years CP program for tanneries, composed by three consecutive CP projects. 

The CRPML was the executing organization of all projects. Two tanneries that participated in the 

entire program were selected as cases of study for the research: Industry AAA, a micro tannery, 

and Industry BBB, a small tannery. Key actors, for the CP transfer processes carried out in these 

industries throughout the program, were interviewed. Details of the program and interviewed 

actors are summarized in Table 6.2. 

 
Table 6.2: CP Program and interviewed people details – Cases AAA & BBB 

Background Tanneries’ CP Program 

Duration  2002 – 2009 
(7 YEARS, composed of 3 consecutive CP projects) 

Donor/Funder  Main donor: Regional Environmental Authority (EA) 

 Other donor: National research Institute (Colciencias). It 
provided funds for the implementation of one CP 
prototype (equipment) in the BBB industry in 6 months.  

Donor/funder approach EA: Help industries to become greener and fulfill the 
environmental legislation. 
Colciencias: Applied research on CP 

Donor/funder contribution  EA’s contribution (For CP training and consultancy services): 
USD $167.000 
Colciencias: USD $5.600 

Executing organization  EA’s projects executing organization: CP Regional Center  
(CRPML). 
Colciencias’ project executing organization: University of 
Valle  

Target enterprises  
(assisted enterprises) 

20 in the EA’s program (including the AAA & BBB tanneries) 
 

Executing organization staff 
(attending target enterprises 
in the field) 

 1 expert in environmental issues in tanneries (part time) 

 1 field engineer (full time) 

 1 project coordinator (part time). 
 
In addition, only for the BBB firm:  

 1 expert in industrial processes for the design and 
implementation of the prototype.  
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Interviewed participants 
details and background by 
the time the CP project 
started:  

AAA INDUSTRY 
(micro sized) 

BBB INDUSTRY 
(small sized) 

Participant  
Type A: 

 
  

OM  Background: 
50 years old, high school level, 

male, 22 years working for 
AAA firm. 

Background: 
30 – 35 years old, 

bachelor level, male, two 
years working for BBB 

firm. 

Participant  
Type B 

Shop floor 
worker 
(Leather 
tanning and 
finishing 
processes)  

It’s the same OM Background: 
25 – 30 years old, high 
school education level, 

male, two years working 
for BBB firm. 

Participant  
Type C 

FE of the 
CP center. 

20 – 25 years old, bachelor level, female, less than one year 
working for the CRPML. 

EATD 40 – 45 years old, graduate education level, female, 18 
years working for the EA. 

EAS 30 – 35 years old,  bachelor level, female, 3 years working 
for the EA. 

 
 

AAA and BBB tanneries carried out all phases involved in leather production, from the 

preparation of raw hides to tanning and leather finishing operations. In the case of AAA, 

manufacturing activities were carried out by one shop floor worker (SFW) and the OM, for a total 

of two workers in the production plant. In BBB, manufacturing activities were performed by a total 

of six SFWs. According to the OMs, most of the workers had worked with them for years, arguing 

none or a very low rotation of personnel. Both industries processed leather at small-scale as their 

facilities were very small. The AAA’s manufacturing facilities were extremely limited in space as 

the production plant was located on the first floor of a very small family house. 

 

Project 1:  

By the time the first CP pilot project started, the AAA firm had been more than 20 years in 

the leather industry, and the BBB no more than two years. Both firms had obsolete equipment and 

processes that evidenced a low level of technological innovation. In particular, environmental 
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innovation initiatives had never been implemented in the firms or not even proposed by the OMs. 

As a result, the firms produced significant volumes of hazardous solid waste and polluted 

wastewater with dangerous levels of chemicals, such as chrome. As most of the tanneries of El 

Cerrito, the AAA and BBB firms operated in very traditional and polluting ways and lagged behind 

in fulfilling the environmental legislation. In short, the firms had no knowledge on environmental 

topics and were not aware of legal requirements. As a consequence, they posed significant 

negative impacts on the natural environment and public health risks to local populations.  

 

The EA found tanneries’ environmental misbehaviour as an opportunity to approach, 

support and guide them towards the path of CP. To that end, the first CP pilot project was launched 

in November 2002, and the transfer of CP knowledge from the EA and the CRPML to the tanneries 

initiated through lectures and seminars mainly oriented to the OMs. Different environmental 

specialists were invited as speakers to address topics such as environmental pollution and 

awareness, climate change, greener businesses & competitiveness, sustainable development, 

and water and solid waste legislation. The objectives and goals of the project were shared in these 

initial trainings by the EA and the CRPML. CP outsiders were the pathway for tanneries to directly 

acquire new knowledge and information on CP and environmental legislation, as expressed by 

the AAA and BBB OMs. 

 

I had never heard about CP. I was not interested in environmental topics maybe because 

I didn’t know how polluting the tanneries were. They made me aware of that and motivated 

me to join the project. 

 

I knew a little about CP because I had seen some CP implementations in a big tannery in 

Cartago (a little town 3 hours away from El Cerrito by car). But, to be honest, I was not 

interested in environmental issues. 
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According to the EATD and the FE, OMs were expected to inform their workers about the 

project. However, the BBB OM sought the support of the CPRML’s staff to share the information 

about the project, as he felt incapable of doing it on his own. In the case of AAA, information 

sharing was not required as the OM was the only worker in the production plant, which is common 

in micro enterprises in developing countries. CP outsiders proved to be essential for the transfer 

of CP knowledge from the individual to the group level, in the case of the small enterprise (BBB).  

 

Regarding the expectations of the project, both CP outsiders (EA and the CRPML), hoped 

the project succeeded in reducing the pollution generated throughout the leather production 

process. Specifically, decreasing the tanneries’ negative impacts on water resources. The EA 

basically hoped the tanneries implemented at least one CP action to be selected during the 

development of the project. A review of the project proposal showed the project’s objectives were 

concerned about the integration of CP technologies, rather than on the institutionalization of CP 

knowledge within the firms. No inclination at all toward the continuous improvement and 

institutionalization of CP was detected on the project’s goals and objectives.   

 

In addition, the EA strongly hoped their image in the eyes of tanneries changed from being 

seen as a “distant and imposing authority” that only imposed punishment to be seen as a friendly 

authority much closer to them. In line with this, the EA hired the CRPML not only as the executing 

organization but as a facilitator that softened the relations between the EA and the tanneries. The 

EA wanted the firms to focus on the CRPML as an organization of support for them, rather than 

on the EA as a command and control actor. The CRPML was the strategy of the EA to approach 

tanneries in a less visible way, as expressed by the EAS. However, the OMs found the project as 

an imposition rather than as a voluntary initiative designed to help them to improve their 

environmental performance. Both OMs agreed they indirectly felt a lot of pressure, defined by 

them as a subtle pressure, to become part of the project. 
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 We, as the EA, wanted to be the carrot to help them become more environmentally 

responsible, not the stick to force them to fulfill the law; 

 

It was very clear to us, the OMs, that the EA wanted us to clean our wastewater, and we 

knew we had no other option than joining the project and start working on it. We were afraid 

of the consequences of not doing so: it was said on the street that the EA would start by 

applying sanctions and then would close all the tanneries, so, we felt we had no other way 

out. 

 

The CRPML hired a national expert in CP in tanneries (NCPE) for the development of 

Project 1, as its staff did not have enough knowledge and expertise on the topic. Thus, the 

CRPML’s field team was formed by the FE and the NCPE, who became the actors who interacted 

more with the firms’ staff. The FE visited the twenty tanneries twice a month (one hour visit per 

enterprise). The NCPE conducted seven visits to the tanneries during the entire project, 

approximately one visit every two months (one hour visit per enterprise). The frequency and 

intensity of the CP outsiders’ visits was apparently very low as micro and small enterprises tend 

to require considerable support from CP consultants, due to the lack of technical knowledge and 

capacities inside the firms.   

  

During the first months of the project, the NCPE with the support of the FE led and carried 

out a detailed environmental diagnosis of all twenty tanneries, which aimed to identify the 

environmental failures and CP areas of opportunity within the firms. Shop floor workers helped 

with measuring the consumption of resources (like water and chemicals) during specific production 

stages, following the instructions of the NCPE and the FE. Wastewater analysis were used to 

determine the quality of tanneries’ untreated effluents. Collected data (raw information) was 

analyzed and interpreted by the NCPE and the FE, using CP tools like flow diagrams and mass 
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balances. They turned raw information into initial eco-indicators, which formed the baseline that 

described the firm’s environmental performance at the beginning of the CP transfer process. Both 

the EATD and the FE agreed the CP tools were not transferred to the OMs or SFWs. CP outsiders 

failed in providing tanneries’ staff with tools to identify the environmental efficiency and failures of 

their production processes by their own, which is the starting point for the identification of CP 

opportunities. In other words, CP outsiders failed in providing fundamental tools for the 

development and continuous improvement of intuition skills around CP. The diagnosis report was 

delivered and explained in person to the OMs by the NCPE and the FE.  

 

A review of the environmental diagnosis report showed that initial eco-indicators were 

totally focused on environmental and technical aspects, and tanneries were far from reaching the 

legislation. For example, the levels of trivalent chromium and sulfide found in the waste water of 

individual tanneries (8944 mg S/l and 1380 mg Cr+3/l), greatly exceeded the limits set by the 

Water Act for them (5 mg S/l and 10 mg Cr+3/l). This was caused by obsolete technologies in the 

dehairing and tanning processes, which led to an inefficient use of water and chemicals. A CP 

action plan with technical recommendations, listed as a group of CP alternatives to solve the 

critical environmental situations in each firm, was jointly developed among the EA, CRPML, and 

the firm. Firstly, the CRPML suggested the CP alternatives; Secondly, the EAS and the OMs 

reviewed and approved the CRPML suggested alternatives; Third, a timeline for when specific CP 

actions needed to be completed, was jointly formulated and agreed by the EAS, CRPML and the 

OMs; Fourth, based on the agreements, a final version of the CP action plan document was written 

by the CRPML. 

 

The action plan primarily recommended a set of CP actions to reduce the generation of 

polluting effluents, and complementary EOP actions (such as the construction of individual waste 

water treatment plants – IWWTP) to finish cleaning these effluents in each firm. With the action 
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plan, the EA aimed to provide tanneries with a solid navigation chart that included all possible 

information to encourage, guide and support them in their transformation towards CP.  However, 

environmental suggestions were seen as an obligation by most of the OMs. The action plan led 

to rejection of and resistance to environmental aspects, as the OMs felt under pressure to comply 

with the established timeframe and “obligations”, which necessarily required a considerable 

investment of money, as expressed by the EATD. As a consequence, conflicts between the EA 

and the OMs arouse. According to the AAA-OM, most micro and small tanneries were particularly 

overwhelmed with the large amount of technical information and “obligations” included in the 

action plan. The AAA and BBB OMs found the action plan as an inappropriate tool to encourage 

OMs to adopt CP and to transfer knowledge on CP alternatives. 

 

In my case, I was overwhelmed with this document. I didn’t understand the language: that 

BOD, suspended solids, and all those technical terms, that was too much. It was for people 

with technical knowledge. People like me (a micro entrepreneur) needed support to read 

and understand it. We tanners are not academic guys, we learned our tanner job from our 

parents and grandparents. However, I still have with me all the documents you gave us (if 

you need them for your research), but I never read them. You know, most micro and small 

tanneries thought your documents were useless and just threw them away. 

 

Although the adoption of the action plan by the tanneries was initially defined as a voluntary 

process, it quickly became a compulsory law. In 2004, after a long consultation process that 

involved different stakeholders including the EA, CRPML, a local university and the OMs of the 

tanneries of El Cerrito, the action plan became a law known as the “CP tanneries Act”. This was 

the first CP Act launched in Colombia. It was considered by the EA as a great achievement, as 

CP had always been voluntary, and not mandatory for industries. The CP act intended to be a 

mechanism to encourage and gradually force tanneries to apply CP, instead of immediately 
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penalise them. Tanneries could expect to be penalised in the long term for not fulfilling the CP Act, 

which increased resistance from OMs towards the CP program. AAA and BBB OMs argued that 

all meetings and trainings centered on the CP Act, which increased OMs’ fears and made most 

tanneries became defensive towards the CP outsiders. According to the EATD, the EAS, and the 

FE, OMs of medium-sized tanneries offered greater resistance to the CP program than the micro 

and small-sized ones; in particular, two OMs of medium tanneries who had been playing a 

negative leader role since the beginning of Project 1. They had the ability to turn trainings into 

battlefields, encouraging disagreements, controversial and intense discussions, as expressed by 

the FE. In a similar way, they were seen by the EATD and the EAS, as people that negatively 

influenced the program and the micro and small tanneries, respectively. 

 

These two negative leaders were always trying to find the way to create conflict and 

confusion, undermine and even sabotage the program and its activities (in particular the 

trainings). Until the end of the program, they still refused to accept tanneries were polluting 

industries, and refuted all suggestions from us (the EA) and the CRPML without giving 

solid arguments.  

 

Unfortunately, micro and small tanneries believed in them, as they had higher educational 

and technical level, and bigger facilities as well. These conditions gave them credibility. 

Sadly, the micro and small tanneries were negatively influenced by them, and started 

showing a passive resistance towards the program. 

 

Various theoretical and practical training activities were conducted by the EA and the 

CRPML. These aimed to increase tanneries’ understanding and knowledge around the operation 

and practical application of the cleaner technologies recommended in the action plan. According 

to the BBB-OM, theoretical trainings were the right mechanism to provide them with knowledge 
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on cleaner technologies for the first time. These allowed them to know new information they never 

had access before, interact with experts, and learn about coming events on environmental topics. 

In this case, CP outsiders were seen as the channel for OMs to access new CP knowledge and 

start developing capacities to explore (intuit) and analyze (interpret) potential CP technologies for 

their firms. 

 

I became curious about CP and started attending conferences on waste management and 

green tanneries in Bogota, and in other cities of Colombia.  

 

However, not all trainings were found useful for encouraging, intuiting and interpretation 

purposes. For example, while the EA considered a training given by an expert of the British 

Leather Council (BLC) extremely useful as it provided a detailed overview of technical CP aspects, 

the OMs found it not that useful as the expert used a very technical language they were barely 

able to understand. According to the AAA and BBB OMs, a simpler language suitable for micro 

and small OMs and workers should have been used in all trainings. In a similar way, the EA’s 

initiative of taking OMs to visit two IWWTPs implemented in two multinational companies to show 

them real-life water treatment cases for the first time, was found as an overwhelming experience 

rather than as a useful activity for increasing their interest in adopting environmental technologies, 

as expressed by the AAA-OM. For him, the EA failed in the selection of mechanisms to encourage 

micro and small industries to adopt environmental actions.  

   

I would have preferred visiting the IWWTP of a small industry, something more similar to 

us. I was overwhelmed when I saw that huge plant, like two blocks big, and with all that 

equipment and technology. I said to myself, you are not going to be able to do this, you 

don’t have the money, the space, the technical knowledge, etc. I was extremely 

disappointed and that day I decided not to implement an IWWTP in my tannery. I didn’t tell 
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anyone about my decision. I was just going to apply some CP actions, and wait until the 

EA closed my tannery for not fulfilling the law.   

 

After knowing different environmental alternatives, each firm selected a couple to start 

implementing. Although the firms were free to make this selection, both the AAA and BBB OMs 

agreed they just followed the action plan and the recommendations of the EA and the CRPML. 

This means that the selection process did not rely on their own capacities; on the contrary, it was 

highly or completely dependent on CP outsiders. This evidenced a low development of 

interpretation skills around CP at that phase of the project.  

 

Later, in the case of BBB firm, the OM informed two SFWs about the selected technologies 

in order to jointly analyze the type of equipment, infrastructure, space and labor required for the 

implementations. In AAA’s case, the OM did this analysis by his own as he was the same (and 

only) SFW of the tanning process. According to the BBB-OM, the CP outsiders did not promote 

reflection and dialogue spaces among workers to analyze CP alternatives. In order to complete 

the interpretation process of the CP selected technologies, he created an informal group of three 

people, formed by himself and two SFWs. The BBB-OM stopped being the individual who mainly 

intuited and helped with the transfer of new CP information to the group of workers, to become 

integral part of the group. The OM moved from the individual to the group level. The group aimed 

to support the interpretation and implementation processes of specific environmental alternatives 

already defined in the action plan, not to promote the further design and implementation of new 

alternatives. Thus, the BBB-OM was seeking the integration of CP specific actions but not the 

institutionalization of CP within the overall firm.  

 

During the interpretation process, both AAA and BBB OMs sought the FE assistance to 

solve simple doubts and issues that arose prior to the implementation stage. The FE was 
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described by the AAA and BBB-OM as a friendly and patient person who helped them anytime 

they needed some clarification, advice, or recommendation. CP outsiders proved to be necessary 

to the analysis process (interpretation) around CP, carried out in micro and small tanneries, prior 

to initiating the implementation of cleaner technologies. In summary, the interpretation process 

was performed through an informal group of workers with the support of CP outsiders, in the case 

of the small tannery; and between the OM and the CP Outsiders in the case of the micro tannery. 

 

Approximately, eight months after Project 1 began, the implementation of the first 

environmental actions in each tannery was initiated. Despite of being a pollution prevention (CP) 

project, only a few simple CP actions were applied and priority was given to EOP alternatives. As 

recommended by the CP outsiders, all twenty tanneries focused their efforts in the construction of 

preliminary wastewater systems, consisting in successive tanks to remove fats and solids from 

the wastewater from their tanning processes. These tanks were the first component of the IWWTP, 

where the first stage of wastewater treatment occurred. Tanks did not reduce the consumption of 

water and chemicals, or prevented water pollution throughout the production process. Instead, 

tanks were designed to start the cleaning process of a wastewater already highly polluted. The 

tanks’ hydraulic designs and their construction plans were carried out by the CRPML’s staff, with 

funds from the EA, and without the participation of the firms. This means that the CRPML and the 

OMs did not jointly analyze key aspects such as: the viability of implementing the tanks in each 

firm, pros and cons in their cleaning, best possible location within the firm’s facilities, etc. In other 

words, the new technology (the tanks) was interpreted only by the CRPML’s staff.   

 

Construction costs, labour and materials, were covered 100 percent by the firms. The 

tanks’ construction and start-up was supervised and supported by the FE and the NCPE (who 

conducted a few visits to the firms during the implementation stage). Once implemented, OMs 

saw tanks more as a problem than as a solution. As the EA did not have an authorized site for the 
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disposal of the hazardous sludge (full of heavy metals) removed from the tanks, it had to be stored 

within each firms’ facilities for long periods of time. Until the end of the program a viable solution 

for the final disposal of the sludge had not been found by the EA. As a result, OMs and SFWs 

began to reject this technology, arguing its operation was complex and did not bring any benefits 

for the firms and workers. In particular, the BBB-OM stated the tanks meant extra and not pleasant 

work to his workers, which led to rejection from the beginning. In a similar way, tanks were seen 

by the BBB-OM as a technology that greatly affected the working conditions.  

 

That sludge smelled really bad, worse than tanneries. The smell became worse as days 

passed. You just didn’t want to be inside of the plant. There was sludge everywhere, the 

production plant was always a mess. 

 

The selection of an EOP approach instead of a CP approach (as it was defined in the 

program’s goal), to begin with the implementation of environmental actions, made OMs and 

workers start developing a negative perception of environmental actions and rejection of the CP 

program. The CP outsiders made an inappropriate selection of technologies to initiate and 

promote the adoption of environmental actions within the firms, which hindered the CP transfer 

process.  

As a final activity, during the last two months of Project 1, the performance of the new 

environmental technologies was monitored and measured. A review of the final technical report 

showed that primarily environmental, process and financial indicators were measured. Social and 

OL aspects were ignored in the evaluation process. Primarily, a comparative analysis between 

the initial and final wastewater quality indicators was used to estimate the reduction in water 

pollution achieved. The evaluation process was entirely carried out by the CRPML without the 

firm’s staff participation. Therefore, CP outsiders failed in promoting the development of monitoring 

skills and capacities of OMs and SFWs, which are the basis for the continuous improvement and 
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sustainability of CP processes within the firms. The project culminated in a tense environment due 

to the conflicts that arose between the CP outsiders and the firms.  

 

In summary, the tanneries’ OMs motivated by a fear of being penalised by the EA, joined 

a CP pilot project financed by the EA and executed by the CRPML. This was the first CP 

experience of the EA and the CRPML, who acted as the CP outsiders (donor and CP knowledge 

provider). By attending trainings at the beginning of the project, OMs learned about CP for the first 

time. However, the speakers tended to use a highly technical language, hard to understand 

especially by the OMs of the micro and small-sized tanneries, which hindered an effective transfer 

of new CP information. Project 1 was divided into four stages: environmental diagnosis, action 

plan, implementation and monitoring and evaluation. The diagnosis revealed the main 

environmental failures in each firm. Later, potential CP actions to correct such failures were 

defined and recommended by the CRPML in the action plan document, elaborated without the 

participation of the firms. The action plan became a compulsory law, called the tanneries CP Act, 

which was seen as an imposition by the OMs. The CP Act led to a conflict between the CP 

outsiders and the firms. Tanneries started to apply the action plan, focused on EOP technologies 

(preliminary tanks to clean wastewater), as recommended by the CP outsiders. Once 

implemented, OMs found the tanks as a technology that brought problems and negatively affected 

the working conditions. This led to resistance towards the CP program and increased conflict.  The 

project culminated in a tense environment. The diagnosis, action plan and evaluation processes 

were mainly carried out by the CRPML, with none or very little involvement of the firms. This 

hindered the effective development of intuiting, interpreting, integrating and institutionalization 

capacities around CP within the firms. Most of the micro and small tanneries, including the AAA 

and BBB firms, reached the Integration Level in this pilot project. 
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Project 2: 

 

Not later eight months after Project 1 was completed, the EA  launched and funded a 

second CP project in 2006, to continue guiding and supporting the twenty tanneries towards the 

compliance of the CP Act. Project 2 lasted 18 months. It was concerned with the continuity of the 

implementations made in Project 1, and with the complete construction of the IWWTPs in each 

firm. Following the line of Project 1, Project 2 from the definition of its objectives and goals showed 

an EOP approach rather than a pollution prevention (CP) approach.  

 

A Brazilian expert to conduct the design and implementation of the individual wastewater 

treatment plants (IWWTPs) and one FE to support the development of the project, were the field 

staff hired by the CRPML for this project. The Brazilian expert was chosen by consensus by the 

EA, the CRPML and the OMs of the twenty tanneries. All agreed the expert had the necessary 

experience and knowledge in the wastewater treatment area in Latin American countries with 

similar conditions to Colombia. The expert’s costs were co-financed between the EA and the firms: 

80% by the EA and 20% by the firms, approximately. This was the only expert hired for the project, 

which evidenced that support from the donor concentrated on EOP aspects. Experts for exploring, 

interpreting and integrating specific cleaner technologies in each particular firm were to be hired 

by the firms themselves. Only general knowledge about cleaner technologies was provided in 

trainings throughout the project.  

 

Diverse training events were held to increase the firms’ understanding and capacities 

around CP and EOP topics, in order to facilitate the transfer of environmental technologies to the 

firms. These consisted of theoretical (80%) and practical on-site sessions (20%), open to both 

OMs and SFWs. According to the FE, theoretical group trainings were usually attended only by 

the OMs (in the case of micro tanneries), and by the OM and two SFWs maximum (in the case of 
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small tanneries). However, she argued that very often OMs did not allow workers to attend 

trainings as this reduced their effective working time at the plant. 

 

Some OMs preferred to send their secretaries or relatives, who nothing had to do with the 

manufacturing processes or even with the firm, to the trainings. This did not make any 

sense. Besides, most OMs were reluctant to attend trainings; I had to remind them a 

thousand times about the conferences, as this was the best way I found to put pressure 

on them to attend.  

 

It can be said that the organizational culture of most of the micro and small tanneries was 

not supportive of learning. Most OMs seemed not to be very interested in raising their knowledge 

around CP, and failed to promote CP learning and capacity development among their workers.  

 

The EA and the CRPML, trying to provide a comprehensive guidance and support to the 

firms, conducted trainings on a great variety of subjects, such as:  

i. Environmental tax incentives, to show firms how to reduce their taxable income by 

investing money in protecting the environment; 

ii. Environmental legislation, to update their knowledge on surface and ground water, 

hazardous solid waste, and atmospheric emissions. All sessions facilitated by speakers 

from the regional environmental authority (EA);  

iii. Eco-credits & Green credit lines, which aimed to show firms the different national financing 

schemes for CP initiatives, since the lack of money was stated by the OMs as one of the 

main barriers to adopt cleaner technologies; 

iv. Associativity & competitiveness. A real case was presented to show tanneries how MSMEs 

of another industrial sector using an associative strategy, optimized the use of resources, 
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saved money and increased their competitiveness. The EA aimed to show them the 

importance and benefits of working together (among firms) around CP;  

v. Operation and technical aspects of cleaner technologies and wastewater treatment 

systems, which offered a general overview of the environmental actions recommended for 

tanneries. 

 

In addition, the EA encouraged by the Ministry of Environment of Colombia created the 

“Regional Leather Roundtable”, opened to all tanneries of El Cerrito. The roundtable became part 

of the EA’s CP Program. Once a month, a representative of the Ministry conducted a conference 

to update OMs in the new environmental regulations being proposed by the Ministry for the 

tanneries sector. Although the roundtable was thought as a dialogue space in which tanneries of 

El Cerrito could have access to more information about “green tanneries initiatives” and at the 

same time contribute to drawing-up policy proposals, by expressing their ideas, opinions and 

concerns around environmental issues; it ended up increasing conflict among the environmental 

authorities and the firms, as expressed by the EAS. 

 

The leather roundtable had a wrong approach. All was about legislation, new national rules 

and Acts to be imposed as an obligation for tanneries. This put even more pressure on 

OMs, which increased rejection towards our CP program. We, as the local authority wanted 

to be more friendly, but the national authority only talked about more demanding 

legislations tanneries should expect. We shouldn’t have created that roundtable, at least 

not like that.  

 

Controversial discussions, led by the negative leaders, became more and more frequent 

during group trainings. According to the FE, EATD, and the EAS, a lot of time was wasted in each 

session listening to nonsense arguments from the negative leaders who were always trying to find 
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ways to evade the rules. Nonsense discussions usually deviated the attention from the real key 

subjects, which many times simply could not be addressed or properly transferred to the 

auditorium.  Throughout the seven years of the CP program, professionals such as social workers 

or psychologists, were not involved as a strategy to handle the negative leaders’ related issues. 

Negative leaders greatly affected the CP program from beginning to end. Group trainings were in 

particular the program activities most affected, as these always suffered constant and long 

interruptions from the negative leaders, as stated the AAA-OM.   

 

All of us in each conference were just waiting for the moment he (one of the negative 

leaders) was going to interrupt the speaker and talk nonsense. Sometimes conferences 

just became so boring, half of the time just listening to him.   

 

Focusing many of the group trainings on legislation topics was found, by the EATD and 

the AAA and BBB OMs, as an inappropriate approach for the group training program. It 

strengthened the negative leaders’ defensive attitude and their position to refuse everything the 

CP outsiders proposed, as expressed by the EATD. That wrong approach, together with the 

negative leaders’ rejection attitude towards the CP program, were among the main barriers to the 

transfer of CP knowledge to the tanneries through group trainings. 

In addition, the EAS, EATD, the FE and the AAA and BBB OMs argued tanneries should 

not have been trained all together, but separately in two well-differentiated groups: i) Group 1, 

formed by the micro and small-sized firms, ii) Group 2, formed by the medium-sized tanneries. All 

agreed, both groups had totally different interests, level of knowledge, and capacities. For 

example, while the Group 1 was interested in very simple CP techniques and processes, Group 2 

was interested in much more complex CP alternatives and equipment as they had the financial 

and technical resources to buy and adopt them. Therefore, as stressed by the BBB-OM, both 

groups had very different training needs. 
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  All tanneries produce leather, that’s right, but we (the micro and small ones) do it with 

totally different techniques, equipment, machinery, production processes, and knowledge, 

compared to the medium-sized tanneries. We don’t have engineers, technicians, and more 

modern equipment as they do. We employ rudimentary processes and equipment. In the 

case of CP, we performed totally different implementation processes compared to them. 

For example, while we used conventional drums for ecological un-hairing processes and 

manual filters for recovering hair, they used cangilones drums and automatic filtering 

systems, which implied a completely different operation and production systems. We 

apparently applied the same cleaner technology (ecological un-hairing processes), but in 

a totally different way. That’s why I say we are completely different from them.  

 

According to the FE, EAS, EATD and the BBB-OM, if micro and small tanneries had been 

separately trained, CP outsiders would have been able to delve into the topics they really needed. 

Besides, it had been possible to focus on solving their particular concerns around CP, and support 

them to overcome their difficulties with the adoption of environmental technologies. This is not to 

say that all tanneries could not be together in a few meetings for addressing specific topics and to 

give them the opportunity to interact with each other and share their experiences in the 

implementation of cleaner technologies. 

  

On the other side, the FE and the EAS stated that group trainings and meetings were 

always controlled by the OMs of medium-sized tanneries, who encouraged talk about the items 

they wanted to be addressed. The speakers ended up focusing on medium-sized firm’s interests, 

such as more complex CP technologies, and other topics related to micro and small firms were 

frequently ignored or superficially addressed. Besides, according to the EAS, EATD and the FE, 

OMs of micro and small tanneries seemed to be intimidated by the higher technical knowledge of 

the medium-sized tanneries and barely talked and participated during the group trainings. 
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Similarly, the AAA-OM referred to a particular case where one of the negative leaders (OM of a 

medium-sized firm) literally shut up a SFW of a micro tannery during a training, arguing that only 

OMs were allowed to express their opinions during those meetings. The AAA-OM found the 

negative leader attitude as a way to ignore and intimidate micro and small-sized tanneries’ staff. 

All interviewed people agreed the EA and the CRPML failed in the selection of training strategies; 

in particular, failed in training all tanneries together, which especially affected the transfer of CP 

knowledge to the micro and small ones. Both the EAS and the EATD agreed that if they had to 

carry out a new CP project, they would do it using totally different training methods. While the EAS 

would conduct more on-site individual trainings, the EATD would look to train the micro and small 

firms together but away from the negative leaders.    

 

If I implemented a CP project now, besides separating them by size, I’d conduct more on-

site individual trainings for the micro and small firms. Trainings where the CP trainers and 

consultants were able to talk face to face with their OMs and workers, in their working 

place; where they received kind of personalized attention in accordance with their particular 

needs, concerns and capacities around CP; where they were able to freely express their 

ideas, and felt valued and important.  

 

More individualized trainings, away from the negative leaders, would have greatly 

facilitated and accelerated the transfer of CP to the micro and small tanneries. Their OMs 

were not rude, they were actually very kind people, but unfortunately they were negatively 

influenced by negative leaders, which stopped them to keep moving towards CP in this 

second project. Having all together was definitely a mistake. 

 

  Other mechanism used for the transfer of CP knowledge to the firms were the 

practical trainings carried out by the Brazilian expert during his visits to individual tanneries. 
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Approximately, a total of five practical sessions of about one hour were held in each 

tannery throughout Project 2. The limited number of visits due to the high travel costs to 

bring the expert from Brazil to Colombia to conduct them. In each session the expert 

clarified and explained issues related to the implementation of the IWWTP. Although 

practical sessions were considered by the AAA and BBB OMs as the most useful training 

activity, they argued the expert should not have used such a specialized technical 

language, but more simple and clear terms, easy to understand by all workers. If it was 

difficult for me, having a professional background, imagine how it was for my workers who 

just completed primary or high school, said the BBB-OM. CP outsiders failed in adapting 

the practical trainings’ language to the micro and small tanneries existing conditions and 

capacities. The limited number and low intensity of practical sessions and the specialized 

technical language acted as barriers for the transfer of CP from CP outsiders to the micro 

and small tanneries.  

 

According to the EAS and the EATD, the mechanisms to transfer CP to the firms, such as 

theoretical and practical trainings, were defined by the CRPML. The latter was autonomous in the 

selection of training methodologies and topics, which were commonly defined without the 

participation of the firms. However, OMs were free to suggest a topic they were interested in 

learning about, as expressed by the FE.  

 

Following the objectives of Project 2 and the recommendations given by the CP outsiders 

in the action plan (previously developed in Project 1), most of the firms concentrated their efforts 

in three blocks of implementation activities to carry out in each tannery in this second project. 

Block 1 and 2 emphasised EOP technologies, while Block 3 concerned pollution prevention (CP) 

alternatives. Below are descriptions of the three blocks.  
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i. Block 1: Focused on giving continuity to the environmental actions implemented in Project 

1, in particular the preliminary tanks; 

ii. Block 2: Concentrated on the full implementation of the IWWTP; 

iii. Block 3: Related to the implementation of new and more complex pollution prevention (CP) 

technologies. Specifically, the implementation of chrome recovery and reuse systems, and 

ecological un-hairing processes. The latter refers to a method also called “hair saving” that 

removes the hair from the hides, instead of destroying it as conventional processes do. 

Specific chemical processes are required for such purpose. Once the hair is removed, 

filters are used to separate it from the wastewater and prevent it from being released via 

the wastewater stream, in order to reduce dissolved solids in effluents.  

 

CP outsiders focused their efforts in supporting the activities related to Block 1 and 2, which 

referred to EOP implementations. The Brazilian expert led the implementation process of EOP 

technologies, and the FE supervised it in the field. Within the micro and small tanneries, the 

implementation processes were led by the OMs. In the case of the AAA and BBB, the OMs stated 

they simply followed their recommendations and instructions, and tried to apply what they 

suggested. AAA and BBB OMs agreed they played a very passive role in the implementation 

stage, and contributed little to the generation of new implementation ideas and initiatives. The 

AAA-OM attributed this to the tanners’ mental laziness to innovate, while the BBB-OM argued the 

tanners’ inaction was due to a cultural matter. The selection and implementation process of the 

environmental actions included in Block 1 and 2 was one hundred percent dependent on CP 

outsiders. AAA and BBB tanneries evidenced low integration and implementation capacities and 

skills around EOP technologies at that point of Project 2. 
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We weren’t more proactive because we tanners are like that, we are lazy and conformist, 

and most of us did not want to make an effort to identify and implement new things, we just 

wanted the CRPML and the EA to tell us what to do, just as they had always done.  

 

In my opinion, we expected things to come easy to us because this is us, it’s tanners’ 

culture.  

  

In most of the micro and small tanneries, the implementation of environmental technologies 

was supported by SFWs (if there was more than one SFW in the production plant). The 

implementation activities in BBB were supported by the informal group created by the OM to help 

with the implementation of the action plan since Project 1. The group was composed by the OM 

and two SFWs. The BBB-OM saw the group as a tool to support the implementation of already 

defined environmental alternatives, not as a platform to create new environmental ideas and 

initiatives through the interaction among members. Dialogue and reflection among workers and 

OMs, to address environmental implementations, was not promoted or encouraged by the CP 

outsiders. CP outsiders focussed their efforts on developing inter-organizational (intertwining) 

rather than intra-organizational relationships. For example, the EA was concerned on improving 

its relationship with tanneries, and the CRPML on creating collaboration bonds with them. Both 

CP outsiders and the BBB-OM failed in promoting the development of internal relationships for 

achieving a more participatory and effective implementation process. In particular, a negative 

perception of the BBB-OM towards the SFWs and vice versa, regarding each one’s interest and 

readiness to innovate, prevented them from sharing environmental innovative ideas among them. 

 

The role of most SFWs’ was limited to following the implementation instructions given by 

myself (the OM) and the CP outsiders. For me, they simply didn’t have the commitment 
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and willingness to learn and support environmental issues, and just wanted to keep doing 

things the way they were used to. 

  

I never used to give ideas to the OMs for improving production processes, since they were 

not the kind of people who supported innovations, they never innovated. The production 

plant had old equipment, and they used to say there was no money to buy new things. I 

did it once or twice (give ideas), and they didn’t even try to apply what I suggested, maybe 

because they didn’t have the money. So, giving ideas for me was simply a waste of time. 

Other workers thought just like me and limited to do what they were asked to do. 

 

Regarding the activities carried out in Block 1, the operation and maintenance of the 

preliminary tanks previously implemented in Project 1, continued to be a problem for tanneries 

since the only solution found by the EA for the final disposal of hazardous sludge was quite 

expensive, especially for the micro and small tanneries, which increased conflict among the EA 

and OMs. Unhappy with the EA solution, many tanneries sought their own solution and stopped 

to operate properly the tanks to avoid the sludge generation within their facilities. Many of us 

installed valves to bypass the wastewater directly to the sewage network, avoiding the wastewater 

entered the tanks. I’m not saying this was an appropriate attitude, but many of us (including 

myself), were always trying to look for ways to cheat the EA, said the AAA-OM.  This means that 

this EOP technology (the tanks) adopted in Project 1, ended up being rejected by many firms in 

Project 2. Such rejection was related to an inadequate selection of the technology from Project 1 

(an EOP technology that increased operation costs and affected working conditions), and to an 

inappropriate attitude of the firms that speeded them up to cheat the EA before even searching 

for alternative solutions. Both aspects acted as barriers for the effective transfer of environmental 

actions to the micro and small firms, in particular, barriers to their implementation and 

sustainability. 
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Regarding the Block 2 implementations, although all the twenty tanneries paid the Brazilian 

expert for the hydraulic designs of their individuals IWWTPs, only a few of them fully completed 

the construction and implementation of the plants in their facilities. The AAA and BBB-OM stressed 

that the lack of environmental awareness, and financial and technical resources, as the main 

barriers to implement the IWWTP. Both OMs found the wastewater treatment plant as a very 

complex technology for them to understand and operate, and extremely expensive to implement 

and sustain. As all EOP technologies, the plant represented no savings, but high money 

investments for its construction and operation.  As a consequence, most micro and small tanneries 

did not fully implement the IWWTP; therefore, the expected reduction of pollution in wastewater 

was not achieved in these firms. Giving priority and emphasis on EOP technologies proved to be 

an inadequate mechanism used by the CP providers to encourage the implementation of 

environmental actions in micro and small tanneries. 

 

In my case, all I owned was that micro-tannery. I didn’t have the space, nor the money and 

knowledge to implement the IWWTP. When the Brazilian expert told me I had to pay 

around USD$ 60.000 to USD$ 80.000 for the construction of the plant, I got really 

discouraged, and confirmed my decision of not implementing the plant. I didn’t share my 

decision with anyone. Most of the micro and small tanneries made the same decision when 

they were told about the cost. 

 

Regarding the Block 3 implementations, all tanneries were expected to apply at least two 

specific pollution prevention (CP) alternatives: chrome recovery and reuse systems, and 

ecological un-hairing processes. Ideally, CP alternatives should be implemented before the design 

and construction of the IWWTP, as they allow a significant reduction of water and chemicals 

consumption, and decrease wastewater generation and the content of hazardous elements in it. 

In other words, these two CP implementations could help to decrease the volume of wastewater 
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to be treated and improve its quality, which would significantly reduce the IWWTP size, and its 

construction and operation costs. Unfortunately, this was not precisely the case. Most of the micro 

and small tanneries, following the objectives of Project 2 and taking a passive role towards CP, 

focused their efforts on the IWWTP rather than on CP actions. For example, although both the 

AAA and BBB OMs considered the two CP alternatives simple, low-cost and easy-to-apply 

technologies, and started bringing benefits, they did not fully implement them. Both firms partially 

implemented only one of the two expected CP actions. In the case of AAA, only a partial reuse of 

chrome baths was implemented. In BBB, although the eco-unhairing system was implemented, 

the system used to filter the removed hair was highly inefficient.  According to the BBB-OM most 

micro and small tanneries failed in the implementation because they were not willing to look for 

information about the CP alternatives they were expected to apply.   

 

We did things by half, maybe because we were overwhelmed with the IWWTP issues, and 

also because we didn’t want to think, we were expecting the CRPML and the EA did 

everything for us: tell us exactly how to apply the CP alternatives, the filters requirements, 

the chemical processes for green un-hairing processes, the complete design of the reuse 

chromium system, etc. We got used to get everything done by them. 

 

An EOP and paternalistic approach from the CP outsiders, prevented tanneries from 

raising interest in developing their own intuiting, interpreting and integrating capacities and skills 

around CP. In particular, micro and small tanneries lacked the skills and resources to effectively 

apply CP alternatives. The project gave priority to EOP topics, and did not include CP experts to 

provide tanneries with technical assistance on CP technologies. Only a few conferences to 

address CP technologies aspects were conducted. CP implementations almost completely relied 

on tanneries themselves. As a result, very few micro and small tanneries fully and effectively 

applied the two expected CP alternatives; the benefits of applying CP (such as resources, 
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materials and money savings) were very little or never obtained by the firms. CP outsiders failed 

to further promote theoretical and practical CP trainings and consultancy activities, on specific CP 

alternatives, focused on micro and small tanneries conditions and necessities. In particular, the 

EATD regretted the EA wasted so much money in highly specialized consultancy and theoretical 

trainings, instead of investing more resources on more practical things. 

 

We should have implemented more real-scale prototypes in micro and small tanneries. 

This would have provided practical demonstration of the implementation and operation 

processes of simple cleaner technologies, breaking existing paradigms tanners had 

around CP (such as the belief that only the medium and big tanneries could learn, develop 

and successfully apply cleaner technologies). For example, developing an eco-unhairing 

prototype would have greatly eased the identification, testing and implementation of the 

most suitable equipment and materials for eco un-hairing processes in micro and small 

tanneries. A prototype that reflected their particular conditions, showed them it was not as 

complicated and difficult as they thought, and allowed them to see the benefits, would have 

increased their motivation to apply CP. For me, prototypes are the best way to transfer 

knowledge and teach OMs and workers about CP, but unfortunately we were not allowed 

to invest the EA’s funds in equipment or materials, only in consultancy services.  

 

In this regard, apart from the CP program financed by the EA, the BBB firm also 

participated in an applied research project financed by the national research institute of Colombia 

(Colciencias), and executed by a local university in partnership with the CRPML. Through the 

Colciencias Project, a real-scale prototype to reduce dust emissions (leather dust containing 

chrome) caused by the leather mechanical sanding process was implemented in the BBB tannery. 

The SFW, operator of the sanding area, was fully involved in the design, interpretation and 

integration of the cleaner innovations introduced in his working area.  By using a very simple CP 
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technology, the existing sanding equipment and its dust collection system were improved, without 

affecting or modifying the sanding process and the equipment operation. The new cleaner sanding 

system significantly reduced the hazardous airborne dust levels, decreasing the related health 

risks and creating a cleaner and more comfortable working environment. It was successfully 

operated and sustained overtime. The fact that the CP implementations did not modify or affected 

the operation of the sanding system and brought enormous benefits to the SFW, helped the CP 

system was accepted and easily adopted by the SFW. Simple CP technologies that do not 

drastically affect the operation of existing systems and production processes, proved to be crucial 

to encourage the acceptance and facilitate the adoption of such cleaner technologies particularly 

in micro and small firms that lack of resources to adopt complex technologies. In line with this, CP 

technologies that require a lot of human and financial resources and turn existing processes into 

very complicated and complex ones, are unlikely to be adopted and sustained by the micro and 

small industries. 

 

I liked the results, there was no more that thick dust cloud in the air. I could breathe much 

better, and I didn’t have to remove dust from the surface of leather anymore. Everything 

inside the sanding room was cleaner, I felt much more comfortable while working. As for 

my job, nothing changed, I kept operating the equipment in the same way I was used to. It 

was so easy to adapt to the new technology because I didn’t have to change anything in 

my job. 

 

In addition, by experiencing a real-scale CP implementation, and interacting with different 

experts and researchers throughout all development stages of the prototype, the SFW developed 

skills and capacities to explore new CP options, analyze and integrate them to improve his work 

equipment and environment. The BBB-OM and the FE, stressed that by continuously interacting 

with CP consultants he became very proactive and proposed different interesting ideas for a better 
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adaptation of the prototype, which were effectively applied. According to the BBB-OM, he was the 

only worker who really showed interest in environmental issues and started giving ideas of how to 

green and improve his production activity. The implementation of real-scale prototypes, using a 

participatory approach, proved to be a very useful mechanism to develop workers’ OL capacities 

around CP through the direct contact with the CP technology and the interaction between CP 

outsiders and workers. 

 

All consultants were very nice with me, they invited me to participate in the Colciencias 

project. They always asked for my opinion and listened to my ideas to improve my 

production activity and working place conditions. In fact, they implemented some of my 

ideas in the prototype, they made me feel part of the team, it was great to see my ideas 

applied. I learned so much from them, and enjoyed the project very much.  

 

As a final activity of Project 2, the fulfilment of the objectives and goals were evaluated by 

measuring technical and environmental indicators. Initial indicators defined in the diagnosis stage 

were compared to final indicators, in order to measure the decrease of pollution levels. In 

particular, waste water analysis were conducted to evaluate the reduction of hazardous elements 

in tanning effluents. The CRPML staff led and performed the evaluation process in the micro and 

small tanneries, with no or very low participation of the OMs and SFWs. The Brazilian expert and 

the FE used diverse CP tools to measure and analyze the final eco-indicators, such as: inefficiency 

costs, eco-balance and flow diagram. According to the AAA and BBB OMs, the CRPML did not 

transfer such CP tools to them, and they were not taught how to use them to analyze the 

performance and efficiency of their production processes. Both the EAS and the FE agreed that 

transfer of CP tools did not occur. The CP outsiders failed in providing micro and small tanneries 

with tools to control and evaluate the performance and efficiency of their production processes 

with the new CP implementations, which is crucial to promote the continuous improvement and 
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sustainability of cleaner processes. Knowing how to identify CP technologies failures once 

implemented, allow the firms to correct and improve them, and decide whether a technology will 

be routinized and institutionalized or not.  

 

The final evaluation showed minimal progress was made by the micro and small tanneries 

in Project 2. Approximately 75% of the firms applied eco-unhairing methods (most of them with 

highly inefficient hair filtration systems), and only about 22% fully implemented the IWWTP. Micro 

and small tanneries failed to successfully integrate the CP and EOP recommended technologies. 

As a result, the high level of hazardous elements in tanneries’ effluents, such as chromium, 

continued to be a persisting problem.  

 

Unable to comply with the agreed timetable, tanneries’ OMs asked the EA to extend the 

deadlines set in the CP Act to implement the different CP and EOP technologies in their facilities. 

Although it seemed to the EA that some tanneries were more reluctant than unable to apply the 

environmental actions, their request was accepted and deadlines were finally extended. OMs 

made the same request three times throughout the CP program, which was always accepted by 

the EA. However, most of the firms failed to comply even with the new deadlines. At the end of 

Project 2, according to the EATD, the EA was discouraged by the OMs attitude, and started to 

lose confidence in them. OMs of the micro and small tanneries, on the other hand, were not willing 

in making significant investments in environmental technologies and felt they had no enough 

capacities and resources to effectively adopt and sustain them, as expressed by the AAA-OM. 

The fully and successful integration of the recommended environmental technologies (and much 

less their institutionalization), was not in the agenda of most of the micro and small tanneries.  

 

Tanners never valued all the efforts we (the EA) made to provide them with specialized 

consultancy and trainings about environmental technologies. All the human and financial 
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resources we invested were never valued by them. They were always with that negative 

attitude, unsatisfied, unhappy or remained simply indifferent (in the case of most of the 

micro and small ones). They just wanted to remain in the Action Plan stage and avoid to 

move forward and implement such plan. They just wanted to postpone implementations 

over and over, and that’s exactly what they did. 

 

Most of us, owners of micro tanneries, were not big fans of the environment. Of course, 

we became more aware of how polluting we were, and changed some things, but we were 

not thinking on making radical changes.  To be honest, the little implementations we did 

wouldn’t have occurred without the pressure from the EA and the CRPML; nobody would 

have applied anything. Maybe, we wanted things to happen without making any sacrifice 

and effort, because we supposedly didn’t have the resources. But, I ask myself, if I had the 

money to raise 5 kids at the same time from high school to the university, why I didn’t have 

the money to apply the environmental things? Maybe, we were just lazy, selfish, and 

unconscious. 

 

In summary, the EA financed a second CP project as a strategy to keep supporting OMs 

and putting pressure on them to comply with the CP Act. The CRPML and the EA provided access 

to new knowledge, on diverse EOP and CP related topics, through theoretical and practical 

trainings that aimed to increase tanneries’ staff capacities and skills on environmental aspects. 

The lack of a learning-supportive organizational culture in the micro and small tanneries, the 

emphasis on legislation topics, the use of a highly technical language and having all type of 

tanneries together during trainings, were factors that impeded trainings to become a successful 

mechanism to raise intuiting, interpreting, and integrating capacities around EOP and CP 

technologies in the firms. Interpreting of the environmental actions was mainly led by the CRPML 

through meetings with OMs, in which the technologies to be applied in the firms were selected 
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based on the previously defined action plan. Inside the firms, informal groups supported 

interpretation and integration processes in small tanneries, but not in the micro ones where 

creating such groups was not possible. Implementations focused on complex EOP technologies 

rather than on CP alternatives, which discouraged the adoption of environmental actions, caused 

rejection, and increased conflicts among CP outsiders and the firms. Many OMs of micro and 

small tanneries refused to keep operating and introducing new EOP technologies.  

 

A passive, defensive and negative attitude from OMs, together with inappropriate 

mechanisms used by the CP outsiders to promote the implementation of environmental 

technologies, prevented the firms from successfully integrating them. Very little progress, in the 

implementation of both CP and EOP technologies in micro and small firms, was achieved at the 

end of the project. The expected successful integration of EOP and CP technologies did not occur. 

Project 2 ended in a tense environment between the CP outsiders and the firms, and clear signs 

of discouragement and disappointment began to emerge from both parties. Most of the micro and 

small tanneries, including the AAA and BBB firms, reached the Integration Level in Project 2. This 

means that after 4 years of being part of an environmental program, most micro and small firms 

still remained in the Integration Level, very far from reaching the Institutionalization Plus and 

Institutionalization Levels.  

 

Project 3: 

Around six months after Project 1 was completed, the EA launched and funded a third 

project in 2008, which firstly aimed to monitor compliance with the CP Act and secondly to provide 

some assistance to tanneries in the implementation of IWWTPs. Monitoring activities were 

conducted by the FE and complemented by wastewater laboratory analysis to evaluate the quality 

of tanneries’ effluents. The Brazilian expert provided technical assistance through visits to the 
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firms. In total, three visits (2 hours/firm approximately) were conducted during a one year long 

project, and group trainings were held to transfer technical knowledge around EOP technologies.  

  

As in Project 2, very little progress in the implementation of environmental actions was 

made by tanneries throughout Project 3. The environmental technologies introduced in Project 2 

continued to be partially implemented or sustained. Again, full integration of expected CP and 

EOP technologies was not achieved. Most of the tanneries, including the micro and small firms, 

remained reluctant to really commit to implement and fully adopt the recommended environmental 

technologies. Postponing the deadlines set in the CP Act was the strategy used to keep avoiding 

the fulfilment of the rules. Consequently, environmentally inefficient tanning processes and their 

negative impacts to water resources remained. However, the EA decided not to penalize tanneries 

for breaking the agreements set in the CP Act. Project 3 was completed by April 2009, ending the 

CP program started by November 2002. According to the EAS, EATD and the AAA and BBB OMs, 

the CP program was an exhausting and unsuccessful experience, which never achieved the 

expected environmental goals. Most of the tanneries did not make profound changes in their 

beliefs, goals, vision and structure that would have proved a real transformation towards CP.  

 

I don’t want to say the CP program was a total failure, but It’s definitely so sad for us (as 

the EA) to admit the micro, small and medium tanneries never achieved a real 

transformation towards CP. Yes, they learned something, of course they increased their 

knowledge on environmental topics, but didn’t apply it to the level we expected. Only the 

bigger tannery made a real internal change. The rest of them never saw our program as 

an opportunity to improve their business activity, which is so sad and disappointing.. 

 

In my opinion, as the EAS, I think the project was definitely unsuccessful. Tanners were 

difficult people to talk, communicate and reason with. Most of them (except the big tannery) 
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did not change anything in their behaviour and attitudes towards the environment. They 

didn’t internalize CP in their firms. They were never committed to the program, and were 

always finding the way to trick us and sabotage the program. They implemented very few 

things in such a long period of time (7 years). 

 

It was an unsuccessful program, it failed, not because of the CRPML or the EA, but 

because of us. Because of our mentality to cheat on the EA. Besides, due to the lack of 

financial and technical resources to implement the environmental technologies that we the 

small firms commonly have. 

 

It was an unsuccessful program because we failed to comply with the agreements. We 

were always trying to trick them, for example, getting rid of the sludge in an inappropriate 

way. The EA was too benevolent towards us, and very lax. It was a good program, we 

learned a lot (for example, I didn’t know the chromium in our effluents could kill the river’s 

oxygen), but unfortunately we didn’t appreciate it. 

 

After the CP program was completed, the AAA and BBB firms (as other micro and small 

tanneries) stopped training in environmental topics, did not fully sustain the implementations, and 

introduced none or little significant new EOP and CP actions, as expressed by the AAA and BBB 

OMs. This evidenced environmental knowledge and principles were not internalized 

(institutionalized), which impeded the firms to follow a continuous environmental improvement 

process. A review of the technical reports of the program showed specific activities and tools for 

CP institutionalization purposes were not developed during the program. The EAS, EATD, and 

the FE stated they provided tanners with enough documentation and trainings to help them keep 

promoting environmental actions within their firms; however, it was tanners’ resistance that 

prevented them from working on continuous improvement on environmental topics. Similarly, both 
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the AAA and BBB OMs admitted the program enabled them to look for new CP information 

(explore/intuit), propose simple CP alternatives and analyze them (interpret), implement 

(integrate), and monitor them. However, the AAA-OM considered himself (and tanners in general) 

as conformist and routine people who did not want to change their habits. A more proactive attitude 

was required to turn knowledge into positive actions, together with further follow up by the EA to 

encourage tanners to apply CP, as expressed by the EATD.  

 

Of course, after the CP program, I was able to propose and successfully develop simple 

CP initiatives on my own, but I didn’t do it.  

 

Maybe if we the EA had established a monitoring and control program, once the project 

finished, tanners’ would have felt more motivated to continue working on environmental 

issues. Unfortunately, we failed in following up their performance, and penalizing them. 

 

In summary, a CP program that included three consecutive CP projects was financed by 

the EA, to help the tanneries of El Cerrito to improve their environmental behaviour and efficiency. 

The program lasted seven years, from 2002 to 2009. At the end of it, most micro and small 

tanneries had made very little progress in the adoption of environmental alternatives, and failed in 

complying with the CP Act. None of them achieved the institutionalization of CP within their firms 

and remained in the Integration of CP level. This means that the OMs and workers were capable 

of visualizing and implementing CP alternatives, without necessarily changing habits, beliefs, 

attitudes and behaviors towards the environment.  

 

The CP program was found by the CP outsiders, as for the AAA and BBB firms, as an 

unsuccessful experience that never reached the expected goals and results. By 2016, many 
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tanneries had closed (including the AAA and BBB), arguing market and competition pressures 

and lack of resources to adopt environmental legislations.   

 

Barriers and Enablers to CP learning processes in Case CCC: 

In this point, the twelve factors identified as key for CP learning processes in MSMEs 

(Table 5.3, Chapter 5), were analyzed to determine which of them facilitated or hindered the OL 

processes around CP during the CP program. In other words, to analyze whether each of them 

acted as a barrier or an enabler to the CP knowledge transfer process that occurred over the 

seven years that the program lasted. The analysis is presented in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Barriers and enablers for the OL processes around CP in case AAA.  

Key factor Influence on OL processes around CP Findings 

X1: Individual 
personality 
differs from 
team (group) 
personality 

In the AAA case, as the OM was the same and only 
SFW, a group was not possible to be formed. In the 
case of the BBB firm, the OM (the individual) created 
an informal group to work on CP, formed by two 
SFWs and himself. Thus, the OM became part of the 
group. However, the OM and SFWs did not share 
the same CP goals and values, as the OM never set 
those for the firm; therefore, they were not 
transferred to the SFWs. CP was never set as the 
final target of the firm.  
 
The OM limited his role to follow the CP 
recommendations given by the CP outsiders, but he 
never projected the firm towards a greener business 
committed to protect the environment. In line with 
this, the OM did not invite SFWs to active participate 
in the shift to CP, which prevented SFWs to 
effectively contribute with ideas to reduce pollution.  
By having no clear individual (OM) and group CP 
values and goals, the transfer of CP ideas and 
initiatives in both directions (from the OM to SFWs 
and vice versa) was affected.   

No clear individual 
(OM) and group CP 
values and goals, 
acted as barriers to 
the transfer of CP 
knowledge and 
initiatives in both 
directions.  
 
 
 
 

X3: Individual 
values and 
goals differ 
from those of 
the group. 

X11: OMs low 
technical 
knowledge 
and 

Although at the beginning of the CP program the 
BBB-OM did not have prior related knowledge about 
CP, the CRPML’s staff effectively supported him to 
communicate new CP information to SFWs for the 
first time. Therefore, OM’s low technical knowledge 

When OM’s lack of 
prior environmental 
related knowledge, 
CP outsiders might 
become enablers to 
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capacities 
around CP.  

was not a barrier to transfer new CP information 
from the individual to the group level.  
 
 

transferring new CP 
information from the 
individual to the 
group level. 

X19: CP 
outsiders’ low 
skills to 
develop OM’s 
capacities to 
acquire and 
communicate 
new CP 
information.  

Working on developing individual communication 
skills was not a target of the CP outsiders. The 
CPRML supported the BBB-OM to communicate 
new information to his SFWs, when he required it.  
 
 
 

CP outsiders 
enabled the transfer 
of new and simple 
CP information from 
the individual to the 
group level, when the 
OM was not able to 
do it. 

X22: Team 
confidence in 
the individual. 

The transfer of CP knowledge from the group to a 
new SFW never occurred, as the SFWs were always 
the same during the CP program and until the BBB 
firm closed operations. 
 
 
 
 

N.A 

X28: 
Organization
al culture 
does not 
support 
learning. 

Both the AAA and BBB OMs used to attend the 
trainings offered by the CRPML, and let the SFWs 
to attend them as well (in the case of BBB firm); 
however, OMs failed in putting into practice several 
simple and low-cost things they learned during the 
different sessions, as expressed by the EAS, EATD, 
and FE. They were reluctant to apply the new 
acquired knowledge in their tanning processes, 
which reflected a low commitment to CP learning.   
 
In particular, the BBB-OM was not active in the 
promotion of learning and reflection spaces, where 
SFWs were able to bring new CP ideas and jointly 
analyze them.  
 
Both OMs did not show a serious commitment to CP 
learning, which hindered the transfer of new CP 
knowledge to the firm.  

A not learning-
supportive 
organizational 
culture was a barrier 
to OL processes 
around CP within the 
firm. 

X36: CP 
providers’ 
willingness 
and 
capacities to 
develop 
systems to 
communicate 
CP 
knowledge 
from the team 
to the 

Working on developing communication systems for 
the transfer of CP knowledge and ideas from the 
SFWs to the OM, was not a target of the CP 
outsiders. It was considered an internal matter of the 
firm, as expressed by the FE. However, the OM did 
not promote the sharing of ideas around CP 
between the SFWs and the management. In 
particular, the informal group created by the OM to 
work on CP (of which he was part) aimed to follow 
CP outsiders’ instructions, rather than to promote a 
participatory space where SFWs were able to 

The unwillingness 
and lack of 
capacities of the OM 
and CP providers to 
develop systems to 
communicate new 
CP knowledge from 
the SFWs to the OM 
became a barrier to 
transfer CP ideas 
and initiatives from 
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organizationa
l level.  

express their ideas to the OM. Consequently, most 
workers never brought any CP initiative to the OM. 

the group to the 
organizational level. 

X37: 
Effectiveness 
and 
usefulness of 
CP transfer 
mechanisms 
used by the 
CP outsiders 
for the 
intuition, 
interpretation
, 
implementati
on and 
institutionaliz
ation of CP in 
the firms. 

By limiting the participation of the firms’ staff in the 
identification and analysis of the CP alternatives, CP 
outsiders also limited the development of workers’ 
OL skills around CP from the beginning of the 
program. Therefore, it was an inappropriate 
mechanism to start promoting learning around CP. 
 
 
 
 
 

Little involvement of 
the firms’ staff in the 
identification and 
analysis of CP 
alternatives was a 
barrier to developing 
intuiting and 
interpreting skills 
around CP within the 
firms.  

Providing OMs with an Action Plan with too many 
recommendations in diverse areas, 
together with deadlines and dates of fulfilment, was 
an inappropriate mechanism for a first approach to 
industries that had never even heard the word 
“environment”. OMs became more overwhelmed 
and afraid than encouraged towards environmental 
alternatives. The Action Plan brought conflicts and 
generated a defensive and resistance attitude 
towards the CP program. This negatively influenced 
the different CP knowledge transfer activities 
conducted by the CP outsiders. In other words, it 
affected the learning processes and activities 
around CP.  

An Action Plan with 
too many 
recommendations in 
diverse areas, 
together with deadlin
es, for a first 
approach to the 
firms, became a 
barrier to the CP 
knowledge transfer 
activities and 
learning processes.   

An Action Plan that emphasized EOP alternatives 
(i.e., providing preliminary tanks hydraulic designs 
and construction details), sent a wrong message to 
the OMs as it suggests that EOP actions are more 
important than CP alternatives and therefore these 
should be applied first. A kind of “EOP Action Plan” 
rather than a “CP Action Plan”, deflected attention 
from CP priorities, putting CP in second place from 
the beginning of the program.   
 
As a result, OMs were more concerned in knowing 
about EOP technologies than on developing 
learning capacities around pollution prevention (CP) 
aspects. The Action Plan was an inappropriate 
mechanism to guide OMs in their path towards CP. 

An environmental 
Action Plan focused 
on EOP 
recommendations 
rather than on CP 
alternatives, was an 
enormous barrier to 
the CP knowledge 
transfer and learning 
processes from 
beginning of the 
program.  

Beginning by implementing EOP technologies, 
meant significant financial and human resources 
investments and discomfort within the plant, rather 
than an increase in production efficiency. Based on 
this experience, OMs wrongly interpreted that 
environmental technologies (including CP ones) 
were no-return investments that increased the 
complexity of production activities. 
  

Beginning by 
implementing EOP 
technologies was a 
mechanism that 
acted as a barrier for 
the further 
integration of 
environmental 
technologies. 
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Selecting EOP technologies to initiate the 
implementation process, was the wrong mechanism 
to encourage OMs to integrate any environmental 
technology, especially the cleaner technologies.  

 
 

Giving continuity to the process initiated in Project 1, 
through a second CP project in which the same 
wrong EOP approach was adopted, brought similar 
negative experiences to the OMs and increased 
resistance towards the CP program. CP 
technologies remained in a second place in Project 
2.  
 
Again, giving priority to EOP technologies even 
more complex than the implemented in Project 1, 
was a wrong mechanism that prevented CP 
outsiders and OMs from focusing on CP alternatives 
and successfully integrate them in the firms. Since 
OMs were focused on EOP actions, an effective 
development of their intuiting, interpreting and 
integration skills around CP was not achieved.   

Engaging in a 
second CP project, 
based on the same 
EOP approach was a 
barrier to OMs and 
CP outsiders to 
explore in depth CP 
technologies   and 
achieve their full 
integration.  

The limited number and low intensity of training 
practical sessions, the specialized technical 
language used in those, and training all sizes of 
tanneries together in theoretical sessions, were the 
factors that mainly prevented micro and small firms 
from achieving a better understanding of CP during 
training activities. 
 
Training mechanisms and methodologies used by 
the CP outsiders for the transfer of CP hindered the 
CP learning processes in the micro and small firms.  

Training activities not 
adapted to the 
particular needs and 
characteristics of the 
micro and small firms 
became a barrier to 
the CP knowledge 
transfer process in 
these type of firms. 

Getting OMs used to be provided with all kind of 
information, documents, and trainings about 
different environmental topics, prevented them from   
thinking about and exploring CP alternatives for 
themselves. In other words, it prevented them from 
developing their own intuiting and interpreting 
capacities around CP.   

CP outsiders’ 
paternalism was a 
barrier to encourage 
OMs to develop OL 
skills and capacities 
around CP by their 
own.  

A low or none “immersion” of CP consultants in the 
firms, prevented OMs and SFWs from increasing 
their knowledge and skills around CP by 
continuously interacting with CP outsiders.  
 
 
 

A low or none 
“immersion” of CP 
consultants in the 
firms acted as a 
barrier to develop 
OMs and SFWs 
capacities around 
CP through learning- 
by-interacting 
methodologies. 

 CP outsiders failed in properly transferring OMs and 
SFWs the different CP tools (i.e., ecomap and 
ecobalance) and teach them how to use them to 

Not transferring the 
CP tools to the OMs 
and SFWs became a 
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estimate the efficiency of their process before, 
during and after applying environmental actions. As 
a consequence, CP tools remained unknown, 
leaving OMs and workers without key knowledge to 
start developing their intuiting, interpreting, 
integration and institutionalization skills around CP. 

barrier to the 
development of 
internal OL 
capacities around 
CP.    

X44: 
Awareness of 
the 
organization 
on the 
importance of 
retaining new 
CP 
knowledge.  

Neither the AAA nor the BBB OMs did not seem to 
be aware of the importance of retaining the new CP 
knowledge within their firms, as none of them 
promoted the routinization of new technologies, or 
made radical organizational changes for achieving 
the institutionalization of new knowledge. 
 
 

The OM’s lack of 
awareness, interest 
and commitment 
towards the retention 
of new CP 
knowledge gained 
during demonstration 
projects was a 
barrier to achieve 
the 
institutionalization 
and sustainability of 
CP within the firm 
overtime.  

X51: 
Openness to 
new ideas 
from internal 
and external 
stakeholders.  

The lack or low implementation of CP technologies 
in the AAA and BBB firms, and their defensive and 
resistance attitude evidenced OMs did not have a 
real openness to and acceptance of the CP 
alternatives recommended by the CP outsiders. 
OMs seemed to ignore even the most simple 
suggestions given by CP outsiders during trainings. 

The lack or low 
openness by OMs 
was a barrier to the 
integration of CP 
alternatives.  

X56: All 
actors 
willingness to 
create and 
work in 
learning 
alliances 
around CP.  

Although both the AAA and BBB OMs stated they 
maintained a good relationship with the CRPML and 
the EA along the project, an active interaction with 
them was not achieved as their visits to the firms 
were not very frequent. Besides, the lack of mutual 
trust impeded a strong alliance between the OMs 
and the CP outsiders was created. This prevented 
the OMs and SFWs from developing OL skills and 
capacities around CP by continuously interacting 
with the CP outsiders.  

Weak learning 
alliances acted as a  
barrier to the  
successful 
integration of CP 
technologies and the 
development of the 
firm’s OL skills and 
capacities around 
CP.  

X58: CP 
programs 
evaluations 
focus on 
technical 
aspects 
rather than on 
measuring 
the change of 
habits and 
behaviours 
around CP.  

The evaluations conducted by the CP outsiders, 
were primarily focused on technical and 
environmental aspects, and tended to be performed 
at the end of the projects. This impeded to evaluate 
throughout the projects whether the micro and small 
tanneries were effectively learning about CP and 
changing habits and behaviours or making other 
organizational changes towards its 
institutionalization. Ignoring how the learning 
process was going, impeded the CP outsiders to 
engage in actions to modify the training 
methodologies and knowledge transfer mechanisms 
being used, in case it was required.  

The lack of 
evaluations focused 
on OL aspects was a 
barrier to correct 
and improve the CP 
knowledge transfer 
mechanisms and 
learning activities 
used by the CP 
outsider. 
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6.2 Case 3: CCC (small electroplating industry – successful case) 

 

 

CCC is a small electroplating industry, ISO 9001 certified, specialised in the application of 

surface coatings and metal finishing, including Zinc, Nickel and Brass coatings. It is a family 

company run by father and daughter, Owner Manager (OM) and Owner Assistant Manager (OAM), 

respectively. Since its foundation in 1986, the firm operated without following environmental 

principles and regulations. It did not apply any pollution prevention or end of pipe alternative such 

as a Water Treatment Plant (WTP). As a result, untreated water from plating baths containing high 

levels of cyanide and metallic ions was continuously discharged directly into drains, which posed 

a health hazard to the environment. It was in 2007, when the Environmental Authority (EA) 

approached the OMs to invite them to participate in a CP pilot project, when they realised their 

firm was a highly polluting industry and decided to start the transformation to a cleaner business. 

The shift to CP happened through two consecutive CP projects: 

 

i. Project 1 (P1) - An initiative owned by the EA. A CP pilot project promoted by the EA 

through which four metallurgy industries were invited to be part of this pilot experience that 

aimed to introduce CP knowledge and actions in the participant firms. A greater 

environmental awareness, a change of perception about environmental issues and the 

integration of simple CP actions in the firm, were achieved through Project 1;  

 

ii. Project 2 (P2) – An initiative owned by the CCC industry and the CP center (CRPML). Both 

the firm and the CRPML jointly developed a CP proposal that was submitted to and 

approved by Fomipyme. Project 2 was financed by Fomipyme, a grant programme of the 

Ministry of Commerce of Colombia oriented to improve the productivity and 

competitiveness of MSMEs. The integration of more complex cleaner technologies and the 

institutionalization of CP knowledge were achieved through Project 2.  
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Key actors, for the CP transfer processes carried out in the CCC industry during the 

projects 1 and 2, were interviewed. Details of these projects and interviewed actors were 

summarized in Table 6.4. 

 

Table 6.4: CP Projects 1 & 2 and interviewed people details – Case CCC 

Background Project 1 Project 2 

Duration  2007 – 2008 
(8 months) 

2009 – 2010 
(14 months) 

Donor/Funder EA: Regional 
Enviromental 
Authority. 

Ministry of Commerce of Colombia. 

Donor/funder approach Support industries to 
become greener and 
fulfill the legislation. 

Improve the productivity and 
competitiveness of the firm. 

Donor/funder contribution 
(CP training/consultancy) 

USD $13.000 USD $90.000 

Executing organization  CP center (CRPML) The small electroplating industry itself 
& the CRPML 

Target enterprises 
(assisted enterprises) 

4 (including the CCC 
enterprise) 

1 (only the CCC enterprise) 

Executing organization 
staff (attending target 
enterprises in the field) 

 1 CP expert for 
electroplating 
aspects (part time) 

 1 field engineer 
(full time) 

 1 project 
coordinator (part 
time) 

 1 expert on CP on electroplating 
processes (full time). 

 4 experts (part time): 2 electrical 
engineers for energy efficiency 
aspects, and 2 civil engineers for the 
water treatment plant construction.  

 1 field engineer (full time) 

 1 project coordinator (part time).  

Interviewed participants:    

Participant  
Type A: 

 
  

OAM  X X 

Background by the time the CP projects started: 30 – 35 years 
old, graduate education level, female, 5 -10 years working for 

CCC firm. 

Participant  
Type B 

Electroplating 
technician 

 X 
 

(30 – 40 years old, technical education 
level, male, 20 years working for CCC 

firm) 

IWWTP 
operator 

 X 
 

(30 – 40 years old, bachelor level, 
male, 26 years working for CCC firm) 

Participant  
Type C 

CP center 
field engineer   

 X 
 

(25-30 years old, bachelor level, male, 
one year  working for the CP center) 
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PROJECT 1: 

The three-year Action Plan (2007 – 2009) of the regional environmental authority (EA) 

embraced a range of priorities, including the development of pollution prevention pilot projects in 

highly polluting industries, such as the metallurgy industry. In 2007, the EA launched the project 

“Formulation and implementation of CP strategies to minimize the generation of hazardous waste 

in the metallurgy industry”, and invited four industries from the foundry and electroplating 

subsectors to join this project on a voluntary basis. The EA hired the CRPML as the pilot project-

executing organization. The CRPML started its work by providing trainings on environmental 

awareness and pollution issues related to the metallurgy industry. By this time, the CRPML and 

the EA had jointly developed four CP demonstration projects in approximately 35 industries from 

different business sectors such as tanneries, human hospitals and trapiches paneleros. Based on 

its previous CP experiences, the EA found this new CP pilot project as an opportunity to bring the  

participant industries (including the CCC industry) closer to fulfilling the environmental regulations. 

Meanwhile, the OMs of CCC felt under pressure and frightened for the forthcoming requirements 

of the EA. They knew the EA was going to require compliance with environmental regulations 

sooner or later.   

It was very frightening, we saw no other option rather than joining the project. The EA in 

the first meetings constantly warned us about the importance of complying with the 

environmental laws to prevent our firm from being penalised. It was simply too much 

pressure from the beginning from the CRPML and the EA staff, which finally led us to taking 

the decision of joining the project. My father and I informed the workers our decision and 

explained to them the reasons why we should start thinking about CP.  
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The scope and goals of the project were defined by the EA; it aimed to improve the 

environmental performance of the participant firms by effectively applying CP actions with 

emphasis on hazardous waste reduction. This was contrary to the expectations of the OAM’s who 

found the project basically as a way for her to know the legislation, identify the environmental 

inefficiencies in the production process, and start learning about CP. The OAM was more 

interested in obtaining an environmental diagnosis of her firm, rather than starting making radical 

changes of technology. Both, the EA and the OM had the final aim to integrate specific CP actions 

in the firm, but not to institutionalize them.  

 

I had never heard about CP before, it was a completely new topic for me and our 

employees. Perhaps, we didn’t feel the necessity to investigate about CP as we were not 

aware we were losing money and causing pollution problems due to the inefficiency of our 

production process. We frequently introduced small-scale innovations to improve total 

process time and product quality, however, environmental innovations were not in our 

agenda. 

 

Beginning the transfer of new CP information, motivate and awake CCC’s personnel 

interest to adopt cleaner technologies was the first task of the CRPML’s staff, which included a 

CP expert (CPE), a field engineer (FE), and a project coordinator. They started by conducting 

trainings to explain the CP concept and the objectives of the project to the OMs, who later passed 

the information on to their workers through informal meetings. These trainings were considered 

by the OAM as an appropriate activity to teach them and acquire new information about CP. 

 

The CPE and the FE, were more in touch with the CCC’s staff as they were responsible 

for undertaking technical visits to the firm’s production plant throughout the stages of the project. 

The FE was a chemical engineer, recent graduate, and with low prior knowledge on CP 
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alternatives. The CPE was a chemist, senior consultant with high knowledge and expertise on 

pollution prevention in electrolytic and metallurgical processes, who in addition to own a medium 

electroplating industry also provided CP consultancy to different environmental authorities, 

including the Ministry of Environment of Colombia. The CPE led the CP transfer process while the 

FE continuously supported and supervised it in the field. The CPE gave the instructions and set 

the tasks to be performed by the firm, and defined the main CP actions to be implemented in the 

production process. A task could be measuring the water and materials consumption at a specific 

process. The FE supported and supervised the firm’s staff while performing the tasks and 

implementing the CP actions. The CPE visited the firm two days a month, and the FE one day a 

week. Meanwhile, the environmental authority assigned a supervisor (EAS) to the project, who 

supported and monitored its development and closely supervised the work of the CRPML staff. 

The roles of both the EA and the CRPML’s staff were well known by the OAM.   

 

The project followed four stages: environmental diagnosis, elaboration of the action plan, 

implementation of CP actions, monitoring and evaluation of CP results, as follows:  

 

Stage 1 - Environmental Diagnosis: It’s a process for identifying critical environmental 

aspects throughout the production process. Relevant indicators that provided insights on what 

was happening in the production stages were defined and measured. The environmental 

diagnosis process was led by the CPE and the FE. Shop floor workers helped with measuring the 

consumption of resources (like water and chemicals) during specific production stages, following 

the instructions of the CPE and the FE. Collected data (raw information) was analyzed and 

interpreted by the CPE and the FE, using CP tools like flow diagrams and mass balances. They 

turned raw information into initial eco-indicators, which formed the baseline that described the 

firm’s environmental performance at the beginning of the CP transfer process. A review of the 

environmental diagnosis report showed that initial eco-indicators were totally focused on technical 
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and financial parameters. For example, the diagnosis concluded that approximately 27% of zinc, 

88% of cyanide, and 41% of nickel were not consumed during the production process and ended 

up being discharged into the sewerage network. The money being wasted due to the inefficiency 

of the process was also calculated and highlighted in the diagnosis. The report was delivered and 

explained in person to the OMs by the CPE and the FE.  

 

In addition, in order to show the OMs the pollutants contained in the wastewater of their 

firm, the CPE and the FE conducted a “Jar Test”. By adding a coagulant, dissolved and suspended 

particles present in wastewater were encouraged to agglomerate into masses large enough to 

settle as sludge to the bottom of the container. Sludge, full of hazardous heavy metals, became 

visible to the eyes of the OMs. According to the OAM, this was a shocking experience that made 

them aware of their polluting behaviour. CP outsiders helped the OMs realise their firm had 

significant environmental and efficiency failures, and it was time for them to start the shift to CP. 

 

 We had no idea how polluting we were, that wastewater looked so transparent to us, like 

drinking water. When I saw that mass of sludge, I just couldn’t believe what my eyes were 

seeing, I was shocked we were discharging such a horribly polluted water directly to the 

sewer. I didn’t know we were literally dumping our money into the sewer, and I knew at 

that moment we had to change, we had to become more environmentally responsible.  

 

Stage 2 – CP Action Plan: It is a document that lists CP alternatives, recommended to be 

implemented by the firm, in a defined timeline. The document specifies the CP actions to be 

applied at the short and medium term, low and medium complexity respectively. Short term 

referred to a period up to two months after the CP project was completed, and medium term to a 

period of seven months after completion. Long term CP alternatives were not included as these 

required large financial investments, more complex technologies and higher technical capacities.  
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A review of the CP Action Plan document showed that it was jointly developed among the 

EA, CRPML, and the firm. Firstly, the CRPML suggested the CP alternatives; Secondly, the EAS 

and the directive and shop floor staff of the firm reviewed and approved the CRPML suggested 

alternatives; Third, a timeline for when specific CP actions needed to be completed, was jointly 

formulated and agreed by the EAS, CRPML and the firm; Fourth, based on the agreements, a 

final version of the CP action plan document was written by the CRPML. In summary, the action 

plan aimed to provide technical recommendations, listed as a group of CP alternatives, suggested 

to be implemented by the firm on a voluntary basis in a defined timeline. Regardless it was a 

voluntary process, the role of the EA was to follow-up the implementation of the plan as it was 

certainly the way to fulfilling the environmental law. Therefore, the firm was not going to be 

penalised for not implementing the plan but for not fulfilling the law. However, the EAM found the 

action plan as something arbitrary, an imposition rather than an agreement.  

 

We were like frightened sheep trying to follow what they imposed on us. They didn’t let us 

think, only the expert’s knowledge was visible and taken into account. We contributed with 

such small ideas, but we didn’t really feel they were interested in knowing our suggestions 

to improve the environmental efficiency of our process. We felt a lot of pressure to start 

applying this action plan, which was very demanding to us. How were we supposed to 

implement all those things we had never heard about? 

 

The cleaner technologies available in the market were presented by the CPE to the firm’s 

staff through a four hour training. In this, insights on the design and operation of the technologies 

were provided, and implementation experiences in national industries were described. In addition, 

technical visits were conducted by the CPE in order to show the CP areas of opportunity directly 

in the production plant. However, the OAM considered these activities didn’t provide her with 

enough knowledge on cleaner technologies.  
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It was a lot of theory, but I needed to see the technologies working in practice. I asked the 

CPE to allow me to visit his electroplating industry to prove he was applying all that he was 

trying to convince me to apply. I wanted to know the CPE was as good as they said. I also 

traveled to Miami to visit a plant of a friend. I needed to trust the CPE and be sure these 

cleaner technologies were going to be beneficial for my firm before attempting to adopt 

them. We started a project without knowing the expected results, so every step we wanted 

to take had to be carefully analyzed. 

 

Once the OAM was convinced about the CPE and the benefits of cleaner technologies, 

she actively started promoting team activities for the exploration and interpretation of potential CP 

alternatives. To start working on CP all workers were invited to get involved and propose ideas, 

instead of establishing a group with a limited number of people to start dealing with the topic. The 

OAM stated that the CP outsiders failed in the promotion of dialogue and reflection spaces to help 

workers to identify, interpret, and communicate potential CP actions among them.  

 

We did it by our own, we hired a person to train us on team work. We planned and made 

for several days an exercise called “observation of workstations”, which greatly helped us 

to identify opportunities for environmental performance improvement. The exercise 

consisted on that during the entire  morning a group of workers from distinct areas watched 

how another worker was doing his/her job. Directive, administrative and production 

workers were involved. The group could identify failures in specific processes, which were 

imperceptible for a worker who had been doing the same task for many years. Workers 

came up with extremely interesting and creative ideas, many of which were applied and 

sustained over time.  
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Shop floor workers received and gave constructive criticism from their peers and managers 

within an atmosphere of mutual respect. A safe and non-judgmental environment where workers 

could freely express and share their ideas and opinions, and the OMs openness to new ideas, 

proved to be crucial for the effective identification and interpretation of CP alternatives. These 

conditions allowed firm’s staff developing skills for exploring and analyzing new CP options on 

their own. The CP outsider failed in building internal relationships around CP; however, the 

CRPML’s staff encouraged the OMs to develop intuiting and interpreting capacities within the firm.  

 

The CP project was an eye-opener; it raised not only our awareness but our curiosity as 

well. We were curious about what else could be done, we felt the need to start identifying 

and analyzing new CP actions on our own, and that’s exactly what we did. 

 

Stage 3 – Implementation of CP actions: CP alternatives defined in the action plan were 

put into practice, in particular the short-term actions that were within the length of the CP pilot 

project. These are usually tested through small-scale and trial and error tests before moving to 

real-scale manufacturing processes (production scale). In this project, the CCC industry 

implemented very simple and inexpensive short-term CP measures, primarily consisting of Best 

Environmental Practices (BEP). The firm’s staff followed the instructions and recommendations 

given by the CPE for carrying out each of the selected CP alternatives. The CPE led the 

implementation process and the firms’ staff carried it out in the production plant. As the 

implementation process was developing, the firm’s staff came on with simple ideas for testing, 

modifying, adjusting and finally fully adopting the CP alternatives, when these proved to be 

efficiently working.  However, knowledge came mainly from the CPE, as expressed by the OAM.  

 

The CPE taught us it was possible to significantly reduce our pollution levels by applying 

very simple actions. He motivated us to start applying when he showed us, with numbers 
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and visually at each workstation, the pollution we were causing.  All that theory about 

pollution and the potential savings we should expect by applying CP was useless; we only 

became interested in applying CP when we saw our pollution with our own eyes (jar test) 

and in real numbers. Potential savings didn’t motivate us at all because these were 

intangible and uncertain to happen. Alleged savings meant nothing to us.  Fear of the EA, 

knowing our pollution data, and the simplicity and low costs of the implementation process 

of these first CP actions, were the main motivators to start implementing CP.  

 

The firm used its own financial resources for the CP implementations as the CP pilot project 

funds were limited to consultancy and training services. Implementations occurred in a period of 

four months after the CP action plan was completed. Some of the CP alternatives adopted by the 

CCC firm were: 

i. The collection and reuse of used oil from the iron cutting machines to avoid the continuous 

oil spills on the floor, reduce the use of water to clean the spills and decrease raw oil 

consumption;  

ii. The demarcation of working areas to enable a more efficient process flow; 

iii. The implementation of a waste management program to optimize the recycling program, 

reduce waste disposal costs and benefit the environment; 

iv. The design and implementation of a hazardous waste storage area; 

v. The placement of recovery tanks before the rinse tanks to provide static rinsing with high 

drag-out recovery. Reducing dragout is considered to be the most effective way to reduce 

waste and conserve water in rinsing operations. Reducing dragout extends the life of the 

process baths and reduces sludge generation and handling costs, water and sewer use 

fees, and process and treatment chemical purchases. Most dragout reduction methods are 
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inexpensive (require a conscientious  properly trained operator rather than capital outlays) 

and have short payback periods (ISTC, 1996).  

vi. The arrangement of bath tanks to ensure the close proximity of tanks to reduce process 

time and spillage; 

vii. The installation of drain boards and drip guards between the baths tanks to minimize 

spillage between tanks and bring back drag-out solutions to the tanks (drag-out recovery), 

and the improvement of rinsing process efficiency.  

 

The type and number of CP implementations were sufficient and appropriate for a first CP 

experience, said the OAM. This pilot project was as an experiment for us. An experiment 

in which we wanted to know about CP, and we didn’t want to risk that much by doing so. 

Trying to apply more expensive and complex technologies in this first attempt, would have 

been quite inappropriate as we might have been overwhelmed and then discouraged. 

 

The CPE technological guidance proved to be crucial for the integration of the short-term 

CP actions (low complexity cleaner technologies). In addition, the openness of the OMs and 

willingness of the shop floor workers to follow the CP outsider instructions, were fundamental 

attitudes for achieving the integration of CP actions for the first time in the firm.  

 

Stage 4 – Monitoring & control of CP implementations: It was the final stage of the pilot 

Project. Two months after the implementation of the short term cleaner technologies, their 

performance and immediate results were measured. Two reports, a technical and an 

administrative report both elaborated by the CRPML, summarized the final results of the project.  

A review of the final technical report showed that primarily environmental, process and financial 

indicators were measured. The first two types of indicators were calculated by the CPE based 

mainly on wastewater laboratory analysis, and the last one by the OAM (the savings obtained).  

http://www.linguee.es/ingles-espanol/traduccion/conscientious.html
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Baseline indicators defined in the diagnosis stage were compared to final indicators, in order to 

measure the decrease of production costs and pollution levels. The CRPML staff used diverse CP 

tools to measure and analyze the final eco-indicators, such as: eco-balance and flow diagram. 

According to the OAM, the CRPML’s staff failed in the transfer of such CP tools, as they made a 

“weak” transfer process and oriented to only a few workers. They taught us some, but not all what 

we needed to know about the tools, said the OAM.  

 

On the other side, a review of the final administrative report showed that the efficiency of 

the CRPML’s work was evaluated at the end of the project, but not its effectiveness. Evaluations 

to estimate the effectiveness and usefulness of the CP transfer mechanisms being used by the 

CRPML throughout the project were not conducted by the executor organization (CRPML) or the 

donor (EA). In particular, OL aspects like whether the firm’s staff was effectively learning about 

CP or not, or whether they were effectively developing OL skills and capacities around CP, or 

whether they liked the CP training sessions and activities or not, or whether a change of perception 

and attitudes about CP was occurring or not, were not evaluated throughout the project. The 

evaluation of the project was mainly a task of the executor organization, the CRPML.  

 

Small-scale but significant benefits were obtained by applying simple CP actions, as the 

evaluation showed. For example, the consumption of drinking water and energy in the plating 

process was reduced by 13% and 44% respectively, and the use of chemicals decreased as well, 

which brought significant savings of money without affecting the quality of the finished product. 

Fruitful results and savings encouraged OMs to immediately start the routinization of the 

implemented CP alternatives and fully integrate them in the production process. Once the project 

was completed, the OAM started, led and carried out the routinization process by her own. Her 

perception of CP instantly changed, she was deeply convinced CP was beneficial for her firm and 

the environment. According to her, worker’s perception changed as well since they were all more 
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conscious of the importance of taking care of water resources and becoming a more 

environmentally responsible firm. 

 

I created water and material consumption monitoring forms, and shared them with my 

workers, to track and control the use of resources in the production process. By using these 

forms and with the support of workers, the CP implemented actions were routinized and 

maintained after the project was completed. The CRPML staff didn’t provide me with any 

tool to keep promoting and implementing CP in my firm. They had the CP knowledge, not 

us. 

 

The CRPML failed in providing knowledge and tools for the continuous improvement and 

institutionalization of CP, as expressed by the OAM. She argued the CP outsider could have 

helped them with the elaboration of documents that eased the follow-up, control and on-going 

implementation of the applied CP actions by their own. According to her, concrete and practical 

guides, such as the solid waste management plan (required by the EA), would have been very 

useful for continuous improvement and institutionalization of CP purposes. No CP 

institutionalization tools were found in the CRPML’s reports of Project 1.  

 

 

 

In summary, the EA put pressure on the OMs, beginning the process of intuiting with the 

guidance of the CRPML. The CP outsider raised their knowledge and interest in exploring new 

CP alternatives by their own. The CPE showed them diverse cleaner technologies for the 

electroplating industry in theory. The OAM visited two electroplating firms to start exploring how 

these CP technologies worked in practice. By conducting team work activities promoted by the 

OAM, the OMs and the shop floor workers were able to begin the process of intuiting and 

interpreting CP alternatives by their own. The CRPML and the OMs jointly developed a CP action 

plan. With the CPE guidance and support, and the proactive attitude of the workers toward CP, 
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the firm was able to start the integration process of simple CP actions defined in the action plan. 

Savings obtained and the effectiveness of the cleaner technologies changed the OMs perception 

and attitude toward CP and convinced them to integrate them in the production process. By 

developing and promoting the application of water and material consumption forms by the workers, 

the OAM started and completed the routinization process of the applied CP alternatives. Thus, the 

first CP actions were fully integrated to the firm. The CCC industry reached the Integration Plus 

level in this pilot project.  

 

PROJECT 2: 

Both the CRPML and the CCC firm, based on mutual trust and highly satisfied with the 

results of the pilot project (Project 1), decided to jointly write a new CP proposal and submitted it 

to Fomipyme for financing. The CRPML identified the financing source and took the initiative to 

invite the firm to work together. In 2009, the proposal was approved, allowing the CCC firm starting 

its second CP project one year after Project 1 was completed. The CRPML besides being the 

knowledge provider became a path for the firm to access financial resources for continuing its 

transformation towards CP.  

   

Fomipyme was a funding line provided by the Ministry of Commerce of Colombia, which 

was a source concerned about the improvement of the productivity and competitiveness of the 

MSMEs. In line with Fomipyme, the project aimed to improve the overall efficiency of the CCC firm 

by applying CP throughout the production process. Although the environmental performance 

improvement was a clear objective, the efficiency increase was the main goal. Efficiency is the 

ability to produce something without wasting or with a minimum expenditure of materials, time, 

energy, money and efforts, which is precisely the final goal of cleaner technologies.   
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In particular, the project focused efforts on improving the efficiency of three production 

processes: degreasing, nickel and zinc plating, previously identified in Project 1 as 

environmentally critical areas. While Project 1 provided a general overview of CP solutions to 

solve the many environmental failures of the CCC firm, Project 2 was centered on the identification 

and implementation of specific cleaner technologies in key areas clearly identified. Specific goals 

were defined for key areas: 15% decrease in materials and resources consumption, 80% reduction 

of heavy metals content in wastewater, 30% reduction of hazardous waste generation, and 15% 

decrease in energy consumption. All goals pointed to a 10% increase in the overall efficiency of 

the CCC firm. Undoubtedly, Project 1 gave the OMs the knowledge, stimulus and confidence they 

needed to engage in a new and much more demanding CP project. 

 

We were not afraid of CP anymore, we were convinced of its benefits and we were actually 

very ambitious this time. We wanted to keep saving money and fulfill the legislation by 

implementing more complex environmental technologies at three specific critical 

processes. We knew we were incapable of doing so on our own, so the project was the 

way for us to get the financial, human and material resources we needed. 

 

Primarily technical, environmental and financial objectives and goals were set for Project 

2. Objectives and goals clearly pointing to the institutionalization, continuous improvement, and 

sustainability of CP actions and knowledge within the firm, were not included. This was reflected 

in the expectations actors had around the project. Interviews’ results showed the expectations of 

both the firm’s and the CRPML’s staff were not connected to the institutionalization of CP, but to 

the possibility of immediate and tangible financial, technical and environmental results. 

  

I expected to see visible changes that could be checked first-hand by measuring specific 

indicators, such as water and energy consumption, said the FE. I wanted to see an 
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improved and optimized plating process, expressed the SFW1 & 2.  We, as the OMs were 

expecting concrete pollution reduction results, fulfill the law, and saving even more money.  

 

The scope, goals, objectives and methodology of the project were jointly defined by the 

CRPML’s staff and the OMs, who agreed to take a participatory approach for the development of 

the project. According to the OAM, being able to have a more active role throughout the project 

was a key aspect that motivated them to initiate a second CP experience. 

 

This project was completely different. Our knowledge and opinions were taken into account 

from the very beginning; we were even invited to formulate the proposal. We could express 

our needs and expectations and include them in the proposal. By this time, we had a better 

understanding of CP. We wanted to and felt capable of generating new ideas around CP, 

so we did it.  

 

Project 2 allowed the firm to continue implementing the previously defined CP action plan, 

and begin the identification and implementation of more complex CP and EOP technologies, which 

involved a large work team. The team was formed by different external and internal actors, as 

follows:  

i) The CRPML’s staff, which included one CP professional, one CPE and one FE: The CP 

professional was a civil engineer with the role of project manager. The CPE was the same 

expert involved in project 1, specialized in pollution prevention in electroplating processes. 

The FE was a sanitary engineer, recent graduate, with high knowledge on end of pipe 

technologies and low prior knowledge on CP alternatives.  However, CP was a topic that 

called his attention and he was highly motivated to learn about it. The CPE led the CP 

implementations, and the FE supported and supervised them in the field. Throughout the 

length of the project, the CPE conducted a week-long visit a month (eight hours per day), 
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and the FE was at the production plant at least four days a week (six to eight hours per 

day);  

 

ii) Specialized consultants in energy efficiency and civil engineering areas: The process of 

selection of such consultants was led by the CRPML. One expert and one professional 

were hired for supporting each area, for a total of four additional external consultants. They 

conducted continuous visits to the firm, which became more frequent according to the 

stage and needs of the project;  

 

iii) The firm’s OMs and two shop floor workers: The shop floor worker 1 (SFW1) was the 

electroplating technician, a software technician by training. The shop floor worker 2 (SFW2) 

was the store room manager, a software engineer by career. In particular, the OAM was 

the deputy project manager: My role was expanded from being a mere beneficiary in 

Project 1 to co-managing the Project 2. 

 

iv) Two supervisors assigned by Fomipyme who monitored, at least every three months, the 

technical and financial performance of the project.  

  

I think the highlight of the project was having all those experts and professionals guiding 

and supporting us practically 24/7. When they were not at the production plant we just 

called them anytime to solve any doubt about the project. As the project was only for our 

firm, all of them were completely concentrated on us. That “immersion” of professionals 

and experts definitively eased the transfer of CP and EOP more complex technologies and 

made possible their effective implementation. I can say this was what I liked most a about 

the project; the continuous interaction with them definitely raised our knowledge, 
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confidence and motivated us to implement CP technologies we never imagined a few years 

ago, expressed the OAM.   

 

The functions and roles of each member of the work team, except for the Fomipyme’s staff, 

were jointly defined by the CRPML and the CCC firm. The external members’ role and their level 

of interaction with the firm’s staff determined the degree of importance and influence of the 

external members over the CP transfer process within the firm. The CPE and the FE were 

recognized, by the OMs and SFWs, as the more relevant actors for the CP transfer process. 

According to them, they maintained a strong presence and a high level of interaction with the firm’s 

staff throughout the project. They effectively led and supervised the project at all times and on all 

fronts, and frequently visited the plant. In particular, having the FE all the time at the production 

plant, helping the SFWs do the tasks assigned by the CPE, was key to facilitating and monitoring 

the introduction and implementation of CP actions, according to the OAM.  In a similar way, the 

SFWs considered the CPE and FE as the most important actors, and ignored the roles or 

importance of other members. This demonstrates that the CPE and the FE were recognized as 

the actors who had the greatest level of influence on the CP transfer process within the firm.  

 

As expressed by the SFWs, the people who participated in the project were: the CPE who 

was the Director of the project and the one with the knowledge. The FE was his assistant, 

and who helped us to understand, do and supervise the tasks. He was the bridge between 

us and the CPE, when the CPE was not at the plant and we needed to ask him something. 

The civil engineers who basically helped with the construction of the wastewater treatment 

plant. 

 

Before starting the Project 2, both the OMs and the CRPML’s staff explained to the SFWs 

the project’s scope and goals, and their roles, functions and responsibilities in this new initiative. 
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The CPE helped further explain the expected technical and environmental results of the project. 

Despite the OMs were better qualified in CP, the CP outsider support to share the information 

about the new project with the SFWs proved to be still required. The CP outsider was key to 

transfer the new CP information from the individual to the group level. Being highly interested in 

environmental topics and having seen the benefits of applying CP in Project 1, both the SFW1 

and SFW2 showed great interest and readiness to participate in Project 2. In particular, SFW2 

found CP as a personal desire and commitment: I wanted to continue contributing to the 

improvement of the environmental performance of the firm. Helping cleaning up the environment 

makes you feel a better human being.  Project 2 followed four stages:  

 

Stage 1: Elaboration of the technical and environmental baseline: It aimed to 

determine the environmental performance and technological conditions of the degreasing, nickel 

and zinc processes, and the wastewater quality at the beginning of the project. On-site 

measurements, wastewater sample collection and analysis, and energy efficiency analysis, were 

some of the activities performed during the first two months of the project for collecting data for 

baseline purposes. Shop floor workers helped with measuring the consumption of resources and 

materials in selected processes, following the instructions of the CPE and the FE. Other specific 

measurements were only performed by the FE. A tendency to restrict the role of SFWs to perform 

certain measurement activities was observed by them. However, according to the SFW1, he and 

his colleague (SFW2) found the way to become more involved in this stage of the project.  

 

I was very curious of what the FE was measuring, I wanted to know what he was doing 

and what that was for. So, I just approached him and started chatting. I asked him about 

everything he was doing. He was so friendly and open and explained everything to me. I 

found it very interesting and useful. So, from then on, I didn’t leave him for a second.  That’s 

how I started learning the importance of measuring and how to do it. 
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Collected data (raw information) was analyzed and interpreted by the CPE and the FE, 

using CP tools like flow diagrams and mass balances.  They turned raw information into initial 

indicators, which formed the Base Line that described the environmental and technical efficiency 

of the three processes of interest, at the start of the project. Each indicator’s calculated value, its 

meaning and usefulness in relation to the efficiency of those processes, were explained to the 

OMs by the CPE and the FE. According to the OAM, the CRPML’s staff failed in the transfer of 

such CP tools, as they made a “weak” transfer process and mainly oriented to the OMs. According 

to the OAM, the CRPML’s staff taught them some, but not all what they needed to know about the 

tools. Therefore, learning in depth about them and their importance for baseline purposes, was 

largely an initiative of the firm’s staff.  

 

  

The commitments made before Fomipyme (the expected results) forced us to learn how to 

build a baseline. We had never done that before; we didn’t use to perform such detailed 

measurements of our process. We didn’t really know our process, and had no idea where 

we were standing. But now we had to show Fomipyme we had improved our efficiency at 

the end of the project; and the only way to do that was comparing before and after the 

project.  We realized we needed to accurately measure and build our baseline the best we 

could. We approached the CPE and the FE and learned from them. This project was a 

serious commitment with the Colombian government, it was an obligation not a game.  

 

While Fomipyme encouraged the firm’s staff to learn how to build a baseline, the CPE and 

the FE were the main source of knowledge for this purpose. The learning attitude of the firm’s staff 

and the openness of the CRPML’s staff to teach them, were equally essential for a successful 

learning process. Both the donor (Fomipyme) and the CP knowledge provider proved to be 

important for the development of skills and capacities within the firm for the identification of 
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efficiency failures and potential CP alternatives to solve them. Gaining in depth knowledge of such 

failures awoke the firms’ staff need to develop capacities for exploring (intuiting) efficiency 

improvement alternatives. People don’t feel the need to fix or improve something, when it’s 

apparently working well, as expressed by the OAM.  

 

The CRPML’s staff summarized, in the baseline report, the initial efficiency performance 

conditions and indicators of the three processes of interest. All of them were found to be obsolete 

and highly inefficient processes. Zinc-cyanide plating processes that generated a large volume of 

effluents containing excessive amounts of cyanide, and open-loop plating processes that 

significantly increased the waste of materials, water, time, and energy and production costs, are 

some examples of the obsolete and inefficient processes found in the CCC industry. In addition, 

high levels of BOD, QOD, oils and fats, Nickel, Zinc, and Cyanide in wastewater, revealed a highly 

negative environmental impact of the three plating processes.   

 

The baseline report was primarily focused on technical and environmental indicators, 

including a few social issues, and ignoring OL aspects. An interview to find out how SFWs felt 

about their working place, the health risk factors they found while doing their job, and their 

knowledge around CP, was conducted at the beginning of the project. All workers were satisfied 

with their job; however, they were concerned with the direct exposure to chemical products every 

day. They had learned about the health risks associated to direct exposure in Project 1. Interviews 

revealed the level of knowledge of the firm’s staff, about more complex CP technologies, was very 

low. The CPE and the FE started training the OMs and workers moving from basic to more 

complex topics. We had to start with the trainings all over again, expressed the OAM.  

 

Stage 2: Design of CP alternatives: It included the design of new open-loop degreasing, 

nickel and zinc systems, the automation design for the plating area, and the hydro-sanitary design 
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of the waste water treatment plant (WWTP) to be implemented. The design stage took two months. 

All design processes were led and supervised by the CPE, with particular support of specialized 

consultants in the civil engineering and energy areas. They conducted a series of theoretical and 

practical trainings to share with the OMs and workers the different technological possibilities or 

variations for the implementation of open-loop plating systems, the construction of the WWTP, 

and the automation of the plating plant. Fourteen trainings were conducted during this stage. CP 

outsiders were key for the transfer of new technical CP knowledge to the CCC’s staff. 

   

Trainings that presented CP implementations in national firms were found very useful by SFW1; 

The CPE showed us examples of other Colombian industries that implemented open-loop 

systems and WWTPs. These real national cases showed us it was possible to do it. It 

motivated and helped us raising awareness and knowledge. This moved us to start 

exchanging ideas on how the technologies we saw in other industries could be best 

adapted in our production plant. I found these trainings very useful, I really enjoyed them.  

Similarly, the FE stated that presenting national CP cases was a good strategy to motivate SFWs 

to apply CP;  

Trainings that showed practical cases were much more interesting for the SFWs. On the 

contrary, when the CPE focused on technical concepts, you could see the SFWs falling 

asleep in the middle of the conference. SFWs are so active, they are not used to be sitting 

in class, you really need to keep them motivated. 

 

In addition, plant walkdowns were conducted as practical trainings to show OMs and 

workers the environmental and technological inefficiencies in the processes of interest.  During 

the walkdowns, the different CP professionals and experts showed and explained the deficiencies 

and the potential CP alternatives to correct them. Each alternative was analyzed (interpreted) on-
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site between the CP outsiders and the firm’s staff. According to the OMs and SFWs, they were 

free to ask as many questions as they had, and all experts and professionals were extremely 

friendly and ready to help them understand the potential technologies and solve their concerns. 

Both the CP outsiders and the firm’s staff stressed trainings (practical and theoretical), that 

promote dialogue and reflection among actors, as key elements in the intuiting and interpretation 

processes. 

 

The OAM created an environmental committee, a group of four people from the firm (two 

managers and two shop floor workers of the most critical environmental areas): OM, OAM, SFW1 

and SFW2. The committees’ functions included the research, identification, analysis and selection 

of the most suitable CP and EOP alternatives for the firm. The committee worked together with 

the CP outsiders. The OMs became an integral part of the group. OMs stopped being the 

individuals who mainly intuited and helped with the transfer of new CP information to the group of 

workers, and formally became part of the group in charge of the environmental actions. The OMs 

moved from the individual level to the group level to further support and promote the joint 

development of environmental initiatives. Rather than imposing their own ideas, OMs were very 

open to new ideas, which encouraged SFWs to become more active within the committee, as  

expressed by the SFWs.  According to the OAM, all workers were given the opportunity to express 

their ideas and suggestions to reach the environmental goals of the firm.  

   

Most ideas came from the SFWs not from us (the OMs). Even if we had an idea in our 

mind, we waited until it came from the SFWs. We wanted them to see it as their own idea, 

not as something imposed by us. That strategy helped us a lot to reduce potential 

resistance to cleaner technologies and conflicts among the committee’s members. 
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A participatory management style allowed a deep involvement of SFWs and the 

development of their capacities in the identification (intuiting), analysis and selection (interpreting) 

of cleaner technologies. According to the OAM, it’s extremely important to engage SFWs as they 

are who know best the particularities of the production process, and who will deal directly with the 

CP technological changes. The best ideas, the most useful and simple at the same time, usually 

come from SFWs. In addition, all workers were allowed to constantly interact with the CP 

consultants, which increased their knowledge and skills and motivated them to collaborate in the 

shift to CP. The immersion of CP consultants promoted dialogue and reflection spaces around 

CP, within the firm and between external and internal actors, even if the development of internal 

relationships was not a target of the project.  

 

Stage 3: Implementation & standardization of CP technologies: CP alternatives 

defined from the writing of the proposal and adjusted during the design stage of the project, were 

put into practice. Fomipyme and the CCC firm jointly financed the implementations. Fomipyme’s 

funds greatly supported consultancy services and the implementation of prototypes for wastewater 

treatment and automation processes. Implementations occurred in a period of eight months. The 

following medium complexity CP and EOP actions were implemented.  

 

Plating process implementations: 

i. Implementation of closed-loop recovery systems form degreasing, nickel and zinc 

processes. Closed-loop systems allow continuous solution maintenance and rinse water 

recovery (recycling the treated effluent/solution back into the process). Thus, closed-loop 

systems reduce water use and rinse water volumes discharged to drains or the wastewater 

treatment plant significantly;  

ii. Replacement of cyanide-based zinc plating processes by acid chloride zinc processes 

(cyanide-free solutions), which implied a complete change of technology in the zinc plating 
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area. Acid chloride zinc process is easy to operate, and results in higher plating speed, 

lower power consumption, better metal finishing quality, and no cyanide neutralisation cost; 

iii. Design and start-up of a small plating laboratory for performing plating solution analysis 

that allows an on-going and strict chemical control of the plating baths in house; 

iv. Reorganization of plant layout for a more logical and efficient process flow, and for the 

improvement of solid and liquid waste management.  

 

End of Pipe implementations: 

v. Design, construction and start-up of the industrial waste water treatment plant (WWTP). 

As the legislation limits the amount of dissolved heavy metals and other effluents that can 

be released into the sewer system, industry CCC implemented an in-house WWTP to 

remove contaminants from their waste water. The CPE led this activity, with the support of 

a group of civil engineers who were in charge of the architectonic designs and construction.  

 

Energy efficiency implementations: 

vi. Plant automation for improving plating process control (time and temperature mainly), 

which results in better quality of products and the increase of overall productivity and 

efficiency.  The CPE led this process, with the support of a group of electrical engineers 

who performed the automation process.  

 

CP outsiders conducted trainings and provided continuous support to the firm’s staff during 

the implementation stage. Twenty trainings were conducted in this stage. By using a 

learning by doing approach, the OMs and SFWs were encouraged to gradually put into 

practice what CP outsiders taught them. The technical aspects of the implementation stage 
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were mainly led by the CPE and supervised by the FE. Other management and 

organizational aspects, required for a successful implementation process, were led by the 

OMs (i.e., coordination of planned temporary shutdowns for construction activities).    

 

According to the OAM, learning by doing methodologies greatly helped them to absorb 

new CP Knowledge. 

 

The CPE constantly left implementation tasks to be performed by us. Each task allowed 

us to gradually start testing and introducing the new CP technologies. Each of them was a 

challenge since they were completely new to all SFWs, including myself. Each task forced 

us to think about the best way to do it. 

 

We had to help thinking about how to adapt the technologies. The CPE gave us the main 

idea or general knowledge about the technology, and we had to digest that knowledge and 

adapt it to our conditions. The FE supported us and supervised our progress, and we (as 

the management) constantly encouraged the SFWs to give ideas to apply the 

technologies.   

  

The learning by doing methodology encouraged both the OMs and SFWs to actively 

engage in the cleaner technologies implementation stage, and share ideas among themselves to 

ease the CP adoption processes. The exchange of ideas on how the implementation process was 

going began simply with informal talks in the production plant, what the SFWs called “corridor 

gossips”. Simple ideas and minor modifications of the technologies, which ensured a better 

adaption of them to the CCC’s production plant conditions, came from these informal gatherings. 

The need of major modifications was sometimes identified (intuited) through informal talks and 
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immediately transferred to the CPE for support. Informal gatherings became the birthplace of 

ideas, and a space for them to share, cooperate and innovate. Informal and intense internal 

relationships, based on trust and cooperation, proved to be a key element for the successful 

integration of CP technologies.  

 

In addition, the good learning attitude from all the staff of the firm and the teaching 

willingness from the CP outsiders were both essential for achieving a successful integration of the 

new cleaner technologies. Even the OAM, whose job was totally focused on administrative 

aspects, decided to get deeply involved in the technical aspects of the wastewater treatment plant 

(WWTP) and learned how to operate it by herself. Both the OAM and the SFW2, who had no prior 

knowledge on the sanitary engineering area, were trained by the CPE and the FE. Theoretical and 

practical training sessions (such as pilot tests) were conducted to introduce wastewater treatment 

concepts, wastewater quality control, and chemical dosage and sludge management methods. As 

a result, they successfully learned how to operate, control and maintain the WWTP. 

 

We are very few people in our firm. Only one person trained in a new and different process 

was too risky, what if something went wrong? That’s why I decided to learn how to operate 

the WWTP as well, so I could provide support in case it was required. It was a huge 

challenge for me (the OAM), but it couldn’t be that difficult, and I knew it was possible for 

me to learn. 

 

Both the OAM and the SFWs agreed all activities or CP transfer mechanisms used by the 

CP outsiders to support the learning processes around CP during the implementation stage were 

very useful. However, on-site pilot tests were found as the most useful activities to learn how to 

integrate the new CP technologies, as they allowed workers to see the theory in practice. Practical 
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exercises allowed them a better understanding, by testing and proving the theory, which at the 

same time motivated them to keep learning and implementing, as the SFWs expressed. In a 

similar way, setting up a small wastewater quality laboratory inside the CCC’s facilities enabled 

them to frequently perform pilot tests, and measure and control the quality of their plating baths 

and wastewater by themselves. The idea of the laboratory came from the CPE, who supervised 

its implementation and trained the firm’s staff on its operation. As expressed by the OAM, all 

workers agreed that was the right decision to do as the laboratory brought great benefits to the 

firm. 

 

The lab allowed us to control our plating processes and the WWTP performance. It enabled 

us to detect and solve any failure or deficiency of the plating baths in time and by ourselves.  

It also enabled us to perform trial and error tests for continuous improvement purposes. 

We stopped paying external laboratories for bath analysis services. The production plant 

was stopped at least three days while waiting for the lab results, which was a huge waste 

of time and money. We were completely inefficient before; the lab completely changed our 

attitude and performance. We gained knowledge, confidence, and autonomy.   

 

The transfer of simple technological tools as the lab, which besides increasing the firm’s 

efficiency gave it autonomy in its performance, was crucial for the development of skills and 

capacities for the integration and continuous improvement of CP technologies. The CP outsider, 

in particular the CPE, was a key actor for the identification, selection and the effective transfer of 

proper technological tools that speeded up and eased the CP integration processes in the CCC 

firm. 
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On the other side, co-financing from Fomipyme greatly helped the firm with the 

implementation of more complex CP alternatives, such as the real-scale automation prototype 

installed in the plating area. This prototype allowed testing energy efficiency technologies in a 

critical area in terms of negative environmental impact and energy consumption. SMEs frequently 

lack financial and technical resources for technological innovation, especially those of higher 

complexity levels.  The prototype was the way to put in practice, test, learn to operate, and finally 

integrate more complex technologies, which hadn’t been possible without the CP outsiders’ 

financial and technical support. CP outsiders, providing prototypes, were key actors for the 

integration of more complex CP technologies in the CCC firm. As expressed by the OAM, 

prototypes were undoubtedly a motivator to adopt CP.  

 

We small industries are often afraid of risking our limited financial resources in little known 

technologies (at least little known in the plating industries of our region). The fact that 

Fomipyme provided us with specialized consultants and money for equipment, was a big 

motivator to move on to more complex technologies. We hadn’t done so without them. 

 

Finally, a process of standardization (routinization) of all the implemented technologies 

started, once it was proved all of them functioned well. After their implementation, during a period 

of two months, all processes modified with cleaner technologies were adjusted to achieve greater 

efficiency. Through the routinization process all new technologies were fully integrated in the 

production process. As the standardization process was included as one of the main stages of the 

project, it was jointly led and supported by the CP outsiders and the firm’s staff.  

 

Stage 4: Monitoring and evaluation. It was the final stage of the Fomipyme project. The 

performance and immediate results of the standardized cleaner processes were measured during 
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the last two months of the project.  Final results were summarized in an evaluation report jointly 

elaborated by the CCC firm and the CRPML. Primarily environmental, process and financial 

indicators were measured. Initial indicators defined in the baseline were compared to final 

indicators, in order to measure the decrease of production costs and pollution levels, and the 

resulting increase of efficiency. The CPE defined the methodology to be followed for the evaluation 

process. Although the CPE and the FE led and supervised the evaluation process, the 

environmental committee was significantly involved in the measurement and calculation of final 

indicators. The CRPML staff used diverse CP tools to measure and analyze the final indicators, 

such as: eco-balance, inefficiency costs, eco-indicators, and flow diagram. Some of these tools 

were taught to the OAM or to specific workers. However, according to the FE, it could be said that 

the CRPML failed in the transfer of these tools to the firm’s staff as they were provided with very 

basic information.  

 

The firm’s staff was not formally trained on CP tools. They were provided with a basic 

understanding of the CP tools; basic conceptual aspects through informal conversations. 

There was no training day dedicated to this topic, nor practical sessions to explain them 

how you use them.  

 

It was us, SFWs and myself (OAM), who decided to learn about these tools, because we 

knew we had to demonstrate concrete results to Fomipyme. We asked the CPE and the 

FE what they were about and learned to calculate indicators using them. 

 

On the other side, the review of the final report showed that the evaluation was focused on 

outputs rather than on outcomes. In other words, it was focused on immediate integration results 

rather than on measuring institutionalization results or initial signs of institutionalization of CP. This 
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type of evaluation was considered appropriate by the OAM and the FE as it allowed the 

measurement of immediate changes and benefits, what the FE defined as “tangible data”.  

 

In addition, the effectiveness and usefulness of the CP transfer mechanisms, used by the 

CP outsiders for the integration and institutionalization of CP throughout the project, was not 

evaluated by the managers of the project (CRPML & CCC firm) or the donor (Fomipyme). In 

particular, OL aspects like whether the firm’s staff was effectively learning about CP or not, or 

whether they were effectively developing OL skills and capacities around CP, or whether they 

liked the CP training sessions and activities or not, or whether a change of perception and attitudes 

about CP was occurring or not, was perceived but not formally evaluated throughout the project, 

as expressed by the FE and the OAM. Learning processes of the firm were not formally analyzed 

at the beginning of the project, but gradually recognized through the frequent interaction between 

the firm’s staff and the CPE and FE. As stated by the FE, an OL approach was not part of the 

CRPML’s CP transfer methodology, which was primarily based on technical aspects. In particular, 

the FE said not knowing about the OL concept by the time the project started and throughout it; 

however, he completely agreed CP transfer processes were necessarily continuous learning 

processes within the firm. 

 

According to the evaluation results, the implementation of more complex CP technologies 

brought large-scale social, environmental and financial benefits, which led to an important 

efficiency increase. The results were consistently cleaner plating wastewater, reduced electricity 

use, reduced drinking water consumption for plating processes, better wastewater quality, and 

reduced chemicals consumption and hazardous waste generation. Reduced use of materials and 

resources generated less waste management costs, which resulted in large savings of money and 

time. Through the implementation of CP and complementary EOP (WWTP) technologies a 94% 

reduction in heavy metal content in wastewater was achieved, which allowed the firm to meet the 
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requirements of the environmental legislation. All the objectives and target goals of the project 

were fulfilled. The most relevant final indicators are summarized in Table 6.5. 

 

Table 6.5: Final indicators Project 2 – Case CCC 

Aspect Indicator name Unit  Baseline 
indicator 

Final 
indicator 

% 
Reduction 

Open-loop systems results: 

Time and 
material 
savings 

Zinc-plating 
cycle time 

Min/cycle 60 30 50% 

Cyanide 
consumption 

Kg CN/Ton of 
processed 
material 

6.81 2.51 63% 

Caustic soda 
consumption 

Kg NaOH/Ton of 
processed 
material 

9.21 4.42 52% 

Decrease of 
heavy 
metals 
content in 
wastewaster  

Nickel content 
(concentration 
in wastewater) 

mg/l 41.9 1.63 96% 

Zinc content 
(concentration 
in wastewaster) 

mg/l 13.2 0.15 99% 

Copper content 
(concentration 
in wastewater) 

mg/l 1.04 0.14 86% 

Decrease of 
hazardous 
waste 
generation 

Decrease of 
hazardous 
sludge 
generation 

Kg/month 127,08 72.00 43% 

 

Specific social benefits were reported as well by all people interviewed: It’s possible now 

to breath freely, the plant is now a “free acid” zone where is not difficult to breath anymore. In 

addition, all of them agreed the project greatly increased their knowledge, skills and capacities 

around CP. Other organizational benefits were found by the OAM, such as new market 

opportunities: Currently, we are the only enterprise in Colombia that produces cyanide-free metal 

pieces for bags, as required in new green markets. We became the only “green” provider of a 

Colombian purses manufacturer that exports to the EU. 
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Institutionalization findings (after the project):  

An interview and a field visit, conducted by the researcher six years after the Fomipyme 

project was completed, showed that the CCC firm had successfully institutionalized and sustained 

the CP knowledge overtime. Both OMs and SFWs agreed that the Fomipyme project enabled 

them to look for new CP information (intuit), analyze CP alternatives and formulate CP proposals 

(interpret), implement them (integrate) and control, sustain and improve them (institutionalize) by 

their own.  In other words, the project helped them to successfully develop their OL skills and 

capacities around CP, which were essential for the continuous improvement and sustainability of 

CP technologies and knowledge within the firm.  

 

According to the OAM and the SFWs, the CP outsiders failed in providing knowledge and 

tools for the continuous improvement and institutionalization of CP.  In particular, the OAM argued 

CP outsiders could have more effectively helped them with the elaboration of documents that 

eased the follow-up, control and on-going implementation of the applied CP actions on their own. 

According to the FE, they provided them with enough knowledge and tools for the 

institutionalization of CP, such as operation manuals with step by step instructions for each new 

CP plating process, and a laboratory manual that summarized the management protocols of the 

wastewater lab. The OAM found these tools appropriate for routinizing specific CP actions but not 

enough for taking CP to the institutional level. CP outsiders provided the basis for institutionalizing 

CP; however did not fully support this process. Before the end of the project (and after it was 

completed), the OAM with the support of the SFWs started the design and implementation of 

diverse formal mechanisms for the institutionalization of CP, such as:  

 

i. CP management and monitoring tools, which included the integrated hazardous waste 

management plan and process control forms to monitor the environmental efficiency of 
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each plating process (to be compared to defined efficiency/performance indicators). The 

plan contains specific environmental goals to be gradually achieved, which directly 

promotes the continuous improvement around CP; 

ii. The participatory design of the new firm’s vision based on a CP approach;  

iii. Radical changes of organizational aspects, such as modifications in the organizational 

structure to create new green positions (i.e., the WWTP operator), and the definition of 

new green institutional values, objectives and goals. The latter aimed to ensure any new 

potential technology or any technological modification is based on pollution prevention 

principles.  

 

Long after the project was completed the firm’s staff proved to remain fully committed to 

continue promoting the diffusion of CP within the firm. By using the acquired skills and capacities, 

both the OMs and the SFWs, identified and implemented new CP alternatives in the production 

plant. All of these were viewed by the researcher during the field visit as follows:  

i. The implementation of digital rectifiers for pulse plating, which replaced obsolete high 

energy-demanding equipment, was promoted by the OMs. 

 

We heard about them, so we googled it, and traveled to Miami to explore new energy 

efficiency alternatives; that’s how we found the rectifiers, and immediately bought and 

implemented them. We just followed the installation guide and successfully installed and 

tested them; 

 

ii. The implementation of flexible pipes which brought to end the clogging problems they had 

in the WWTP with the old rigid pipes. This idea was intuited and successfully promoted 

and implemented by the SFWs; 
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iii. The direct reuse of all treated wastewater back in the production process. The CPE gave 

the reuse idea, which later was put into practice by the OMs and the SFWs. One hundred 

percent of treated wastewater is reused.   

 

In particular, the skills and capacities of the OAM and the SFWs to intuit and interpret new 

CP innovations were evidenced in the interviews. All of them mentioned specific CP alternatives 

suitable to be implemented, identified by themselves, and the potential “pros and cons” of such 

implementations. Rain water harvesting and use for cleaning purposes and sanitary facilities, and 

the implementation of a more aggressive energy efficiency program, were some of the CP 

initiatives proposed by the firm’s staff. All interviewed people showed a high knowledge level and 

expertise around CP. All were committed and motivated to continue applying CP, as they consider 

CP as a moral duty for the firm.  

 

Although the development of OL capacities around CP was evident, both OMs and SFWs 

agreed that CP outsiders were - and continue to be – essential actors for the integration and 

institutionalization of new CP knowledge. According to them, CP outsiders are particularly needed 

to correct failures of the production process, update CP knowledge and introduce emerging CP 

innovations, which are common CP continuous improvement actions highly motivated by the 

institutionalization of CP.  

 

We practically don’t have access to information on CP in plating industries. There is very 

little and primarily in English. CP outsiders are our best option to access new information 

on CP. We haven’t been trained on CP since the project was completed. I occasionally try 

to do some research on my own. 
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As a strategy to gain new knowledge around CP, the OAM has joined a regional CP & 

women learning alliance formed by women from different industrial sectors and the academy. In 

this network, all women share their stories trying to green their industries, and give and receive 

feedback.  

 

The women network is an opportunity for me to promote CP and learn more about it. 

Seeing other women fighting for greening their industries is exciting and motivating. The 

network is also a channel to raise funds for our CP initiatives; a way to access CP experts 

and equipment. We have written and submitted CP proposals for continuing the promotion 

of CP in our region. 

 

 

The firm’s staff commitment to sustain the CP technologies integrated during the project 

and to continue developing and implementing new CP alternatives, the creation of formal 

mechanisms to keep promoting CP in the firm, the radical organizational changes performed to 

ensure the continuous improvement of CP, and the openness and willingness of the OAM to be 

part of CP learning alliances, are clear signs that CP has been effectively institutionalized and is 

embedded at all levels within the firm. CP has been internalized at the heart of the CCC firm.  

 

In summary, the positive results obtained by applying simple CP actions in Project 1 

encouraged the CRPML and the OMs to engage in a second project, which aimed to apply more 

complex CP technologies. The CRPML and the OMs jointly developed and submitted a CP 

proposal to Fomipyme (a financial fund of the Ministry of Commerce of Colombia), which was 

approved for financing. Project 2 brought together different CP consultants and professionals, who 

worked with the firm’s staff on exploring (intuiting) and interpreting the most suitable CP 

technologies for the firm. All stakeholders agreed to use a participatory approach for the 

development of the project, by which all were free to express their ideas, opinions and concerns. 
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CP outsiders frequently visited the firm and were always available when a query arose. Strong 

interaction with CP outsiders enhanced the firm’s staff knowledge and skills around CP, eased 

and allowed the full integration of complex cleaner technologies. The OAM began the 

institutionalization of CP by making radical organizational changes, and creating formal 

mechanisms for its diffusion and sustainability within the firm. Six years after Project 2 was 

completed, the firm stills shows a continuous improvement around CP, by integrating new cleaner 

technologies (identified and interpreted by all workers) and promoting CP knowledge sharing 

initiatives in the region. It can be concluded that the firm achieved the Institutionalization Level, 

since it has effectively internalized CP at the heart of the organization. CP is embedded at all 

levels within the firm. Project 2 was considered as a very successful and enriching experience by 

both the CP outsiders and the firm’s staff. 

 

The CCC firm became the first small electroplating industry in successfully adopting CP 

technologies at regional level. It became an inspirational example and a model for other small 

enterprises that urgently need to change their environmental behavior. Its pollution prevention 

achievements are highly recognized by the regional and national environmental authorities, and 

have been included in the national CP guideline published by the Ministry of Environment of 

Colombia. Projects 1 and 2 greatly helped the firm in its path towards CP. While Project 1 led the 

firm to the integration of simple CP actions, Project 2 allowed the fully integration of more complex 

environmental technologies and the institutionalization of CP knowledge. Each project had 

different objectives, methodologies, results, and generated different perceptions in the firm’s staff, 

as it is presented in Table 6.6. 
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Table 6.6: Relevant aspects of Project 1 and 2 – Case CCC.  

Aspects CASE CCC 

Project 1 Project 2 

General aspects: 

Donor EA FOMIPYME 

Executing organization CRPML CRPML & CCC firm 

Prior experience on CP of 
the donor and the project 
executing organization 

The EA and the CRPML had 
5 years of experience 
working on CP. 

The CRPML had already 6 
years of experience working 
on CP. 

Prior experience on CP in 
electroplating industries  

The EA and the CRPML had 
no previous experience.   

The CRPML had previously 
implemented one 
electroplating CP project. 

Prior experience of the 
firm on CP. 

None experience. They had participated in one 
CP pilot project. 

Project design & Proposal 
writing 

The donor itself (the EA) 
designed the project and 
wrote the proposal. 

The CRPML and the CCC firm 
jointly designed, wrote and 
submitted the proposal.   

General objective 
 

Improve environmental 
performance of the firm. 

Improve overall efficiency of 
the firm. 

Objectives aiming to 
continuous improvement 
or the institutionalization 
of CP?  

Not included Not included 

Technical objectives of 
the project 

Not defined 
 
 
To implement at least one 
CP action (anything). 

Well-defined cleaner 
technologies. 
 
To implement open-loop 
systems and the WWTP. 

OMs perception of the 
objectives 

“we had no idea where we 
were going with the project” 

“we perfectly knew the target 
of the project” 

OM’s expectations of the 
project 

Start learning about CP and 
know the environmental 
failures of the process. 

Make radical CP changes to 
save money and meet the 
environmental law.  

CP transfer methodology  Methodology definition:  
Defined by the CRPML, and 
approved by the EA.  
 
 
OM’s perception of the 
methodology: 
Knowledge primarily came 
from the CPE, and it was 
largely imposed on the firm.  
 
 
Methodology approach: 
 
Focused on the transfer of 
technical aspects, rather 

 
Defined jointly by the CRPML 
& the CCC firm. 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge came from all 
actors (CP outsiders & the 
firm). All people participated, 
gave ideas and suggestions.  
 
 
 
Focused on the transfer of 
technical aspects, rather than 
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than on developing CP OL 
skills & capacities. 
 
Institutionalization 
approach?: 
 
NO 

on developing CP OL skills & 
capacities. 
 
 
 
 
NO 

CP outsiders knowledge 
on OL 

None knowledge None knowledge 

CP outsiders number & 
Interaction 

One CPE and one FE 
 
 
Not frequent visits to the 
plant (4 days a month 
approximately). 
 

Seven CP consultants 
(experts & professionals) 
 
Immersed in the project:   
Frequent visits to the plant (3 
to 4 days per week) and 24/7 
availability by phone.  

Intuiting aspects: 

Intuiting/exploring new 
CP information 

Only the CPE intuited and 
identified new CP 
information and alternatives 
for the firm. 

CP outsiders and the firm’s 
staff jointly intuited and 
identified new CP information 
and alternatives for the firm.  

Interpreting aspects: 

Analysis/selection of CP 
alternatives 

The CRPML suggested 
diverse CP alternatives 
summarized in an action 
plan, which was approved 
by the OMs. 

CP outsiders and the firm’s 
staff jointly suggested, 
analyzed and selected the 
most suitable CP alternatives 
for the firm.  

Perception of the OM’s of 
the interpretation process 

They felt the CP action plan 
was imposed on them, it 
was arbitrary.  

It was a participatory process 
that left OMs highly satisfied.  

Development of Internal 
relationships for 
interpreting 

Informal dialogue & 
reflection spaces for 
interpreting CP alternatives 
between OMs and SFWs 
were promoted by the OAM. 

OAM created an 
environmental committee to 
jointly analyse and select, 
among OMs and SFWs, 
suitable CP alternatives. 

CP outsiders directly 
promoted the 
development of internal 
relationships? 

NO NO 

Integration aspects: 

Financial sources for 
implementations 

EA: consultancy costs 
 
The firm: Materials & light 
equipment.  

Fomipyme: consultancy & 
prototypes costs. 
The firm: chemicals, light 
equipment, building materials 
and labor costs.  

Type of implementations Simple CP actions  More complex CP 
technologies. 

Relevant factors (for the 
OMs) to adopt CP actions 

Fear to be penalized by the 
EA 

Resources savings & comply 
with the environmental 
legislation.  
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Implementations 
approach 

Pollution prevention (CP) Pollution prevention (CP) + 
complementary EOP (WWTP) 

Benefits of the CP 
implementations 

Minor-scale social, 
environmental and financial 
benefits 

Large-scale social, 
environmental and financial 
benefits 

Did CP outsiders directly 
promote the development 
of internal relationships? 

NO YES, the learning by doing 
methodology encouraged the 
interaction among workers to 
try to solve tasks together.  

Perception of the OM’s of 
the integration process 

“we implemented what the 
CPE told us, we just 
followed his instructions” 

“it was a team work, 
everybody helped, gave 
ideas, and supported the 
implementation and 
standardisation processes” 

Results’ evaluation Performed at the end of the 
project, and focused on 
environmental, financial and 
technical aspects. 

Performed at the end of the 
project, and focused on 
environmental, financial and 
technical aspects. 

Were OL aspects 
evaluated? 
 

NO NO 

Other aspects: 

OMs final perception of 
the project 

“although the project was 
imposed by the EA, it was a 
successful project” 

“it was a voluntary project, and 
a very a successful one” 

Did the CP outsiders help 
with the development of 
continuous improvement 
& institutionalization 
tools? 

NO 
 
 
 

NO 

OL level around CP 
reached by the firm 

Integration PLUS of CP 
 
 
Low complex actions were 
fully integrated. The OAM 
created informal 
mechanisms for sharing and 
disseminating CP. First 
water and materials control 
forms were created by the 
OAM. All workers showed 
positive changes of habits 
and attitudes toward CP.  
 

Institutionalization PLUS of 
CP 
 
High complexity cleaner 
technologies were fully 
integrated and routinized; 
Radical organizational 
changes were made, and 
manuals, plans, and control 
forms were created to sustain 
CP; New CP actions 
successfully integrated long 
after the project was 
completed; Positive attitudes 
and behaviors of all workers 
towards CP; The firm joined 
CP learning alliances and 
helps with the dissemination 
of CP to other industries.  
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Barriers and Enablers to CP learning processes in Case CCC: 

 

In this point, the twelve factors identified as key for CP learning processes in MSMEs 

(Table 5.6, Chapter 5), were analyzed to determine which of them facilitated or hindered the OL 

processes around CP during projects 1 and 2. In other words, to analyze whether each of them 

acted as a barrier or an enabler to the CP knowledge transfer process that occurred throughout 

the projects. Other factors that similarly showed an important influence in CP learning processes 

in the CCC firm, but not previously identified in Table 5.6, were also analyzed. The analysis is 

presented in Table 6.7.  

 

 Table 6.7: Barriers and enablers for the OL processes around CP - Case CCC.  

Key factor Influence on OL processes around CP Findings 

X1: Individual 
personality 
differs from 
team (group) 
personality. 

The OAM was the individual who transferred CP 
information to the group of workers for the first time.  
 
The OAM became integral part of the group, sharing 
with all members the CP goals of the firm, and 
inviting them to participate in the green 
transformation process. 
 
All members reported having good relationships 
among them, and sharing the same values and 
goals as all were interested in helping the firm in its 
shift to CP. As there were no values, goals and 
personality differences between the OAM and the 
other members of the group, it can be said that 
factors X1 and X3 did not act as a barrier for 
transferring CP within the firm. On the contrary, good 
relationships between the OAM and SFWs eased 
that transfer. 

Empathy and similar 
values and goals 
between the OAM 
and the group of 
workers acted as 
enablers for OL 
processes around 
CP within the firm.  
 

X3: Individual 
values and 
goals differ 
from those of 
the group. 

X11: OMs low 
technical 
knowledge 
and 
capacities 
around CP.  

Although at the beginning of Project 1 the OAM did 
not have prior related knowledge about 
environmental topics, CP outsiders effectively 
supported her to communicate new CP information 
to SFWs for the first time. As a result, OM’s low 
technical knowledge was not a barrier to transfer 
new CP information from the individual to the group 
level.  
 

When OM’s lack of 
prior environmental 
related knowledge, 
CP outsiders might 
become enablers to 
transferring new CP 
information from the 
individual to the 
group level. 
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In Project 2, both the OAM and the SFWs were 
already knowledgeable about CP.  

X19: CP 
outsiders’ low 
skills to 
develop OM’s 
capacities to 
acquire and 
communicate 
new CP 
information.  

Working on developing individual communication 
skills was not a target of the CP outsiders; however, 
the OAM have always had a very good relationship 
and fluid communication with SFWs, which allowed 
her to effectively share new and “basic” CP 
information with them.  
 
Therefore, factor X19 was not an obstacle for her to 
successfully transfer simple CP information to 
SFWs. The transfer of more complex (technical) CP 
information required the support of CP outsiders.  

OAM’s good 
communication skills 
enabled the transfer 
of new and simple 
CP information from 
the individual to the 
group level. 

X22: Team 
confidence in 
the individual. 

The transfer of CP knowledge from the group to a 
new SFW has never occurred, as the SFWs have 
been the same for years and all have participated in 
the CP projects.  

N.A 

X28: 
Organization
al culture 
does not 
support 
learning. 

In both projects, the OMs greatly promoted the 
development of learning spaces and experiences 
around CP. They allowed all workers to attend the 
different trainings, promoted reflection spaces 
among them, and supported learning-by-interacting 
activities between CP consultants and SFWs. 
Besides, OMs ensured that the new CP knowledge 
was early put into practice by applying it in the 
production processes, which evidenced they were 
seriously committed to CP learning. Practical 
implementations increased and eased the 
understanding of cleaner technologies, as 
expressed by SFWs.   

A learning-
supportive 
organizational 
culture enabled OL 
processes around 
CP within the firm 

X36: CP 
providers’ 
willingness 
and 
capacities to 
to develop 
systems to 
communicate 
CP 
knowledge 
from the team 
to the 
organizationa
l level.  

Working on developing communication systems for 
the transfer of CP was not a target of the CP 
outsiders. However, the OAM by using a 
decentralized management approach created 
participatory safe spaces where SFWs were able to 
freely express their CP ideas among them and to the 
management. Participatory spaces acted as 
communication systems that facilitated sharing CP 
ideas and knowledge between the management and 
SFWs. 
 
Besides, by being the OAM part of the 
environmental working group, she allowed SFWs 
(members of the group) to directly communicate 
their ideas with her. In other words, she created a 
direct communication channel with SFWs. Very 
interesting CP proposals came from SFWs, which 
were effectively applied and sustained overtime.  
 
In conclusion, the lack of CP providers support in the 
development of communication systems did not 

Direct 
communication 
systems created by 
the OAM to facilitate 
CP knowledge 
sharing between the 
management and 
SFWs, acted as 
enablers to OL 
processes around 
CP within the firm.    
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become a barrier to transfer CP knowledge from 
SFWs to the management, since the creation of 
such systems was effectively supported by the 
OAM.  

X37: 
Effectiveness 
and 
usefulness of 
CP transfer 
mechanisms 
used by the 
CP outsider 
for the 
intuition, 
interpretation
, 
implementati
on and 
institutionaliz
ation of CP in 
the firms. 

 In Project 1: 
 
The “Jar test” that visually showed the OMs the 
hazardous metals they were dumping into the 
sewer, and the environmental diagnosis that 
estimated the money being wasted due to 
environmental failures, motivated the OMs to start 
learning and exploring about CP alternatives to 
improve the efficiency of their electroplating 
process. 
 
 

Mechanisms that 
visually and 
numerically showed 
OMs the 
inefficiencies of their 
production process, 
became enablers for 
OMs to start 
developing intuiting 
skills around CP by 
their own.  

By limiting the participation of the firm’s staff in the 
identification and analysis of CP alternatives, CP 
outsiders also limited the development of workers’ 
OL skills around CP in Project 1. Therefore, it was 
an inappropriate mechanism to start promoting 
learning around CP. 
 
 
 
 
 

Little involvement of 
the firm’s staff in the 
identification and 
analysis of CP 
alternatives was a 
barrier to developing 
intuiting and 
interpreting skills 
around CP within the 
firm.  

Providing the firm with a CP Action Plan that 
recommended few and specific short and medium 
term CP alternatives (excluding long term), 
prevented OMs to be extremely overwhelmed with 
too much information (options) in their first approach 
to CP. This helped to channeling the CP outsiders 
and firm’s efforts and resources towards the 
achievement of gradual and concrete goals.  
 
Besides, as the plan strongly recommended to 
initiate with simple and low-cost CP actions, the 
OMs became more easily encouraged to start 
applying it.  
 
The CP Action Plan was an appropriate mechanism 
to guide OMs in their path towards CP, and 
encourage them to gradually start implementing 
cleaner technologies.   

An Action Plan that 
included few, simple 
and specific short 
and medium CP 
alternatives, 
enabled the 
integration of CP 
knowledge in the firm 
for the first time.  

A limited number of trainings (4) on available cleaner 
technologies, which, moreover, did not include 
practical and convincing examples of their 
application in similar MSMEs, impeded a deeper 
transfer of knowledge on priority CP alternatives for 
the electroplating sector. 

A highly proactive 
OM with abilities for 
searching 
information, 
compensated the CP 
outsiders training’s 
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This fact did not become a barrier to raising 
knowledge around CP technologies within the firm, 
since the OAM began to research about them by 
herself, and shared them with other workers to 
analyze them all together.   

deficiencies and 
enabled the 
development of 
internal intuiting and 
interpreting 
capacities around 
CP.  

Recommending OMs to begin with the 
implementation of low-investment technologies, 
which rapidly increased the efficiency of the process 
and brought significant savings, was a right 
mechanism to show them the benefits of CP and 
encourage them to routinize and fully integrate the 
technologies.    
 
 

Beginning to apply 
CP knowledge with 
the implementation 
of low-investment 
and money-saving 
CP technologies 
enabled OMs to 
rapidly start with 
routinization and fully 
integration 
processes around 
CP.  

X37: 
Effectiveness 
and 
usefulness of 
CP transfer 
mechanisms 
used by the 
CP outsider 
for the 
intuition, 
interpretation
, 
implementati
on and 
institutionaliz
ation of CP in 
the firms.  

In Project 2:  
 
Giving continuity to the successful CP transfer 
process initiated in Project 1, through a second CP 
project, provided the firm with the confidence and 
resources to engage in more complex CP actions.    
 
 

Engaging in a 
second CP project, 
based on an 
appropriate CP 
approach, enabled 
the continuity of the 
transformation 
process towards CP 
and the integration of 
more complex CP 
technologies in the 
firm.   

Taking a participatory approach from the very 
beginning of the project ensured its objectives were 
defined according to the particular interests and 
needs of the firm. This resulted in a total acceptance 
of the project, which increased the firms’ staff 
motivation and openness towards the learning 
processes around CP.   
 
 

A “real” participatory 
approach from the 
very beginning 
proved to be a 
mechanism that 
enabled the OL 
processes around 
CP from beginning to 
end.  

The “immersion” of CP consultants, who provided 
constant technical assistance and support directly in 
the production plant, allowed workers to increase 
their knowledge and skills around CP by 
continuously interacting with them throughout the 
project. CP outsiders helped workers in successfully 
developing intuition, interpretation, and integration 
capacities around CP. 

A learning-by-
interacting approach 
promoted by the 
“immersion” of CP 
consultants in the 
production plant 
along the Project 
enabled the 
development of 
worker’s OL skills 
around CP.  
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A significant number of learning-by-doing trainings 
and the implementation of prototypes, totally 
focused on target topics, allowed workers to put in 
practice the acquired knowledge during sessions. 
Such continuous experimentation resulted in the 
increase of workers’ understanding and capacities 
to interpret and integrate complex CP technologies.  
 
 
 

Learning-by-doing 
trainings and 
prototypes were an 
appropriate 
mechanism to 
enable the 
development of 
workers capacities to 
interpret and 
integrate complex 
CP technologies 
through practical 
experimentation.   

 Implementing the IWWTP only after all the potential 
CP alternatives had been applied in critical plating 
processes, brought substantial resources and 
financial savings and reduced the IWWTP’s size,  
implementation and operation costs to the minimum. 
This motivated the OMs to fully integrate both CP 
and EOP technologies. 
 
 

Ensuring the 
implementation of 
CP technologies 
(resources-saving) 
before implementing 
any EOP alternative 
enabled the fully 
integration of both 
CP and EOP 
technologies within 
the firm. 

Providing the firm with operation manuals of the CP 
implementations was a right mechanism to help 
OMs and SFWs with the routinization of specific CP 
actions; however, it was not enough for taking CP to 
the institutional level.  
 
The institutionalization of CP within the firm was 
reached through the application of different 
institutional tools developed and promoted by the 
OAM. 
 
The lack of support from the CP outsiders did not 
become a barrier to the institutionalization of CP, 
since the OAM effectively led and developed tools to 
internalize CP at all levels of the firm.  
 

When the CP 
outsiders fail in 
supporting 
institutionalization 
processes, proactive 
OMs might enable 
the transfer of CP 
knowledge to the 
organization level.  

In both Projects 1 and 2, CP outsiders failed in 
properly transferring OMs and SFWs the different 
CP tools (i.e., ecomap, ecobalance, flow diagram, 
and inefficiency cost) and teach them how to use 
them to estimate the efficiency of their process 
before, during and after applying CP actions.  
 
However in Project 2, the OAM and proactive SFWs 
found the way to learn about them and start applying 
them. Thus, by using the CP tools, they raised their  

When CP outsiders 
fail in the transfer of 
CP tools, proactive 
OMs and SFWs 
might enable the 
transfer of such tools 
to the firm.  
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intuiting, interpreting, integration and 
institutionalization skills around CP. 
 
The interest of the OAM and SFWs in learning the 
CP tools, impeded these tools remained unknown, 
and this to became a barrier for the development of 
internal OL capacities around CP.    

X44: 
Awareness of 
the 
organization 
on the 
importance of 
retaining new 
CP 
knowledge.  

Aware of the importance of retaining the new CP 
knowledge and technologies within the firm, the 
OAM strongly worked in the institutionalization of 
CP. For that purpose, she performed radical 
changes to her firm, such as the modification of its 
mission, structure, processes, and goals, according 
the new CP principles and values. All these changes 
made it possible to successfully reach the 
institutionalization of CP within the firm. 
 
. 

The OM’s 
awareness, interest 
and commitment 
towards the retention 
of new CP 
knowledge gained 
during demonstration 
projects were the 
main enablers to 
achieve the 
institutionalization 
and sustainability of 
CP within the firm 
overtime.  

X51: 
Openness to 
new ideas 
from internal 
and external 
stakeholders.  

In both projects, openness was fundamental to 
achieve the integration of CP alternatives. However, 
in Project 2, both the OAM and the CPRML’s staff 
proved to be more open to taking ideas from each 
other. The full implementation of CP technologies 
evidenced OMs had a real openness to and 
acceptance of the CP alternatives defined jointly 
with the CP outsiders. 

A real openness from 
all stakeholders 
enabled   two-way 
communication and 
CP knowledge 
sharing, and the 
successful 
integration of CP 
alternatives.  

X56: All 
actors 
willingness to 
create and 
work in 
learning 
alliances 
around CP.  

In Project 1 and 2, both the CP outsiders and the 
firm showed their commitment and willingness to 
work in partnership during the CP transfer process. 
However, it was in Project 2 where a stronger 
alliance, based on a “real” participatory approach 
and mutual trust, was created and allowed the fully 
integration of more complex technologies. An active 
participation of all members of the alliance 
throughout the CP transfer stages, allowed OMs and 
SFWs enhanced their learning skills and capacities 
around CP by continuously interacting with CP 
consultants. 

Active and 
participatory learning 
alliances enabled 
the successful 
integration of CP 
technologies and the 
development of the 
firm’s OL skills and 
capacities around 
CP.  

X58: CP 
programs 
evaluations 
focus on 
technical 
aspects 
rather than on 
measuring 
the change of 

In Project 1 and 2, evaluation occurred in a two 
months period at the end of the projects. It focused 
on immediate environmental, technical and financial 
results, and ignored measuring OL changes that 
show whether CP was internalized or not in the firm. 
This did not seem to affect the fully integration and 
institutionalization of CP, since the OAM actively 
promoted the change of habits and behaviors, in 
order to establish a pollution prevention 

When the CP 
outsiders fail in 
supervising and 
measuring OL 
changes around CP, 
a proactive OM might 
enable the 
continuous 
evaluation and 
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habits and 
behaviours 
around CP.  

organizational culture in the firm. The OAM was 
constantly analyzing, evaluating and encouraging 
good habits and behaviours towards 
institutionalization and sustainability of CP 
alternatives and principles within the firm. 
 
The OAM impeded the lack of OL evaluations 
became a barrier to the fully integration and 
institutionalization of CP.  

correction of 
workers’ 
environmental habits 
and behaviors to 
promote the 
institutionalization 
and sustainability of 
CP within the firm. 

Other factors influencing OL around CP in the studied cases:  

X14: Lack of 
effective 
systems in 
the firm for 
acquiring, 
communicati
ng and 
interpreting 
new ideas 
(i.e., 
communicati
on channels, 
reflection 
groups, etc). 

In both projects formal and informal internal 
reflection and communication systems were created 
to present ideas, share information, reflect and take 
decisions around CP. All emerged as an initiative of 
the OAM and SFWs, who actively participated in 
those throughout and after the project was 
completed.  
 
While in Project 1 only informal groups were 
promoted, in Project 2 an environmental committee 
was formally established. Informal meetings, what 
SFWs called “corridor gossips”, were particularly 
helpful to share CP implementation experiences and 
give and receive effective feedback among workers. 
 
The development of new and deepened internal 
relationships was an effective strategy for 
successfully integrating cleaner technologies and 
enhancing OL skills and capacities around CP. 

The promotion and 
development of 
internal relationships 
around CP through 
formal or informal 
reflection systems 
enabled the 
acquisition, 
communication, 
interpretation, and 
integration of new 
CP knowledge in the 
firm. 
 
 
 
 

Intertwining 
for the 
transfer of CP 

While in Project 1 the EA pressure was the only 
reason why the OMs decided to work on CP, in 
Project 2 the benefits of CP were the factor that 
convinced OMs to keep applying cleaner 
technologies. The EA was undoubtedly a crucial 
actor to encourage OMs to make the first move 
towards CP, and implement the first CP alternatives. 
However, the EA pressure was not enough to lead 
the firm to a profound internalisation of CP that 
allowed the firm to go beyond the existing 
environmental standards.   
 
The CCC firm demonstrated that a real corporate 
social and environmental responsibility means more 
than obeying laws and regulations, which was 
achieved with the commitment and motivation of 
both the OMs and SFWs in the continuous 
improvement and institutionalization of CP within the 
firm.  

The EA pressure on 
the OMs enabled the 
beginning of the 
firm’s transformation 
towards CP and the 
integration of simple 
CP actions, but did 
not fully encourage 
the 
institutionalization of 
CP.   
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6.3 Case 4: DDD (micro trapiche panelero – successful case) 

 

DDD is a micro trapiche panelero  located in a rural area where a little family composed of 

3 people (father, mother and daughter) produces panela for approximately 35 years. As in other 

trapiches in the area, the DDD has been doing industrial activity without following environmental 

principles and ignoring the environmental legislation, which is commonly unknown by firms based 

on remote zones or small villages far from the city. Most of the trapiches caused various forms of 

pollution, including the emission of hazardous elements to the environment, which was the major 

concern of the regional environmental authority (EA). It is an area rich in mountains and 

biodiversity where semi-desert water stress zones, cloud forests and springs can be found. Due 

to its valuable and unique biodiversity, it was declared a Patrimony of the 

Humanity by the UNESCO. Being the EA’s responsibility to protect and preserve the natural 

heritage of that area, it launched and financed a pilot CP project to help 10 out of the 90 micro 

and small trapiches in the area green their industrial activity and minimize their pollution. As in 

previous CP initiatives, the EA hired the CRPML as the project executing organization. The DDD 

trapiche joined the pilot project. Key actors, involved in the CP transfer processes carried out in 

the DDD industry during the CP pilot project, were interviewed. Details of this project and 

interviewed actors are summarized in Table 6.8. 
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Table 6.8: CP Project and interviewed people details – Case DDD 

Background Project 1 

Duration  2008 – 2009 
(13 months) 

Donor/Funder EA: Regional Environmental Authority 

Donor/funder approach Support industries to become greener and fulfill the 
environmental legislation. 

Donor/funder contribution 
(For CP training and 
consultancy services) 

USD $51.000 

Executing organization  CP center (CRPML) 

Target enterprises  
(assisted enterprises) 

10 (including the DDD trapiche) 

Executing organization staff 
(attending target enterprises 
in the field) 

 1 CP expert for energy efficiency aspects (part time) 

 1 civil engineer for infrastructure aspects 

 1 field engineer (full time) 

 1 project coordinator (part time) 

Interviewed participants:   

Participant  
Type A 

 
  

OM  
(the daughter) 

Background by the time the CP project started: 25 – 30 years 
old, primary school education level, female, 15 years working for 

CCC firm. 

Participant  
Type B 

Shop floor 
worker – SFW 
(artisanal oven 
operator) 

It’s the same OM 

Participants  
Type C 

FE of the CP 
center 

20 – 25 years old, bachelor level, female, less than one year 
working for the CRPML. 

Environmental 
authority 
technical 
director 
(EATD) 

40 – 45 years old, graduate education level, female, 18 years 
working for the EA. 

CP expert 
(CPE) hired by 
the CP center 

45 – 55 years old, graduate education level, male, 20 years 
working and teaching on energy efficiency aspects.in a local 

university.  

 

 

By the time the CP pilot project started in 2008, the CRPML and the EA had jointly 

developed around eight CP demonstration projects in different industrial and service sectors, such 

as: tanneries, slaughterhouses, human hospitals, metallurgy, and trapiches paneleros (medium 

and big/sized) near to urban areas. This was the first EA and CRPML CP experience with micro 

and small-sized trapiches paneleros in rural areas. The CRPML’s staff was composed of an expert 

hired to address the energy efficiency aspects of the traditional oven and a FE who supported and 

supervised the different consultancy and training activities of the project. The CPE led the CP 
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transfer process while the FE continuously supported and supervised it in the field. The CPE was 

a senior mining engineer and the FE was a junior sanitary engineer. On the other side, the EA 

appointed a technical director of the project (EATD), whose role was to supervise the CRPML’s 

work, evaluate and approve the technical recommendations made by the CRPML’s staff during it.  

 

The CRPML and the EA began the project by inviting the OMs of the local trapiches to join 

the pilot initiative. Great support was given by the EA’s technicians of the rural area who visited 

the OMs in person in their facilities, aiming to encourage them to participate by using a face to 

face communication strategy. A total of ten micro and small trapiches, including the DDD, agreed 

to join the project. In the case of the DDD firm, the OM stated she did not feel pressured by the 

EA to be part of the project; on the contrary, it was a very friendly invitation to improve her 

production process.  

 

I had a very old oven in my trapiche, for warming the sugar cane juices, that was so 

damaged, very deteriorated. So, when the EA’s technician explained to me the project 

could be an opportunity to improve the efficiency and state of my oven, I didn’t think twice 

and joined the project. I’m honest, I was not thinking about the environment, I just wanted 

to save my oven. You know, the oven is the heart of a trapiche: no oven, no trapiche.   

 

The scope and goals of the project were defined by the EA; it aimed to improve the 

environmental performance of the participant firms by effectively applying CP actions with 

emphasis on hazardous emissions reduction, water saving and solid waste management. This 

means that the EA had the final aim to integrate specific CP actions in the production processes, 

but it was not concerned about the institutionalization of the new CP knowledge in the firms. The 

EATD stated that the objectives of the project were jointly defined with the CRPML’s staff. Not 

objectives, ideas, suggestions or initiatives to institutionalize CP knowledge in the trapiches were 
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found in the project proposal document. Institutionalization objectives were not defined by the CP 

outsiders in the formulation stage of the CP project proposal, which limited the project focus to 

technical implementation activities.   

 

The CRPML started its work by providing trainings on CP principles, and environmental 

awareness and pollution issues related to the trapiches industry. As it was expected by the CP 

outsiders, most (if not all) OMs, had no prior knowledge or experience on environmental topics, 

and much less in pollution prevention strategies like CP.  In particular, the DDD-OM had never 

been interested in attending conferences or training courses in any topic, including environmental 

issues. Therefore, the CP outsiders were the channel by which OMs could have access to new 

CP information. 

 

I had no idea about CP. Honestly, I never liked trainings, I never attended any of the 

conferences held by Asopanela (the Colombian association of panela producers) on food 

quality and hygiene in food handling, it was my dad who used to go. But, this time was 

different. I desperately wanted to know how to improve my oven since it was very 

damaged, I just knew I needed these trainings so I started attending them and never 

missed one. 

 

The project followed four stages: environmental diagnosis, elaboration of the CP action 

plan, implementation of CP actions, monitoring and evaluation of CP results, as follows:  

 

Stage 1 - Environmental Diagnosis: It was a process by which the critical environmental 

aspects of the ten participant trapiches, throughout their production process, were identified by 

the CPE with the support of the FE. Technical visits were conducted by them to visually identify 

environmental and operation failures and collect raw data about the production process (i.e, water 
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and fuel consumption).  The OMs had a low participation in the diagnosis stage, their role was 

limited to provide information to the CP outsiders about their production activities. According to 

the FE, the DDD-OM was very collaborative, never tried to hide anything and was rather open 

with the CRPML’s staff when they visited her.  

 

In order to analyze the collected raw data, CP tools like eco-maps and flow-diagrams were 

utilised by the CPE and the FE to turn raw information into initial eco-indicators that allowed to 

clearly estimate the environmental inefficiencies of the process. Both the EATD and the FE agreed 

the CP tools were not transferred to the trapiches’ OMs. CP outsiders failed in providing OMs with 

tools to identify the environmental efficiency and failures of their production process on her own, 

which is the starting point for identifying and intuiting potential CP opportunities to correct 

environmental inefficiencies. The diagnosis report was approved by the EATD, and later delivered 

and explained in person to the OMs by the CPE and the FE. 

 

A review of the environmental diagnosis report, which emphasized environmental and 

technical eco-indicators, evidenced that all trapiches had obsolete technology and processes that 

were causing major environmental problems.  The most critical aspect was the excessive burning 

of tires used as fuel for running the artisanal ovens. In the case of DDD, approximately 50 tires a 

month were being burnt, which resulted in hazardous emissions to the environment above the 

legislation standards. The level of danger faced by the continuous exposure to these highly 

polluting emissions was unknown by the DDD-OM. 

 

I had no idea how polluting and dangerous it was to burn tires. I didn’t know I was poisoning 

my family, I got really concerned when they told me how dangerous that was to our health. 

That motivated me to do something to change that bad habit. 
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The CPE explained that the DDD-OM was forced to burn tires due to energy inefficiency 

problems of her artisanal oven, caused by failures in its infrastructure that led to heat loss, such 

as the deep cracks and a poor thermal seal in its walls. 

 

During the inspection the first thing you immediately noticed was the flames coming out 

the oven’s walls, and the poor OM trying to avoid the flames while it was running for hours. 

The production plant was a hell of heat and black smoke and ashes from the tires burning, 

it was insane to work in such conditions. The oven had poor infrastructure and operated 

under technically inappropriate conditions.  

 

During his visit, the CPE showed the DDD-OM the specific deficiencies of the oven’s 

infrastructure and explained to her the negative impacts this was causing to the environment, the 

production process, the final product (panela), and to her family’s health. Other minor 

environmental problems, like the inefficient use of water and poor solid waste management, were 

identified as well. Understanding the situation was critical, the DDD-OM became very concerned 

and interested in knowing more about CP to overcome her firm’s inefficiency problems. CP 

outsiders helped the DDD-OM to realise her firm had significant environmental and efficiency 

failures, and it was time for her to start the shift to CP and start exploring CP actions to overcome 

her negative situation.  

 

Stage 2 – CP Action Plan: It was a two months period in which the CRPML, the EA and 

the OMs worked together in the definition of a group of CP alternatives to be applied in the short, 

medium and long term in the firms, in order to gradually reduce their pollution problems. The 

process was led by the CRPML and the EA, with the participation of the OMs. Firstly, the CRPML 

suggested the CP alternatives; Secondly, the EATD and the OMs reviewed and approved them. 

The Action Plan document summarized the selected CP recommendations and agreed deadlines 
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for their implementation in the firms. Simple alternatives were set for the short term, and more 

complex technologies were defined for the medium and long term. According to the EATD, the 

application of the Action Plan was a voluntary process that aimed to promote a commitment 

towards CP and guide the firms to the compliance of the environmental law. Therefore, the firms 

were not going to be penalised for not implementing the plan but for not fulfilling the law. The 

EATD stated that the Action Plan document was well received by OMs, who were always very 

friendly and calm people throughout the project.     

 

Although, the CP action plan suggested a wide range of CP options in various areas of 

interest, it emphasized on alternatives to reduce hazardous emissions given the major health and 

environmental hazards associated with these. Accordingly, CP outsiders offered a series of group 

trainings focused on the different operational aspects OMs could modify and the diverse CP 

technologies they could adopt to improve the thermal efficiency and heat transfer within their 

ovens. Besides, they took OMs to visit a big trapiche that had successfully applied CP actions as 

a way to show them a practical and real case. However, the DDD-OM did not find this visit that 

useful for training purposes.  

 

It was interesting to know a big trapiche and the city (I had never been out of the rural 

area), but I will never have the fancy technologies they have, I’ll never be able to apply 

what they did.  

 

In addition, the CPE and the FE conducted practical trainings in each trapiche, in order to 

show OMs on-site the feasible CP options to enhance the oven’s performance in each particular 

case. Although the EATD, FE and CPE considered these trainings as the most useful activity for 

transferring CP knowledge to the firms, the DDD-OM found them not suitable for very small 

enterprises like her trapiche.  
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Standing in front of the oven, I showed OMs what was wrong with its operation and 

infrastructure, and carefully explained to them how this could be fixed with CP actions. 

Learning by observation is the best teaching methodology.  

It was so difficult to pay attention to what they were explaining to me because I was 

operating the oven. I’m the only SFW in the oven area, so I was not able to delegate other 

worker or to turn the oven off to listen to their explanations or recommendations. I tried to 

answer every question they had, but it was really difficult to concentrate on what they were 

saying while I was working. For me, group trainings in a conference room were more 

useful. I just sat there, so relaxed, no distractions and totally concentrated on the speaker. 

I learned a lot in these conferences. 

 

The CP outsiders failed in adapting the individual training methodologies and activities to 

the particularities of the firms. According to the FE and the EATD, the training methodologies and 

topics were defined by the CRPML’s staff, and reviewed and approved by the EATD, without the 

participation of the firms. OMs were never formally asked whether they agreed or not with the way 

training activities were being conducted. In particular, the CRPML did not evaluate if OMs were 

effectively learning and developing intuiting and interpreting capacities around CP through the 

different training activities held during the action plan stage. As stated by the FE, an OL approach 

was not part of the CRPML’s CP transfer methodology, which was primarily based on technical 

aspects. In particular, the FE and the EATD said not knowing about the OL concept by the time 

the project started and throughout it; however, they completely agreed CP transfer processes 

were necessarily continuous learning processes within the firm. The CRPML failed in measuring 

the effectiveness of its trainings in the transfer of new CP knowledge and in the development of 

OL capacities around CP in the firms. 
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As part of the Action Plan stage, the different CP alternatives were analyzed with the 

support of the CP outsiders, in order to select the most suitable to start implementing by each firm. 

In the case of DDD, the CP outsiders strongly recommended its OM to demolish the artisanal oven 

and build a new “eco-oven” under pollution prevention (CP) principles, which would allow tires to 

be replaced by bagasse (biomass as fuel). According to the CPE, there was no other alternative 

than demolishing it since the oven was deteriorated to a very poor state and it was going to 

collapse sooner rather than later. The EA, the CRPML and the DDD-OM agreed to jointly co-

finance the new eco-oven, which would become the first real scale prototype of an energy efficient 

bagasse oven for micro and small-sized trapiches in the region. The CRPML and the EA 

committed to pay for the CP consultants and civil engineers costs, and the DDD-OM for building 

materials and workers. The DDD-OM showed great openness to the prototype initiative and 

always had a positive and collaborative attitude with the CP outsiders.  

 

This project was the opportunity for me to save my trapiche. The CRPML and the EA’s 

people seemed to know what they were doing, so, I just closed my eyes and trusted this 

was the right decision and everything was going to be ok.  

 

We (the EA) had learned through the previous CP pilot projects we had developed that 

supporting the implementation of CP prototypes is extremely important for promoting CP 

in micro and small industries. Even if it was not possible for us to finance one hundred 

percent of the new oven, we certainly were able to cover consultancy costs and we did not 

hesitate in doing so.  

 

The CRPML’s staff began working on a design of the eco-oven that allowed the maximum 

reuse of materials and elements of the old oven in the new one, the use of one hundred percent 

local building materials, the optimization of heat transfer in the combustion chamber, and the use 

of dry bagasse as the only fuel, which all aimed to minimize construction costs, eliminate pollution 
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sources, and increase the efficiency of the panela production process in the DDD firm. All ideas 

that came up about the design were shared, analyzed and discussed with the DDD-OM, as she 

was the only SFW in the oven area. This means that the DDD-OM was highly involved in the 

interpretation process of the CP technological alternatives for the new eco-oven, and that this 

process occurred only between the CP outsiders and the DDD-OM. As the DDD-OM had no other 

worker to talk about the CP options for the oven, she was entirely dependent on the CP outsiders 

for understanding and analyze them, in other words, to interpreting them. CP outsiders proved to 

be crucial for the interpretation of new CP knowledge and technologies in “super” micro 

enterprises with only one SFW in key environmental production areas. 

 

In particular, it was the FE who supported the DDD-OM to understand the CP ideas and 

options given by the CPE, and who additionally communicated to the CPE the DDD-OM’s doubts 

about the new eco-oven design. Thus, the FE acted as a communication channel between the 

CPE and the DDD-OM during the interpretation stage. According to the DDD-OM it was easier for 

her to communicate with the FE than with the CPE. “The FE was so nice with me, he always 

listened to and answered my questions patiently.   The CPE was different, he was mean and bad-

tempered. I was always afraid of asking him anything during his visits, so I barely talked to him 

and preferred to wait until I was able to talk to the FE alone”.  CP outsiders, willing to listen and 

respond patiently to the concerns of the OMs, are fundamental for CP interpretation processes in 

micro enterprises that commonly require extra support and time to understand new technical 

information. 

 

An agreed design of the new eco-oven was finally achieved, and the DDD-OM started 

raising funds for its construction and implementation, and proved money was not an obstacle to 

apply CP in a micro enterprise. “I did all kind of things to raise funds. I offered two local construction 

workers to pay them with “panela” and they agreed, and also borrowed some money from the 
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women’s bank. The CRPML obtained a donation of cement from a big cement company, so I didn’t 

have to pay for it. Everybody did their part”. All stakeholders’ leadership and willingness to help 

were crucial to promote the implementation of CP technologies in the micro-sized DDD firm.  

 

Stage 3 – Implementation of CP actions: Very simple CP alternatives, defined in the 

action plan for the short term, began to be implemented by all ten participant firms. For example, 

dry sweeping techniques were adopted to reduce water consumption in cleaning tasks. In the case 

of DDD, in addition to these minor CP actions, the construction of the new eco-oven started. 

Although, other OMs were advised by the CP outsiders to renovate or demolish their ovens, the 

DDD-OM was the only one who agreed. 

 

It was frightening to make the decision as that meant stopping production for 4 months at 

least, but I don’t regret I did it.  

 

The CPE expert led the DDD’s oven construction process with the support of the FE and 

two civil engineers hired by the CRPML to address construction issues. CP outsiders concentrated 

their efforts in the DDD firm, maintaining a continuous supervision and support on-site throughout 

the construction stage. According to the FE, the CRPML’s staff was in the DDD’s facilities at least 

three days a week, and all members were always ready to collaborate. 

 

 

If it wasn’t me, it was the civil engineers who were there, but there was always someone 

in the trapiche supervising the work. If the CPE was not there and we needed to ask him 

something, we just called him and he always answered our questions. 

 

 

This aimed to ensure the construction was being performed according to the agreed 

design, and to solve any doubt or concern the DDD-OM and the construction workers could have. 
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Thus, any potential construction mistake was avoided. As expressed by the DDD-OM, the 

construction process was not as “painful” as she expected, since she felt permanently supported 

by the CRPML’s staff.  

 

The civil engineers were really nice with me, it was so easy to talk to them and ask them 

anything I needed. I learned so much from them. I especially remember when they taught 

me the chimney of the oven should follow an earthquake resistant design, which meant 

including steel reinforced concrete columns and beams in its structure. That meant more 

money, and I didn’t want to pay for that. But they insisted and patiently explained over and 

over. Finally, I understood it was very important for my safety, so I agreed and did it.  

 

 

After a four month period, the construction was completed and the new eco-oven was 

successfully put into operation. The DDD-OM easily and successfully adapted to the new 

technology, as the major technological changes occurred inside, not outside the oven; and even 

though it was a completely new technology, the general principles of its operation remained the 

same. The “immersion” of friendly consultants and the new oven’s ease of operation proved to be 

crucial for reaching the successful integration of complex CP technologies in a micro-sized 

trapiche. 

 

I did not make any effort to adapt to the new oven, as its operation was similar to the old 

one. I didn’t have to learn anything new to run it. Only one thing changed in its operation: 

the panela production in the new oven was definitely faster, and I had to adapt to the new 

process times, but that was not difficult. 

 

Stage 4 – Monitoring & control of CP implementations: It was the final stage of the pilot 

project. During its last two months, the immediate performance and results of the CP alternatives 
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implemented by each of the ten trapiches were measured. A review of the CRPML’s final technical 

report of the project showed that primarily environmental and process indicators were measured, 

which were compared to the initial indicators defined in the diagnosis stage, in order estimate the 

efficiency improvement of the production process and the decrease of pollution levels with the 

introduction of CP. No organizational aspects, such as the OM’s change of perception, attitude 

and behaviors towards CP, were formally evaluated at the end of the project. However, both the 

FE and the CPE during their visits noticed the OM made a positive change towards environmental 

aspects and showed great interest in sustaining the implemented cleaner technologies.  Based 

on this, it was expected the DDD-OM properly maintained and successfully sustained the CP 

technologies. In short, organizational changes around CP were assumed but not formally 

evaluated by the CP outsiders.  

 

The evaluation stage was led by the CRPML staff, with a very low participation of the DDD-

OM, whose role was limited to answer the evaluation check list questions. The CPE and the FE 

used diverse CP tools to measure and analyze the final indicators, such as: eco-balance and flow 

diagram, which were not transferred to the OM. According to the EAS, the transfer of  CP tools to 

“super” micro-sized firms was not essential to the CP transfer process, as this type of enterprise 

is less likely to have the capacities to assimilate and use them. The CP outsiders failed in 

transferring CP tools that help measuring and controlling the environmental performance and 

efficiency of the implemented CP technologies overtime.  

 

A review of the final results report showed that while the DDD trapiche implemented 

complex CP technologies that eliminated releases of hazardous emissions, the other nine 

trapiches  applied very simple CP alternatives with low-impact results in the reduction of air 

pollution. The DDD trapiche completely eliminated the burning of tires and firewood as fuel for 

running the oven. CP outsiders highlighted the DDD-OM’s leadership in the transformation of her 
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firm towards CP. The DDD-OM proved the lack of technical and financial resources and prior 

knowledge do not become obstacles to CP, when the OM has leadership skills and is open to 

learning and change. 

 

Besides the positive environmental results, the new eco-oven brought significant social 

and efficiency benefits for the DDD firm. For example, the environment inside the facilities became 

much cleaner as it turned into a “black smoke-free and ash-free environment”. In addition, the 

excess heat produced by the old oven poor thermal seal was eliminated, creating a fresh and 

comfortable working space. In general, the working environment and conditions in the main 

production area (the oven´s area) significantly improved.  

 

Things changed for good with the new oven: 

i) With the old oven, my face and body ended up completely colored of black after each 

working day. I was always covered with black ashes head to toes. Also, our house 

(located near the trapiche) and clothes (hung outside to dry by air), ended up completely 

covered with black ashes. With the new oven there are no more ashes in the air;  

ii) Now I can get too close to the oven´s walls and touch them, without fear of burning my 

body while working. The walls don’t heat up and the flames don’t come outside the oven 

anymore. It´s safe now for me to walk around the oven while I´m making panela; 

iii) Before, it was difficult to breath because of the black smoke and the excessive heat, 

now I can breathe freely;  

iv) I´m more efficient, I´m producing the same amount of panela in much less time. So, now 

I have some extra time for doing other activities in the trapiche; 

v) I´m saving money as I don’t have to buy tires anymore, I´m only using the bagasse from 

my own sugar cane as fuel. 
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The positive results and multiple benefits of the eco-oven convinced the DDD-OM the 

cleaner technologies were a win-win strategy worthwhile to adopt, and arouse her interest in fully 

integrating them in her firm. For this purpose, she started by learning to control the new production 

times in the eco-oven, in order to routinize the production process with the new CP technology. 

Without using formal monitoring tools, such as control forms or equipment, she successfully 

routinized the steps of the production process according to their new duration. Such routinization 

was performed by the DDD-OM, without the support or guidance of the CPRML´s staff.  

 

By operating the new oven over and over, I just became familiar with the new times and 

ended up “memorizing” the new duration of each stage. Thus, I learned to control the 

process better every day.  

 

According to the DDD-OM, the routinization was an easy process that did not take a long 

time. It led to the full integration of the new CP technology in the firm at the end of the pilot project. 

This proved that new CP technologies can be fully integrated in micro-sized firms through informal 

mechanisms, as long as the OM has the capacities, interest, awareness, and willingness to do it.  

 

After 13 months of work, the CP pilot project was finished. It was viewed as a successful 

process by all stakeholders, given the big positive impacts achieved in a short period of time. In 

particular, the EATD found it successful as it allowed the implementation of the first energy 

efficiency and “tires free” prototype in a local trapiche. It became a role model for other regional 

environmental authorities and micro and small-sized trapiches based on remote rural areas that 

keep burning tires. Its success proved that committed regulators and entrepreneurs are capable 

of successfully promoting and implementing CP technologies even in difficult financial and 

geographical conditions. Besides, good relationships based on mutual respect and trust among 

internal and external actors led to the success of the project. In this case, the EA was seen as a 
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friendly regulator that really wanted to help the entrepreneurs, as expressed by the DDD-OM. She 

stressed that neither she nor the other OMs felt pressured by the EA, and described the EATD as 

a very friendly person.  

At the end of the CP pilot project, the DDD firm reached an “Integration PLUS of CP” level. 

This means that, although the individual workers (in this case the DDD-OM as the only SFW) 

clearly showed a change of knowledge, habits, beliefs, attitudes and behaviors towards CP, the 

CP knowledge did not reach the overall organization. Specifically, while important CP actions on 

energy efficiency were introduced and routinized in the oven´s area, no significant progress was 

achieved on water and solid waste management on the sugar cane plantation and milling area. In 

conclusion, CP did not permeate all the production stages and/or areas of the trapiche; however, 

the DDD-OM stated that at the end of the pilot project  she was capable of visualizing and 

implementing low complex CP alternatives on her own, and high complex alternatives with the 

support of CP outsiders in the different production stages. In particular, during the interview 

conducted by the researcher, the DDD-OM stated that the project enabled her to look for new CP 

information (intuit), analyze CP alternatives and formulate CP proposals (interpret), implement 

them (integrate) and control, sustain and improve them (institutionalize) on her own.   

   

Trainings and the new oven completely changed my way of thinking. I went from being not 

interested on environmental issues to being fascinated with the topic. I think differently 

now, I like CP more and more every day. Now, I know the importance to keep learning and 

doing new things in my process. When the project finished, I wanted to keep working on 

CP and improving my process, and I felt capable of doing it.  

 

Through the pilot project the DDD-OM´s OL skills and capacities around CP were 

developed, which enabled her to work on the continuous improvement and sustainability of CP 
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technologies within the firm. Shortly after the pilot project finished she joined two other projects, 

one on composting topics and other on “good food practices”, developed by the EA and the 

CRPML. Although these projects were not focused on CP, both were directly or indirectly linked 

to environmental topics, which enabled and encouraged her to start working on other pollution 

prevention actions not introduced on the CP pilot project. Besides, these projects allowed the 

CRPML and the EA to monitor the eco-oven´s performance and maintenance by the DDD-OM, 

and to continue giving her CP technical recommendations when required. Thus, new projects 

allowed to extend the support of CP outsiders, give continuity to CP implementations previously 

carried out in the pilot project, and introduce new environmental innovations in the DDD firm. In 

short, new projects proved to be important to expand CP to other production stages, and 

promoting the continuous improvement and sustainability of CP in the DDD firm.  

 

Through these two projects I learned how to do worm composting, to improve the quality 

of sugar cane soils and crops, without polluting the environment with agro-chemicals that 

besides are so expensive for me. I´m still applying almost everything that I learned in all 

projects and I implemented new things after the engineers and the EA left (when the 

projects finished). I finally installed water control valves as he (the FE) always insisted me 

to, and recently built a rain water harvesting system. I don’t have water scarcity problems 

since in our land we have our own water spring, but I want to protect the watershed as they 

taught me. 

 

During a visit to the DDD facilities conducted by the researcher 5 years after the last project 

was completed, it was found that all the environmental actions, mentioned by the DDD-OM and in 

the CRPML´s reports of the projects, were implemented and properly working. In particular, with 

regard to the eco-oven, the DDD-OM considers the good technical design together with the high 

quality construction process as factors that contributed greatly to the sustainability of the eco-
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oven´s infrastructure. In addition to that, the DDD-OM considers the increased efficiency of the 

eco-oven as one of the main motivators to sustain it overtime. Therefore, CP outsiders that 

provided high-quality technical work, together with CP technologies that produced great efficiency 

benefits to the firm, were essential aspects to achieve the sustainability of cleaner technologies 

overtime. 

   

I´ll never go back to burn tires. My new oven doesn´t need that, it is much more efficient 

using only dry bagasse. Efficiency, that´s the reason why I´ve sustained it overtime. It´s 

remained standing without a single crack (not like my old oven that was full of cracks in the 

walls) for all these years because it was made by good engineers, who taught me how to 

keep it well-maintained.  

 

In conclusion, after 5 years the projects were completed, the DDD-OM proved that she 

successfully applied, expanded and sustained CP overtime within her firm; In other words, she 

effectively internalized (institutionalized) CP as it became embedded in its production and 

organizational processes. Formal institutionalization mechanisms such as process control forms 

for routinization purposes, CP manuals for making CP knowledge available for new potential 

workers, and the elaboration of written documents that summarized the new environmental 

programs, goals, and vision of the firm, were not utilized for the internalization of CP.  

 

On the contrary, the institutionalization of CP occurred through informal and very simple 

mechanisms, and completely relied on the DDD-OM´s leadership and commitment towards CP. 

Once the DDD-OM was convinced about the benefits of the different CP implementations, she 

rapidly routinized the CP technologies only through practice, reoriented her firm´s goals and 

production process towards CP, and committed to work on the continuous improvement and 

sustainability of pollution prevention actions. That reorientation and commitment was never 
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formalized in documents, such as an environmental program or policy that are often elaborated 

as guidelines for taking CP to the organizational level.  

 

According to the CPE, the CRPML´s staff should have provided the DDD-OM with an 

operation and maintenance manual for the eco-oven, which would have helped her to retain 

energy efficiency knowledge and to deal with unexpected phenomenon during the oven´s 

operation. Therefore, the CP outsiders failed in providing the DDD-OM with CP institutionalization 

tools that might have allowed the further retention of CP specialized knowledge and the increase 

of the industrial life of the eco-oven through a more accurate preventive maintenance and 

operation. Both things lead to the sustainability of CP within the firm, which is the final goal of the 

institutionalization of CP. The CPE stated that relying on the DDD-OM´s memory was not enough 

to ensure a proper maintenance and operation of the eco-oven overtime, which is contrary to what 

the DDD-OM thinks.  

 

We cannot just trust on what she (the DDD-OM) remembers from the trainings we 

provided. I know she paid attention and she learned how to do it, but I insist that not 

providing her with a manual was a mistake. I´m sure she´s been doing things right, but she 

could be doing them in a better way if we had provided her with specific knowledge and 

instructions in a manual.  

 

But as the DDD-OM notes, 

 

I didn’t think I needed a manual, since as you can see the oven hasn´t collapsed during all 

these years, it´s in pretty good shape and working perfectly. But now that you mention it, 

maybe a manual could be useful if I hired a new worker for the oven, so it would help me 
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to teach him everything about it. I think I can write that manual, I´d do it in my language, 

but honestly, I never thought about it. All I need is the enthusiasm to start writing it. 

 

It could be said that in micro-sized firms like the DDD, in which the management level is 

composed of one OM who at the same time is the only SFW, the institutionalization of CP relies 

mainly on the interest, knowledge, and capacities of the OM of spreading it to the overall 

production stages rather than on documents to diffuse it. This is because the diffusion of CP in 

these extremely small enterprises, is oriented to reach all production areas instead of all members, 

since there is only one SFW (the same OM) who is responsible for all facets of production. As 

there are no other workers to share the new CP knowledge with, the elaboration of CP internal 

documents (such as CP guidelines and policies) is often not considered as necessary for 

institutionalization purposes. In fact, the DDD-OM became the organizational memory of the firm 

where the new CP knowledge is stored, since no other specific tools or documents were prepared 

for the retention or diffusion of CP knowledge inside the firm. Therefore, the institutionalization of 

CP in this type of enterprises is achieved when CP is successfully placed in the heart of the OM, 

and he/she starts supporting its diffusion to all the production process stages commonly using 

informal mechanisms.  

 

In line with this, in the DDD case, the institutionalization process of CP basically followed 

the DDD-OM´s ideas and initiatives to sustain the implemented CP actions and gradually keep 

improving the firm´s environmental performance and efficiency. As expressed by her, every time 

she had a “good” CP idea in mind, she started seeking the way to apply it and make it true. This 

was basically her strategy to continuing making progress on CP, as she did not receive further 

training on it after the projects were completed. This proved that is possible to achieve the 

institutionalization of CP, in a micro-sized firm, through informal and simple mechanisms and with 

the support and leadership of the OM.  
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As observed by the researcher, during the interview conducted five years after all projects 

were completed, the DDD-OM´s enthusiasm around CP had survived until then. The DDD-OM 

mentioned many great ideas and future plans for continuing greening her industry, given her desire 

to keeping innovating. To modernize and/or increase technology of her artisanal rainwater 

harvesting system, improve the waste water treatment plant, and to set up control systems of key 

production variables such as temperature, are some examples of her ideas. The lack of technical 

and financial resources do not seem to be an obstacle for her to turning these ideas into reality as 

she has already approached some CP consultants and organizations to request their assistance. 

She has also joined a women´s CP network in her province, which helps to mobilize funds for 

pollution prevention projects in MSMEs. The network acts as a CP learning platform where women 

from academia, NGOs, and industries can share their experiences, knowledge, necessities, and 

concerns about CP, and work together on environmental initiatives. Sharing the CP generated 

knowledge with other firms to create new CP knowledge based on this interaction, is one of the 

attitudes that demonstrates that the firm has reached the “institutionalization of CP” level.  

 

I decided to join the women & CP network because it´s important to share with other 

people, and let them know that CP is possible! I like people coming to visit my industry, 

and enjoyed participating in the video they made on my trapiche. I like telling my story.  

 

The DDD-OM´s proactiveness and commitment to promoting CP inside and outside the 

firm, clearly shows she internalized CP at an individual and organizational level. As stated by her, 

she and her firm experienced a positive change of core values and beliefs regarding CP and 

environmental issues in general. Although she doesn´t consider herself a “super 

environmentalist”, she admitted her attitude towards the environment completely changed along 

the CP process. She went from not innovating at all, to promoting diverse environmental 

innovations to apply in her firm, even initiatives that go beyond their technical and financial 
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capacities (which are not seen by her as a unbreakable barrier to CP). Without hesitation, she 

affirmed that CP is a moral duty for herself and her firm, and the path to upgrade her business 

activity without degrading the environment. It is her intention to continue participating in CP 

networks and projects that enable her to keep promoting CP inside and outside her firm, through 

the interaction with CP outsiders and other entrepreneurs. She stressed that it is extremely 

important to maintain some interaction with CP outsiders, even if the firm has already integrated 

or institutionalized CP, as they are an important channel (practically the only channel) for smalls 

firms to update their knowledge on CP and to apply complex CP technologies. It seems that the 

involvement of CP outsiders should never ends when it comes to micro and small-sized firms. 

 

 

I don´t know how to use internet, I don´t even have a computer, so I cannot look for CP 

information in that way. That is the situation of many micro and small firms, and especially 

of those located in rural areas like mine. Participating in these CP projects and talking to 

the engineers are practically the only possibility I have to keep learning about CP.  

 

 

In summary, the potential collapse of the oven put pressure on the DDD-OM, encouraging 

her to join the CP pilot project as a way to improve its performance.  The EA and the CRPML were 

the donor and the executing organization of the project, which acted as the CP outsiders that 

provided financial resources and technical assistance, respectively. By attending the different 

trainings and visits conducted by the CP outsiders, the DDD-OM began to recognize her firm´s 

environmental failures and explore CP alternatives to solve them. This not only enhanced the 

DDD-OM’s knowledge on CP, but also stimulated a new way of thinking that helped her to   

develop her intuition skills to detect potential CP alternatives for her firm. Since the use of tires as 

fuel was identified as the main environmental problem caused by energy deficiencies in the old 

oven, the CP outsiders and the DDD-OM concentrated their efforts in its replacement with a new 
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“tires-free” eco-oven. By actively interacting with the CP consultants during the design and 

implementation stage of the new eco-oven, the DDD-OM was able to interpret and implement this 

new cleaner technology. The “immersion” of CP experts and engineers allowed such intense 

interaction between them and the DDD-OM, which enabled the CP knowledge interpretation and 

integration. By experimenting with the new eco-oven, the DDD-OM was able to start its 

routinization and complete integration within the firm, using informal mechanisms. At the end of 

the pilot project, the DDD firm reached an “Integration PLUS of CP” level, which means that: i) 

The individuals (in this case the OM) showed an increase of CP capacities and a positive change 

of habits, beliefs, attitudes and behaviors towards CP; ii) The firm implemented specific CP actions 

and started their routinization, however, CP was not expanded to all production areas of the firm.  

 

After the CP pilot project was completed, the DDD-OM joined two new environmental 

related projects that enabled her to continue the CP transformation process and begin its 

institutionalization within the firm. By using informal mechanisms, the DDD-OM was able to 

institutionalize CP and sustained CP implementations over time. Without CP formal plans, 

programs or policies, CP continuous improvement became a norm in the firm. Six years after all 

projects finished, the DDD-OM is still highly committed to CP, demonstrating she deeply 

internalized CP at the individual and organizational level. It can be concluded that the DDD firm 

carried out a long and successful CP transformation process, which took it to an 

“Institutionalization of CP” level. The DDD’s case became a role model for micro and small-sized 

entrepreneurs, environmental authorities and organizations that promote CP in Colombia.  
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Barriers and Enablers to CP learning processes in Case DDD: 

 

In this point, the twelve factors identified as key for CP learning processes in MSMEs 

(Table 5.3, Chapter 5), were analyzed to determine which of them facilitated or hindered the OL 

processes around CP during the pilot project. In other words, to analyze whether each of them 

acted as a barrier or an enabler to the CP knowledge transfer process that occurred throughout 

the projects. Other factors that similarly showed an important influence in CP learning processes 

in the DDD firm, but not previously identified in Table 5.3, were also analyzed. The analysis is 

presented in Table 6.9.  

Table 6.9: Barriers and enablers for the OL processes around CP in case DDD.  

Key factor Influence on OL processes around CP Findings 

X1: Individual 
personality 
differs from 
team (group) 
personality. 

In the DDD case, as the OM was the same and only 
SFW in the main production area, a group to work 
on environmental aspects within the firm, was not 
possible to be formed. 

N.A 
 

X3: Individual 
values and 
goals differ 
from those of 
the group. 

X11: OMs low 
technical 
knowledge 
and 
capacities 
around CP.  

Although at the beginning of Project 1 the DDD-OM 
did not have prior related knowledge about 
environmental topics, the first CP trainings allowed 
her enhancing her knowledge to explore and identify 
potential CP alternatives for her firm.  In other words, 
first trainings helped her to develop her skills to intuit 
potential CP alternatives to increase the 
environmental efficiency of her production process. 
Thus, CP outsiders impeded that the OM’s lack of 
prior CP knowledge acted as a barrier to develop her 
intuition skills around CP.   

When OM’s lack of 
prior environmental 
related knowledge, 
CP outsiders might 
become enablers to 
developing the OM’s 
intuition skills around 
CP.   
 

X19: CP 
outsiders’ low 
skills to 
develop OM’s 
capacities to 
acquire and 
communicate 

Developing the OM’s capacities to communicate 
new CP information within the firm was not 
necessary, as the OM was the only SFW in the main 
production area.  
 

N.A 
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new CP 
information.  

X22: Team 
confidence in 
the individual. 

In the DDD case, as the OM was the same and only 
SFW in the main production area, a group (team) to 
work on environmental aspects within the firm, was 
not possible to be formed. 

N.A 

X28: 
Organization
al culture 
does not 
support 
learning. 

The OM showed great openness and interest 
towards new CP ideas and knowledge provided by 
the CP outsiders. She showed her commitment with 
CP learning through her attendance to all trainings 
and by applying what she learned in each of those. 
 
Her positive attitude towards learning facilitated the 
transfer of new CP knowledge from the CP outsiders 
to the OM, and the successful integration of cleaner 
technologies in the firm. 

A learning-
supportive 
organizational 
culture enabled OL 
processes around 
CP within the firm. 

X36: CP 
providers’ 
willingness 
and 
capacities to 
develop 
systems to 
communicate 
CP 
knowledge 
from the team 
to the 
organizationa
l level.  

Working on developing communication systems for 
the transfer of CP knowledge between the 
management and SFWs was not necessary, as 
there was only one SFW (the OM) who at the same 
time represented the management level. In “super 
micro” firms like the DDD, a path to transfer 
knowledge from the individual (the OM) to the team 
(a group of SFWs) simply doesn’t exist as there is 
no such team.    
 
  

N.A    

X37: 
Effectiveness 
and 
usefulness of 
CP transfer 
mechanisms 
used by the 
CP outsider 
for the 
intuition, 
interpretation
, 
implementati
on and 
institutionaliz
ation of CP in 
the firm. 

Showing the OM the health risks to her and her 
family associated to the burning of tires, and the 
environmental inefficiency and imminent collapse of 
the oven, motivated her to start learning and 
exploring about CP alternatives that allowed her to 
eliminate that source of pollution from the production 
process and increase its efficiency.  
 
Trainings that focused on explaining in detail the 
critical situation of the firm, were an effective 
mechanism to raise the OM’s interest in learning 
more about and start exploring CP options with the 
support of the CP outsiders.   

Mechanisms that 
very clearly showed 
the environmental 
inefficiencies of the 
current production 
process and the 
associated health 
risks, became 
enablers for the OM 
to start developing 
her intuiting skills 
around CP.  

Providing the firm with a CP Action Plan that 
emphasized on few CP alternatives for a specific key 
aspect (energy efficiency), helped to channeling the 
CP outsiders and firm’s efforts and resources 
towards the implementation of concrete CP actions 
and goals.  
 

An Action Plan that 
included few CP 
alternatives for a 
specific key 
environmental 
aspect enabled the 
integration of CP 
knowledge and 
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Besides, as the plan strongly recommended to 
introduce pollution prevention actions rather than 
EOP alternatives, the OM became more easily 
interested in beginning the implementation of CP 
technologies in the firm.  

technologies in the 
firm for the first time. 

Conducting in-site practical trainings that interrupted 
the OM’s working routines during each session, 
were seen by her as an inappropriate mechanism to 
transfer CP knowledge as they ignored the 
particularities of her working conditions.  
 
“Super micro” firms have special conditions, such as 
lack of personnel in the production area that were 
not taken into account in the design of the training 
methodologies. Being the only SFW, she was simply 
unable to delegate her job, while attending the 
trainings. As a result, it was impossible for her to 
concentrate on what the CP outsiders were trying to 
communicate during the trainings.  

Training 
methodologies that 
ignored the 
particularities of the 
firm’s working 
conditions became a 
barrier to the 
transfer of CP 
knowledge from the 
CP outsiders to the 
firm.    

Allowing a high involvement of the OM in the 
identification and analysis of the different CP 
technological alternatives for the eco-oven, enabled 
the development of the OM’s skills and capacities to 
interpret CP alternatives through the interaction with 
CP experts and engineers.  
 
Therefore, this participatory analysis was an 
appropriate mechanism for developing the OM’s 
organizational learning capacities and skills around 
CP. In particular, those to analyze, understand and 
finally select the most suitable CP alternatives for 
her firm.  
 
In addition, understanding from the design stage the 
operating principles of the new eco-oven, 
contributed to start developing her capacities to 
implement (integrate) the new technology from an 
early stage.   

High involvement of 
the OM in the 
identification and 
analysis of CP 
alternatives enabled 
the development of 
the OM’s  
interpreting and 
integrating skills and 
capacities around 
CP.  

The FE, by facilitating the transfer of CP knowledge 
from the CPE to the OM during the design and 
implementation stages of the eco-oven, supported 
the development of the OM’s interpretation and 
integration skills around CP. Specifically, the FE 
patiently explained to the OM the CP initiatives and 
technical alternatives the CPE required the OM to 
understand and learn. Thus, the FE acting as a 
communication channel, impeded that the lack of 
communication between the CPE and the OM 
became a barrier to the transfer of CP knowledge 
from the CP outsiders to the firm, during CP 
interpretation and integration processes.  

When the CPE is 
unable to effectively 
transfer CP 
specialized 
knowledge to the 
OM, FEs with good 
communication skills  
might enable the 
interpretation and 
integration of cleaner 
technologies by 
acting as a 
communication 
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CP experts tend to be senior consultants who 
commonly have limited time to work in the field with 
entrepreneurs and workers, and tend to use 
technical language. This makes the transfer of CP 
knowledge to micro firms difficult, since this type of 
industries commonly require extra support and time 
to understand new technical information. Therefore, 
field engineers who tend to be junior professionals 
and are expected to be embedded in the firm’s 
facilities throughout CP projects, become important 
actors to compensate the CPE’s lack of time and 
communication skills during CP transfer processes. 
In short, the FE acting as a facilitator, proved to be 
an appropriate mechanism to ease the transfer of 
CP new knowledge to the firm.    

channel between the 
CPE and the OM. 

The implementation of a real-scale prototype (the 
eco-oven), allowed the OM to put in practice the 
acquired knowledge during the interpretation stage 
and CP training sessions. Such practical 
experimentation resulted in the increase of the OM’s 
understanding and capacities to integrate the new 
CP technology.  
 
 
 

Implementing a real-
scale prototype was 
an appropriate 
mechanism to 
enable the 
development of the 
OM’s capacities to 
integrate the new CP 
technology through 
practical 
experimentation.   

The “immersion” of CP consultants and civil 
engineers, who provided constant technical 
assistance and support directly in the production 
plant during the selection, design and 
implementation of the eco-oven, allowed the OM to 
increase her knowledge and skills around CP by 
continuously interacting with them throughout the 
project. CP outsiders helped the OM in successfully 
developing intuition, interpretation, and integration 
capacities around CP.  

A learning-by-
interacting approach 
promoted by the 
“immersion” of CP 
consultants and 
other professionals 
in the production 
plant along the 
project enabled the 
development of the 
OM’s OL skills 
around CP.  

In addition, starting by implementing a CP 
technology easy to operate, which besides brought 
great environmental, health and efficiency benefits 
to the firm, proved to be a good mechanism to 
motivate the OM to fully integrate it in the production 
process and to achieve the OM acceptance to 
expand CP actions within the firm.  
 
 

 The selection of a 
CP technology quite 
simple to operate 
that besides brought 
enormous benefits 
enabled the fully 
integration and 
institutionalization of 
CP knowledge and 
principles within the 
firm.  
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Giving continuity to the successful CP transfer 
process initiated in the pilot project, through other 
two new environmental related projects, enabled the 
OM to begin the institutionalization of CP by 
sustaining CP implementations previously 
introduced and integrating new CP actions in other 
production areas, with the support of CP outsiders.  
 
Such continuity proved to be a good mechanism to 
enable the CP continuous improvement and the 
institutionalization of CP.  

Engaging the firm in 
new environmental 
projects enabled the 
continuity of the 
transformation 
process towards CP 
and the beginning of 
the 
institutionalization of 
CP all over the firm. 

The institutionalization of CP within the firm was 
reached through the application of different informal 
tools developed and promoted by the OM. 
 
The lack of support from the CP outsiders did not 
become a barrier to the institutionalization of CP, 
since the OM effectively led and developed her own 
informal mechanisms to internalize CP and take it to 
the different production stages.  
 

When the CP 
outsiders fail in 
supporting 
institutionalization 
processes, proactive 
OMs might enable 
the 
institutionalization of 
CP within the firm.  

X44: 
Awareness of 
the 
organization 
on the 
importance of 
retaining new 
CP 
knowledge.  

The OM’s positive change of behaviour and 
attitudes towards CP, and her commitment to 
sustaining the CP implementations performed 
during the environmental projects and continuing 
introducing new CP actions overtime, clearly shows 
her awareness on the importance of retaining CP 
knowledge within her firm. This made it possible to 
successfully reach the institutionalization of CP 
within the firm. 
 

The OM’s 
awareness, interest 
and commitment 
towards the retention 
of new CP 
knowledge gained 
during demonstration 
projects were the 
main enablers to 
achieve the 
institutionalization 
and sustainability of 
CP within the firm 
overtime.  

X51: 
Openness to 
new ideas 
from internal 
and external 
stakeholders.  

Openness of the OM and the CRPML’s staff, to 
taking ideas from each other, was fundamental to 
achieve the successful integration of CP alternatives 
in the firm. The full implementation of the eco-oven 
evidenced the OM had a real openness to and 
acceptance of the CP alternative defined jointly with 
the CP outsiders. 

A real openness from 
all stakeholders 
enabled   two-way 
communication and 
CP knowledge 
sharing, and the 
successful 
integration of CP 
alternatives.  

X56: All 
actors 
willingness to 
create and 
work in 
learning 

In the pilot project, both the CP outsiders and the 
OM showed their commitment and willingness to 
work in partnership during the CP transfer process. 
They created a strong alliance, based on a “real” 
participatory approach and mutual trust, which led to 
the full integration of CP technologies. An active 
participation of all members of the alliance 

Active and 
participatory learning 
alliances enabled 
the successful 
integration of CP 
technologies and the 
development of the 
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alliances 
around CP.  

throughout the CP transfer stages, allowed the OM 
enhanced her learning skills and capacities around 
CP by continuously interacting with CP consultants. 

OM’s OL skills and 
capacities around 
CP.  

X58: CP 
programs 
evaluations 
focus on 
technical 
aspects 
rather than on 
measuring 
the change of 
habits and 
behaviours 
around CP.  

In the pilot project, the evaluation occurred in a two 
months period at the end of the project. It focused 
on immediate environmental and technical results, 
and ignored measuring OL changes that show 
whether CP was being internalized or not in the firm. 
This did not seem to affect the fully integration and 
further institutionalization of CP, since the OM 
changed the institutional values and behaviors 
towards the environment and established a pollution 
prevention organizational culture on her own, which 
helped her to internalize and sustain CP overtime. In 
other words, the OM herself monitors and ensures 
the firm keep turning into a greener business.  Using 
informal mechanisms, the OM controls her own and 
the firm’s behavior are consistent with the new green 
organizational vision.  
 
The OM impeded the lack of OL evaluations became 
a barrier to the fully integration and 
institutionalization of CP.  

When the CP 
outsiders fail in 
supervising and 
measuring OL 
changes around CP 
in a micro-sized firm, 
a proactive OM might 
enable the 
continuous 
evaluation and 
correction of 
organizational 
environmental habits 
and behaviors using 
informal 
mechanisms.  

Other factors influencing OL around CP in the studied cases:  

Intertwining 
for the 
transfer of 
CP. 

CP outsiders proved to be crucial to encourage the 
OM to join the different environmental projects. In 
the case of the CP pilot project, the EA was the actor 
that motivated the OM to participate. Such 
motivation came from the opportunity the project 
offered to the OM to fix her oven, rather than from 
the regulators’ pressure to fulfill the law. The EA was 
undoubtedly a crucial actor to encourage the OM to 
make the first move towards CP, and implement the 
first CP alternatives. 
 
In the case of the other two following projects, the 
benefits of CP obtained in the pilot project and the 
good relationships already established with the EA 
and the CRPML, were the factors that convinced the 
OM to join the other projects and keep applying 
environmental actions, including the integration of 
new cleaner technologies. 
 
However, the institutionalization of CP was not fully 
encouraged through none of the projects.   

CP outsiders 
enabled the 
beginning and 
continuity of the 
firm’s transformation 
towards CP and the 
integration of CP 
actions, but did not 
fully encourage the 
institutionalization of 
CP.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 

It is important to note the research was limited to analyze the CP knowledge transfer 

processes developed in two micro and two small industries in Colombia. Results helped us to 

obtain a deeper and broader understanding of the factors that influenced the learning process 

around CP in these types of industries during CP demonstration projects conducted in the selected 

geographical area. However, the small sample size does not allow for these results to be 

statistically significant; the results apply to micro and small-sized firms within the studied region 

and therefore may not be generalised in terms of any particular industry sector or other regions of 

Colombia and abroad.  

 

As stated by Bass (2007), Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999), and Van Hoof (2014), the 

researcher strongly argues that the transfer of new CP knowledge to the firms necessarily implies 

an organizational intense learning process. In line with this perspective, the research was 

concerned about the OL processes that occur within the firms to acquire, absorb, internalize and 

sustain new CP knowledge transferred by CP outsiders. Using the 5i CP model developed by the 

researcher in Figure 3.1, the research specifically analyzed how specific key factors (identified in 

Table 5.3) influenced the process by which the four selected firms intuited, interpreted, integrated 

and institutionalized new CP knowledge provided by external sources, such as CP consultants, 

experts and donors; this means that the analysis was focused on all sub-learning processes that 

normally occur inside the firms when new CP knowledge is being transferred. In this chapter I 

present my reflections on those key factors suggested by the research results as the most 

influential on CP learning processes in all the cases studied. These are the X1, X3, X28, X36, 

X37, X44, X51, X56, X58, including other aspects that had “high” or “very high” influence on the 

OL processes around CP, acting as important barriers or enablers to the transfer of CP into the 
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firms. Factors with “low or medium” influence were not considered relevant for the discussion 

presented in this chapter.  

 

 “Low influence” factors are those that had a minor impact on CP transfer processes.  

 “Medium influence” factors include those that had the ability to hinder or facilitate all (or some) 

learning sub-processes, but not to a greater level. For example, they might have been able to 

slow down the CP learning process, but their impact was not enough to completely obstruct 

it. 

 “High influence” factors are those that had the ability to greatly hinder or facilitate the transfer 

of CP knowledge to the firms throughout all learning sub-processes. These factors might 

easily speed up or completely interrupt the CP learning processes.  

 “Very high” influence factors essentially refers to those key factors which in turn comprise 

multiple “high-influence” sub-factors that were also greatly influential on all CP learning sub-

processes. Factor X37, which included sub-factors such as the type of trainings, learning 

methodologies and the selection of environmental technology. These sub-factors might easily 

speed up or completely interrupt the CP learning processes. Table 7.1 presents the 

classification of the key factors according to their level of influence on CP learning processes. 
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Table 7.1: Key factors’ level of influence on the CP learning processes in the four case studies.  
 

Key factor Unsuccessful Cases Successful Cases Key 
factors’ 
level of 
influence 
on CP 
learning 
processes 

Case AAA  
(micro) 

Case BBB 
(small) 

Case CCC 
(small) 

Case DDD 
(micro) 

X1: Individual 
personality 
differs from 
team (group) 
personality. 

N.A  
 
A team was 
not possible 
to be formed. 

No clear 
individual 
(OM) and 
group CP 
values and 
goals, acted 
as barriers 
to the 
transfer of CP 
knowledge 
and initiatives 
in both 
directions.  
 

Empathy and 
similar values 
and goals 
between the 
OAM and the 
group of workers 
acted as 
enablers for OL 
processes 
around CP 
within the firm.  
 

N.A  
 
A team was 
not possible 
to be 
formed. 

High 
Influence  
 
(In cases 
BBB & CCC 
– Small 
firms) 

X3: Individual 
values and 
goals differ 
from those of 
the group. 

X11: OMs low 
technical 
knowledge 
and 
capacities 
around CP.  

N.A  
(there is no 
group level) 

 When OM’s lack of prior 
environmental related 
knowledge, CP outsiders 
became enablers to transferring 
new CP information from the 
individual to the group level for 
the first time. 

N.A  
(there is no 
group level) 

Low 
influence 
 
(In cases 
BBB & CCC 
– Small 
firms) 

X19: CP 
outsiders’ low 
skills to 
develop OM’s 
capacities to 
acquire and 
communicate 
new CP 
information to 
the group 
level.  

N.A  
(there is no 
group level) 

CP outsiders enabled the 
transfer of new and simple CP 
information from the individual to 
the group level, when the OM 
was not able to do it. 

N.A  
(there is no 
group level) 

Low 
influence 
 
(In cases 
BBB & CCC 
– Small 
firms) 

X22: Team 
confidence in 
the individual. 

N.A  
(there is no 
group/team 
level) 

The transfer of CP knowledge 
from the group to a new SFW 
never occurred, as the SFWs 
were always the same during the 
CP program. 

N.A  
(there is no 
group/team 
level) 

NO 
influence 
 
(In cases 
BBB & CCC 
– Small 
firms) 

X28: 
Organization
al culture 

A not learning-supportive 
organizational culture was a 

A learning-supportive 
organizational culture enabled 

High 
Influence  
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does not 
support 
learning. 

barrier to OL processes 
around CP within the firm. 

OL processes around CP within 
the firm. 

X36: CP 
providers’ 
willingness 
and 
capacities to 
develop 
systems to 
communicate 
CP 
knowledge 
from the team 
to the 
organizationa
l level.  

N.A 
(there is no a 
team within 
the firm) 
 

The 
unwillingness 
and lack of 
capacities of 
the OM and 
the CP 
providers to 
develop 
systems to 
communicate 
new CP 
knowledge 
from the 
SFWs to the 
OM became 
a barrier to 
transfer CP 
ideas and 
initiatives 
from the 
group to the 
organizationa
l level. 

Direct 
communication 
systems created 
by the OAM to 
facilitate CP 
knowledge 
sharing between 
the 
management 
and SFWs, 
acted as 
enablers to OL 
processes 
around CP 
within the firm. 

N.A  
(there is no 
a team 
within the 
firm) 
 

High 
Influence  
 
(In cases 
BBB & CCC 
– Small 
firms) 

X37: 
Effectiveness 
and 
usefulness of 
CP transfer 
mechanisms 
used by the 
CP outsider 
for the 
intuition, 
interpretation
, 
implementati
on and 
institutionaliz
ation of new 
CP 
knowledge.  

    Very high 
Influence  
 

Participatory 
approach  

Little involvement of the firm’s 
staff in the identification and 
analysis of CP alternatives 
was a barrier to developing 
intuiting and interpreting skills 
around CP within the firms. 

In Project 1, a 
little involvement 
of the firm’s staff 
in the 
interpretation of 
CP alternatives 
was a barrier to 

High 
involvement 
of the OM in 
the 
identificatio
n and 
analysis of 

High 
Influence  
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developing 
learning 
capacities 
around CP.  
 
In Project 2, a 
“real” 
participatory 
approach from 
the very 
beginning 
enabled the CP 
OL processes.  

CP 
alternatives 
enabled the 
developmen
t of the 
OM’s  
interpreting 
and 
integrating 
skills and 
capacities 
around CP. 

Action Plan 
document 

An environmental Action Plan 
with too many 
recommendations and 
focused on EOP technologies 
rather than on CP 
alternatives, was an 
enormous barrier to the CP 
knowledge transfer and 
learning processes from the 
beginning of the CP program. 

In Project 1: An 
Action Plan that 
included few, 
simple and 
specific short 
and medium CP 
alternatives, 
enabled the 
integration of CP 
knowledge in the 
firm for the first 
time. 

An Action 
Plan that 
included 
few CP 
alternatives 
for a 
specific key 
environmen
tal aspect 
enabled the 
integration 
of CP 
knowledge 
and 
technologie
s in the firm 
for the first 
time. 

High 
Influence  

Encourage 
the 

implementati
on of EOP 

technologies, 
instead of CP 
technologies 

and 
prototypes.   

Beginning by implementing 
EOP technologies was a 
mechanism that acted as a 
barrier for the further 
integration of environmental 
technologies. 
 

Giving priority to 
the 
implementation 
of low-
investment and 
money-saving 
CP 
technologies, 
and CP 
prototypes 
enabled OMs to 
rapidly start with 
routinization and 
fully integration 
processes 
around CP 

Implementin
g a real-
scale 
prototype, 
simple to 
operate that 
besides 
brought 
enormous 
benefits to 
the firm 
enabled the 
developmen
t of the 
OM’s 
capacities 
to integrate 
the new CP 
technology 
through 

High 
Influence  
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practical 
experiment
ation and 
encouraged 
the 
institutionali
zation of 
CP.   

Immersion of 
CP 

consultants 
(learning by 

interacting 
approach) 

A low or none “immersion” of 
CP consultants in the firms 
acted as barrier to develop 
OMs and SFWs capacities 
around CP through learning- 
by-interacting methodologies. 

A learning-by-interacting 
approach promoted by the 
“immersion” of CP consultants 
and other professionals in the 
production plant along the 
project enabled the 
development of the OM’s OL 
skills around CP. 

High 
Influence  

Trainings   A limited number of training 
activities, which were not 
adapted to the particular 
needs and characteristics of 
the micro and small firms was 
a barrier to the CP knowledge 
transfer process to these type 
of firms. 

In project 1:  
A limited number 
of trainings on 
CP 
technologies, 
which, 
moreover, did 
not include 
practical and 
convincing 
examples,    
impeded a 
deeper transfer 
of knowledge on 
priority CP 
alternatives. 
 
In Project 2: 
Learning-by-
doing trainings 
enabled the 
development of 
workers 
capacities to 
interpret and 
integrate 
complex CP 
technologies 
through practical 
experimentation.   

Training 
methodologi
es that 
ignored the 
particularitie
s of the 
firm’s 
working 
conditions 
became a 
barrier to 
the transfer 
of CP 
knowledge 
from the CP 
outsiders to 
the firm.    
 
 

High 
Influence  

Continuity of 
CP projects 

Engaging in a second CP 
project, based again on an 
EOP approach, was a barrier 
to OMs and CP outsiders to 
explore in depth CP 

Engaging the firm in new CP or 
environmental related projects 
enabled the continuity of the 
transformation process towards 
CP, the integration of new CP 

High 
Influence  
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technologies   and achieve 
their fully integration. 

innovations, and the beginning 
of the institutionalization of CP 
all over the firm. 

Paternalism CP outsiders’ paternalism 
was a barrier to encourage 
OMs to develop OL skills and 
capacities around CP by their 
own. 

N.A High 
Influence  

Institutionaliz
ation 

mechanisms 

N.A  
(these firms did not reach the 
institutionalization level) 

The lack of support from the CP 
outsiders did not become a 
barrier to the 
institutionalization of CP, since 
the OM effectively led and 
developed her own 
mechanisms to internalize CP 
and take it to the different 
production stages.  

High 
Influence 

X44: 
Awareness of 
the 
organization 
on the 
importance of 
retaining new 
CP 
knowledge.  

The OM’s lack of awareness, 
interest and commitment 
towards the retention of new 
CP knowledge gained during 
demonstration projects was a 
barrier to achieve the 
institutionalization and 
sustainability of CP within the 
firm overtime. 

The OM’s awareness, interest 
and commitment towards the 
retention of new CP knowledge 
gained during demonstration 
projects were the main 
enablers to achieve the 
institutionalization and 
sustainability of CP within the 
firm overtime. 

High 
Influence  
 

X51: 
Openness to 
new ideas 
from internal 
and external 
stakeholders.  

The lack or low openness by 
OMs was a barrier to the 
integration of CP alternatives. 

A real openness from all 
stakeholders enabled   two-
way communication and CP 
knowledge sharing, and the 
successful integration of CP 
alternatives 

High 
Influence  
 

X56: All 
actors 
willingness to 
create and 
work in 
learning 
alliances 
around CP.  

Weak learning alliances acted 
as a  barrier to the  successful 
integration of CP technologies 
and the development of the 
firm’s OL skills and capacities 
around CP. 

Active and participatory 
learning alliances enabled the 
successful integration of CP 
technologies and the 
development of the OM’s OL 
skills and capacities around 
CP. 

High 
Influence  
 

X58: CP 
programs 
evaluations 
focus on 
technical 
aspects 
rather than 
on measuring 
the change of 
habits and 

Technical evaluations 
became a barrier to measure 
the change of behaviors and 
attitudes of the firms’ 
personnel towards CP.  

When the CP outsiders fail in 
supervising and measuring OL 
changes around CP, a 
proactive OM might enable the 
continuous evaluation and 
correction of workers’ 
environmental habits and 
behaviors to promote the 
institutionalization and 
sustainability of CP within the 
firm. 

High 
Influence  
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behaviours 
around CP.  

X14: Lack of 
effective 
systems in 
the firm for 
acquiring, 
communicati
ng and 
interpreting 
new ideas 
(i.e., 
communicati
on channels, 
reflection 
groups, etc). 

N.A The lack of 
reflection 
systems 
acted as a 
barrier to the 
acquisition, 
communicati
on, 
interpretation
, and 
integration of 
new CP 
knowledge in 
the firm. 

The promotion 
and 
development of 
internal 
relationships 
around CP 
through formal 
or informal 
reflection 
systems 
enabled the 
acquisition, 
communication, 
interpretation, 
and integration 
of new CP 
knowledge in the 
firm. 

N.A High 
influence 

OTHER 
FACTORS: 

     

In the 
formulation 

stage: 
 

 Approach 
and 

objectives of 
the CP 

projects & 
CP outsiders’ 

prior OL 
knowledge  

In CP pilot cases:  
 
The selection of traditional CP approaches for the development 
of the pilot projects and the donors’ lack of prior OL knowledge, 
prevented the CP transfer process from being seen primarily as 
an organizational learning process rather than as merely 
technical process. 
 
 

High 
influence 

 
 
 

On The Approach and Objectives of the CP Pilot Projects & CP Outsiders’ Prior OL 

Knowledge: 

 

The findings of the analysis showed that all four CP pilot projects (first CP initiatives 

financed by the EA and executed by the CRPML) adopted traditional approaches, recommended 

by international and national CP organizations, for the transfer of new CP knowledge to the firms. 

These approaches tend to see the transfer of CP as a merely technical process, and commonly 
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ignore the learning processes that necessarily occur inside the firms in order to understand and 

absorb the new CP knowledge. Based on the traditional approach, all pilot projects focused on 

following a series of consecutive technical stages: Environmental Diagnosis, Elaboration of the 

CP Action Plan, Implementation of CP alternatives, and Monitoring and Control of CP 

implementations. One could think that the donors and the project’s executors tend to mechanically 

adopt the traditional approaches simply because these were recommended by CP international 

agencies like UNEP. However, it is important to note that both the EA’s and the CRPML’s staff 

claimed to know nothing about OL processes before, during and at the end of the projects. Being 

the EA and the CRPML’s staff responsible for writing the CP pilot proposals, it could be assumed 

that their lack of OL knowledge might have led them to easily adopt a traditional approach, from 

the projects’ design stage, without questioning it. From that point of view, the CP outsiders seemed 

to have been the first barrier to the CP knowledge transfer process, as they were unable to 

recognize and give the importance to CP learning processes from the very beginning of the 

projects. However, the low educational levels and the lack of technical knowledge that 

characterizes the micro and small firms, triggers the idea that the barriers to CP learning 

processes will come from within the firms rather than from the external CP sources.  

 

On the other hand, a comparison of the traditional approach used in the four CP pilot 

projects and the 5i CP model developed by the researcher for the transfer of CP knowledge into 

MSMEs (which is based on an OL approach), clearly showed great differences between them and 

revealed missing OL aspects in the traditional approach (See Figure 7.1). For example, while the 

traditional approach led the pilot project’s executors to conduct a series of subsequent technical 

stages to transfer CP to the firms, the 5i CP model guide them towards the development of learning 

sub-processes around CP that enhance the firm’s capacities to acquire, implement and 

institutionalize new CP knowledge. Thus, while the traditional methodology looked for CP 

outsiders to identify the environmental deficiencies of the firm and the most suitable CP 
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technological alternatives to correct them (through the diagnosis and the action plan stages), the 

5i CP model aims to focus their efforts on developing the firm’s capacities to explore, understand 

and analyze such alternatives by itself (through the intuition and interpreting sub-processes). It 

seems that in the traditional methodology CP outsiders were expected to do the hard job of 

identifying and defining the CP alternatives, while the firms were expected to take a passive role 

waiting to be told what to do, as observed in the AAA, BBB and CCC pilot projects.  

 

Besides, although both the traditional approach and the 5i CP model point to the 

implementation of CP technologies (through the CP implementation stage and the CP integration 

sub-process, respectively), only the 5i CP model aims to the institutionalization of new CP 

knowledge. This suggests that the traditional approach is not concerned about the retention of the 

transferred CP knowledge within the firms. In conclusion, the traditional approach used in the four 

pilot projects was based on conducting a series of subsequent technical stages, rather than on 

developing the firms’ learning capacities around CP. It ignored the learning processes and the 

flow of information that occur inside the firms when they try to absorb new CP knowledge. 

Therefore, it is far from that innovative OL approach promoted by various CP researchers (Bass, 

2007; Vickers & Cordey- Hayes, 1999; Van Hoof, 2014) to improve the CP transfer processes to 

the firms. Figure 7.1 presents graphically the comparison between the traditional CP transfer 

approach and the 5i CP model.  
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between the 5i CP model (on the left) and the traditional CP transfer 

methodology (on the right). 

 

By adopting a traditional CP transfer approach, CP outsiders might have not seen the need 

to encourage the retention of CP within the firms; as a result, none of the four CP pilot projects 

included a specific objective to promote the institutionalization of new CP knowledge. Ironically, 

most environmental programs have the ambition of creating profound changes to the individual’s 

and organizations’ behaviours and attitudes towards the environment (Thomson & Hoffman, 

2000), which indicates the transferred environmental principles have been effectively internalized 

and therefore will be retained in the firm. Without a doubt, every donor and CP consultant hopes 

that the firms internalize CP, and do not return to their old polluting behaviors. The exclusion of 

institutionalization objectives clearly shows a gap between the CP outsiders’ expectations and the 

CP projects’ goals.  
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Specifically, the absence of an institutionalization target might have led CP outsiders to 

avoid performing activities such as trainings on continuous improvement in CP, formulation of 

integrated environmental programs, formation of CP committees, which help to retain, sustain and 

keep promoting CP within the firms overtime. None of the four firms reached an “Institutionalization 

of CP” level at the end of the pilot projects. The institutionalization of CP in micro and small firms 

is unlikely to occur in a first CP initiative. Given their limited resources, in a first pilot experience 

they are often unable to expand CP to the overall firm, implement complex CP technologies, and 

in general make radical environmental and organizational changes, which lead to an effective 

internalization of CP knowledge.  CP outsiders may have at least conducted trainings to raise the 

firms’ awareness about the importance of internalizing CP in the near future, and provided some 

guidelines to start leading them towards the sustainability and institutionalization of CP from the 

first CP pilot projects. However, in all cases the CP outsiders’ role was limited to providing 

technical assistance for the implementation of CP alternatives, without giving support to sustain 

them overtime. 

 

 

In line with Bass (2007), Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999) and Van Hoof (2014), I suggest 

that broader approaches based on OL principles should be used in the development of CP 

projects, in order to improve the CP transfer processes into the firms. This would challenge current 

CP project’s implementers and donors, as they tend to form CP teams composed only of 

environmental-related engineers, which results in narrow approaches as observed in the four case 

When CP projects do not include methodologies and objectives that promote learning 

processes for the institutionalization of CP, it is unlikely that CP outsiders (donors and project’s 

executors) seek the development of CP learning capacities and the internalization of new CP 

knowledge in the firms throughout the projects. 
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studies. This would definitely need a change in the firm’s and CP outsiders’ mentality that allows 

them seeing the importance of interdisciplinary CP teams that include for example sociologists 

and industrial organizational psychologists, who could help to deal with communication and 

conflict issues that hinder the transfer of CP. In short, replacing a traditional approach promoted 

by national guidelines and environmental organizations for years will undoubtedly be a complex, 

ambitious and challenging effort that would require major support from CP stakeholders.  

 

On the Influence of the Firm’s Size on CP OL Processes: 

 

The research revealed there are two types of micro-sized industries, according to the 

number of SFWs in “main production area”, to consider when transferring CP knowledge during 

CP projects: i) “Super micro”, which refers to those firms with only one SFW, ii) “Micro”, which are 

those firms with more than one SFW. The “main production area” comprises the key 

manufacturing stages, which are commonly those with greatest potential environmental impact. 

Although at first glance super micro and micro perhaps appear somewhat similar, they behave 

very differently during CP learning processes.  Similarly, results showed that super micro firms’ 

behaviours greatly differ from those of small and medium firms. For example, while in the micro 

and small firms CP interpretation processes greatly depend on the interaction among SFWs, in 

the super micro firms these completely rely on the interaction between the OM and the CP 

outsiders since the OM is the same and only SFW. This means that while CP interpretation 

processes in micro and small firms greatly depend on intra-organizational relationships, in micro 

firms completely rely on inter-organizational relationships. Differences like that were ignored in the 

development of most of the selected CP case studies. In these cases, CP outsiders wrongly 

assumed all participant firms (of different sizes) had the same learning capacities and interests 

and approached them using the same CP knowledge transfer mechanisms. This is not the first 

time CP outsiders pay insufficient attention or simply overlook the influence of the firms’ size on 
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OL processes; other CP consultants and researchers have shown the same tendency (Vickers & 

Cordey- Hayes, 1999; Stone, 2006; Bass, 2007; Van Hoof, 2014). In the four studied cases, 

ignoring that influence especially affected the effectiveness of the CP practical and theoretical 

trainings.  

 

 
 

The tanneries case was found as the one that used the most inappropriate training 

strategies. Training all twenty tanneries (of all sizes) together, using highly specialized language 

during trainings, and taking OMs to visit IWWTPs of big industries, were the training activities that 

most affected the transfer of new CP knowledge specifically to super micro, micro and small firms 

(SMMS) due to their particular conditions and capacities. In particular, the low educational and 

technical knowledge levels of SMMS’s OMs might have prevented them from taking part in the 

discussions that commonly arise in group training sessions. Their little participation practically 

permitted the medium tanneries OMs to dominate the training sessions. By doing the majority of 

the talking at most CP conferences, they easily attracted the CP trainers’ attention to them. This 

led CP trainers to focus on the CP learning interests and necessities of medium firms, which 

greatly differed from those of the SMMS. CP outsiders seemed to have overlooked the fact that 

although a medium and an SMMS firm decide to implement the same CP alternative, the SMMS 

firms would do it using more simple processes, less sophisticated equipment, and in general totally 

different technological processes. Therefore, in order to effectively transfer CP technical 

knowledge, SMMS and medium firms shouldn’t have been trained together as they had very 

different learning necessities, interests and capacities. Equally important is the fact that SMMSs 

usually require more time and a simple training language to understand CP concepts, while 

CP outsiders tend to pay insufficient attention or simply overlook the influence of the firms’ 

size on OL processes 
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medium firms commonly require less time as their staff are more likely to have a technical 

background and therefore more capacities to understand technical concepts.  

 

Managing such heterogeneous groups certainly creates a dilemma for CP trainers. On one 

side, if CP trainers give priority to medium firms by focusing on more complex technologies and 

using highly technical language, SMMS’ OM immediately see trainings as a waste of time as it is 

not a topic of their interest and they are unable to understand the trainers. On the other side, if CP 

trainers give priority to SMMS by emphasizing very simple CP technologies and using a simple 

language, medium firms’ OMs feel they are wasting their time as trainings are providing them with 

very basic knowledge they already knew or with very obvious knowledge that teach them nothing 

new. Time is money for entrepreneurs and they are not willing to waste it in low productive 

activities. There is therefore a potential risk of trainings being considered by OMs as something 

not useful to increase their skills and knowledge on technical CP issues, which may lead them to 

lose interest in the CP project. 

 

This is not to say that training all firms’ sizes together should never be done; it’s well known 

that the interaction between industries allow entrepreneurs to share experiences and feedback 

around CP (Van Hoof, 2014). However, in the CP tanneries program, group trainings should have 

been mainly used for addressing superficial and general CP topics, such as environmental 

principles and legislation. Separate trainings that allowed SMMSs and medium firms to dig deeper 

into CP technical topics relevant for each of them, should have been conducted to ensure they 

enhanced their knowledge and capacities about specific CP technologies each type of firm was 

expected to apply. Finally, another advantage is that SMMS’ OMs might find separate trainings as 

safer spaces where they can freely express their opinions and concerns about CP technical issues 

among “peers”, without feeling intimidated by entrepreneurs with higher technical knowledge, like 

medium firms OM’s. 
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Another wrong assumption made by CP outsiders was that SMMS’ OMs would increase 

their understanding about EOP systems and feel motivated to implement their individual IWWTP, 

by visiting real-life IWWTPs of two big companies. Contrary to their expectations, SMMS’ OMs 

found these visits as an overwhelming experience rather than as an inspiring one. CP outsiders 

seemed to ignore the fact that SMMS’ are commonly not inclined to imitate big firms as they don’t 

have much in common, which prevents them from seeing big firms (even medium firms) as a role 

model. There is a natural resistance from SMMS to follow medium and big firms, as SMMS 

commonly feel incapable of implementing the technologies (technological processes and 

equipment) that big and medium firms have. What is a reality for big and medium firms is 

commonly seen as a utopia by the smaller industries. This is exactly what happened to the smaller 

tanneries when they visited IWWTPs of big companies; they felt that building their individual 

WWTPs was simply a very ambitious and unrealistic project. Instead of being an encouraging 

training activity, the technical visit intimidated various SMMS’ OMs who became discouraged with 

environmental issues. Discouragement with environmental topics proved to be a major barrier to 

CP learning and transfer process in the tanneries case. Technical visits are a good training 

strategy, however, CP outsiders should have taken OMs to visit smaller industries with IWWTPs 

much more in step with the SMMS’s reality and possibilities. This would have helped to show them 

real experiences and that small industries are capable of implementing complex environmental 

technologies, breaking the paradigm that only bigger industries can do so.  

 

When all firms’ sizes are trained together it is unlikely that specific technical CP learning needs 

of the SMMS and medium firms are properly met, since these trainings prevent particular 

learning interests (of each size of firm) to be addressed in detail. 
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In a similar way, CP outsiders’ lack of knowledge of the particularities of super micro firms 

made them wrongly assume that,  as most manufacturing industries, super micro OM’s would 

prefer on-site trainings rather than CP conferences out of their production plants. They overlooked 

the fact that the DDD firm had time-intensive manual processes performed by the only SFW (the 

OM), which required her full attention; therefore, it was impossible for her to pay sufficient attention 

to CP trainers during on-site trainings. In the CP tanneries and trapiches cases, CP outsiders 

appeared not be aware of the special conditions of super micro firms, which were approximately 

25% of the participant firms in the CP pilot projects. A percentage like that certainly deserved 

much more attention than it received, especially if CP outsiders expected on-site trainings to be 

the most useful CP transfer strategy. 

 

It seems that super micro OMs were expected to adapt to CP outsiders’ training 

methodologies, instead of CP outsiders adapting to the firms’ conditions and production routines. 

The question here is, what was easier to do and more useful for CP learning purposes? Industries 

easily halt production temporarily to perform major activities such as equipment maintenance or 

new machinery installation; however, it is quite unlikely that they stop their production to attend 

on-site trainings, especially the super micro firms. In the DDD case, stopping her already long 

working day (from 4 am to 9 pm once a week) would imply extending it even more. CP outsiders 

should have made a greater effort to adapt their on-site training activities to the firms’ particular 

conditions. For example, they could have filmed her while running the oven (even using a cell-

phone), in order to record her operational mistakes and the oven’s deficiencies, and later at an 

appropriate time show it and discuss it with her. It is completely understandable that CP outsiders 

want to show OMs and workers their bad operational and environmental habits on-site, but they 

should seek the most suitable time and place to share and analyze this information with them. 

Production plants in operation are not always the best place to do so.  
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In summary, the CP outsiders’ lack of knowledge of working conditions and learning 

necessities of each type of firm, impeded an effective transfer of CP knowledge through training 

activities in CP pilot projects. In the DDD case, on-site training activities acted more as a barrier 

than as an enabler to CP learning processes. CP outsiders should have worked harder on the 

development of innovative win-win training strategies, according to the firms’ size, that allowed 

CP trainers and the firms’ to effectively share and receive the new CP information, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

Super micro, micro and small firms (SMMS) represent a significant percentage of MSMEs 

in developing countries, such as Colombia. However, specific tools or recommendations to 

approach and transfer CP knowledge to the different MSMEs sizes (in particular to SMMSs), have 

been overlooked by researchers of OL around CP (Vickers & Cordey- Hayes, 1999; Stone, 2006; 

Bass, 2007; Van Hoof, 2014), and not included in national CP guidelines of various developing 

countries (MAVDT, 2006; CNPMLTA, 2000; CIATEC, 2006, CPTS, 2005). The research results 

proved the size of the firm influences the OL processes around CP. Firms of different sizes, in 

particular super micro firms, behaved and responded differently to the diverse CP transfer 

mechanisms used by the CP outsiders. For this reason, the “super micro” firm should be included 

as a new category in projects that aim to promote and facilitate OL processes in CP in MSMEs.  

 

 

 

 

When CP outsiders ignore the working conditions and learning requirements of each size of 

firm, they can easily choose wrong training methodologies (not suitable for the firm) that may 

become a barrier to the transfer of CP knowledge.  
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On Organizational Learning Culture: 

 

The research has shown that an organisational culture supportive of learning is crucial for 

encouraging and developing CP interpretation, integration and institutionalization processes within 

the firms. In particular, the research suggests that those firms where OMs promoted the creation 

of internal CP reflection groups, allowed the attendance of workers (including him/herself) at all 

CP trainings, and implemented new CP knowledge in their firms, were the ones able to achieve 

successful CP learning results and projects (CCC and DDD). On the contrary, firms in which OMs 

failed in the promotion of those learning initiatives had negative results (AAA & BBB), that is, 

unsuccessful CP learning processes and projects.  As prior authors have stated, the case studies 

demonstrate MSMEs OMs directly influence the ability of their firms to learn (Jones & Mcpherson, 

2006) since it is in their hands to promote or inhibit the different phases of organizational learning 

(Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013), in our case CP learning.   

 

For CCC and DDD, the OMS acted as “green champions or leaders” who actively promoted 

CP learning processes in their firms. The CCC-OM encouraged the involvement of workers in CP 

reflection spaces (environmental committee) open to dialogue, which ensured the continuous 

interaction among workers around CP. It is noteworthy that the CCC-OM included herself as a 

member of the committee. Playing a “green leader” role and with an open attitude to learning, she 

inspired, stimulated and supported the environmental creativity of other members (SFWs of key 

production areas). By attending all trainings, rapidly putting new CP knowledge into practice in the 

production process, and literally helping with the CP implementations, the DDD-OM demonstrated 

the management’s commitment to CP and gradually became a point of reference for SFWs. 

Setting common CP values and goals helped her focusing all committee members’ efforts on the 

firm’s transformation towards CP, pushing all to the same direction. In particular, supporting the 

implementation of SFWs’ CP initiatives, was found as one of the most appropriate strategies to 
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achieve the integration and institutionalization of CP. As observed in the CCC case and in other 

CP pilot experiences (Cinara, 2015), when the CP ideas come from SFWs instead of from OMs, 

SFWs tend to protect their own ideas, and help to implement, disseminate and sustain them 

overtime. Besides, when the management approves the implementation of workers’ CP ideas, 

they might feel they are being listened by the OMs, which could motivate them to keep generating 

new CP ideas. In short, becoming part of the committee was a strategy that allowed CCC-OM 

working in partnership with SFWs, which greatly facilitated the transfer of CP knowledge from 

SFWs to the management, and vice versa. In this way, she shaped a context that enabled all 

levels (individual, group and organizational level) to work together on the creation and 

implementation of CP innovations. In line with this, Jones & McPherson (2006) state that 

delegating the responsibility of creating, implementing and sustaining CP initiatives to other 

workers helps to transfer CP knowledge from the individual level (owner-manager) to the overall 

firm, and this is when the genuine organizational learning occurs. Diverse authors have stressed 

the importance of OMs promoting reflection spaces where SFWs and OMs can share 

responsibilities and work together (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013), in safe environments open to 

dialogue, in the creation of collective knowledge on CP (Jones & McPherson, 2006).   

 

On the contrary, the AAA and BBB OMs were averse to disseminating and fully integrating 

new CP knowledge across their firms, which negatively affected the internal CP learning 

processes. Although the BBB-OM took the initiative of creating an informal group to address the 

firm’s environmental aspects, he assumed a very passive (almost closed) attitude to CP learning 

as the leader of the group. He did not set CP goals and values for the firm and the group, limited 

the participation of the groups’ members (SFWs of key production areas) to following instructions 

instead of encouraging them to generate CP ideas, and failed in promoting the integration of even 

simple and low-cost CP alternatives. Besides, the BBB-OM did not promote the implementation 

of any CP initiative different from those recommended by CP outsiders. The absence of a CP 
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target and the low involvement of SFWs impeded the group worked as a platform to exchange CP 

ideas between the OM and SFWs, implement and disseminate CP innovations; therefore, solid 

internal relationships were not developed for promoting and expanding CP within the firm. In short, 

while in CCC the environmental committee became an active learning and reflection space that 

fostered the integration and institutionalization of CP, the environmental group in BBB was an 

extremely passive (almost dead) space that hindered CP innovation and learning processes.  

 

 
 

 

Of particular relevance was the fact that both the BBB and CCC OMs included themselves 

as part of the environmental groups and played the “leaders” role. As leaders, both had great 

influence in the CP learning processes expected to be promoted in such groups. OMs of micro 

and small industries are commonly the person who has the highest academic and technical level 

and direct contact with CP sources (including CP outsiders). These characteristics might have led 

them to take the decision to become part of the group and lead it. This is contrary to medium and 

big industries, where OMs tend to delegate environmental issues to qualified technical staff such 

as department heads and production managers. As observed in CP projects developed in medium 

and big firms (Cinara, 2015), the OM’s role is limited to supervise, approve and finance production 

managers’ CP initiatives, while in the BBB and CCC small firms the OMs are expected to fully 

participate in the development and implementation of CP alternatives. This suggests OMs will 

likely be leading environmental processes in micro and small firms, which depending on the OMs’ 

leadership skills to promote CP might be a barrier or an enabler for the integration and 

institutionalization of CP.  Therefore, OMs are crucial actors for the transfer of CP knowledge to 

OMs of micro and small firms have the ability to promote an organizational learning culture 

that can either favour or impede a faster spread of CP knowledge to the group and the 

organizational level. 

http://www.linguee.es/ingles-espanol/traduccion/department+heads.html
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micro and small industries, whose high influence on CP learning process cannot be ignored by 

CP outsiders. 

 

Results showed that CP field facilitators ignored how to proceed when faced with the 

resistance and indifference from AAA and BBB OMs to promote CP initiatives in their firms. They 

were simply unable to foster the AAA and BBB OMs active participation in the CP projects.  

Despite the presence of CP external knowledge providers, the CP organizational learning process 

in these cases failed. This suggests CP outsiders paid little attention (from the design of the 

project) to the organizational barriers that might arise from those in position of power (OMs); 

therefore, CP field facilitators were ill prepared to deal with this situation as normally occurs in CP 

projects that follow traditional approaches (Stone, 2006). In line with Stone (2006), CP outsiders 

should not expect CP projects to occur within an organizational utopia where the OMs of micro 

and small firms instantly become “green champions” who are willing and able to promote 

knowledge-sharing systems and effectively lead CP processes. As the AAA and BBB OMs, many 

SMMS’ OMs lack of environmental leadership skills and commitment, and are very far from 

instantly becoming that green leader. Results demonstrates that the transfer of CP is a complex 

process that requires CP outsiders to go beyond the provision of technical information (Vickers & 

Cordey- Hayes, 1999; Stone, 2006; Bass, 2007); therefore, traditional CP transfer approaches are 

not the best method to prepare CP field facilitators to deal with organizational barriers very likely 

to be found in SMMS, such as a not learning supportive organizational culture promoted by OMs 

(as observed in cases AAA and BBB).  

 

 

When both the OM and the CP external knowledge provider do not make sufficient efforts to 

promote learning and communication systems to integrate and spread new CP knowledge to 

the overall firm, the CP transfer process in micro and small firms is destined to fail. 
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On the Effectiveness and Usefulness of CP transfer mechanisms used by CP outsiders: 

 

Very often CP researchers, consultants, and donors assume that major barriers to CP 

transfer process are internal rather than external to the firms, especially when it comes to MSMEs. 

It is commonly said that the smaller firms have learning difficulties due to their low educational 

level and technical knowledge, or that they are simply resistant to environmental issues, and 

therefore, they just do not want to learn about CP. However, CCC and DDD cases proved that 

supermicro and small firms are capable of learning new CP skills and knowledge and even 

institutionalize it, but this requires OMs’ leadership and the use of appropriate CP transfer 

mechanisms by the CP external knowledge providers. This raises various questions, such as: Do 

CP knowledge providers know how to teach smaller industries, with learning difficulties and 

particular organizational barriers, about CP? Are the smaller firms incapable of learning about CP 

or are the CP external knowledge providers unable to effectively teach them? Have external CP 

knowledge providers made sufficient efforts to develop specific mechanisms and pedagogic tools 

to transfer new CP knowledge to smaller firms? Are CP outsiders trained in organizational learning 

topics?. CP external teams are commonly formed by technical staff, mainly environmental related 

engineers, who have not been trained on how organizations learn, as observed in all four study 

cases. However, in two of the four cases, CP outsiders seem to have used appropriate CP transfer 

mechanisms with SMMS, which enabled the firms to effectively adopt CP.  

 

In these cases (CCC & DDD), adopt a “real” participatory approach, the immersion of CP 

consultants that allowed more individualized technical support, the elaboration of CP action plans 

that promoted the implementation of specific CP technologies rather than EOP alternatives, the 

implementation of  pilot and real-scale prototypes in the firms’ facilities, were the CP transfer 

mechanisms that led these firms to reach the full integration and subsequently institutionalization 

and sustainability of CP knowledge. On the other side, in those cases (AAA & BBB) in which there 
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was a lack of immersion of CP consultants, a “real” participatory approach was not adopted, CP 

actions plans promoted EOP alternatives rather than CP technologies, and CP prototypes in 

critical production areas were not implemented, the firms were unable to go beyond the  

“integration of CP” level. In other words, different mechanisms led to successful (CCC & DDD) or 

unsuccessful (AAA & BBB) CP transfer processes. 

 

Regarding a participatory approach, CP outsiders should go beyond the good intentions 

and create the appropriate conditions and environment for ensuring the active participation of the 

firms along all CP projects’ stages. For example, inviting the firms to jointly design the project, 

promote the interaction between CP consultants and the firm’s staff, and ensure CP trainers use 

a simple language during on-site trainings, are some of the strategies that proved to be useful to 

encourage an active participation and speed-up the diffusion of CP knowledge within the firms. As 

expressed by the CCC-OM, participating in the design of Project 2 allowed her to clearly define 

her firm’s CP goals for this second CP experience. Working towards achieving their own goals 

motivated the firm’s staff to work harder, commit more strongly to the CP initiatives and become 

more involved in the activities of the project. In a similar way, having CP consultants on-site or 

available by phone at all times, allowed a frequent interaction between CP external knowledge 

providers and the firm’s staff. Such constant interaction promoted a participatory knowledge-

sharing environment where both the CP outsiders and workers were free to share their CP ideas 

and jointly analyze them, give suggestions and express their concerns regarding the potential CP 

technologies to be applied in the firm. Very important was the fact that CP consultants always 

used a simple language, which facilitated the communication between external and internal actors. 

In particular, by owning a medium firm in the same business sector (electroplating), the CCC-CPE 

perfectly knew how to reach the CCC OMs and workers, which greatly facilitated the CP 

knowledge transfer process.  
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In the DDD case, the DDD-OM received individual attention from CP consultants who were 

on-site or available by phone at all times.  Although it is true that the DDD-OM did not have an 

effective communication with the DDD-CPE, the FE acting as a facilitator enabled the new CP 

information crossed the existing communication barrier between them. By patiently explaining the 

CP initiatives and technical concepts to the DDD-OM, and inviting her to share any concern about 

the new eco-oven, the FE created a participatory knowledge sharing environment between 

external and internal actors that eased the CP learning process in the firm. Jones & Macpherson 

(2006) stressed the importance of promoting a dynamic learning flow between external and 

internal agents to help SMEs to access and distribute new CP knowledge; These network 

relationships represent the most effective tool for sharing specialized knowledge and promoting 

the joint analysis and performance of specific tasks (Lionzo & Rossignoli, 2013). 

 

In particular, results showed that FEs are very important in super micro and small firms CP 

transfer processes, for many reasons: i) In the case of super micro firms, being the OM the only 

SFW, FEs practically are the only person OMs have to analyze CP alternatives for their firms; ii) 

By expending more time on-site, FEs are the person in closest contact with OMs. Therefore, 

instantly become the ones who have the greater possibilities to support CP interpretation and 

integration processes in the field; iii) FEs tend to use a less technical language than CPEs, and 

besides are the ones who are more in contact with CPEs. These characteristics allow them to play 

a “facilitator role” between CPEs and OMs, commonly required to ease the CP knowledge transfer 

to the smaller firms. However, in CP projects, greater importance is commonly given to CPEs as 

the ones with the highest technical knowledge, while the role of FEs in the development of inter-

organizational CP communication systems is often undervalued or ignored. In both CCC & DDD 

cases, the “communication facilitator” role of the FE emerged naturally as a consequence of 

his/her job, it was not a planned issue. The CCC-OM also highlighted the meaningful job of the 

FE, guiding and supporting different CP tasks in the field. Due to the importance of their role, FEs 
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should have been trained in OL aspects (including effective communication) to increase their 

capacities to help SMMS’ staff with developing skills around CP, since this is a role apparently 

they cannot avoid. Effective communication, is one of the most important skills CP knowledge 

providers (especially FEs) should learn, however organizations working on the promotion of CP 

do not usually put a lot of effort into.  

 

 
 
 

On the other side, in the AAA & BBB cases CP outsiders’ technical support was focused 

on EOP aspects and not on CP alternatives. Living outside of Colombia, the EOP Brazilian expert 

provided limited technical support on-site. The FE, due the high number of tanneries participating 

in the CP program, was also unable to provide more individualized support to the firms. This 

means that during the entire CP program the immersion of CP consultants in the AAA & BBB firms 

did not occur, which impeded the creation of a learning by interacting environment. Besides, by 

using a highly technical language during the few on-site visits (trainings) conducted by him, the 

CPE prevented OMs and workers from learning by interacting with him, as they were unable to 

understand him. This discouraged OM’s and workers from participating more actively in on-site 

trainings. They felt there was no reason to engage in technical discussions with the expert, since 

they were not going to understand his arguments or explanations. Thus, on-site trainings thought 

as mechanisms to transfer CP in a more individualized way, were simply not effective. 

 

 

The immersion of CP consultants who promote the creation of participatory knowledge-

sharing environments between CP external knowledge providers and the firms’ staff is an 

effective mechanism to facilitate CP learning process in SMMSs.  
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Following a traditional approach, CP projects’ implementers and donors commonly make 

a huge effort to hire the best expert in technical aspects (in this case tanneries’ waste water 

systems); however, technical expertise does not guarantee experts have good communication 

skills to effectively share their specialized knowledge with the firms, especially with SMMS. CP 

field facilitators should have ensured a simpler language suitable for SMMS was used during on-

site trainings. In particular, the FE should have had greater interaction with SMMSs and helped to 

transfer the expert’s information using simple language; however, this was not possible due to the 

high amount of tanneries she had to supervise monthly. Perhaps, it had been better to include 

fewer enterprises in the CP program, in order to provide them with a more individualized and 

intensive technical support, as smaller firms require. This strategy was observed in CCC and DDD 

successful CP transfer cases. It is understandable that CP donors, especially the environmental 

authority, looking for a greater pollution reduction impact try to involve a significant number of 

enterprises in its CP projects. However, recalling the proverb: “he that too much embraceth, 

holds little", perhaps with SMMSs is simply better to “taking up little, in favour of much greater 

depth”. 

 

 
 

Regarding the CP action plans, results showed that in those cases (CCC & DDD) in which 

CP outsiders oriented the plans to few, specific and suitable CP actions, firms successfully 

integrated new CP technologies and sustained them overtime. On the contrary, those cases (AAA 

& BBB) in which CP outsiders gave priority to complex EOP alternatives, and recommended a 

large number of CP alternatives, firms failed in the integration and sustainability of both EOP and 

CP field facilitators with high technical knowledge but with low communication skills impede 

new CP information being transferred in an effective way, which negatively affects CP learning 

processes in the firms.  
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CP alternatives. Following the action plan, while the CCC and DDD firms applied CP actions that 

rapidly brought significant efficiency, social, financial and environmental benefits, the AAA and 

BBB firms implemented EOP actions that negatively affected their working environments and 

brought no benefits to the firms’ efficiency and productivity. The enormous benefits obtained by 

applying CP actions led the CCC and DDD firms to fully integrate them in their production 

processes; on the other side, with more negative impacts than clear benefits, the AAA and BBB 

firms ended up rejecting the EOP technologies and lost interest in CP potential alternatives. When 

environmental projects focus on a waste stream (not in the main production activity), these are 

simply not considered important to the business (Stone, 2006); therefore, OMs can easily move 

out of them. Therefore, promoting the implementation of EOP technologies to start the shift to CP 

proved not to be the right mechanism to encourage the integration of environmental technologies 

in the AAA & BBB firms. As its name suggests, the CP tanneries’ program was expected to 

primarily promote CP actions, therefore, CP outsiders should have supervised and ensured the 

“pollution prevention - CP” approach was prioritized along the program. Obviously, this did not 

occur.  

 

In addition, action plans that recommended few relevant CP alternatives (case CCC & 

DDD), were crucial for channeling the efforts and resources of CP outsiders and the firm towards 

the implementation of key cleaner technologies. As a consequence, all trainings and consultancy 

activities of the projects were focused on specific and well-defined key CP actions, which sped up 

their integration in the production processes. In both CCC & DDD cases CP recommended 

technologies were successfully integrated. On the other side, action plans that included as many 

CP recommendations as possible in different environmental areas (case AAA & BBB), prevented 

the firms and CP outsiders from concentrating their efforts and resources on key relevant CP 

alternatives. Consequently, CP outsiders conducted a lot of broad trainings in different 

environmental topics related to the CP recommendations. Broad and unfocused trainings in 
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several environmental topics were the consequence of not defining clear CP targets in the action 

plan. As expressed by Vickers & Cordey- Hayes (1999), “information overload” impacts particularly 

on SMEs who are less likely to have the time and resources to analyze all the information they 

receive, and select and apply that information more relevant for them. Therefore, CP outsiders 

should have helped AAA and BBB firms to define the more relevant CP actions for them, and 

focused the trainings and technical assistance on these key topics. CP outsiders need to 

understand that “action plans that focus upon everything have, in fact, no focus”; However,  SMMS 

firms need clear CP targets in which invest their limited technical and financial resources in order 

to avoid wasting them in not-well defined actions. The smaller firms are simply unable to cope with 

multiple CP alternatives at the same time.  

 

On the other side, results suggest that the implementation of pilot and real-scale prototypes 

were an appropriate mechanism to facilitate learning processes around CP, as it was observed in 

cases CCC & DDD. Real-scale implementations created a learning by doing environment in which 

OMs and workers were able to develop their CP interpretation and integration skills by 

experimenting with the new cleaner technologies applied in their production processes. Therefore, 

in the CP tanneries program in order to encourage the adoption of CP actions and facilitate CP 

learning processes in SMMS through practical experience, CP donors might have considered 

financing the implementation of CP prototypes in these particular firms, such as the AAA and BBB.   

 

 

 

CP actions plans that promote the implementation of specific key CP technologies, rather than 

EOP alternatives, proved to be a good mechanism to encourage the integration of CP 

knowledge in the firms.   
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On institutionalization of CP: 

Results showed that none of the firms was able to institutionalize CP in the first CP Project. 

The two firms that reached an institutionalization level (CCC & DDD) did it after participating in a 

second CP project. This makes sense, because as stated by Bass (2007), radical organizational 

changes for the internalization of CP tend to take place only in small and incremental steps. 

Therefore, giving continuity to the CP transformation process of the firms through a second project 

seemed to be a good mechanisms to foster the institutionalization of CP. In the CCC case, 

institutionalization was also facilitated by the fact that the shift to CP began with the introduction 

of very simple CP actions that had an immediate impact on turnover, which also occurred in a 

case cited by (Jones & McPherson, 2006).  The development and implementation of specific 

institutionalization tools was in charge of OMs. CP field facilitators should have provided specific 

support for the development of CP continuous improvement tools, in order to guide the firms to 

the sustainability of CP knowledge. Finally, results proved that even a super micro firm is able to 

achieve the institutionalization of CP, but it does it using informal mechanisms.  

 

Theoretical and Practical Implications: 

By applying the 5i CP model shown in Figure 3.1, this research analyzed the organizational 

learning processes around CP that occurred in four selected firms during CP demonstration 

projects. The model proved to be a good tool for analyzing the barriers and enablers to the 

integration and institutionalization of new CP knowledge, provided by external CP sources, in 

MSMEs in developing countries. The 5i CP model stresses that CP OL processes follow 

sequential phases (sub-processes) of learning within the firms, CP OL is a multi-level process that 

relies on the interaction between all levels (individual, group and organizational level), CP external 

sources of knowledge support the CP OL processes within MSMEs, CP OL processes in MSMEs 

highly depend on the internal relationships, and the size of the firm influences OL processes 
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around CP. OL elements stressed by the 5i CP model were fully and partially validated in the 

analysis performed on the small and super micro firms. Results revealed two additional OL 

elements that should be taken into account when transferring new CP knowledge to super micro, 

micro and small firms. This led to the extension of the original 5i CP model which is presented in 

Figure 7.2 (modified 5i CP model). The two additional elements included in the modified 5i model 

are presented below.  

i. OL processes in “super micro” firms completely depend on inter-organizational 

relationships. CP OL processes have very particular characteristics, therefore, these were 

included as a new firm’s size in the framework. 

 

ii. During CP learning processes in micro and small firms the individual level (OM) is 

intertwined with the group level (SFWs). This is because the OMs in micro and small firms 

tend to join the internal environmental groups, becoming integral part of them. 
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Figure 7.2: The 5i CP model for the transfer of CP knowledge into MSMEs (modified).  

 

The application of the 5i CP framework in four empirical cases facilitated breaking the 

paradigm of all CP transfer projects being considered as technical processes rather than as 

organizational learning processes. The modified 5i CP model is intended to be used as a basis for 

improving CP programmes and projects in MSMEs in developing countries, by approaching them 

from an innovative OL approach. In particular, it will lead the attention of the CP knowledge 

providers into the existing CP learning capacities and needs of each size of enterprise (super 

micro, micro, small and medium). Also, it will allow analyzing the capabilities of the CP facilitators 

for supporting the development of CP organizational learning capacities in each size of industry. 

CP evaluations tend to focus on the identification of OL weaknesses in the firms, rather than in 
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the CP facilitators. Thus, deficiencies for supporting the CP learning processes, in both the 

external and internal actors, can be clearly identified, analyzed, corrected and finally overcome. 

This enables CP facilitators to redefine and improve their knowledge transfer strategies and tools 

according to the CP learning needs in each size of industry. Consequently, projects can be 

customized for the super micro, micro, small and medium industries separately. Then, different 

communication strategies, pedagogic methodologies, consultancy and technical support staff can 

be accurately selected according to the of each size particularities. For example, while CP experts 

can be selected for transferring highly technical CP knowledge into mature medium enterprises, 

well-trained last year or graduate students can be a better option to transfer low complex 

technologies into the micro and small enterprises (since these technologies don’t require highly 

technical consultants). This could imply a variation in the CP programs budget distribution, since 

commonly a great percentage of the budget is oriented to cover high specialized consultancy 

services. Then, in CP projects where the majority of participating industries are classified as micro 

and small-sized ones (which is commonly the case in developing countries), the costs related to 

consultancy services might significantly be reduced and the budget distribution might be 

reoriented to cover other costs.  

 

Finally, the transfer of CP into MSMEs proved to be an intensive learning process that 

requires external CP knowledge providers to work harder in the development of effective CP 

transfer mechanisms based on OL principles, in order to improve and facilitate CP learning 

processes within the firms. Organizational CP learning processes in MSMEs are a common 

responsibility among CP donors, projects’ implementers, and the firms.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT: RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This chapter provides recommendations for potential improvements of CP transfer methodologies 

and processes in future CP projects oriented to MSMEs. All recommendations were based on the 

research findings, especially on those key findings for the success or failure of CP learning 

processes in the firms. Relevant recommendations are summarized below. 

 

 CP outsiders should ensure that their CP programs and projects follow an OL-based approach 

and include specific objectives to promote the institutionalization of CP knowledge in the firms, 

in order to help them to retain CP principles and technologies overtime.  

 

 Organizations such as CP donors and implementing partners, should train their CP staff on 

the subject of OL, in order to enhance their knowledge and capacities in the development of 

learning processes around CP in industries. 

 

 CP outsiders (especially donors) should promote the creation of CP interdisciplinary teams 

that include both engineers and social professionals, to ensure CP projects have solid teams 

with the necessary capacities to face potential individual, organizational and technological 

barriers to the transfer of CP.  

 

 More attention should be paid to the influence of the firms’ size on CP OL processes, in order 

to perform CP knowledge transfer activities more consistent with the characteristics, 

conditions and capacities of each size of firm. 

 

 In order to increase the effectiveness of CP training activities, CP trainers should not make 

any assumption regarding the firms’ CP learning preferences and needs; they should always 
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clarify with OMs and workers their CP learning necessities and the way they prefer to be 

taught about CP. This way, CP outsiders will be able to suggest and design different 

pedagogical approaches to be used with firms having different CP learning preferences and 

necessities. Learning preferences might change along the project, therefore, CP outsiders 

should be ready and willing to adjust CP trainings.  

 

 CP on-site training activities should adapt to the working conditions of the firms, and not the 

other way round. 

 

 When in a CP project developed with MSMEs of the same industrial sector, SMMS’s CP 

learning interests and necessities greatly differ from those of medium firms, it is recommended 

to train them separately. Separate trainings allow SMMSs and medium firms to dig deeper 

into CP technical topics relevant for each of them, and therefore, raise their knowledge and 

capacities about specific CP technologies each type of firm is expected to apply. 

 

 When MSMEs’ OMs lack of environmental leadership and commitment to promote and spread 

CP knowledge within their firms, CP field facilitators should be able to help them to embed 

CP knowledge into the group and the organizational level.  

 

 All organizations working to promote CP in MSMEs should give more attention to the influence 

of organizational barriers, such as learning culture and communication barriers, on the 

development of CP learning processes within the firms. For this purpose, CP organizations 

should start including significant advice on their CP guidelines and train their CP field staff on 

how to deal with potential organizational barriers very likely to arise when transferring new 

CP knowledge to MSMEs. Specifically, CP organizations should consider training FEs on 
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effective communication topics, as these are the persons more likely to become the 

communication channel between external and internal actors.  

 

 MSMEs should receive more individualized attention during CP projects, for example with the 

immersion of CP consultants, as these type of firms usually require more time and technical 

support to interpret and integrate CP actions compared to big companies. 

 

 CP donors and projects’ implementers should promote, from the design stage of the CP 

projects, the creation of participatory knowledge-sharing environments between them and 

target firms in order to facilitate the CP learning processes through the strong interaction 

between external and internal actors.   

 

 CP field facilitators, for transferring new CP technical knowledge to SMMSs, should use a 

simple language suitable for the smaller firms’ workers during all on-site trainings and 

technical visits. 

 

 CP outsiders should supervise and ensure the “pollution prevention - CP” approach is always 

prioritized along the CP projects, in order to preventing their diversion into EOP projects.   
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: Interview questionnaire – Participant type A  

 

INTERVIEWS QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Participants A: OWNER-MANAGER / OM) 

Project: “Strategies for the Integration and Institutionalization of Cleaner Production 

Knowledge in Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)” 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

 Firm’s name: 

 Size of industry and industrial sector: 

 Foundation date: 

 Number of employees: 

 Owner’s academic level: 

 Average academic level of the workers: 

 Owner’s age: 

 Owner’s gender: 

 Interviewee’s name and position (when he/she participated in the CP Project): 

 Current position of the interviewee: 

 Entry date to the firm: 

 

 

2. QUESTIONS AROUND THE LEARNING PROCESSES AROUND CP IN THE FIRM. 

Before and during the CP demonstration project: 

2.1 When did the CP process start in the firm? How was this? 

2.2 Who invited you to be part of and initiate the CP process? Was this your own-initiative as 

the OM?  

2.3 Why did you decide to participate in the CP demonstration Project? What was the 

motivator?  

2.4 What were your expectations of the CP project?  

2.5 According to you, what were the objectives of the project? 

2.6 Did you know about CP before the project? If you did, how did you know (type of course, 

certificate program, conferences, etc)? If you did not, what do you think was hindering 

you from knowing about CP? 

2.7 Name the persons or organizations who participated in the CP Project. What was their 

role?  

2.8 Can you remember and list the main stages of the project? Can you briefly describe each 

of them? How was your and the CP provider participation in each stage? 
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2.9 What activities were performed during the Project to teach you about CP (trainings, 

videos, visits, etc)?  What do you remember about them?  

2.10 Which activity did you like the most? Why?  

2.11 Which activity did you least enjoy? Why? 

2.12 Which do you think was the most useful activity to learn about CP? Which was the 

least, why?  

2.13 Could these activities have been done in a different way to help you learn better 

about CP? How would have you preferred these activities had been done?. 

2.14 Who participated in these activities? How many people from your firm? How were 

these people chosen to participate? 

 

 About learning levels around CP transfer: 

Acquisition: 

2.15 Which specific activities were performed to bring to you for the first time the CP 

concept? How the concept was delivered to you (who was in charge of this, trainings, 

etc)? Were these activities useful for this purpose? Why? 

2.16 Which specific activities were performed to show you for the first time the cleaner 

technologies available for your industry? Were these activities useful for this purpose? 

Why? Were these activities useful to develop your skills to explore new CP technologies 

by your own? Why? 

 

Interpreting: 

2.17 Besides you, who in the firm was told for the first time about CP? Why this 

person? 

2.18 Which activities were performed to share the CP knowledge with other workers? 

Were these activities performed by the firm itself or with the support of CP outsiders? 

Who? 

2.19 A. What did the CP outsider do to promote dialogue and reflection spaces among 

workers around CP (to help with the dissemination, understanding and definition of CP 

actions to be implemented)? How was this? Was this useful for this purpose? 

 

B. Was a team formed to define and promote CP actions to be implemented? If so, how 

this team was formed (members, leader, etc)? Was the team useful for that purpose? 

Why?.  

 

If a team (even an informal group of workers) was formed, specify the following:  

 c. Were there differences between the individual and the team in terms of 

personality, which might have affected the transfer of new CP information from the transfer 

to the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 
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d. Were there differences between the individual and the team in terms of values and goals 

that might have affected the communication of new CP information from the individual to 

the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

e. In the case the team had shared new CP information with an individual, was the team 

confidence in the individual a key factor for sharing to occur? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

 

Implementing: 

2.20 What were the main cleaner technologies you applied during the demonstration 

project? Was it difficult or easy to implement these technologies (i.e., complex 

technologies)?  

2.21 Which factors were relevant for the selection and adoption of the cleaner 

technologies applied in your firm? (cost, easy to apply, not complex technology, easy to 

understand?  

2.22 Did you obtain benefits with the implementation of CP? Which?  

2.23 What other CP technologies would you have liked to implement? Why? Why 

didn’t you apply them?  

2.24 How the implementation process of cleaner technologies was? How was it done? 

Who was in charge of it? Who helped with the process (internal staff and/or external 

support) and how? Describe the role of the outsider during the implementation process? 

Was this support useful, why?  

 

Institutionalizing: 

2.25 A. What kind of tools did the CP outsider leave to help you keep promoting and 

implementing CP technologies in your firm? Which have been the most useful and why?  

 

B. Did the team (group of workers) persuade the manager to keep applying specific CP 

actions or CP in general? How was this done? Who supported the team to do this?  

 

2.26 A. What other tools could have been developed by the CP provider for keeping 

promoting the implementation of CP in your firm? Why?  

 

B. What other tools were developed by the firm for this purpose?  

 

2.27 Do you know the following terms:  

Flow diagram: Yes ( )  NO ( )  

eco-balance: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

Ineficciency costs: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

Eco-indicators: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

If yes, describe them:  

 

2.28 A. What is cleaner production? Define it.  
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B. How were the evaluations of these CP project (s)?. What was evaluated? At what 

stage of the project were evaluations conducted?  

C. In your opinion, was this a CP successful project? Yes:     NO:  

 

After the CP Project (institutionalizing): 

2.29 With the implementation of CP, did the visión, beliefs, goals, policies or structure 

of your firm change? How?  

 

2.30 Did you continue applying what you learned about? How? Why?  

2.31 Have you applied new CP technologies? Which? Why? 

2.32 What benefits have you obtained from applying these new CP technologies? 

2.33 Do you keep training in CP? How and why?  

2.34 Which of the following is true for you?  

 

 “ cleaner production is a moral duty for my company’’ ( ) 

 ‘‘by cleaner production my company prices itself out of the market’’ ( ) 

 ‘‘cleaner production provides my company cost savings’’ ( ) 

 If CP is to survive in the long-term in their firms, owner-managers must develop 

mechanisms for identifying, acquiring, communicating, exploiting and creating 

new CP knowledge (Jones & Mcpherson, 2006) (  ) 

 CP is necessarily a continuous learning process (  ) 

 CP OUTSIDERS are necessary to learn ( ), implement ( ) and sustain CP (  ).   

 

 

2.35  

2.35A  
AFTER THE CP PROJECT:  
Are you able to propose and successfully 
develop CP projects (initiatives) for your 
firm? 

2.35B 
BEFORE THE CP PROJECT :  
Were you able to propose and successfully 
develop CP projects (initiatives) for your 
firm? 

I’m able to look for new CP information by 
my own. Yes:    No:   
I’m able to formulate CP proposals for my 
firm: Yes:    No:   
 
I’m able to support the implementation of 
CP actions or projects in my firm: Yes:    
No:   
 
I’m able to monitoring and control CP 
projects in my firm: Yes:    No:   
 

I was able to look for new CP information 
by my own. Yes:    No:   
I was able to formulate CP proposals for 
my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
I was able to support the implementation 
of CP actions or projects in my firm: Yes:    
No: 
 
I was able to monitoring and control CP 
projects in my firm: Yes:    No:   

 

 

 

2.36 Future plans around CP? Which? Expected outcomes and impacts?  
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2.37 Recommendations to improve CP transfer tools? 

2.38 A. Should the CP outsiders offer CP training activities separately for the the 

smaller and the bigger industries? Divide the group of industries according to their size or 

capacities for training purposes? Yes (  ) No (  ) 

B. Would that division facilitate the CP knowledge transfer? Yes (  )   No (   ) , Why? 

 

 

3. QUESTIONS TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURAL LEARNING PROCESSES (ANY 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS THE FIRM USUALLY DOES) 

 

3.1 Did the firm continuously introduce new methods, technical processes and equipment to 

modify the production processes? How often this happened? 

3.2 Why did the firm introduce these innovations? 

____ Desire to improve the production process. 

____ Market demands (competitors and new products demands) 

____ Law compliance (i.e., quality standards) 

____ Innovation internal policies of the firm 

____ Other? Which?  

 

3.3 Which were the most frequent changes or innovations in the firm? 

 

____ Heavy Equipment (replacement or upgrading). 

____ Tools replacement or updrading (light duty machinery) 

____ Modification of processes/techniques 

____ Other. Which?  

 

3.4 What percentage of those innovations (modifications) corresponded to environmental 

innovations?  

 

ACQUISITION/INTUITION STAGE 

 

3.5 Who in the firm was generally in charge of identifying technological innovations for the 

firm? 

3.6 How did this person obtain information about these innovations? 

 

INTERPRETATION STAGE 

 

3.7 How knowledge about technical innovations was transferred within the firm 

(communication channels, trainings, face to face)? 

3.8 How do you prefer to learn about a new technology? 

 

____ Visually (videos, visits, etc), why? 

____ Trial and error testing , why? 

____ Lectures (trainings), why? 

____ Other? Which? why? 
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IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 

 

3.9 How the process of implementation of a new technology usually began and unfolded? 

____ Small scale testing, why? 

____ Visit to other firms that have implemented the technology (before applying it in your 

own firm), why? 

____ Other, which? why? 

 

3.10 How the new technology is sustained, and shared to new or other workers?  

 

 

MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CP project 1 and 2 (Advantages and disadvantages for the 

CP transfer process): 

 

Proposal writing 

Work team (Dedicacion y numero) 

Prototypes 

etc 

 

At the end of the interview: 

In case I need to re-contact you, could you specify your preferred means of contact?  

Preferred mailing address (email and/or post):  Email:                                            Post: 

Phone (preferred): Cell phone:                             Landline:   
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Appendix B: Interview questionnaire – Participant type B  

 

INTERVIEWS QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Participants B: MSMEs PRODUCTION PLANT WORKERS)  

 

Project: “Strategies for the Integration and Institutionalization of Cleaner Production 

Knowledge in Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)” 

 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

 Firm’s name: 

 Interviewee’s name, age and gender: 

 Interviewee’s academic level (when he/she participated in the CP Project and 

currently): 

 Interviewee’s position (when he/she participated in the CP Project): 

 Current position of the interviewee: 

 Entry date to the firm: 

 

2.   QUESTIONS AROUND THE LEARNING PROCESSES AROUND CP IN THE FIRM. 

Before and during the CP demonstration project: 

2.1 When did the CP process start in the firm? How was this? 

2.2 Who invited you to be part of and initiate the CP process? Was this on yours own-initiative?  

2.3 Why did you decide to participate in the CP demonstration Project? What was the motivator?  

2.4 What were your expectations of the CP project?  

2.5 According to you, what were the objectives of the project? 

2.6 Did you know about CP before the project? If you did, how did you know (type of course, 

certificate program, conferences, etc)? If you did not, what do you think was hindering you 

from knowing about CP? 

2.7 Name the persons or organizations who participated in the CP Project. What was their role?  

2.8 Can you remember and list the main stages of the project? Can you briefly describe each of 

them ? How was your and the cp provider participation in each stage? 

2.9 What activities were performed during the Project to teach you about CP (trainings, videos, 

visits, etc)?  What do you remember about them?  

2.10 Which activity did you like the most? Why?  

2.11 Which activity did you least enjoy? Why? 

2.12 Which do you think was the most useful activity to learn about CP? Which was the least, 

why?  

2.13 Could these activities have been done in a different way to help you learn better about 

CP? How would have you preferred these activities had been done?. 
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2.14 Who participated in these activities? How many people from your firm? How were these 

people chosen to participate? 

 

 About learning levels around CP transfer: 

Acquisition: 

2.15 Which specific activities were performed to bring to you for the first time the CP concept? 

How the concept was delivered to you (who was in charge of this, trainings, etc)? Were 

these activities useful for this purpose? Why? 

2.16 Which specific activities were performed to show you for the first time the cleaner 

technologies available for your industry? Were these activities useful for this purpose? Why? 

Were these activities useful to develop your skills to explore new CP technologies by your 

own? Why? 

 

Interpreting: 

2.17 Besides you, who in the firm was told for the first time about CP?  

2.18 Which activities were performed to share the CP knowledge with other workers? Were 

these activities performed by the firm itself or with the support of CP outsiders? Who? 

2.19 What did the CP outsider do to promote dialogue and reflection spaces among workers 

around CP (to help with the dissemination, understanding and definition of CP actions to be 

implemented)? How was this? Was this useful for this purpose? 

 

B. Was a team formed to define and promote CP actions to be implemented? If so, how 

this team was formed (members, leader, etc)? Was the team useful for that purpose? 

Why?. 

 

If a team (even an informal group of workers) was formed, specify the following:  

 c. Were there differences between the individual and the team in terms of 

personality, which might have affected the transfer of new CP information from the transfer 

to the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

d. Were there differences between the individual and the team in terms of values and goals 

that might have affected the communication of new CP information from the individual to 

the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

e. In the case the team had shared new CP information with an individual, was the team 

confidence in the individual a key factor for sharing to occur? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

 

Implementing: 

2.20 What cleaner technologies did you apply during the demonstration project? Was it difficult 

or easy to implement these technologies (i.e., complex technologies)? 
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2.21 Which factors were relevant for the selection and adoption of the cleaner technologies 

(for you as a worker) applied in your firm? (cost, easy to apply, not complex technology, easy 

to understand?  

2.22 Did the firm (and/or you) obtain benefits with the implementation of CP? Which?  

2.23 What other CP technologies could have been possibly applied in the firm? Why? Why 

weren’t these applied?  

2.24 How the implementation process of cleaner technologies was? How was it done? Who 

was in charge of it? Who helped with the process (internal staff and/or external support) and 

how? Describe the role of the outsider during the implementation process? Was this support 

useful, why? 

 

Institutionalizing: 

2.25 A. What kind of tools did the CP outsider leave to help the firm keep promoting and 

implementing CP technologies in your firm? Which have been the most useful and why?  

 

B. Did the team (group of workers) persuade the manager to keep applying specific CP 

actions or CP in general? How was this done? Who supported the team to do this? 

 

2.26 A. What other tools could have been developed for keeping promoting the 

implementation of CP in your firm? Why?   

B. What other tools were developed by the firm for this purpose?  

 

2.27 Do you know the following terms: 

Flow diagram: Yes ( )  NO ( )  

eco-balance: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

Ineficciency costs: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

Eco-indicators: Yes ( )  NO ( ) 

If yes, describe them. 

 

2.28 A. What is cleaner production? Define it.  

B. How were the evaluations of these CP project (s)?. What was evaluated? At what 

stage of the project were evaluations conducted? 

After the CP project: 

2.29 With the implementation of CP, did the visión, beliefs, goals, policies or structure of your 

firm change? How?  

2.30 Did you continue applying what you learned about? How? Why?  

2.31 Have you applied new CP technologies? Which? Why? 

2.32 What benefits have you obtained from applying these new CP technologies? 

2.33 Do you keep training in CP? How and why?  

2.34 Which of the following is true for you?  

 

 “ cleaner production is a moral duty for my company’’  

  ‘‘by cleaner production my company prices itself out of the market’’ 
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  ‘‘cleaner production provides my company cost savings’’ 

 If CP is to survive in the long-term in their firms, owner-managers must develop 

mechanisms for identifying, acquiring, communicating, exploiting and creating 

new CP knowledge (Jones & Mcpherson, 2006) (  ) 

 CP is necessarily a continuous learning process (  ) 

 CP OUTSIDERS are necessary to learn ( ), implement ( ) and sustain CP (  ).  

 

 

2.35 Are you able to propose and successfully develop CP projects (initiatives) for your firm?  

 

2.35A  
AFTER THE CP PROJECT:  
Are you able to propose and successfully 
develop CP projects (initiatives) for your 
firm? 

2.35B 
BEFORE THE CP PROJECT :  
Were you able to propose and successfully 
develop CP projects (initiatives) for your 
firm? 

I’m able to look for new CP information by 
my own. Yes:    No:   
I’m able to formulate CP proposals 
(actions) for my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
I’m able to support the implementation of 
CP actions or projects in my firm: Yes:    
No:   
 
I’m able to monitoring and control CP 
projects (actions) in my firm: Yes:    No:   
 

I was able to look for new CP information 
by my own. Yes:    No:   
I was able to formulate CP proposals 
(actions) for my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
I was able to support the implementation 
of CP actions or projects in my firm: Yes:    
No: 
 
I was able to monitoring and control CP 
projects (actions) in my firm: Yes:    No:   

 

 

2.36 Future plans around CP? Which? Expected outcomes and impacts?  

2.37 Recommendations to improve CP transfer tools? 

2.38 A. Should the CP outsiders offer CP training activities separately for the smaller and the 

bigger industries? Divide the group of industries according to their size or capacities for 

training purposes? Yes (  ) No (  ) 

B. Would that division facilitate the CP knowledge transfer? Yes (  )   No (   ) , Why? 

 

 

3 QUESTIONS TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURAL LEARNING PROCESSES (ANY 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS THE FIRM USUALLY DOES) 

 

3.1 Did the firm continuously introduce new methods, technical processes and equipment to 

modify the production processes? How often this happened? 

3.2 Why did the firm introduce these innovations? 

____ Desire to improve the production process. 

____ Market demands (competitors and new products demands) 

____ Law compliance (i.e., quality standards) 

____ Innovation internal policies of the firm 

____ Other? Which?  
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3.3 Which were the most frequent changes or innovations in the firm? 

 

____ Heavy Equipment (replacement or upgrading). 

____ Tools replacement or updrading (light duty machinery) 

____ Modification of processes/techniques 

____ Other. Which?  

 

3.4 What percentage of those innovations(modifications) corresponded to environmental 

innovations?  

 

ACQUISITION/INTUITION STAGE 

3.5 Who in the firm is generally in charge of identifying technological innovations for the firm? 

3.6 How does this person obtain information about these innovations? 

 

INTERPRETATION STAGE 

3.7 How knowledge about technical innovations are transferred within the firm (communication 

channels, trainings, face to face)? 

3.8 How do you prefer to learn about a new technology? 

 

____ Visually (videos, visits, etc), why? 

____ Trial and error testing , why? 

____ Lectures (trainings), why? 

____ Other? Which? why? 

 

IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 

3.9 How the process of implementation of a new technology usually begins? 

____ Small scale testing, why? 

____ Visit to other firms that have implemented the technology (before applying it in your 

own firm), why? 

____ Other, which? why? 

 

3.10 How the new technology is sustained, and shared to new or other workers? 

At the end of the interview: 

In case I need to re-contact you, could you specify your preferred means of contact?  

Preferred mailing address (email and/or post):  Email:                                            Post: 

Phone (preferred): Cell phone:                             Landline:   
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Appendix C: Interview questionnaire – Participant type C  

INTERVIEWS QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Participants C: CP consultants and professionals) 

Project: “Strategies for the Integration and Institutionalization of Cleaner Production 

Knowledge in Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)” 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

 Organizations’s name (where the interviewee worked when participated in a CP 

Project): 

 Interviewee’s name, age and gender: entre 20-30 ( ), entre 40-50 ( ), mayor a 50 ( ). 

 Interviewee’s academic level (when he/she participated in the CP Project and 

currently): 

 Interviewee’s position (when he/she participated in the CP Project): 

 Current position of the interviewee (if continuing working in the organization): 

 Entry date to the organization: 

 CP project in which the interviewee participated: 

 

2. QUESTIONS AROUND THE LEARNING PROCESSES AROUND CP IN THE FIRM. 

 

Before and during the CP demonstration project: 

2.1 How and why that CP project start?  

2.2 Who invited you to be part of that CP project?  

2.3 Why did you decide to participate in the CP demonstration Project? What was the motivator?  

2.4 What were your expectations of the CP project? 

2.5  According to you, what were the objectives of the project? 

2.6 a). Did you know about CP before the project? If you did, how did you know (type of course, 

certificate program, conferences, etc)? If you did not, what do you think was hindering you 

from knowing about CP (lack of information, lack of interest, CP courses are expensive, lack 

of CP consultants or consultancy is expensive)? 

 

b) As a CP provider, did you evaluate the previous CP knowledge level of the firms’ staff (OM 

and workers)? How?. In the case, the firms’s workers had any or low previous CP knowledge, 

did you find out what hindered them from learning about CP? What was this? 

 

2.7 Name the persons or organizations who participated in the CP Project. What was their role?. 

Who was specifically in charge of defining the CP transfer methodologies?  

2.8 As a CP provider, How did you teach MSMEs workers about CP (the sequence)? Can you 

remember and list the main stages of the project and how were these unfolded?  
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2.9 What activities were performed during the Project to teach the firms about CP (trainings, 

videos, visits, etc)?  What do you remember about them? Who designed and defined them? 

2.10 Which activity did the MSMEs say they liked the most? Why?  

2.11 Which activity did they least enjoy? Why? 

2.12 Which do you think was the most useful activity for the MSMEs to learn about CP? Which 

was the least, why?  

2.13 Could these activities have been done in a different way to help MSMEs learn better about 

CP? How?. 

2.14 Who participated in these activities? How many people from your organization or other 

outsiders? How were these people chosen to participate? 

 

 About learning levels around CP transfer: 

Acquisition: 

2.15 Which specific activities were performed to bring to MSMEs for the first time the CP 

concept? Were these activities useful for this purpose? Why? 

2.16 Which specific activities were performed to show MSMEs for the first time the cleaner 

technologies available for their industry? How were these activities selected? Were these 

activities useful for this purpose? Why? 

2.17 Who was chosen in the firm to be told for the first time about CP? How was his/her answer? 

2.18 Which activities were promoted and performed to share CP knowledge among MSMEs 

workers? How were these activities selected? Who was invited to and participated in these 

activities? How? 

2.19 A. Did your organization promote work team and reflection spaces among workers around 

CP (to disseminate, understand and define CP actions to be implemented)? How was this? 

 

B. Was a team formed to define and promote CP actions to be implemented? If so, how this 

team was formed (members, leader, etc)? Was the team useful for that purpose?  

 

If a team (even an informal group of workers) was formed, specify the following:  

C. Do you know if there were differences between the individual and the team in terms of 

personality, which might have affected the transfer of new CP information from the transfer to 

the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

D. Do you know if there were differences between the individual and the team in terms of 

values and goals that might have affected the communication of new CP information from the 

individual to the team? Yes (  )  No (  )  Explain: 

 

E. N.A  

2.20 What cleaner technologies did MSMEs apply during the demonstration project? Soft or 

complex mainly? 

2.21 Which factors were relevant for MSMEs for the selection and adoption of the cleaner 

technologies? (cost, easy to apply, not complex technology, easy to understand? How did you 

find out this? 

2.22 Did MSMEs obtain benefits with the implementation of CP? Which? Did your organization 

obtain benefits with the implementations of CP in the firms? Which? 
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2.23 What other CP technologies you think MSMEs would have liked to implement? Why? Why 

didn’t they apply them?  

2.24 How the implementation process of cleaner technologies was? How your organization 

participated in this?  

2.25 What kind of tools did your organization leave for helping MSMEs in keeping promoting 

and implementing CP technologies in their firms? Who defined these tools and how? Which 

have been the most useful and why?  

2.26 What other tools could have been developed for keeping promoting the implementation of 

CP in MSMEs? Why was this important?   

2.27 Which of the following tools were transferred to the MSMEs? How and for what purpose? 

____Flow diagram 

____eco-balance 

____ ineficciency costs 

____ eco-indicators 

 

2.28 B. How were the evaluations of these CP project (s)?. What was evaluated? At what stage 

of the project were evaluations conducted?  

C. In your opinion, was this a CP successful project? Yes:     NO: 

 

After the CP project: 

2.29 A. With the implementation of CP, did the visión, beliefs, goals, policies or structure of 

MSMEs  change? How?  

 

B. Did your organization monitoring & control CP implementations after the project finished? 

If not, why not? If yes, How was this? 

 

2.30 Do you know if they continued applying what they learned? How?   

2.31 N.A 

2.32 N.A 

2.33 N.A 

2.34 Which of the following is true for you?  

 

“ cleaner production SHOULD BE a moral duty for MSMEs’ ( ) 

‘‘by cleaner production MSMEs price themselves out of the market’’ ( ) 

‘‘cleaner production provides MSMEs cost savings’’ ( ) 

If CP is to survive in the long-term in their firms, owner-managers must develop mechanisms 

for identifying, acquiring, communicating, exploiting and creating new CP knowledge (Jones 

& Mcpherson, 2006) (  ) 

CP is necessarily a continuous learning process (  ) 

CP OUTSIDERS are necessary to learn ( ), implement ( ) and sustain CP (  ).   

 

 

 

2.35 In your opinion, after the CP project MSMEs are able to propose and successfully develop 

CP projects (initiatives) in their firms?  

2.35A  2.35B 
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AFTER THE CP PROJECT:  
MSMEs workers and/or OMs are able to 
propose and successfully develop CP 
projects (initiatives) for their firm? 

BEFORE THE CP PROJECT :  
Were MSMEs workers and/or OMs able to 
propose and successfully develop CP 
projects (initiatives) for their firm? 

MSMEs are able to look for new CP 
information by my own. Yes:    No:   
 
MSMEs are able to formulate CP 
proposals for my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
MSMEs are able to support the 
implementation of CP actions or projects in 
my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
MSMEs are able to monitoring and control 
CP projects in my firm: Yes:    No:   
 

MSMEs were able to look for new CP 
information by my own. Yes:    No:   
 
MSMEs were able to formulate CP 
proposals for my firm: Yes:    No:   
 
MSMEs were able to support the 
implementation of CP actions or projects 
in my firm: Yes:    No:pendiente P.O 
 
MSMEs were able to monitoring and 
control CP projects in my firm: Yes:    No:   

 

 

2.36 N.A 

2.37 Recommendations to improve CP transfer tools? 

2.38 A. Should the CP outsiders offer CP training activities separately for the the smaller and 

the bigger industries? Divide the group of industries according to their size or capacities for 

training purposes? Yes (  ) No (  ) 

 

B. Would that division facilitate the CP knowledge transfer? Yes (  )   No (   ) , Why? 

 

3. N.A 

 

4. OL & NATURAL LEARNING PROCESSES IN THE FIRMS (while conducting the CP 

projects) 

4.1 While conducting the CP projects, did you know about OL processes in industries?  

Yes ( )   No ( ) 

 

If yes, please explain what OL processes in industries are?  

 

4.2 Did you know the natural learning processes in the firms? 

Yes ( )   No ( ) 

If yes, How did you know about them? Describe them.  

 

4.3 Did you know if the participants firms were innovative enterprises? 

Yes ( )   No ( ) 
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4.4 Did you know if the firm continuously introduce new methods, technical processes and 

equipment to modify the production processes? How often this happened? (question 3.1) 

Yes ( )   No ( ) 

 

4.5 Did you know what motivated the firms to introduce these innovations? (question 3.2) 

Yes (  )  No (  ) 

If yes, which of the following?  

____ Desire to improve the production process. 

____ Market demands (competitors and new products demands) 

____ Law compliance (i.e., quality standards) 

____ Innovation internal policies of the firm 

____ Other? Which?  

 

4.6 Did you know which were the most frequent changes or innovations in the firms? (question 

3.3) 

____ Heavy Equipment (replacement or upgrading). 

____ Tools replacement or updrading (light duty machinery) 

____ Modification of processes/techniques 

____ Other. Which?  

 

Did you know what percentage of those innovations (modifications) corresponded to 

environmental innovations? (question 3.4) 

 


